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Editorial

Advantages and Disadvantages of Electronic Cigarettes

Andrzej Sobczak * and Leon Kośmider

Department of General and Inorganic Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences in Sosnowiec,
Medical University of Silesia, 40-055 Katowice, Poland
* Correspondence: asobczak@sum.edu.pl

Despite nearly nine thousand publications on e-cigarettes (EC) in the PubMed database,
there is still no consensus in the scientific community and among decision makers regarding
the risks and benefits of using these products. As we emphasized in the call for papers,
further research is needed to provide new evidence-based knowledge to better inform the
public about the possible risks as well as the benefits for smokers related to the use of
e-cigarettes. We proposed a wide range of topics, which included laboratory studies related
to the presence of harmful substances in the liquid and aerosol, in vivo and in vitro health
effects studies, the role of nicotine in addiction, and observational population studies on
the use of EC.

The papers submitted for the Special Issue (SI) fit into the proposed topics. Two papers
concern reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated during the use of an e-cigarette containing
synthetic nicotine [1] and the influence of flavoring substances on the appearance of ROS
in the aerosol [2]. Flavoring substances are also the subject of research by Bebenek et al. [3].
The authors analyze their influence on the content of free and protonated nicotine and the
consequences associated with nicotine addiction. In turn, animal studies [4] have hypothe-
sized that exposure to flavored e-cigarettes would cause lung inflammation in C57BL/6 J
mice. This study revealed that flavor-based e-cigarette exposure elicited sex-specific alter-
ations in lung inflammation, with cherry flavors/benzaldehyde eliciting female-specific
and tobacco flavor resulting in male-specific increases in lung inflammation. Such studies
indicate the potential toxicity of some flavorings added to e-liquid which should be taken
into account when formulating regulations.

In in vivo studies, Cichońska et al. [5] conclude that e-cigarette usage adversely affects
the antioxidant capacity of saliva, in comparison to non-smokers, to the same extent as
smoking traditional cigarettes. This might present an important clinical risk of oral cavity
disorders. Additionally, in their review paper, Szumilas et al. [6] review the literature in
terms of the impact of e-cigarette aerosol on the cells and tissues of the oral cavity.

In turn, in vitro studies have shown that e-cigarette vapor condensate (ECVC) has a
negative effect on both osteoblast viability and function, with these effects being mediated,
in part, by nicotine-dependent mechanisms and also reactive carbonyl species derived
from e-liquid humectants. Reduced osteoblast viability, coupled with a reduction in OPG
secretion as observed following ECVC treatment, may lead to increased bone resorption
following chronic exposure, in turn potentially impacting bone development in younger
users, while increasing bone-associated disease progression and negatively impacting
orthopedic and dental surgery outcomes [7].

Another article in this SI is devoted to the study of the storage conditions and type
of clearomizers on the increase in heavy metal levels in e-cigarette liquids retailed in
Romania [8]. It has been found that the long period and high storage temperature of e-
liquids in the clearomizer have an effect on increasing the level of heavy metals in the
generated aerosol. This is important information for users of these products, aiming to
reduce the harmfulness of their use.

In many reports published by prestigious scientific institutions, special attention is
paid to the threat that e-cigarettes may pose to young people. Therefore, we welcomed the

Toxics 2023, 11, 66. https://doi.org/10.3390/toxics11010066 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/toxics1
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paper describing the results of a cross-sectional study conducted in Poland [9]. The main
aim of this study was the assessment of the factors associated with the use of electronic
cigarettes among high school students. Two parameters used to assess public health were
used for this purpose: health literacy (HL) and the health locus of control (HLC). Personal
health literacy is the degree to which individuals have the ability to find, understand, and
use information and services to inform health-related decisions and actions for themselves
and others. The health locus of control refers to the belief that health is in one’s control
(internal control) or is not in one’s control (external control). Among adults, the external
locus of control is associated with negative health outcomes, whereas the internal locus of
control is associated with favorable outcomes. The obtained results showed that students
smoking conventional cigarettes were more prone to using e-cigarettes. To sum up, it
was an unexpected result that HL is not associated with the use of e-cigarettes. A greater
likelihood of using e-cigarettes was positively associated with higher HLC scores, as in the
case of traditional smoking.

There are currently ongoing debates about the relationship between e-cigarette use,
NRT use, and the uptake and provision of other quit methods including behavioral support.
It has been suggested, for instance, that widespread e-cigarette use may be reducing the
need for stop smoking services (SSSs). Meanwhile, research by Harweell et al. [10] does not
support this argument; some smokers participating in the study were still willing to receive
additional support in quitting from SSSs, even if they were already using e-cigarettes.

Another paper [11] uses data from Wave 3 of The Population Assessment of Tobacco
and Health (PATH) study which is a nationally representative longitudinal study of tobacco
use and health in the United States. The authors assess associations between e-cigarette use
and self-reported hypertension, a highly prevalent health condition and major contributor
to cardiovascular disease burden. According to the authors, after adjusting for potential
confounders, current vaping (OR = 1.31) and current smoking (OR = 1.27) were both
associated with higher odds of hypertension; those odds were lower for respondents
who were concurrently smoking and vaping (OR = 1.77). The results obtained make an
important contribution to the evaluation of the association of e-cigarette use with major
adverse cardiovascular endpoints (e.g., stroke and myocardial infarction).

Controversies around the risks posed by e-cigarettes are often due to the wide variety
of products and user behavior, the underestimation or overestimation of risk, as well as the
wrong methodological approach. In this context, we pay particular attention to two further
works. Talhout et al. [12] used several approaches to quantify the health risk of tobacco
products, either the absolute risk or that relative to a tobacco cigarette. The hazard index
(HI) and relative potency factor (RPF) approaches may be used for the quantification of
health risk, provided that sufficient and relevant hazard and exposure data are available.
None of the methods are ready to be used in regulation yet due to a lack of relevant data on
hazard and exposure, but also due to a variety of regulatory needs and wishes. However,
the application of these methods may be possible in due time.

One of the reasons for the controversy surrounding e-cigarettes is the different, often
contradictory results of studies covering the same research topic. The reasons may vary.
However, the most important is the research methodology. This topic was discussed in
two papers by Soulet and Sussman. In the first paper [13], the authors critically reviewed
laboratory studies published after 2017 on the metal content of EC aerosol, focusing on
the consistency between their experimental design, the actual use of the device, and the
corresponding exposure risk assessment. The authors showed the most important reasons
for the variation in results in the reviewed papers. They included inadequate BA test
protocols unsuited to the power of the heater; miscalculation of exposure levels based on
experimental results; devices manufactured many months before the experiment, which
could be the cause of corrosion of the e-cigarette’s metal components; and lack of sufficient
information to allow repetition of the study.

Similar topics are addressed in the second paper [14]. They review the literature on
laboratory studies quantifying the production of potentially toxic organic by-products
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(carbonyls, carbon monoxide, and free radicals) in e-cigarette aerosol emissions, focusing
on the consistency between their experimental design and a realistic usage of the devices.
The authors conclude that laboratory testing requires a much more flexible standard, not
only providing appropriate technical guidelines, but facilitating the incorporation of end
users to complement laboratory logistics.

We agree with the authors of these papers that an objective assessment of the risk of
using e-cigarettes requires the elimination of incorrect research methodology and signals
the necessity to upgrade current laboratory-testing standards.

The papers posted in the SI cover various research areas related to e-cigarettes. In our
opinion, they show two important directions for further research. The first is the role of
flavor additives in the overall assessment of the harmfulness of e-cigarettes, and the second
is the need to take steps toward standardizing methods at least for areas of research in
which we observe considerable variation in the results obtained, which at present makes it
difficult to take rational regulatory action and recommendations.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Article

Use of e-Cigarettes and Attendance at Stop Smoking Services: A
Population Survey in England

Greg Hartwell 1,*, Matt Egan 1, Jamie Brown 2, Triantafyllos Pliakas 1,3 and Mark Petticrew 1

1 Department of Public Health, Environments & Society, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine,
London WC1H 9SH, UK

2 Health Behaviour Research Centre, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, UK
3 Impact Epilysis, Taxiarchon 35, Kalamaria, 55 132 Thessaloniki, Greece
* Correspondence: gregory.hartwell@lshtm.ac.uk

Abstract: Little is known about whether e-cigarette use influences tobacco smokers’ decisions around
other smoking cessation options, including the most effective one available: stop smoking service
(SSS) attendance. Our repeat cross-sectional survey therefore assessed associations between use
of e-cigarettes with past and planned future uptake of SSSs. Nicotine replacement therapy (NRT)
use was also assessed as a comparator. Participants were drawn from the Smoking Toolkit Study, a
nationally representative, validated, face-to-face survey. Data were aggregated on 2139 English adults
reporting current smoking of cigarettes or other tobacco products. Multivariable logistic regression
was used to adjust for potential confounders. Results showed dual users of combustible tobacco
and e-cigarettes were more likely than other smokers to report having accessed SSSs in the past
(AOR 1.43, 95% CI 1.08 to 1.90) and intending to take up these services in future (AOR 1.51, 95% CI
1.14 to 2.00). Dual users of combustible tobacco and NRT showed similar associations. Secondary
objectives provided evidence on key psychosocial factors that influenced smokers’ decision-making
in this area. In summary, despite speculation that e-cigarette use might deter smokers from accessing
SSSs, our study found dual users of tobacco and e-cigarettes were more likely to report uptake of
such services, compared to smokers not using e-cigarettes.

Keywords: electronic cigarettes; e-cigarettes; smoking; tobacco; addiction; addictive behavior; health
services; access to healthcare

1. Introduction

The last decade has seen major shifts in smokers’ behaviours relating to nicotine con-
sumption and smoking cessation. Behavioural counselling, for instance (the most effective
route known for quitting smoking when combined with licensed pharmacotherapy) [1,2],
has experienced sustained declines in uptake. In England, the stop smoking services (SSSs)
that provide such support to smokers have seen attendance rates drop year-on-year for
almost a full decade [3], a decline mirrored in equivalent services across the EU [4]. Over a
similar timeframe, the prevalence of regular e-cigarette use has increased in the UK from
an estimated 700,000 people in 2012 to an estimated 3.6 million in 2021 [5], and it has been
suggested these diverging trends in use of e-cigarettes and SSSs may be linked [6–8]. In
other words, declines in service uptake could be related to increases in vaping prevalence.
This hypothesis is the subject of recurrent debate given its important public health implica-
tions; after all, if e-cigarettes suppress uptake of behavioural support, this may exacerbate
smoking-related health inequalities (SSSs are notably effective at supporting smokers from
lower socioeconomic groups to quit) [1,9]. Similarly, although there is a growing evidence
base about the relative level of effectiveness of using e-cigarettes in a smoking cessation
attempt [10–13], researchers and policy-makers remain keen to monitor connected issues
with potential public health impacts. Growing research has focused, for instance, on the

Toxics 2022, 10, 593. https://doi.org/10.3390/toxics10100593 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/toxics5
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prevalence of vaping amongst non-smoking adolescents, potential health harms posed by
long-term use of e-cigarettes, or support for ex-smokers to quit ongoing vaping.

The role that e-cigarettes play within the smoking cessation sector thus remains highly
topical and subject to wide differences internationally in terms of policy, guidance and
regulations [14]. In England, SSSs are not permitted to prescribe e-cigarettes, so do not
offer them to clients in the same way that they currently provide behavioural support
and access to NRT as part of their standard provision. The English National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommends professionals advise that e-cigarettes,
while substantially less harmful than smoking, are not risk-free [15]. Specific guidance for
SSSs issued by key professional organisations has recognised that behavioural support is
most crucial for improving odds of quitting and has recommended SSS practitioners can
work with smokers who wish to use their own e-cigarettes alongside SSS support [10,16,17].
Yet, among smokers who vape, SSS attendance rates have been far lower than amongst
other smokers [18]. Some smokers who would otherwise have accessed SSSs may therefore
be choosing to try quitting through the less effective route of vaping alone, either out of
personal preference or due to local services being reduced. Several councils have even
posited the popularity of e-cigarettes as part of a rationale for decommissioning local SSSs
entirely [19–21].

Qualitative studies in this area suggest that smokers, particularly from disadvantaged
backgrounds, are influenced by both internal and external factors when deciding whether
to attend SSSs [22–24]. Beliefs about the effectiveness of SSSs appear particularly influential,
as well as fears about how smokers will be received or welcomed by the services (including
their expectations of being judged by practitioners, for instance). Meanwhile, qualitative
research on e-cigarettes has generally studied them in isolation from other quit methods.
Little is known, for instance, about how smokers’ knowledge and beliefs about vaping
could relate to their decision-making around other smoking cessation options.

Similarly, research has only recently begun to explore whether vaping amongst smok-
ers may be specifically affecting behavioural support uptake, with mixed findings. A
recent UK prospective study suggested that, amongst smokers making a “serious quit
attempt”, use of e-cigarettes was associated with reduced likelihood of specifically using
behavioural support or prescription medication [25]. Although conclusions that can be
drawn from cross-sectional or ecological research are more limited, available studies have
found different results. An earlier UK time series analysis found no clear evidence for
population-level associations between e-cigarette use and behavioural support uptake [26].
A cross-sectional US survey meanwhile suggested that amongst dual users of combustible
tobacco and e-cigarettes almost all age groups were as likely to access such support as
other smokers [27].

None of these studies were designed to assess possible sociodemographic interactions,
however, or mechanistic associations with related knowledge and beliefs. In fact, no studies
outside the US have examined sociodemographic differences in behavioural support uptake
amongst smokers using e-cigarettes. Furthermore, no studies anywhere have examined
such smokers’ intended future SSS use—a variable with clear implications for the long-
term viability of these particularly effective services—or to control for important beliefs
and knowledge that could also influence service uptake. Our study therefore aimed to
examine whether e-cigarette use (and NRT use as a comparator) were associated with past
and planned SSS uptake among smokers. Secondary objectives were to explore potential
sociodemographic differences in these outcomes, as well as the kinds of knowledge and
beliefs about e-cigarettes and SSSs that were associated with them.

2. Methods

2.1. Design

This repeat cross-sectional study’s data were collected through the Smoking Toolkit
Study (STS), a monthly survey dating back to 2006 [28]. STS sampling is a hybrid be-
tween random location and quota: small output areas of approximately 200 households are
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stratified by geodemographic ordering of the population and randomly selected. Trained
interviewers are assigned pre-specified quotas to fulfil, tailored to the areas, before under-
taking face-to-face interviews with single members of households. Recruitment is from the
general population, with each monthly dataset involving approximately 1700 adults (16+).
Previous research demonstrates the STS’s national representativeness [28].

2.2. Study Population

This research was approved by the appropriate ethics committees (see ‘Institutional Review
Board Statement’) and conformed to the principles embodied in the Declaration of Helsinki.
Data were collected between February and November 2017 from 13,735 English adults, with
each monthly dataset providing a unique sample of individuals (no repeat interviews
occurred). The study sample was created from those 2313 respondents, pooled from the
multiple months, who responded to the question “Which of the following best applies to
you?” by selecting either “I smoke cigarettes (including hand-rolled) every day”, “I smoke
cigarettes (including hand-rolled), but not every day” or “I do not smoke cigarettes at all,
but I do smoke tobacco of some kind (e.g., pipe, cigar or shisha)”.

2.3. Measures
2.3.1. Measurement of e-Cigarette/NRT Use

All questions and response options are detailed in the study’s questionnaire
(Supplementary Material S1). Existing STS questions provided data on current use of
e-cigarettes and/or NRT. As with previous studies incorporating STS data [26,29,30], these
concepts were measured via three separate questions to capture all relevant smokers and
maximise accuracy (“Do you regularly use any of the following in situations when you
are not allowed to smoke?”, “Are you using any of the following either to help you stop
smoking, to help you cut down or for any other reason at all?”, “Which, if any, of the
following are you currently using to help you cut down the amount you smoke?”). Current
e-cigarette use was defined as selecting ‘Electronic cigarette’ from the possible responses
to any of these questions, with current NRT use defined as choosing any of the nicotine
products listed: nicotine gum, nicotine lozenge, nicotine patch, nicotine inhaler\inhalator,
another nicotine product or nicotine mouthspray. Respondents selected multiple products
if relevant.

2.3.2. Measurement of Outcomes

Primary outcome variables were previous SSS use (‘past uptake’) and future intention
to access services (‘planned uptake’), measured by asking “Have you ever sought help
from an NHS stop smoking service at any point in the past?” and “How likely or unlikely
are you to consider seeking help from your NHS stop smoking service at any point in the
future?”. The latter was a single-item measure with five response options; for analysis and
interpretation, data were dichotomised to reflect any intention to access services (“Very
likely” or “Fairly likely”) versus no intention (“Very unlikely”, “Fairly unlikely” or “Neither
likely nor unlikely”).

2.3.3. Measurement of Potential Confounders

Our analysis plan specified confounders a priori, with the exception of two sensitivity
analyses outlined below. Existing STS questions provided data on sociodemographics and
smoking-related factors. Sociodemographics included age, gender, ethnicity (dichotomised
into white versus non-white) and social grade (dichotomised into ABC1 versus C2DE). The
established ‘Motivation To Stop Scale’ (MTSS) recorded intention to quit smoking (“Which
of the following best describes you?”, dichotomised into “I REALLY want to stop smoking
and intend to in the next month”, “I REALLY want to stop smoking and intend to in the
next 3 months” or “I want to stop smoking and hope to soon” versus “I REALLY want to
stop smoking but I don’t know when I will”, “I want to stop smoking but haven’t thought
about when”, “I think I should stop smoking but don’t really want to” or “I don’t want to
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stop smoking”) [31]. The established ‘Heaviness of Smoking Index’ (HSI) assessed nicotine
dependence [32]. Past year quit attempts were assessed by asking “How many serious
attempts to stop smoking have you made in the last 12 months?” (dichotomised into zero
attempts versus 1+ attempts).

Data were also collected on knowledge and beliefs that could potentially influence SSS
attendance or e-cigarette use. Participants were asked: “To what extent do you agree or dis-
agree with each of the following statements?”. Statements covered potential facilitators and
barriers to uptake of the respective quit methods, including perceived ease of use/access
and reporting of peer precedents who had tried them (see Supplementary Material S1 for
comprehensive list of statements).

Responses, based on five-point Likert scales, were dichotomised into “Strongly agree”
or “Tend to agree” versus “Neither agree nor disagree”, “Tend to disagree” or “Strongly
disagree”. Responses to the question “Out of these two approaches for quitting smoking,
which do you think would be more likely to help someone to quit?” were dichotomised
into “Getting support from NHS SSSs” versus “Using e-cigarettes” or “Both equally likely”.
Finally, participants reporting previous SSS uptake were asked “Overall, to what extent
did you find the NHS SSS you attended helpful or not for your efforts to quit smoking?”
(responses dichotomised into “Very helpful” or “Fairly helpful”, versus “Not very helpful”
or “Not at all helpful”).

2.4. Testing of Questions

Seventeen members of the public with varied experiences of smoking, using e-cigarettes/NRT
and accessing SSSs were recruited purposively at the research’s outset for face validity
testing of the new survey questions proposed. These people reviewed draft questions by
email and provided written feedback on their overall merits, as well as any specific word-
ing within them that could be clearer. Seven subject matter experts (tobacco researchers,
national policy-makers, survey specialists and SSS staff) were consulted in the same way.

2.5. Statistical Analyses

Our planned analyses and sample size calculation were pre-registered publicly on
Open Science Framework (www.osf.io/ur3j8, accessed on 30 August 2022). Descriptive
statistics were produced for sociodemographic and smoking-related variables, with chi-
squared and t tests undertaken to examine potential differences in these by use of e-
cigarettes or NRT (Table 1). Final analyses investigated the impact of dual use (of com-
bustible tobacco and e-cigarettes or NRT respectively) on SSS uptake (past or planned
respectively), adjusting for smoking-related and sociodemographic co-variables. These fur-
thermore assessed interactions between the dual use variables and key sociodemographics
(age, gender, social grade, ethnicity) on past or planned SSS uptake.

Analyses were structured as follows. First, multivariable logistic regression models
(M1) were produced for exploratory analyses of knowledge and beliefs concerning e-
cigarettes and SSSs. These examined the impact of each knowledge/belief variable in
turn on SSS uptake (past and planned respectively), after adjusting for smoking-related
and demographic co-variables. Secondly, we developed unadjusted logistic regression
models (M2) examining the impact of the dual use variables on the SSS uptake variables
to provide crude odds ratios (ORs). Thirdly, we developed fully adjusted models (M3)
examining the impact of each dual use variable in turn on each SSS uptake variable, after
adjusting for a priori variables and statistically significant knowledge/belief variables
(p < 0.05) identified in M1, in order to produce final adjusted ORs with 95% CIs. In a
further stage, we also examined interactions between each dual use variable and key
sociodemographic variable (socioeconomic status, age, gender, ethnicity) on each SSS
uptake variable. This involved developing a series of different ‘interaction’ models—each
model having the interaction term in question (e.g., dual use of combustible tobacco and
e-cigarettes x gender)—which adjusted for all a priori and other statistically significant
variables (as in M3). Following these pre-registered analyses, some unplanned sensitivity
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analyses explored, in the M3 models, the impact of including two potentially relevant
further variables: use of NRT (when examining dual combustible tobacco/e-cigarette use)
or e-cigarettes (when examining dual combustible tobacco/NRT use), as well as past SSS
uptake (when examining planned SSS uptake). Analyses were undertaken using SPSS v24.

Table 1. Sample characteristics by dual use of combustible tobacco/e-cigarettes or combustible tobacco/NRT.

All Dual e-Cig/Tobacco Use p *
Dual NRT/Tobacco Use p *

Tobacco Use Only p *

Smokers Yes No Yes No Yes No

All smokers - 18.2% 81.8% <0.001 * 10.2% 89.8% <0.001 * 74.1% 25.9% <0.001 *

Demographic characteristics

Age, Mean (SD) 43.5 (17.3) 43.0 (16.5) 43.6 (17.5) 0.555 47.0 (16.9) 43.1 (17.3) 0.001 * 43.1 (17.4) 44.6 (16.9) 0.086
Female 49.7% 50.9% 49.4% 0.590 54.3% 49.1% 0.147 48.6% 52.6% 0.109
White 90.0% 93.2% 89.3% 0.019 * 90.1% 90.0% 0.961 89.1% 92.6% 0.018 *

Social grade C2DE 56.7% 54.6% 57.2% 0.359 54.3% 57.0% 0.439 57.3% 55.0% 0.352
No 16+

qualifications 60.9% 61.7% 60.8% 0.747 60.5% 61.0% 0.896 60.6% 61.9% 0.585

With disability 17.4% 18.9% 17.1% 0.381 22.4% 16.9% 0.038 * 16.5% 20.0% 0.058
Heterosexual 87.4% 89.4% 87.0% 0.191 82.5% 88.0% 0.020 * 87.6% 86.9% 0.653

Region: North 32.2% 36.8% 31.1% 0.027 * 25.6% 32.9% 0.026 * 32.2% 32.1% 0.971
Central 29.7% 29.1% 29.8% 0.764 29.1% 29.8% 0.851 29.7% 29.6% 0.969
South 38.1% 34.1% 39.1% 0.065 45.3% 37.3% 0.020 * 38.1% 38.3% 0.943

Smoking characteristics

Intent to quit
smoking 33.1% 51.6% 29.0% <0.001 * 58.3% 30.3% <0.001 * 25.9% 53.8% <0.001 *

Past year quit
attempt 29.9% 50.9% 25.2% <0.001 * 59.2% 26.6% <0.001 * 21.7% 53.3% <0.001 *

HSI Index, Mean
(SD) 1.72 (1.51) 1.78 (1.43) 1.71 (1.53) 0.382 1.79 (1.49) 1.71 (1.51) 0.484 1.71 (1.52) 1.77 (1.47) 0.374

NRT: nicotine replacement therapy; SD: Standard deviation; C2DE: small employers and own account workers,
lower supervisory and technical occupations, semi-routine and routine occupations, never workers and long-term
unemployed (ABC1: managerial, professional and intermediate occupations); North: North East, North West,
Yorkshire and Humber; Central: East Midlands, West Midlands, East of England; South: London, South East,
South West; HSI: Heaviness of Smoking Index (index ranges from 0 to 6: the higher the score, the higher the
dependence on nicotine); Tobacco use only: current smokers of combustible tobacco with no current use of
e-cigarettes or NRT. *: statistically significant (p < 0.05).

3. Results

3.1. Sample Characteristics

Out of 2313 smokers interviewed, complete data on key co-variables (HSI, age and
gender) was provided by 2189 (94.5%). Those excluded due to missing data (5.0% HSI,
0.4% age, 0.1% gender) were significantly less likely to be white or female (p < 0.05) than
those remaining. Both groups of dual users were likelier than other smokers to report a
quit smoking attempt within the previous year and a future quit intention. Dual users of
combustible tobacco/e-cigarettes were similar to other smokers in most sociodemographic
characteristics (Table 1), but were significantly likelier to be white or Northern England
residents. Dual users of combustible tobacco/NRT were significantly older than other
smokers and likelier to have a disability or to be Southern England residents, but less likely
to be heterosexual or Northern England residents.

18.2% of participants (399/2189) were currently using e-cigarettes, 10.2% (223/2189)
were using NRT and 74.1% were using neither (1622/2189). 21.6% of participants (472/2189)
had accessed SSSs previously and 23.2% (508/2189) planned to do so in future.

3.2. Knowledge and Beliefs Regarding e-Cigarettes and SSSs (M1)

In the M1 analyses of knowledge and belief variables (see Supplementary Material S2 for
comprehensive findings), having accessed SSSs in the past and planning to do so in future
were associated with knowing people who used e-cigarettes (AOR = 1.79, 95% CI: 1.35–2.38
for past uptake and AOR = 1.43, 95% CI: 1.09–1.88 for planned uptake) and thinking that
e-cigarettes were less effective than SSSs (AOR = 1.33, 95% CI: 1.06–1.65 for past uptake and
AOR = 2.35, 95% CI: 1.89–2.93 for planned uptake). Past use of SSSs was also associated
with knowing how to use e-cigarettes (AOR = 2.01, 95% CI: 1.54–2.63).
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Furthermore, having accessed SSSs in the past and planning to do so in future were
associated with: knowing people who had used SSSs (AOR = 3.39, 95% CI: 2.71–4.24 for
past uptake and AOR = 1.59, 95% CI: 1.27–1.99 for planned uptake); thinking that SSSs
were a convenient way to quit smoking (AOR = 1.73, 95% CI: 1.39–2.16 for past uptake
and AOR = 3.07, 95% CI: 2.43–3.87 for planned uptake); knowing how to access SSSs
(AOR = 4.66, 95% CI: 3.25–6.69 for past uptake and AOR = 2.00, 95% CI: 1.49–2.68 for
planned uptake); and thinking they would be made to feel welcome by SSSs (AOR = 1.99,
95% CI: 1.53–2.58 for past uptake and AOR = 2.91, 95% CI: 2.19–3.87 for planned uptake).
Planned uptake was also associated with having found past use of SSSs helpful (AOR = 5.61,
95% CI: 3.57–8.82); thinking dual users of e-cigarettes and combustible tobacco were eligible
for SSSs (AOR = 1.32, 95% CI: 1.06–1.63); and thinking lots of time was needed to access
SSSs (AOR = 0.61, 95% CI: 0.47–0.79; NB: inversely associated, unlike the others).

3.3. Past and Planned Uptake of SSSs (M2&3)

In the M2 unadjusted analyses (Tables 2 and 3), dual users of combustible tobacco/e-
cigarettes were more likely than other smokers to report past (OR 1.93, 95% CI: 1.51–2.45)
and planned SSS uptake (OR 1.53, 95% CI: 1.20–1.95). Dual users of combustible tobacco/NRT
were also more likely than other smokers to report past (OR 2.93, 95% CI: 2.20–3.91) and
planned SSS uptake (OR 3.04, 95% CI: 2.28–4.04). After adjustment for demographic,
smoking-related, and knowledge/belief variables in M3, these associations all remained
statistically significant (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 2. E-cigarette or NRT use and past uptake of SSSs amongst current smokers of combustible tobacco.

Past Uptake of SSSs

% [n] OR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI]

Dual e-cig/tobacco use No 19.3% (346/1790) 1.00 1.00
Yes 31.6% (126/399) 1.93 (1.51–2.45) 1.43 (1.08–1.90)

Dual NRT/tobacco use
No 19.3% (380/1966) 1.00 1.00
Yes 41.3% (92/223) 2.93 (2.20–3.91) 2.10 (1.51–2.93)

Table 3. E-cigarette or NRT use and planned uptake of SSSs amongst current smokers of combustible tobacco.

Planned Uptake of SSSs

% [n] OR [95% CI] AOR [95% CI]

Dual e-cig/tobacco use No 21.7% (389/1790) 1.00 1.00
Yes 29.8% (119/399) 1.53 (1.20–1.95) 1.51 (1.14–2.00)

Dual NRT/tobacco use
No 20.8% (409/1966) 1.00 1.00
Yes 44.4% (99/223) 3.04 (2.28–4.04) 2.30 (1.66–3.18)

There were no interactions between use and social grade, age or ethnicity for any
outcomes. A significant interaction was observed for gender with dual combustible to-
bacco/NRT use on planned SSS uptake. For females, dual combustible tobacco/NRT use
was associated with significantly increased odds of intending to access SSSs (OR 3.40,
95% CI: 2.19–5.28), which was not observed with males (OR 1.45, 95% CI: 0.90–2.35). Sim-
ilar gender interactions were not evident with other outcomes. In sensitivity analyses
further adjusted for NRT use, e-cigarette use or past SSS uptake, results were very similar:
dual combustible tobacco/e-cigarette users remained likelier than other smokers to have ac-
cessed SSSs previously (AOR 1.43, 95% CI: 1.08–1.91) and to plan future uptake (AOR 1.40,
95% CI: 1.05–1.88), as did dual combustible tobacco/NRT users (past SSS uptake: AOR 2.10,
95% CI: 1.51–2.93; planned uptake: AOR 2.03, 95% CI: 1.45–2.84).
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4. Discussion

Amongst current smokers, those also using either e-cigarettes or NRT were more
likely to report having accessed SSSs in the past and intending to access services in future.
To our knowledge, this research is the first of its kind to combine data on e-cigarette
use with data about both past and planned behavioural support uptake. It therefore has
particular relevance to current debates around the popularity of e-cigarettes and their
potential impact on smokers’ decisions regarding cessation services. Another key strength
is its use of a representative sample of the English population. Through our secondary
objectives, we also generated evidence on what knowledge and beliefs influence smokers
when deciding whether or not to access behavioural support, the most effective route
available to quitting smoking.

Limitations of our study include the need for some caution when generalising our
findings to other populations. Many countries regulate e-cigarettes differently to England,
while models of behavioural support available to smokers also vary internationally [14].
Although cross-sectional associations can still be indicative and important for guiding
future research, they need to be interpreted with caution given the potential for biases and
unknown confounders. For example, we relied—in part—on data gathered using novel
questions as there were no relevant established questionnaires from which to take our
new questions regarding SSS uptake (though face validity was tested beforehand with a
range of smokers reporting varying uptake of different quit routes). It is thus possible that
our finding of a positive association between the different dual use variables and planned
SSS uptake reflects residual confounding—e.g., it may be caused by smokers’ general
motivation to quit smoking more than anything particularly related to SSSs, or by other
unidentified confounders. The ‘intention to quit’ concept was, however, captured by the
MTSS—an established, validated tool used regularly for broader published analyses of STS
data—and was also adjusted for within all our analyses [26,29–31]. Finally, social desirabil-
ity bias may have influenced reported future actions. Larger studies could attempt to tackle
this by following up respondents over time and assessing how far intentions to access
services translate into genuine uptake. Similarly, sociodemographic differences in choice of
quit routes, including behavioural support, remain a valuable area for further research.

This study nonetheless provides important new evidence in an area—associations
between e-cigarette use and behavioural support uptake—where a clear understanding
has yet to be established. Our findings suggest a modest positive association, with smokers
using e-cigarettes or NRT significantly more likely than other smokers to have accessed ser-
vices previously and to plan future use of them. A plausible explanation is that, given most
smokers using e-cigarettes or NRT do so in an attempt to quit smoking [12], the increased
reports of past and planned SSS uptake among these groups may reflect willingness to con-
sider other quit methods beyond e-cigarettes/NRT. It also likely reflects that some previous
SSS attenders will have been introduced to e-cigarettes or NRT by services directly, and
given advice by practitioners, leading to more sustained use of such products compared to
non-attenders. Indeed, further research could usefully examine how often such e-cigarette
use following English SSS attendance is continuing long-term, given the conclusion of a
recent systematic review in this area that “use of e-cigarettes as a therapeutic intervention
for smoking cessation may lead to permanent nicotine dependence” [33]. Future intentions
to access services in current users of e-cigarettes or NRT may similarly reflect at least in part
the fact that some of these smokers will have been introduced to these products through
previous use of such services. Cross-sectional research is inevitably limited in conclusions
it can draw regarding the temporal or causal nature of such relationships. Our sensitivity
analyses did however adjust for past use of services when examining future use (as out-
lined in ‘Results’), with very similar results to main analyses. Alternatively, experiences
with other satisfying nicotine products may stimulate thoughts about quitting and boost
self-efficacy. Finally, this phenomenon may link to financial considerations. In numerous
studies, smokers report lower costs of e-cigarettes, compared to combustible cigarettes, as a
major incentive for use, while it has also been shown that subsidised NRT offered by SSSs is
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positively associated with quit attempts [34,35]. It is thus plausible that smokers motivated
to attempt switching from combustible tobacco to e-cigarettes or NRT for economic reasons
may be attracted to this SSS offer of subsidised pharmacotherapy. Our findings align with
some aforementioned studies that have not found e-cigarette use to be associated with
depressed uptake of behavioural support [26,27]. Conversely, an English study found in an
unplanned analysis that dual users of tobacco/e-cigarettes were significantly less likely
than dual users of tobacco/NRT to specifically use behavioural support or prescription
medication, though the two groups did not differ in their overall use of evidence-based
cessation aids [25]. This mixed evidence base could result from differences in study de-
signs, since Beard et al. employed a prospective cohort design [25]. Alternatively, it could
reflect the fact that this previous study combined prescription medication with behavioural
support, whereas our own isolated the latter. Either way, further studies in other settings
directly comparing dual e-cigarette/tobacco use against dual tobacco/NRT use would
be valuable given such statistical analyses were not a primary focus of our own. Our
study does concur though with Beard et al.’s assertion that a clearer picture in this area
requires a greater understanding of the perceptions and motivations of smokers in relation
to e-cigarettes and other quit routes.

Our own study provides some further early insights in relation to that specific need,
marking an important quantitative contribution to the largely qualitative evidence base on
what factors motivate smokers’ choices of quit routes. Despite the earlier caveat regarding
the challenges of investigating temporal relationships via cross-sectional research, this
study to our knowledge, still constitutes the only quantitative study to date to examine
how knowledge and beliefs about e-cigarettes may be influencing uptake of behavioural
support. This is particularly salient given the aforementioned ongoing debate as to whether
e-cigarettes’ popularity could be depressing uptake of more effective routes to quitting
combustible tobacco [4,6,18]. Smokers in our adjusted analyses who reported having
acquaintances who used e-cigarettes were more likely to have accessed SSSs in the past and
to plan to do so in future, while past SSS use was also associated with reported knowledge
of how to use e-cigarettes oneself. This result aligns with recent survey findings that
exposure to other people’s e-cigarette use may have some effects on smokers’ quitting
motivation and behaviour [36]—perhaps by normalising attempts to quit—as well as with
broader research suggesting e-cigarettes are not viewed by smokers as being in competition
with, or mutually exclusive from behavioural support [26,27]. Indeed, recent studies have
indicated that both current and ex-smoking vapers have an appetite to access other forms
of treatment such as behavioural support [37,38]. Our findings further show that reported
knowledge and beliefs about vaping have significant associations with planned SSS uptake,
including the perception that dual users of e-cigarettes and tobacco are eligible for SSS
support. Future research could therefore consider exploring whether or not changing these
beliefs about eligibility for SSSs—for instance, through the provision of clearer information
to the public about SSS eligibility criteria—may potentially influence intentions to access
these services. Similarly, further studies could consider investigating whether or not social
connections with other vapers potentially influence knowledge of different quit routes
and normalise quitting behaviour, perhaps through discussions with these friend and
family ‘precedents’.

5. Conclusions

Our study has clear relevance for ongoing debates about the relationship between
e-cigarette use, NRT use and the uptake and provision of other quit methods including
behavioural support. It has been suggested, for instance, that widespread e-cigarette use
may be reducing the need for SSSs, an argument that has formed part of the rationale for
cutting such services in a number of English local authorities [19–21]. Our findings do not
support this argument; rather than wanting to ‘go it alone’, a proportion of smokers in our
sample remained keen to receive additional support to quit from SSSs even when already
using e-cigarettes. Instead of assuming that long-term declines in SSS attendance are
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primarily linked to e-cigarette use, alternative explanations should thus also be considered.
Future research should explore, for example, the potential role that may be being played
by significant cuts in recent years to the local authority public health budgets that fund
such services.
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Abstract: Cigarette consumption negatively impacts bone quality and is a risk-factor for the develop-
ment of multiple bone associated disorders, due to the highly vascularised structure of bone being
exposed to systemic factors. However, the impact on bone to electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) use,
which contains high doses of nicotine and other compounds including flavouring chemicals, metal
particulates and carbonyls, is poorly understood. Here, we present the first evidence demonstrat-
ing the impact of e-cigarette vapour condensate (replicating changes in e-cigarette liquid chemical
structure that occur upon device usage), on human primary osteoblast viability and function. 24 h
exposure of osteoblasts to e-cigarette vapour condensate, generated from either second or third gener-
ation devices, significantly reduced osteoblast viability in a dose dependent manner, with condensate
generated from the more powerful third generation device having greater toxicity. This effect was
mediated in-part by nicotine, since exposure to nicotine-free condensate of an equal concentration
had a less toxic effect. The detrimental effect of e-cigarette vapour condensate on osteoblast viability
was rescued by co-treatment with the antioxidant N-Acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC), indicating toxicity
may also be driven by reactive species generated upon device usage. Finally, non-toxic doses of either
second or third generation condensate significantly blunted osteoblast osteoprotegerin secretion after
24 h, which was sustained for up to 7 days. In summary we demonstrate that e-cigarette vapour
condensate, generated from commonly used second and third generation devices, can significantly
reduce osteoblast viability and impair osteoblast function, at physiologically relevant doses. These
data highlight the need for further investigation to inform users of the potential risks of e-cigarette
use on bone health, including, accelerating bone associated disease progression, impacting skeletal
development in younger users and to advise patients following orthopaedic surgery, dental surgery,
or injury to maximise bone healing.

Keywords: electronic cigarettes; osteoblast; e-cigarette; vaping; viability; bone; osteoprotegerin;
human primary cells

1. Introduction

Multiple meta-analyses have reported that a history of cigarette smoking is associated
with significantly reduced bone mineral density (BMD), increased risk of fracture and
reduced fracture healing, in comparison to age, sex and BMI-matched non-smokers [1]. It is
also apparent that such smoking-associated effects are cumulative, demonstrating a positive
correlation with pack year history [2–4]. Furthermore, fracture risk in smoking cohorts is
greater than in non-smokers when corrected for BMD, indicating that smoking may directly
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impact bone architecture and quality. Indeed, a decrease in trabecular bone mass and
increased trabecular separation has been reported in older smokers [5], while in younger
individuals smoking is associated with a reduction in trabecular bone volume, independent
of age, BMI, activity level and calcium intake [6]. Recent studies have also demonstrated
that smoking is independently associated with increased post-surgery complications such
as infection and aseptic loosening following arthroplasty [7–10].

While cigarette consumption has declined over the past decade, the use of electronic
cigarettes (e-cigarettes) or vaping has risen dramatically, partly due to being regarded as a
safer alternative to smoking, although, 8% of current EC users in the UK have never smoked
a cigarette [11–13]. Increased use of e-cigarettes will undoubtedly make a significant
contribution towards harm reduction in comparison to cigarettes. However, e-cigarette
usage still results in systemic exposure to numerous and potentially harmful vapour
constituents, particularly to highly vascularised tissues such as the bone. In support of
this, Agoons et al. recently reported that e-cigarette users have a 46% higher prevalence of
fractures, in comparison to those who have never used e-cigarettes based on a cohort of
4519 individuals [14].

E-cigarette vapour is much less complex than cigarette smoke, yet many harmful
constituents of cigarette smoke are found in e-cigarette vapour. Upon thermal decom-
position, e-liquid humectants propylene glycol (PG) and vegetable glycerine (VG) form
products such as acrolein and formaldehyde, commonly termed reactive carbonyl species
(RCS), which are causatively linked to systemic harm [15,16]. Furthermore, since their
invention in 2003, e-cigarette device technology has developed rapidly with current 3rd
generation devices capable of delivering vapour at a much higher temperature than ear-
lier models due to larger battery sizes. Consequently, this enables greater delivery of
nicotine [17–19], increasing user satisfaction but also delivering much greater amounts of
harmful RCS [20–22].

As to be expected, the majority of research on e-cigarettes to date has been carried
out in models relevant to the lungs. Importantly, we and others have investigated the
effect of vaping constituents on lung immune cells, reporting cytotoxic, proinflammatory
and anti-phagocytic effects in alveolar macrophages [15,23]. Similar reductions in neu-
trophil function have also been reported, including reduced neutrophil migration and
phagocytosis, suppression of NETosis and increased ROS production [24]. Additionally,
dysfunctional cilia beat frequency and motility has been reported in human airway epithe-
lial cells and normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) cells following cigarette vapour
exposure [25–28].

However, there has been limited investigation into the impact of e-cigarette usage
on bone physiology, particularly following long-term use [29,30]. There are also limited
in vitro data, particularly utilising human osteoblasts. Typically exhibiting a large, cuboidal
morphology, osteoblasts are the primary cell type responsible for bone formation, through
secretion of collagenous and non-collagenous proteins and proteoglycans that in turn
become mineralised.

Utilising a novel system previously described by our group [23], we have performed
the first investigation into the effect of e-cigarette vapour condensate on human primary
osteoblast viability and function. Importantly, we report the comparative effects of vaping
constituents generated by 2nd generation and 3rd generation devices, which together
account for 77% of devices used in the UK [31]. Finally, we have utilised both nicotine
containing and nicotine-free vapour condensate, in addition to the antioxidant, N-acetyl
cysteine (NAC) to investigate the contribution of the vapour constituents nicotine and RCS,
respectively, on osteoblast viability.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Approval and Subject Recruitment

Femoral heads were collected from hip osteoarthritis (OA) patients undergoing or-
thopaedic joint replacement surgery at the Royal Orthopaedic Hospital (Birmingham, UK).
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All patient participants were recruited on a volunteer basis, after being fully informed of
the study requirements by the clinical research staff, and providing written consent (NRES
16/SS/0172).

2.2. Primary Human Osteoblast Cell Culture

Trabecular bone chips (<100 mm3) were obtained from the OA patient femoral heads
using a Friedman Rongeur, washed three times in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) [Life
Technologies Ltd., Renfrew, UK] and once with high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Ea-
gle Medium (DMEM) to remove excess fat, blood, marrow, and connective tissue. Bone
chips were then cut into small pieces (<5 mm3) and transferred to a 25 cm2 vented flask
containing primary human osteoblast media (DMEM, 10% FBS, 100 Units/mL Penicillin
Streptomycin, 2 mM L-Glutamine, 1% NEAA, 2 mM β-glycerophosphate disodium salt
hydrate, 50 ug/mL L-Ascorbic Acid, 10 nM Dexamethasone). Bone chips were incubated
at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2 for 5 days before the initial media change. Following 5 days, differ-
entiation media was changed every 3 days, and bone chips were removed once primary
osteoblast cell coverage reached approximately 50% confluency. Upon reaching confluency,
cells were passaged into a 75 cm2 flask. For all experiments primary human osteoblasts
were limited to passage 5.

2.3. e-Cigarette Devices

Two popular devices in the UK were chosen for condensate generation, a 2nd gen-
eration device and 3rd generation device from Kanger tech Ltd., (Shenzhen, China). The
2nd generation device was fitted with a standard 650 mAh battery with a fresh 1.8 Ohm
atomiser for each preparation, generating 7.6 W. The 3rd generation device, the most
powerful of the devices, was fitted with a 3000 mAh battery with a fresh 0.15 Ohm atom-
izer fitted for each preparation, generating 75 W. The same devices were used for each
condensate preparation.

2.4. e-Cigarette Vapour Condensate Collection

e-cigarette vapour condensate (ECVC) or nicotine-free e-cigarette vapour condensate
(nfECVC) was collected from 2nd and 3rd generation e-cigarette devices, as previously
described by Scott et al. [23]. Prior to use, e-Cigarette devices were cleaned and prepared
with either 36 mg/mL nicotine flavourless liquid (Durasmoke® Unflavored e-Liquid (50%
PG/50% VG Base), American e-liquid Store, (Wauwatosa, WI, USA) or nicotine-free flavour-
less liquid (Durasmoke® Unflavored eLiquid (50% PG/50% VG Base), American e-liquid
Store, (Wauwatosa, WI, USA). Next, six tracheal suction taps (Unomedical, UK) were
arranged in sequence and sealed with parafilm. EC devices were attached to the open end
of tap 1, while tap 6 was connected to a vacuum tap by plastic tubing. Taps 2–6 were sealed
inside 30 mL universal tubes with parafilm, to provide insulation and prevent cracking
upon cooling. Next insulated taps were suspended in a dry ice/methanol bath and allowed
to cool, tap 1 was kept outside the bath for observation of vapour production. The optimum
puff duration of 3 s (previously determined by Scott et al.) was performed every 30 s until
EC liquid was exhausted. Taps were then allowed to warm to room temperature, before
centrifugation (2755× g, 5 min) to collect condensate. Condensate was pooled into a single
1.5 mL Eppendorf and stored at −40 ◦C for a maximum of 24 h before use.

2.5. Osteoblast Challenge and Intervention

Challenge with ECVC, nfECVC, PG, VG and N-Acetyl-Cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) were diluted in osteoblast differentiation media to concentrations
detailed in individual Figure legends. Incubation periods are described per experiment
as appropriate.
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2.6. Primary Human Osteoblast Viability and Cellular Morphology

Osteoblast viability was determined using CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell
Proliferation Assay (CTA) (Promega, UK) following the manufacturers protocol. Follow-
ing addition of CTA reagent, cells were incubated in the dark for 3 h at 37 ◦C and 5%
CO2. Absorbance at 490 nm was then immediately measured using a Synergy HT (BioTek,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) plate reader. Additionally, in order to assess cell morphology, os-
teoblasts were imaged at 20× magnification using an SP8 Lightning confocal microscope
(Leica Microsystems, UK).

2.7. Quantification of OPG and RANK-L Secretion from Primary Human Osteoblasts

OPG and RANK-L protein in primary human osteoblast supernatants were quantified
in duplicate using commercially available ELISAs (Osteoprotegerin/TNFRSF11B (R&D
Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), Human TRANCE/RANK L/TNFSF11 (R&D Systems,
29, Minneapolis, MN, USA) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Absorbance was
measured at 450 nm and 570 nm on a Synergy HT (BioTek, USA) plate reader.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was carried out using GraphPad Prism v8 statistical package. For data
sets with 2 variables, significance was determined by 2-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s
multiple comparisons test where appropriate. For data sets with one variable, data was
analysed using a non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test, followed by post hoc Dunn’s multiple
comparison tests. Data is presented as mean ± S.E.M with a p value < 0.05 considered
statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. ECVC from either 2nd or 3rd Generation e-Cigarette Devices Reduces Human Osteoblast
Viability and Alters Cellular Morphology

Osteoblast viability was quantified and cellular morphology observed following
24 h exposure to increasing doses of ECVC (0.25% to 10%), generated from either 2nd
or 3rd generation devices. ECVC at 0.25% or 0.5%, generated from either 2nd or 3rd
generation devices, had no significant effect on osteoblast viability (Figure 1A) or cellular
morphology (Figure 1C,G). However, in contrast to the 2nd generation device, 1% ECVC
generated by the 3rd generation device resulted in a significant reduction in osteoblast
viability (46.6% ± 10.0% p = 0.002), compared to untreated control cells (Figure 1A). At
ECVC concentrations of 2.5% and greater, condensate generated by either 2nd or 3rd
generation devices significantly reduced osteoblast viability (p < 0.0001, Figure 1A). Fur-
thermore, osteoblasts exposed to 2nd or 3rd generation ECVC at concentrations of 2.5% or
greater, showed clear signs of altered cellular morphology, with loss of spindle cell shape
(Figure 1C,G).
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Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. The effect of 2nd and 3rd generation ECVC and contribution of nicotine on human Primary
osteoblast viability. (A) Osteoblast viability following 24 h exposure to 2nd or 3rd generation nicotine-
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containing ECVC (0.25–10%). (B) Osteoblast viability following 24 h exposure to either nicotine-
containing or nicotine-free 2nd generation ECVC (0.25–10%). (C,D) Representative images of primary
human osteoblasts treated with 2nd gen ECVC or nfECVF (0–10%). (E) Osteoblast viability follow-
ing 24 h exposure to either nicotine-containing or nicotine-free 3rd generation ECVC (0.25–10%).
(F) Osteoblast viability following 24 h exposure nicotine-free ECVC from either 2nd or 3rd generation
devices (0.25–10%). (G,H) Representative images of primary human osteoblasts treated with 3rd
generation ECVC or nfECVC (0–10%). Viability was inferred by 4 h incubation with cell titre aqueous
assay. Images captured at 20× magnification. n = 3 patient replicates, with 5 biological replicates
performed per patient. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001 denoting a significant denoting a
significant difference to relevant untreated control. ## p < 0.01, ### p < 0.001, #### p < 0.0001, denoting
a significant difference between treatment groups.

3.2. ECVC from Nicotine-Free 3rd Generation Devices Has a Greater Effect on Reducing
Osteoblast Viability than Nicotine-Free 2nd Generation e-Cigarette Devices

To determine the extent that the observed reduction in osteoblast viability was at-
tributable to nicotine content in the condensate, we compared the effects of nicotine-
containing and nicotine-free ECVC (Figure 1B,E,F). As expected, from the 2nd generation
devices, nicotine-containing ECVC at 2.5%, 5% and 10% induced a significant reduction in
osteoblast viability (p > 0.0001) (Figure 1B,D). However, osteoblasts exposed to the nicotine-
free 2nd generation condensate experienced a significantly lower loss in viability after; 10%
nfECVC (37.2% ± 1.27% loss in viability), vs. just 2.5% ECVC p =< 0.0001) (Figure 1B,D).
Exposure to 3rd generation condensate did not follow this pattern. 1% nfECVC challenge
caused significantly less osteoblast toxicity than 1% nicotine containing ECVC (p = 0.001,
Figure 1E,H). However, at higher concentrations, both nicotine-containing and nicotine-free
condensate elicited a significant reduction in osteoblast viability, compared to untreated
controls (Figure 1E,H). Whilst this effect was more pronounced with nicotine-containing
condensate there was no significant difference between nicotine containing and nicotine
free challenge at these doses (Figure 1E). Directly comparing nfECVC generated by 2nd
generation and 3rd generation devices confirmed a greater toxic effect on osteoblasts
when exposed to 3rd generation nfECVC at concentrations of 2.5% and above (p > 0.0001,
Figure 1F).

3.3. Sub-Cytotoxic Doses of e-Cigarette Condensate Alters Human Osteoblast Function

Next, we investigated the potential for e-cigarette condensate to impact primary
human osteoblast function, by assessing the secretion of the pro-osteogenic protein Osteo-
protegerin (OPG) after low dose condensate exposure. In untreated cells, OPG secretion
increased with each timepoint (Figure 2A). Following incubation with either 2nd generation
or 3rd generation ECVC for 24 h, OPG secretion declined in a dose dependent manner
(Figure 2A,B). Notably, OPG secretion was significantly reduced after exposure to 0.5%
ECVC from either 2nd generation (33% ± 1.43% reduction, p = 0.015) or 3rd generation
(52% ± 0.08% reduction, p =< 0.0001) devices (Figure 2A,B), despite this dosage having no
effect on osteoblast viability, or morphology (Figure 1).

Furthermore, over 7 days, OPG secretion continued to increase significantly in un-
treated osteoblasts in a time dependent manner (Figure 2C). However, continuous exposure
to either 0.25% or 0.5% ECVC for 7 days, significantly blunted OPG secretion at each time-
point for both 2nd and 3rd generation devices. By day 7, OPG secretion was approximately
2-fold or 4-fold less than that of untreated control cells for 2nd and 3rd generation devices,
respectively, (p < 0.0001) (Figure 2C,D), whilst cellular viability and morphology remained
unaffected (Figure 2E,F and Figure A1 in Appendix A).

3.4. The Antioxidant N-Acetyl Cysteine Rescues the ECVC-Induced Reduction in
Osteoblast Viability

To elucidate the mechanism by which ECVC may interact with and affect osteoblast
function, we challenged osteoblasts with a toxic dose (2.5%) of ECVC, previously identified
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to negatively impact osteoblast viability for both 2nd and 3rd generation devices (Figure 1A).
These experiments assessed the efficacy of the antioxidant and antialdehyde, NAC to rescue
osteoblast viability when given concurrently with condensate challenge. NAC alone had no
significant effect on osteoblast viability (Figure 3A,B). However, NAC treatment was able
to partially mitigate the toxic effects of ECVC challenge, offering a significant protective
effect after the 3rd generation condensate challenge (48.5% restoration, p < 0.0001). NAC
intervention also mitigated effects on osteoblast morphology following treatment with 2.5%
ECVC (Figure 3C).

Having observed this NAC mediated rescue effect, we next performed a series of
experiments in which we treated osteoblasts with the humectants propylene glycol and
vegetable glycerine in isolation, to further validate whether e-cigarette vapour components
other than nicotine may reduce osteoblast viability (Figure 4). A significant treatment effect
of PG on osteoblast viability was observed (p < 0.05, Kruskal–Wallace test), with 10% PG
decreasing viability up to 80% (Figure 4A) and clearly altered cellular morphology observed
with 5–10% dosages (Figure 4C). VG had no significant effect on osteoblast viability or
morphology (Figure 4B,D).

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. The impact of 2nd and 3rd generation ECVC on human primary osteoblast function.
(A) Effect of 24 h exposure to 2nd and 3rd generation ECVC at concentrations from 0.25–2.5% on
human primary osteoblast OPG secretion. (B) Effect of 24 h exposure to 2nd and 3rd generation ECVC

at concentrations from 0.25–2.5% on human primary osteoblast OPG secretion expressed as fold
change from untreated control. (C) Effect of 24–168 h (7d) exposure to 2nd generation ECVC at
concentrations from 0.25–0.5% on human primary osteoblast OPG secretion. (D) Effect of 24–168 h
(7d) exposure to 3rd generation ECVC at concentrations from 0.25–0.5% on human primary osteoblast
OPG secretion. (E,F) Representative images of primary human osteoblasts treated with 0–0.5% 2nd
and 3rd generation ECVC for up to 7 days. n = 3 patient replicates, with 3 biological replicates
performed per patient. * p < 0.05, **** p < 0.0001 denoting a significant difference to relevant untreated
control. # p < 0.05, denoting a significant difference between treatment groups.
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Figure 3. Pharmacological rescue of ECVC induced reductions in human osteoblast viability.
(A) Effect of 1 mM NAC on human primary osteoblast viability in the absence or presence of 2.5%
2nd generation ECVC for 24 h. (B) Effect of 1 mM NAC on human primary osteoblast viability in
the absence or presence of 2.5% 3rd generation ECVC for 24 h. (C) Representative images of human
primary osteoblasts following 24 h exposure to 2nd or 3rd generation ECVC in the presence or absence
of 1 mM NAC. Images captured at 20× magnification. Viability was inferred by 4 h incubation with
cell titre aqueous assay. n = 3 patient replicates, with 3 biological replicates performed per patient.
**** p < 0.0001 denoting a significant difference to relevant untreated control. #### p < 0.05 denoting a
significant difference between treatment groups.
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Figure 4. The effect of treatment with e-cigarette constituents on human osteoblast viability.
(A,B) Effect of 24 h treatment of increasing dosages of PG and VG human primary osteoblast viability.
(C,D) Representative images of human primary osteoblasts following 24 h exposure to increasing
dosages of PG and VG, images captured at 20× magnification. n = 4 Patient replicates with 4 biologi-
cal replicates performed per patient. * signifies p < 0.05 denoting a significant treatment effect by a
Kruscal-Wallace test.

4. Discussion

This is the first study to demonstrate that e-cigarette condensate exposure reduces
human primary osteoblast viability and function in a dose-dependent manner, utilising a
model system that accounts for changes in the chemical composition of e-cigarette liquids
that occur during vaping.

Treatment of osteoblasts with concentrations of 2.5% ECVC and above, was cytotoxic
from both 2nd generation and 3rd generation devices, reducing viability to less than 30%
compared to untreated controls. Although there is a lack of data regarding the concen-
tration of nicotine and other vapour constituents delivered to bone following e-cigarette
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usage, a concentration of 2.5% ECVC (15.5 μM, 3rd generation) as used here is within a
physiologically relevant systemic concentration based on reported levels after e-cigarette
usage [32]. In concordance with these results, previous studies have demonstrated that
cigarette smoke is toxic to human osteoblasts, reducing osteoblast viability in both a con-
centration and time-dependent manner [33]. More recently, a toxic effect of e-cigarette
vapour on a variety of cell types, including alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells has
been reported [23,34]. Additionally, Shaito et al. observed both reduced proliferation and
impaired osteoblastic differentiation of bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) following exposure to e-cigarette aerosol extract [34]. Therefore, e-cigarette use may
not only reduce osteoblast viability directly, as observed in this study, but could also reduce
MSC-mediated bone repair. Together, these data suggest long-term e-cigarette use could
have significant implications for individuals following chronic use and especially individu-
als with disorders of the skeletal system such as osteoarthritis [35,36], osteoporosis [36] and
scoliosis [37], where there is evidence of abnormal bone and/or osteoblast pathology. In
addition, this is also likely to impact skeletal remodelling during bone healing following
injury, orthopaedic surgery and oral surgery such as dental implants, where exposure to
e-cigarette vapour will be in very close proximity to the wounded site. Furthermore, it is
also very important to consider the impact of e-cigarettes on adolescent and young adults,
who comprise one of the largest cohort of e-cigarette users. Sustained e-cigarette use in
such individuals may impair ongoing bone development, leading to reduced bone mineral
density into adulthood. Harmful effects of conventional cigarettes and e-Cigarettes have
been attributed, at least in part, to nicotine [38]. Our data supports a role for nicotine
in driving osteoblast dysfunction, as the impact of nfECVC on osteoblast viability was
significantly less than following exposure to ECVC of the same concentration. This effect
was particularly apparent for second-generation device condensate. However, it should be
noted that although osteoblast viability was greater following 10% 2nd gen nfECVC expo-
sure in comparison to the 3rd generation device, cellular morphology appeared abnormal.
This could be explained due to the viability assay fundamentally being based on cellular
metabolism, therefore it is possible that although stressed and so losing typical morphology,
the cells treated with the 2nd generation condensate were still more metabolically active.
Whereas those treated with the 3rd gen condensate, quickly began to die after treatment.
The considerable sustained impact of 3rd generation nfECVC on osteoblast viability may be
attributable to differences in vapour constituent content. In addition to nicotine, e-Cigarette
vapour also contains carrier agents/humectants including propylene glycol and vegetable
glycerine. Thermal degradation of these carrier compounds generates reactive carbonyl
species at similar concentrations to those seen in cigarettesmoke (~5 μg·puff−1) [39] and in
some cases, in excess of cigarette smoke (200 ug·puff−1) [21]. Importantly, reactive carbonyl
species have been demonstrated to reduce proliferation, increase cell death and inhibit
both osteoblast alkaline phosphatase activity and mineralisation [40–42]. Additionally,
e-cigarette liquids also generate a considerable amount of short-lived, highly reactive free
radicals (>1013 molecules/puff) [21,43–45] upon vapourising. ROS are reported to induce
apoptosis of osteoblasts, as well as inhibit osteoblastic differentiation, reducing osteoblast
number and impairing function [45–47]. Furthermore, Bai et al. present evidence that in-
creased intracellular ROS can stimulate the expression of RANKL in human osteoblast-like
cells, which would be expected to promote osteoclast activity and bone resorption [48].
Collectively, these findings suggest that ROS not only reduces osteoblast mediated bone
formation, but may also increase bone resorption through activation of osteoclasts, ulti-
mately resulting in reduced bone density. Critically, increasing battery size and decreased
coil resistance result in increased amounts of both ROS and RCS being generated per puff
by newer generation e-cigarette devices, such as the 3rd generation device used in this
study [20,22,45]. Unlike previous studies that treat cells with e-cigarette liquids directly
from the bottle, our model system accounts for changes in chemical composition that occur
upon vaping. Therefore, it is possible that the nicotine free ECVC from the 3rd generation
device used in this study contained a greater amount of reactive species compared to 2nd
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generation devices, in turn mediating a greater impact on osteoblasts. To investigate this
possibility, we treated osteoblasts with ECVC in the presence of NAC, an antioxidant that
has been reported to protect against ROS and reactive aldehydes [49]. Following treatment
with 3rd generation ECVC, NAC provided a significant protective effect, restoring viability
to the level of control osteoblasts. This suggests that the toxic effects of ECVC may indeed
be mediated in part by increased levels of reactive species. We also demonstrate that
components of e-cigarette condensate other than nicotine, including the humectant PG,
also significantly impaired osteoblast viability and altered cellular morphology. Emerging
data in gingival and airway epithelial cells has also shown cytotoxic, inflammatory and
metabolic effects of such compounds, widely regarded as inert carrier agents [50,51]. It
should be noted that repeated exposure to vapour generated from humectants alone over a
6 month period had no significant effect on bone morphology in mice [52]. However, the
potential impact of such humectant exposure on osteoblast/osteoclast function and bone
turnover remains to be determined and therefore potential implications to processes such
as bone healing still need to be considered. Indeed, although we observed no reduction
in viability following VG treatment, recent work has demonstrated that VG exposure
can impact chloride channel expression [53]. Therefore, non-toxic doses of VG and PG
may still have considerable effects on osteoblast function, similarly to the effect non-toxic
doses of ECVC had on OPG secretion as we report in this study. Collectively these data
emphasise that further studies are necessary to understand the effect of chronic exposure
to humectants and other components of e-cigarettes on human bone, especially following
chronic use. Additionally the need for such studies is paramount, as e-cigarette devices
are continually innovating, leading to ever greater power output and therefore increasing
burden of RCS per puff and so in turn potential harm is only likely to increase

In line with the detrimental effect of ECVC on osteoblast viability, we also found
that ECVC impaired the functional ability of osteoblasts by reducing their secretion of
OPG, the decoy receptor for RANK ligand and a key regulator of bone turnover. Previ-
ous studies have examined the impact of conventional cigarette smoking on serum OPG
levels, concluding that levels were significantly reduced in smokers [54]. In addition,
OPG:RANKL is significantly reduced in patients who smoke, suggesting smoking may
drive bone resorption [54]. Here, we also observed that OPG production by osteoblasts
was significantly reduced following treatment with ECVC at 24 h, suggesting that the
effects of e-Cigarette use and conventional cigarette smoking on osteoblast function maybe
comparable. We did attempt to measure RANKL protein content in osteoblast supernatants
by ELISA, however protein concentrations were below the lower limit of detection of our
assay. Critically, as e-cigarette use is typically chronic, we also found that stimulation
using concentrations of ECVC from either 2nd or 3rd generation devices, that did not
impair osteoblast viability (0.25% and 0.50%) was sufficient to elicit a sustained reduction
in OPG secretion for up to 7 days. This suggests long term use of e-cigarettes could lead
to chronic suppression of OPG, promoting greater bone resorption Such non-toxic effects
could also extend to suppression of other critical cellular functions of osteoblasts, such as
alkaline phosphatase activity, or expression of genes such as COL1A1, in turn reducing
extracellular matrix secretion. This carries clear clinical implications for a number cohorts
including; adolescent users still undergoing bone development, in addition to individu-
als with bone associated disease such as osteoporosis, and those recovering from injury
and surgery as discussed above. In line with this, it may also be important to consider
chronic e-cigarette use in the context of DNA damage and ageing. Although e-cigarettes are
widely thought to produce fewer carcinogenic compounds relative to cigarettes, nicotine
nitrosation does indeed occur following e-cigarettes use, inducing the formation of the
DNA adducts O(6)-methyl-deoxyguanosines and cyclic γ-hydroxy-1, N2–propano-dG [55].
Additionally, the presence of DNA adducts associated with reactive carbonyl species, such
as acrolein, have also been reported following e-cigarette use in humans [56–58]. There-
fore, it seems reasonable to assume that chronic systemic delivery of such compounds
following e-cigarette use could reduce DNA repair in bone, in turn driving an accelerated
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bone ageing phenotype as described by Chen et al. [59]. Consequently, this may compound
dysfunctional bone remodelling and further contribute to reduced bone mass and increased
fracture risk, particularly in older users.

Due to the difficulty in replicating e-cigarette use in vitro, this study does have limita-
tions. Firstly, although we have used a range of does in this study, concentrations of nicotine
and other metabolites in the vapour condensate may not represent localised interstitial
concentrations. Smoker and vaper plasma nicotine will of course vary greatly dependent
on personal addiction level. However, ex-smokers will vape to meet their individual nico-
tine addiction needs [18] and as such, it is likely tissue exposure will remain comparable
between these groups. Smoker urinary nicotine and nicotine metabolites (assessing chronic
exposure) have been quantified in a range from 7–338 μM [60]. Here, we have delivered
non-toxic nicotine doses of 0.82 μM (0.5% 2nd generation challenge); and 3.1 μM (0.5%
3rd generation challenge) [32]. Whilst lacking definitive data for comparison, these low
dose challenges are well within a feasible physiological range [32]. Secondly, osteoblasts
were only stimulated with one dose of ECVC, and therefore we can only speculate that
repeated daily usage of chronic e-cigarette use would have a similarly detrimental effect on
osteoblast viability.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated that ECVC has a negative effect on both osteoblast
viability and function, with these effects being mediated, in part, by nicotine-dependent
mechanisms and also reactive carbonyl species derived from e-liquid humectants as sum-
marised in Table 1. Reduced osteoblast viability, coupled with a reduction in OPG secretion
as observed following ECVC treatment, may lead to increased bone resorption following
chronic exposure, in turn potentially impacting bone development in younger users, while
increasing bone associated disease progression and negatively impacting orthopaedic and
dental surgeryoutcomes.

Table 1. A summary of key findings.

2nd Generation Device 3rd Generation Device Humectants

ECVC nfECVC ECVC nfECVC PG VG

Dose to significantly reduce
osteoblast viability (24 h) 2.5% 10% 1% 2.5% Significant treatment

effect 0.5–10% No significant effect

Dose to significantly reduce
osteoblast OPG secretion (24 h) 0.5% - 0.5% - - -
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Low dose stimulation of Primary human osteoblasts for up to 7 days does not affect
viability. Effect of treating primary human osteoblasts either 2nd (A) or 3rd generation (B) ECVC
at either 0.25% or 0.5% for 24 h-7d on primary human osteoblasts. n = 3 patient replicates with 4
biological replicates performed per patient.
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Abstract: Health risk assessment of tobacco and related products (TRPs) is highly challenging due to
the variety in products, even within the product class, the complex mixture of components in the
emission and the variety of user behaviour. In this paper, we summarize methods that can be used to
assess the health risks associated with the use of TRPs. The choice of methods to be used and the data
needed are dependent on the aim. Risk assessment can be used to identify the emission components
of highest health concern. Alternatively, risk assessment methods can be used to determine the
absolute risk of a TRP, which is the health risk of a product, not related to other products, or to
determine the relative risk of a TRP, which is the health risk of a TRP compared to, for example,
a cigarette. Generally, health risk assessment can be based on the effects of the complete mixture
(whole smoke) or based on the (added) effects of individual components. Data requirements are
dependent on the method used, but most methods require substantial data on identity and quantity
of components in emissions and on the hazards of these components. Especially for hazards, only
limited data are available. Currently, due to a lack of suitable data, quantitative risk assessment
methods cannot be used to inform regulation.

Keywords: tobacco products; risk assessment; mixtures

1. Introduction

Tobacco use is the major cause of premature death worldwide. Each year, about
8 million people die from tobacco-related diseases, including an estimated 1.2 million
non-smokers who were exposed to second-hand smoke [1]. Although cigarettes are the
most common tobacco product, especially in developed countries, other tobacco products
also pose serious health risks. In India, more than 350,000 deaths are attributed to use of
chewing and oral tobacco each year [2].

The toxic effects associated with the high mortality rate associated with tobacco
consumption are due to carcinogenic and otherwise hazardous tobacco constituents and
combustion products. The contributions of individual components to the carcinogenicity of
tobacco use have been estimated [3,4], leading to identification of the major carcinogens and
ranking of smoke constituents by their potency in inducing tumours. Similar approaches
may also be used for cardiovascular and other health risks.

Strategies have been proposed to reduce the exposure of smokers to toxicants, includ-
ing mandatory limits on the most relevant toxicants in cigarette smoke [5–7]. In addition,
new tobacco and related products (TRPs) have been developed which have lower quan-
tities of specific toxicants in their emission, such as heated tobacco products (HTPs) and
e-cigarettes. These products may also contain other components than cigarettes, such as
specific flavourings. We have defined TRPs as all tobacco products and all other products
that may be used as alternatives to tobacco products; this includes both nicotine- and
non-nicotine-containing products but excludes nicotine replacement products, as such
products are not intended for replacing TRP use.

A smoker switching to a product that is potentially less harmful may experience a
reduction in health risk, whereas the same product will lead to an increased health risk
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for a non-smoker compared to no TRP use at all. Quantitative hazard characterization,
which includes a dose– or concentration–response relation, will give information on the
health impact of a TRP. When information is available on the number of users and their use
patterns, such hazard data can be used to obtain information on quantitative health impacts
to determine the potential health effects at population level. Ideally, risk assessment of TRPs
should be conducted separately for groups of devices or even for individual products [8].
As there is a wide variety in individual puff topography, a wide range of topographies
must also be considered in estimating human exposure. This includes using relevant
smoking topographies in smoking machines to characterize emissions. Practically, this
ideal approach is not feasible since the variation in topographies is huge. A pragmatic
solution would be to define extremes in the composition of the emission, using extreme
(high and low), but realistic smoking topographies to define ranges for concentration of
components in the emissions and whether the composition changes with topography. Such
extremes in emission can be used to group TRPs or use scenarios and to select TRPs for a
product-specific risk assessment. In such cases, generalization of risk assessment to product
classes may be scientifically justified and a more pragmatic way to proceed.

This paper gives an overview of risk assessment methods that can be applied to get
insight into the health impact of TRPs. The methods are described with their respective
pros and cons when applied to assess the risk of a TRP. With this paper we aim to provide
guidance for deciding which risk assessment method is relevant to apply in a specific case
based on the information needed, the outcome and the limitations of the method. Risk
assessment on population level comes with more challenges, such as the role of marketing
in product initiation, addictive potential and attractiveness of the product [9,10]. Our
paper focusses on toxicological risk assessment of a product as such and therefore does not
discuss these other important aspects, although it should be realized that their role should
not be ignored.

2. Methods for Quantifying Risk

Health risk assessment of TRP use is generally aimed either at assessing the relative
(to another product) or absolute health risk of a TRP or to identify components in the
emission that have a relatively large contribution to the TRPs’ health risk. This could be
used, for example, to set upper limits for specific constituents. The methods used and
the data needed are dependent on the aim. Figure 1 gives an overview of risk assessment
methods that can be used for these aims in relation to the data demand. These methods
will be briefly discussed.

2.1. Evaluation Frameworks

Assessment of the health effects of TRPs could be based on an appropriate evaluation
framework. In this approach, expert judgement is used to score aspects of a product in
order to identify the most important risks of, for example, drugs [11,12]. Such aspects
can be predefined properties of a product, such as composition of a product and user-
specific characteristics like quantity of use. Each of these aspects is scored based on
expert judgement on a scale running from not harmful to extremely harmful. Altogether
this results in identification of the aspects of most concern to health. A non-quantitative
evaluation framework has also been developed for tobacco products which summarizes all
the factors that may influence the attractiveness, addictiveness and toxicity of a product
and can be used to identify knowledge gaps or prioritize research on a specific product [9].
Input for such evaluation frameworks is information on product aspects that influence
attractiveness and addictiveness in addition to data on the composition of emissions. These
models allow evaluation of a product even when limited data are available but can be used
to identify possible health risks. In addition, such models can also be used for product
scoring, resulting in a quantitative outcome that can be used to compare health risks
of TRPs.
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Figure 1. Overview of risk assessment methods for health risk assessment of TRPs. The choice of
the method is dependent on the aim. Dashed boxes: the three different aims of the risk assessment
methods. The methods that can be used for this aim are in the same column. White boxes: Methods
resulting in an assessment for the individual compounds in the emission. Grey boxes: methods
resulting in an assessment for the mixture of components. Interaction between components is not
considered, except for experimental studies with whole emission. All methods, except experimental
studies with whole smoke, are dependent on the available data on emission composition and on
hazard for individual components. Black-lined boxes: these methods allow quantification of risk of
single components. The arrows between boxes indicate a follow-up of that method; for example, the
MoE approach first needs to be applied to identify components of concern before it can be used to
compare these components between products. The arrow on the right indicates the complexity and
data requirements of the methods.

2.2. Risk Assessment Based on Individual Components

Information on exposure and the hazard of individual components could be used to
estimate the risk of a product as a whole, while ignoring the interaction of components in a
mixture. For cigarettes, priority components have been identified based on their hazardous
potential [6,13,14]. Compared to tobacco cigarette smoke, e-cigarette emissions contain a
lower number of components. However, there may be other components in the emission
than known tobacco toxicants, such as flavorants [15]. The data on hazards used in this
approach are derived from studies providing information on the relationship between
exposure and toxicity, including human epidemiological studies and animal experiments.
If this relationship can be quantified sufficiently, safe levels of human exposure can be
derived. In emissions from TRPs, the concentrations can be above the safe level of exposure,
but the concentration and exposure regime (see Section 3) in emission is not the same
as the exposure concentration reaching the lower respiratory tract due to dilution of the
air by breathing. This should be accounted for and the final concentration in inhaled air
should be used for risk assessment rather than the concentration in the emission. Therefore,
information on emission composition and concentrations may be used as an indicator of
potential concern or can be used to compare products but not directly for quantifying risks.
A method based on health risk evaluation of individual components in order to estimate
the risk of a complex mixture may result in underestimates of health risks, as interactive
effects among components in the mixture are ignored. To compare the severity of effects
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of components in TRPs, detailed information is necessary on the relationships between
exposure and health effects and how they can be extrapolated to effects in humans.

Below we discuss four methods for risk assessment of individual components, the
threshold of toxicological concern, the margin of exposure approach, the hazard-quotient/
hazard-index and relative potency approach.

2.2.1. Threshold of Toxicological Concern

One approach to evaluate the potential risk of exposure to complex mixtures is the
threshold of toxicological concern (TTC) [16]. In this approach, originally developed
for preventing risks, the components of potential toxicological concern in a mixture are
identified from structure–activity relations and read-across. TTC values (in μg/person
or μg/kg body weight per day) have been defined for three classes (Cramer classes I–III)
according to structural elements, but only for oral exposure. Cramer class III indicates the
highest health risk and consequently the lowest TTC value [17]. The TTC approach cannot
be used to quantify health effects and is only designed to identify components for which
there is no or low concern.

The risk of a mixture is then assessed by comparing exposure to each of the com-
ponents in the mixture, with the appropriate TTC value. This results in identification of
components with low or no concern and of components with a potential concern. This
approach has been applied to complex mixtures such as botanical extracts [18], flavour
complexes [19] and, although intended for oral exposure, it has also been applied to inhaled
toxicants [20–22]. The TTC method might be used when no hazard data are available for
the product as a whole or to identify components of potential concern in complex mixtures.
This method does not indicate a risk to health but indicates that further testing is required if
a component exceeds a TTC threshold; otherwise, the probability of a health risk is low. Al-
though components below a TTC threshold could in combination result in a health risk, this
will be limited in comparison with components exceeding the TTC. The TTC method relies
on data of known toxicants to identify a possible health risk, which means that sufficient in-
formation of comparable components should be available. For TRPs, this method might be
used to identify the components in the emission that potentially pose the highest health risk
and to prioritize them for further testing. However, as the TTC method and the respective
thresholds are based on oral toxicity data, and use a dose relative to body weight, this is
quite different from assessments based on inhalation exposure, in which both concentration
and exposure duration are important determinants of toxicity [23]. A TTC for inhaled
components should be derived from inhalation toxicity data, among other factors, because
toxicity is determined by the specific combination of both the exposure concentration and
duration, and not just the (inhaled) dose. This is especially important for TRPs as users
are throughout the day regularly exposed to peaks of high concentrations of components.
Furthermore, an oral toxicity database does not contain information about adverse effects
on the respiratory tract which is an important endpoint in inhalation exposure.

2.2.2. Hazard Quotient and Hazard Index

The hazard index (HI) can be used to estimate the potential risks of a chemical mixture
and is defined as the sum of component-specific hazard quotients (HQ) [24,25]. An HQ
relates the exposure to a component to a reference value (or limit value) and is calculated
as the ratio of exposure and reference value. Assessment factors, for example to correct for
differences between animals and humans, have already been considered in these reference
values. Therefore, an HQ > 1 indicates a potential health risk for that component. The HI
for a mixture of components, as for TRPs, can be calculated as the sum of the HQ for the
individual components. An HI > 1 indicates a potential for health risk of exposure to the
mixture, and the component(s) which add(s) the most to the HI can be evaluated. However,
the HI approach can only be applied to a group of components if the reference levels for
the individual components are based on the same health endpoint, i.e., the components
need to share a common mechanism of action. For components with a different mechanism
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of action or a different target organ, subgroups of components should be identified to allow
estimation of the effects of a mixture. A further disadvantage may be that reference values
may not only reflect the toxicity of a component, since assessment factors applied may
not only be health-based but may also be policy-driven or driven by the quality of the
database [24].

2.2.3. Margin of Exposure Approach

The margin of exposure (MOE) approach is based on the ratio of the exposure at
which no effects occur or the dose at which a predefined adverse effect occurs (e.g., a
benchmark dose level) and the exposure level. This approach has been applied to compare
components between tobacco products based on potential health risks [26–28] and can
be used to prioritize components for reduction in tobacco smoke emissions or to assess
individual components in the emissions of TRPs. An MOE is calculated for each component
from information on hazard and data on inhaled emissions (corrected for inhaled total
volume of air, i.e., final concentration in inhaled air). The approach requires relevant hazard
and exposure data but does not result in a quantification of the health risks. Its main goal
is to determine whether or not an exposure to a specific component is of concern. The
magnitude of the margin of exposure is not a measure of risk and can therefore not be
used to compare (the chance of) health risks between components. Furthermore, MOEs
of individual components cannot be added straightforwardly to estimate the risk of the
combination of components [23]. The MOE approach is a pragmatic approach to compare
mixtures consisting of the same components while incorporating differences in exposure.
Differences between the exposure pattern on which the hazard information is based and
that of the TRP user can be weighed in the evaluation of the magnitude of the margin of
exposure (see also Figure 3 in [23] on the application of the MOE approach)). For instance,
the impact of differences in the exposure of a TRP user (i.e., frequent high peak exposures
during a day) and that of a daily 6 h animal experiment on the health outcome needs to
be considered.

2.2.4. Comparison of the HI/HQ Approach and the Margin of Exposure Approach

The main advantage of the HI/HQ approach as compared to the MOE approach is
that HQs for different components can be added, provided the aforementioned conditions
are met, whereas MOEs cannot be added. However, an important difference between
the HI/HQ approach and the MOE approach is the comparator, i.e., a reference value
or a point of departure (such as a BMD or NOAEL), respectively. It should be realized
that for the HQ (and thus for the HI), issues such as the quality of the data and practical
feasibility may have been accounted for in the derivation process of the reference value.
Also, the point of departure underlying the reference value may not be the optimal point
for evaluation of TRPs as, for example, the exposure scenario may be considerably different.
Without verification of the derivation of each reference value, the impact of these issues
on the outcome remains uncertain. For the MOE approach the best available data for each
component can be used, whereas the HI/HQ approach is dependent on the availability
of reference values and these should therefore be based on use comparable data for each
component. In addition, the MOE approach has more flexibility and possibilities to account
for differences between the exposure patterns of the hazard data and that of the user. This is
especially important for TRPs as the reference values or limit values are based on exposure
conditions that are highly different from TRP exposure scenarios (see Section 3.2).

2.2.5. Relative Potency Approaches

Relative potency approaches are based on expression of the potency of all components
in a mixture with similar toxicity in relation to a reference component. This allows addition
of the hazards of individual components to estimate total risk. Such approaches have been
applied for components with related structures such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
dioxines and cholinesterase inhibitors (organophosphates and carbamates) [29–32]. In
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addition, studies have been conducted to estimate the carcinogenic potency of a tobacco
product as a whole and relative to a (reference) tobacco cigarette [3,33]. In this approach,
data from carcinogenicity studies are used to determine the carcinogenic potency of every
component by using a modelled linear relation between exposure level and the number of
tumours induced. The carcinogenic potential can be compared to a reference value of the
index component to calculate the relative carcinogenic potency of each component. This
is expressed as a Relative Potency Factor (RPF), which is 1 for the index component and
can be higher or lower for the other components. The total relative carcinogenic potency
of mixtures or aerosols can then be calculated by adding the concentration values for
individual components multiplied by their relative potency and comparing the outcome
with the toxicological reference value of the index component. This approach is used for
components from different chemical classes and is based on the formation of tumours in
general, as opposed to being organ-specific. However, components should show similar
toxicity, and the mixture components show similar dose–response curves on a log scale
(i.e., only differ in potency) and it is assumed the mixture components do not interact
(i.e., do not show synergism or antagonism) [32]. Stephens (24) modelled the carcinogenic
potency of aerosols from cigarettes, e-cigarettes and HTPs, and comparative modelling ap-
proaches have since been refined [3] to determine the relative cancer potency of individual
components and product emissions, with confidence intervals. The ratio of cumulative
exposure can then be calculated with a probabilistic approach for two products. For HTPs,
the ratio of cumulative exposure to selected components was 10–25 times lower than from
smoking cigarettes [3]. With relevant information on human dose responses, the change
in cumulative exposure can be translated into an associated health impact for each device.
This approach was initially used for eight carcinogens that occur in the aerosol of HTP
and in cigarette smoke but should be extended to carcinogenic components that are found
at higher levels in HTP aerosols than in cigarette smoke. This relative potency approach
depends on the availability of either substance- or product-specific data on both emissions
and carcinogenicity [34].

2.3. Risk Assessment of the Product as a Whole

Hazard assessment of the product as a whole can be done using epidemiological
data, in vivo studies or in vitro models, which will give information on (adverse) effects in
response to an exposure. Epidemiological studies might be preferred, but also have their
limitations. For example, human studies with TRP users often involve former smokers, for
which delayed effects of former smoking complicate the hazard assessment of the new TRP.
In addition, many TRP users are also dual users (i.e., parallel use with tobacco cigarettes
or other tobacco products). Unfortunately, epidemiological studies of the health effects
of consistent exclusive e-cigarette use (or other TRP use) without a previous smoking
history are difficult to conduct because of the relatively small population of non-former
smokers and current e-cigarette users [35]. In addition, there are many confounders for
TRP use, such as other life-style factors, as well as social and economic status, which make
interpretation of the effect of TRP use challenging. In contrast to epidemiological studies,
clinical studies assessing the effect of TRP use in a defined population are less impacted by
these confounders.

On the other hand, bioassays in experimental animals may have disadvantages due to
interspecies differences and ethical objections, and the results of cellular assays are difficult
to translate into effects in humans. In addition, not only should the effects (read-out
parameters) be extrapolated to human effects, but the exposure should resemble human
exposure. This includes smoking topography and, in the case of a lung model, deposition in
the airways. As the exposure in in vitro and in vivo differs largely from human exposure to
TRPs, as explained above, such methods can be used for hazard assessment and can provide
input for risk assessment, but only in combination with appropriate exposure information to
bridge these differences. In vitro and in vivo studies can be used to determine an exposure
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-elated response, for identifying relevant target organs or modes of action for adverse effects
or for determining the human relevancy of an effect.

2.4. Possibilities and Limitations of Risk Assessment Methods

The methods described above can be used to compare the health risks of different
products. Table 1 summarizes the methods, their data requirements and their applications.
The relevancy of applying the methods is determined by the information available. In
some methods, a weight-of-evidence approach can be used for data of different quality.
All methods for risk quantification also require data on emissions, an indicator of human
exposure. It should be noted that all the methods are described to assess health risks of
users. Similar methods could be used to assess the risk of bystanders (second or third hand
smoke exposure), provided that information is available on their exposure. In such cases,
the exposure route may not be limited to the inhalation route of exposure, but oral and
dermal exposure should be considered as well.

Table 1. Main limitations and advantages of each method for quantifying the health risk of TRPs.

Potential Application for
TRPs

Main Limitations Main Advantages

Evaluation frameworks (with
or without scoring)

Qualitative health risk
assessment based on scores,

can be used for setting
priorities

Most subjective method
No quantification of risks

Requires limited data; more
data will improve outcomes

Threshold of toxicological
concern (TTC)

Identification of components
for further assessment/testing

Cannot assess risk of complete
product.

No quantification of risks

Identification of components
of no concern

Hazard quotient
(HQ)/Hazard index (HI)

Health risk assessment based
on available data

Health risk assessment of
groups of components sharing

the same toxicity endpoint

High data requirement.
Only for groups with

reference value based on
similar toxicity endpoint

Assessment factors may be
based on non-scientific

considerations

Considers target organ in the
evaluation

Margin of exposure approach
(MoE)

Identification of risks of
components of concern
Comparison between

products on risks from
individual components

High data requirement
Cannot sum risks of different

substances

Identification of individual
components of (potential)

concern

Relative potency approaches

Health risk assessment based
on total risk of groups of

components sharing the same
toxicological endpoint
Comparison between

products based on groups of
components

High data requirement for all
components within a group.

Components should share the
same toxicological endpoint

Allows comparison of risks
between products for groups

of components

In vivo or in vitro studies
with whole emission exposure

Hazard assessment based on
dose–response data of mixture

as a whole

Extensive testing required and
extrapolation of exposure and

results to humans
Only information on one

composition

Does not require data on
emissions or hazard of

individual components as the
model is exposed to the

emission as a whole
Includes agonistic and

antagonistic effects of all
components
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3. Challenges to Quantifying Risk

Quantification of the risks of chemical mixtures is inherently difficult, because of
the interaction that may occur between components and because the effects of single
components need to be factored in. In the case of TRPs, there are some additional topics
that determine the exposure of the user and need to be accounted for: product variation,
user-related factors and the complex composition of the emission. There is large variation
in the product itself. For example, in heated tobacco differences between sticks of the
same brand, and devices used to heat them, will lead to different emission profiles. Such
differences will become even larger when one considers not one brand, but an entire
product class. To complicate things further, this differs per consumer due to variation in the
way the product is used, which affects the identity and quantity of the emission profile and
the exposure pattern. Finally, health risk assessment of TRPs involves some complexities
due to the complex mixture of components in the emission which may not be constant.
These three topics are briefly discussed separately in the next three sections, although it
should be noted that these topics may be interrelated.

3.1. Product Variation

The TRPs with currently the widest variation in heating devices and fillings (and
their combinations) is the e-cigarette or electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS). The
vapour that is inhaled by a user is dependent on the system itself, the possibilities to adapt
the system, the adaptations by the user and the composition of the e-liquid. There are
over 20,000 varieties of e-liquids notified in The Netherlands [36]. In the case of refillable
e-cigarettes, endless combinations of devices and e-liquids can be made, which allow the
user to adapt and choose the settings and the e-liquids he/she prefers. Some of these
product variations are also applicable to other TRPs than e-cigarettes, such as different
flavours of tobacco stick for HTPs. Variations in the product lead to changes in presence as
well as the quantity of the components in emission.

3.2. User-Related Factors

A major complexity in using exposure information for risk assessment is that the
exposure scenario that is used to determine hazard is substantially different between
hazard assessment studies and TRP users. Inhalation studies are preferred over oral
studies, since the exposure route is more relevant for TRPs and health risks will be related
to the specific inhalation exposure characteristics (concentration, duration, frequency).
However, exposure in experimental inhalation studies in animals is generally for 6 h/day, 5
days/week, which is not representative for the use of TRPs, as TRP use generally results in
irregular peak exposure for 7 days/week. Therefore, studies in experimental animals may
not provide meaningful results for assessing the risks that the complex exposure scenario
of TRPs poses to humans [23]. The development and use of alternative models, such as cell
models, are increasing rapidly, and may help to apply more relevant exposure scenarios
in the near future [37,38]. Exposure scenarios for cell models would be based on local
concentrations at the site of the cell and allow more rapid assessment of different exposure
scenarios in relation to their effect. In vitro read-outs will, however, need to be extrapolated
on the basis of effects at the organism level [39,40].

3.3. Complex Mixture of Components in the Emission

Tobacco smoke consists of a mixture of over 7000 chemicals, while the emission of
many TRPs is less complex. The complexity of the product emissions is dependent on the
product itself (as mentioned in Section 3.1) and the user (as mentioned in Section 3.2). For
risk assessment methods that rely on the effects of individual components, the components
in emissions must be characterized and quantified in order to assess the risk of these
products [41]. Unfortunately, information on ingredients (contents) alone is insufficient,
as they may not completely transfer into the emissions, they may degrade or burn during
aerosolization or as components in the emissions may originate from the device (such as
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metals). Information on the chemical composition of the emissions is necessary to identify
the components to which users are exposed. This mixture of components in the emissions
varies both in presence and in quantity for the individual constituents. As this mixture is
dependent on the user behaviour, this makes a risk assessment of TRP emission specific for
a combination of a product and user or, to reduce complexity, a user group. Generalization
of risk assessment to a group of products, for example e-cigarettes, relies on assumptions
about limited variation or representative product choice, which are difficult to substantiate,
and it is difficult to define their impact on health risk. Insight into the drivers of the
variations in emission will help to group products according to their emissions, which
can be used to substantiate grouping of TRPs for risk assessment purposes, to, ultimately,
assess the risk of this group of TRPs.

Some work has been conducted on the toxicological effects of mixtures [42] to deter-
mine whether the effect of the mixture was different from those of the sum of the individual
components [43]. For such purposes, components are often classified according to their tar-
get organ and their mechanism of action. Most mixture assessments have focused on binary
mixtures, but risk assessment of the complex emissions of TRPs is even more complicated
and is similar to the assessment of other complex mixtures, such as petroleum-derived
products and air pollution [44,45].

To add to this complexity, TRP emissions are dynamic. Emissions cool as they pass
to the exit of the device or the cigarette on their way to the respiratory tract and get
humidified along the way, resulting in condensation of volatile components, agglomeration
of particles, reactions of components with each other (aerosol aging) or binding to water in
the humidified air. These processes occur simultaneously and determine local deposition
in the airways, which can result in high doses at specific locations in the airways, which
could have site-specific adverse effects. Models are being developed to estimate airway
deposition of tobacco smoke and e-cigarette emissions to allow assessment of local dose;
however, most models focus on a few components, not on complete emissions [46,47].

A summary of the factors affecting the exposure of a user is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Factors that determine exposure and deposition in the respiratory tract of TRP emissions,
while using the e-cigarette as an example.

Factor Effect on

Product-related Settings of the device
Identity and quantity of

components in emission, particle
size distribution

Product-related Product itself (such as brand)
Identity and quantity of

components in emission, particle
size distribution

User-related Topography
Identity and quantity of

components in the emission, user
exposure

User-related Number of items consumed
per day

Quantity inhaled of each
component, user exposure

User-related Breathing volume

Quantity of air inhaled with a
puff dilutes the emission and

therefore determines the
concentrations inhaled

Complex mixtures Burning and degradation Identity and quantity of
components in emission

Complex mixtures Emissions from other sources,
such as the device

Identity and quantity of
components in emission

Complex mixtures Aerosol aging, humidification
in the airways Particle size distribution
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4. Discussion

4.1. Overview and Applications

This paper provides an overview of methods that can be used to assess the health risks
associated with the use of TRPs. Several models are available that could assess the risk of
mixtures in TRPs, although most address carcinogenic effects. The methods described in
this paper can be used for assessing the risks of TRPs, each aimed at answering a different
question (Table 1). Moreover, probably more than one model will be required for a full
assessment, which is dependent on the regulatory or scientific question to be answered.
This question includes, amongst others, the group that is exposed (smokers, non-smokers
or bystanders, for example). Methods based on the risk associated with components in
emissions can be used to obtain an indication of the absolute or relative health risk of
a product. At this time, not enough scientific data are available to make full health risk
assessments of a TRP, but whether that is needed depends on the aim of performing TRP
risk assessment. When more hazard information is available, only chemical analysis of the
emissions of a novel TRP would be required, which, combined with models of deposition
and risk assessment, would allow determination of the health effects.

4.2. Risk Characterization

Risk characterization requires information on the relation between actual human
exposure and the occurrence of adverse effects. Such a relation is important to validate
the methods for TRP risk assessment, and to ultimately apply risk assessment methods
for novel TRPs prior to their market launch, when only limited information is available.
A causal relation between TRP use and acute effects (short-term health risk) is generally
easier to identify than the effects on the longer term, as the time between exposure and
effect is short. In many cases, when users stop using the product the adverse effects may be
mitigated. Assessment of the health risk of TRPs would benefit from data on health effects
in long-time users; unfortunately, such data are not yet available, as novel TRPs have not
been available for the time necessary to develop chronic health effects such as cancer. In
addition, current TRP users are often former smokers. Thus, if a user develops a disease,
it may be a delayed effect of smoking and not necessarily related to TRP use. The most
robust data for assessing health risk would be for TRP users who are not former smokers
and not dual users. The lack of long-term data and of information on non-smokers may
change over time as the products remain on the market for longer. This is exactly why the
methods to characterize TRP risk described in this paper are needed, since these can be
applied before products are launched into the market.

4.3. Risks at Population Level

A quantified health risk of a TRP can be used to provide information on health risk at a
population level of that TRP, when combining this with information on the number of users
and the quantity of the TRP used. Although this has not yet been applied in practice, the
feasibility of modelling population health effects has been explored [48]. When quantitative
information on health risk and product use across the population is available, the health
impact of TRPs in smokers, non-smokers and former smokers can be estimated when
monitoring the popularity of the TRP (number of users) and how the TRP is used. The
outcomes can be used to inform legislative measures to, for example, regulate contents and
emissions or establish a basis for public education. It should be noted that quantification
of health risks is not a static outcome but remains an estimation based on the available
knowledge and is always influenced by the user and frequency of use. Information on
novel TRPs is increasing, as is, probably even more important for e-cigarettes, the wide
variety of devices, user settings and e-liquids, which will influence health risks.

4.4. Implications for Regulation

The risk assessment approaches described in this paper could inform policymakers on
the health effects of a product or could be considered for use in regulation. However, there
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is insufficient data to reliably quantify the health risk of TRPs, and there is no uniformly
used method to quantify risks of complex mixtures. Whether such information is needed,
also depends on the regulatory aim, as most tobacco product legislations do not require
detailed information on absolute risk of a TRP. As a first step, the conceptual model can be
used to identify whether there are any health concerns to be expected, but the decision to
apply subsequent models is dependent on the question that needs to be answered and the
data that is available.

4.5. Recommendations

Development of risk assessment models should continue and, at some point, they
should be validated with human data. Models of airway deposition should also be de-
veloped for application in risk assessment, as this is a crucial step between emission
quantification and hazard characterization. From a scientific perspective, further devel-
opment and ultimately implementation is currently limited by lack of data, which also
implies that the models cannot yet be validated with data on human use. For a meaningful
application of quantitative methods of risk assessment, data should be collected on the
emissions, toxicity, use and effects of TRPs on exposed populations. Characterization of
toxicants should include non-targeted screening approaches to identify product-specific
components that are not usually measured in tobacco smoke.

It is recommended to evaluate the suitability of a framework published by Meek
et al. [49] for combined exposures for the risk assessment of TRPs, in which the methods dis-
cussed come together. As follow-up of a WHO/IPCS Workshop on Aggregate/Cumulative
risk assessment, Meek et al. [49] published a framework designed to aid in identifying
priorities for risk management for exposure scenarios with combined exposures. Evalu-
ation is done using a tiered approach which combines exposure assessment and hazard
assessment. Along the evaluation, more refined tools are used. At any tier, the evaluation
is made by calculating an MOE and the outcome of the analysis can be risk management,
no further action, or further assessment. The assessment stops if an adequate assessment
can be made. The framework helps to identify potential data gaps that need to be filled
before the step to a next higher tier can be made. In addition to the MOE approach, the
other methods also discussed in the present paper can be used in this framework, including
the TTC approach, the Hazard Quotient and Hazard Index, and the use of relative potency
factors, as is illustrated by the two example cases described in the paper by Meek et al.
This framework, therefore, may provide useful guidance for the evaluation of combined
exposure to multiple chemicals, as occurs when using TRPs.

From a regulatory perspective, these risk assessment methods can be selected based on
regulatory needs, and based on these needs, address the requirements for data. These data
requirements could be provided by the producers of TRPs, while following quality crite-
ria [34] and using human-relevant scenarios to ensure its reliability and applicability. Such
data would not only benefit risk assessment of TRPs but may also help to select ingredients,
emissions and technical features that have the strongest contribution to health risks.

5. Conclusions

Several approaches have been used to quantify the health risk of tobacco products,
either the absolute risk or that relative to a tobacco cigarette. The HI and RPF approaches
may be used for quantification of health risk, provided that sufficient and relevant hazard
and exposure data is available. None of the methods are ready to be used in regulation
yet due to a lack of relevant data on hazard and exposure, but also due to a variety of
regulatory needs and wishes. Nevertheless, application of these methods may be possible
in due time.
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Abstract: Flavoring chemicals in electronic nicotine delivery systems have been shown to cause
cellular inflammation; meanwhile, the effects of fruit and tobacco flavors on lung inflammation by
nose-only exposures to mice are relatively unknown. We hypothesized that exposure to flavored
e-cigarettes would cause lung inflammation in C57BL/6 J mice. The mice were exposed to air,
propylene glycol/vegetable glycerin, and flavored e-liquids: Apple, Cherry, Strawberry, Wintergreen,
and Smooth & Mild Tobacco, one hour per day for three days. Quantification of flavoring chemicals by
proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H NMR), differential cell counts by flow cytometry,
pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines by ELISA, and matrix metalloproteinase levels by western
blot were performed. Exposure to PG/VG increased neutrophil cell count in lung bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid (BALF). KC and IL6 levels were increased by PG/VG exposure and female mice exposed
to Cherry flavored e-cigarettes, in lung homogenate. Mice exposed to PG/VG, Apple, Cherry, and
Wintergreen increased MMP2 levels. Our results revealed flavor- and sex-based e-cigarette effects
in female mice exposed to cherry-flavored e-liquids and male mice exposed to tobacco-flavored
e-liquids, namely, increased lung inflammation.

Keywords: e-cigarettes; ENDS; flavors; tobacco; mint; lung; inflammation

1. Introduction

Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS), also referred to as electronic cigarettes
(e-cigarettes), are devices that utilize an atomizer to aerosolize a liquid typically composed
of propylene glycol/vegetable glycerin (PG/VG), nicotine, and flavoring chemicals at
various concentrations [1]. In 2018, the United States had more than 8000 flavors and
250 e-cigarette brands available on the market [2]. In 2018, an estimated 8 million US adults
(3.2%) were active e-cigarette users, with a high prevalence in young adults, with active
e-cigarette users increasing to 4.5% in 2019 [3,4].

A majority of e-cigarette users list available flavor choices as their reason for initia-
tion [5]. The Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health Study found age-dependent
flavor preferences: adolescents have a higher affinity for fruit flavors than adults (52.8% vs.
30.8%), but a decreased preference for both menthol/mint (10.8% vs. 17.9%) and tobacco
(5.1% vs. 24.5%) [6]. The 2021 National Youth Tobacco Survey also found fruit to be the
preferred flavor among middle and high school students (71.6%), with mint and menthol
trailing at 30.2% and 28.8%, respectively [7].

In the United States, current e-cigarette users believe that e-cigarettes are less harmful
than traditional cigarettes [8,9]. Despite the fact that many flavoring chemicals are gen-
erally recognized as safe for ingestion (GRAS), emerging literature indicates that these
chemicals may pose health risks to e-cigarette users [2]. A recent study demonstrated
that ethyl maltol, maltol, ethyl vanillin, and furaneol exhibit cytotoxicity towards lung
epithelial cells and mouse neuronal stem cells at concentrations found in e-liquids [10].
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Monocytes treated with maltol, o-vanillin, and coumarin, and lung epithelial cells treated
with maltol, o-vanillin, and diacetyl released significantly elevated levels of IL-8 [2,11,12].
Flavoring chemicals such as maltol and o-vanillin have been found in both fruit- and
tobacco-flavored e-liquids [13]. Additionally, treatments with cinnamaldehyde-containing
e-liquids decreased the phagocytotic activity of macrophages and neutrophils with con-
comitant increases in pro-inflammatory cytokine/chemokine secretion in the latter [14].
Recent studies also indicate that e-cigarette use is also beginning to be associated with lung
remodeling and fibrosis-like events along with an increased risk for the development of
respiratory diseases [15–18].

Given the high preference of flavored e-cigarette use in current users and in vitro
data showing the induction of an inflammatory response by flavoring chemicals used
in e-cigarettes, we hypothesize that nose-only exposure of mice to flavored e-cigarettes
would result in lung inflammation. To conduct this study, we exposed mice to five different
e-cigarette flavors to several puffs daily, a similar number to the daily puffs of e-cigarette
users, by utilizing a puffing profile that mimicked the puffing topography of current e-
cigarette users and measured pro-inflammatory cytokine levels, BALF cell counts, and lung
protease levels to determine lung inflammation [19].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethics Statement

Experiments were performed following the standards established by the United States
Animal Welfare Act. The Animal Research Committee of the University of Rochester
(UCAR) approved the animal experimental protocol.

2.2. Animals

Six-week-old male and female C57 BL/6 J mice were ordered from Jackson Laboratory.
Mice were housed at the University of Rochester for 1 week to acclimatize prior to nose-only
tower training. All mice, regardless of exposure group, were trained by placing each mouse
in the restraints of the Scireq nose-only tower one week prior to e-cigarette exposure. Mice
were trained for fifteen minutes on the first day, thirty minutes on the second day, forty-five
minutes on the third day, and one hour on the fourth and fifth days.

2.3. E-Cigarette Device and Liquids

A Joytech eVIC mini device (SCIREQ, Montreal) with KangerTech 0.15 Ω atomiz-
ers/coils (SCIREQ, Montreal) and the Scireq nose-only tower (SCIREQ, Montreal) were
utilized for all e-cigarette exposures. E-liquids (0 mg nicotine), PG, and VG were purchased
from the same company through local vendors/online vendors with e-liquids purchased
under the following flavor categories, fruit (Apple, Cherry, and Strawberry), mint/menthol
(Wintergreen), and tobacco (Smooth & Mild Tobacco). A 1:1 PG/VG mixture was used for
all experiments.

2.4. E-Cigarette Exposure

E-cigarette nose-only exposure was performed utilizing the Scireq InExpose system
using the Joytech eVIC mini device controlled by the Scireq Flexiware software. The puffing
profile utilized to expose mice was set at two puffs per minute at an inter-puff interval of
thirty seconds, with a three-second puff duration and a puff volume of 51 mL. Mice were
split into six exposure groups (PG/VG, Apple, Cherry, Strawberry, Wintergreen, Smooth &
Mild Tobacco) of equal numbers of males (3) and females (3) and exposed using the puffing
profile (120 puffs daily) for a total of one hour per day for a three-day exposure. Air mice
were exposed to room air following the same exposure methodology.

2.5. BALF Collection and Cell Counts

Mice were sacrificed 24 h after the last e-cigarette exposure and were euthanized
by administering a mixture of ketamine and xylazine. Lungs were lavaged via tracheal
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catheterization three times each with 0.6 mL of 0.05% fetal bovine serum in 0.9% NaCl.
The combined lavage fluids were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min at 4 ◦C. The super-
natant was recovered and stored at −80 ◦C, while the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 mL
of 1 × phosphate buffer saline (PBS). Total cell counts were measured by staining cells
with acridine orange and propidium iodide (AO/PI) and counted using the Nexcelom
Cellometer Auto 2000 cell viability counter. Differential cell counts were determined by
flow cytometry using a Guava easyCyte flow cytometer with a minimum of 100,000 cells
per sample. Cells from BALF were stained with CD16/32 (Tonbo biosciences 70-0161-u500,
1:10) to block nonspecific binding and then cells were stained using a master mix of CD45.1
(Biolegend Cat# 110728, 1:1000, San Diego, CA, USA), F4/80 (Biolegend Cat# 123110, 1:500,
San Diego, CA, USA), Ly6 B.2 (Novus Biological Cat# NBP2-13077, 1:250, Littleton, CO,
USA), CD4 (Invitrogen Cat# 25-0041-82, 1:500, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and CD8 (Invitrogen
Cat# 17-0081-82, 1:500, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

2.6. Protein Extraction

Mouse lung lobes were collected and washed in 1 × PBS, dry blotted using a filter pad,
and stored at −80 ◦C. Approximately 30 mg of lung tissue were mechanically homogenized
in 350 μL of radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer containing protease inhibitor and
EDTA. After mechanical homogenization, samples were placed on ice for forty-five minutes
before centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for thirty minutes at 4 ◦C. The supernatant was collected
and stored at −80 ◦C in 50 μL aliquots for ELISA and Western blot. To determine the total
protein concentration in each sample, the Pierce BCA Protein Assay kit (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Cat# 23225, Waltham, MA, USA) was used and bovine serum albumin was
utilized as the protein standard.

2.7. Pro-Inflammatory Cytokines/Chemokines

Pro-inflammatory cytokine/chemokine keratinocytes-derived chemokine (KC) (R&D
DuoSet DY453), interleukin-6 (IL-6) (R&D Duoset DY406), and monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 (MCP-1) (R&D DuoSet DY479) levels were measured using ELISA following
manufacturer protocol in BALF and lung homogenate. A dilution of 1:10 was utilized for
lung homogenate samples and no dilution was utilized for BALF samples.

2.8. Immunoblot Assay

Equal concentration of lung homogenate samples, 10 μg of samples, were loaded per
well of a 26 well 4–15% Criterion Precast Protein Gel (BioRad Cat# 5671085, GmbH, Feld-
kirchen, Germany) and proteins were ran at 200 V through the gel before being transferred
to a nitrocellulose membrane. Nonspecific binding was blocked by incubating membranes
in 5% non-fat milk in 1 × tris-buffer saline with 0.1% tween 20 (TBST) for one hour with
rocking at room temperature. Membranes were then probed to determine protein levels
using the following antibodies diluted in 5% non-fat milk in 1 × TBST: matrix metallo-
proteinase 9 (MMP9) (Abcam ab38898, 1:1000, Cambridge, MA, USA) and MMP2 (Abcam
ab92536, 1:1000, Cambridge, MA, USA) and left rocking overnight at 4 ◦C. After overnight
incubation, membranes were washed three times with 1 × TBST for ten minutes per wash
and then incubated, with a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody (BioRad Cat# 1706515,
1:10,000, GmbH, Feldkirchen, Germany) for one hour with rocking at room temperature.
Membranes were then washed three times with 1 × TBST for ten minutes per wash and
signals were measured using an ultra-sensitive enhanced chemiluminescent (Thermofisher
Cat# 34096, Waltham, MA, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Images of the
membrane were collected utilizing the Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP Imaging system (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, GmbH, Feldkirchen, Germany). Membranes were then stripped utilizing
restore western stripping buffer (Thermofisher Cat# 21063, Waltham, MA, USA) and re-
probed for the other MMP and finally for β-actin (cell signaling 12620 s, 1:2000). Band
intensity was determined using densitometry analysis using image lab software and nor-
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malized to the levels of β-actin. Fold changes in protein levels were relative to the protein
levels of air-exposed mice.

2.9. Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy Chemical Assay

In total, 120 μL e-liquids, 600 μL of DMSO-d6 containing 0.3% tetramethylsilane
(Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc., Cat#DLM-10 TC-25, Andover, MA, USA), and 10 μL
of a 306 mM solution of 1,2,4,5-tetrachloro-3-nitrobenzene in DMSO-d6 were combined,
after which 500 μL of this mixture was introduced into 5 mm Wilmad 528-PP-7 thin wall
precision NMR tubes for analysis. 1H NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance
500 MHz NMR spectrometer with 128 scans with a 4.7 s repetition rate, a 30◦ flip angle, with
64 k data points. Spectra were processed using Mestrenova with 0.3 Hz line-broadening
factor to a final data size of 64 k real data points, manually phase-corrected, and baseline
corrected using the Bernstein polynomial fit. Flavoring chemical concentrations were
determined by comparing the peak integrations of the internal standard to flavoring
chemicals, and the PG/VG ratio was determined by direct integration of their resonances.
All samples were run in triplicates.

2.10. Statistical Analysis

Analysis was performed using GraphPad Prisma version 8.1.1 (San Diego, CA, USA)
utilizing a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test with data shown as
mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).

3. Results

3.1. NMR Analysis of Flavored E-liquids for Flavoring Chemicals

The chemical composition of all e-liquids was assessed by NMR to determine the
ratio of PG to VG and quantify key flavoring chemicals in flavored e-liquids. In the Apple
e-liquid, the concentration of hexyl acetate was determined to be 0.43 ± 0.04 mg/mL,
and ethyl maltol was determined to be 0.30 ± 0.05 mg/mL with a 46:54 PG/VG ratio
(Table 1). In the Cherry e-liquid, the concentration of benzaldehyde was determined to
be 0.12 ± 0.01 mg/mL with a 51:49 PG/VG ratio (Table 1). In the Strawberry e-liquid, the
concentration of ethyl maltol was determined to be 0.32 ± 0.05 mg/mL and maltol was
determined to be 0.24 ± 0.04 mg/mL with a 50:50 PG/VG ratio (Table 1). In the Wintergreen
e-liquid, the concentration of methyl salicylate was determined to be 9.70 ± 0.50 mg/mL
with a 49:51 PG/VG ratio (Table 1). Finally, in the Smooth & Mild Tobacco e-liquid, the
concentration of maltol was determined to be 1.13 ± 0.02 mg/mL with a 49:51 PG/VG
ratio (Table 1).

Table 1. Flavoring chemical and propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin quantification in e-liquids.
E-liquids were analyzed by 1H NMR using a Bruker Advance 500 MHz NMR spectrometer with
128 scans with a 4.7 s repetition rate and a 30◦ flip angle, with 64 k data points. Flavoring chemical
concentrations and propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin quantification were representatives of
the average of the three samples ± SEM.

E-liquids Flavoring Chemicals Concentration PG:VG

Apple Hexyl Acetate 0.43 ± 0.04 mg/mL 46:54

Ethyl Maltol 0.30 ± 0.05 mg/mL

Cherry Benzaldehyde 0.12 ± 0.01 mg/mL 51:49

Strawberry Ethyl Maltol 0.32 ± 0.05 mg/mL 50:50

Maltol 0.24 ± 0.04 mg/mL

Wintergreen Methyl Salicylate 9.70 ± 0.50 mg/mL 49:51

Smooth & Mild Tobacco Maltol 1.13 ± 0.02 mg/mL 49:51
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3.2. Alterations in Inflammatory Cell Influx in Lung by E-cigarette Flavors

To determine the effect of flavored e-cigarettes on the influx of inflammatory cells,
differential cell counts were measured in BALF cells. In all mouse e-cigarette exposure
groups, there were no significant alterations in total cell counts or macrophage cell counts
compared to air controls (Figure 1A,B). In combined data, mice exposed to Smooth &
Mild Tobacco resulted in a significant increase in the neutrophil cell count compared to
air controls (Figure 1C). In male mice, exposure to Smooth & Mild Tobacco resulted in a
significant increase in neutrophil cell counts, and in female mice, exposure to PG/VG and
Apple resulted in a significant increase in neutrophil cell count compared to air controls
(Figure 1C). Mice exposed to PG/VG resulted in a significant increase in the CD4 T-cell
count compared to air controls (Figure 1D). In all mouse e-cigarette exposure groups, there
were no significant alterations in CD8 T-cell count compared to air controls (Figure 1E).

Figure 1. Sex-dependent effects of flavored e-cigarette exposure on inflammatory cell count in
bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. Mice were exposed to air, PG/VG, and e-liquid flavors “Apple”,
“Cherry”, “Strawberry”, “Wintergreen”, and “Smooth & Mild Tobacco” for 3 days for 1 h per day.
Mice were sacrificed twenty-four hours after the final exposure. (A) Total cell counts were obtained
by staining cells with AO/PI and counting with a cellometer. Differential cells were measured using
flow cytometry: (B) F4/80+ macrophages, (C) Ly6 B.2+ neutrophils, (D) CD4+ T-cells, and (E) CD8+
T-cells. Data are shown as mean ± SEM with individual data points represented by the following
symbols: Air (black circles), PG/VG (black squares), Apple (black triangles), Cherry (black diamonds),
Strawberry (white circles), Wintergreen (white squares), Smooth & Mild Tobacco (white triangles),
with * indicating p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 vs. air controls. n = 6 for
combined groups and n = 3 for male- and female-only groups.

3.3. Alteration of Pro-Inflammatory Cytokines/Chemokines Levels in Lungs by E-cigarette Flavors

To determine the potential for flavored e-cigarette to elicit an inflammatory response,
pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines were measured in BALF and lung homogenate.
In BALF, KC levels in combined data were significantly increased in Strawberry-exposed
mice compared to air controls (Figure 2A). In lung homogenate, KC levels in combined
data were significantly increased in Cherry and Smooth & Mild Tobacco exposed mice
compared to air controls (Figure 3A). In lung homogenate, there was no significant change
in any exposed groups in male mice, but in female mice, there was a significant increase
in KC levels when exposed to PG/VG and Cherry compared to air controls (Figure 3A).
In BALF, IL-6 levels in all exposed mice were not significantly changed compared to air
controls (Figure 2B). In lung homogenate, IL-6 levels in combined data were significantly
increased in PG/VG and Cherry exposed mice compared to air controls (Figure 3B). In
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lung homogenate, there was a significant increase in IL-6 levels in male mice exposed
to PG/VG as compared to air controls, and female mice exposed to PG/VG and Cherry
showed significant increases in IL-6 levels compared to air controls (Figure 3B). In BALF,
MCP-1 levels were unchanged in all exposed mice compared to air controls (Figure 2C). In
lung homogenate, MCP-1 levels in combined data were significantly decreased in Apple,
Strawberry, Wintergreen, and Smooth & Mild Tobacco exposed mice compared to air
controls (Figure 3C). In all male mice exposure groups, a significant decrease in MCP-1
levels compared to air controls in lung homogenate was observed, whereas for female mice,
MCP-1 levels were not impacted by the exposures (Figure 3C).

Figure 2. Sex-dependent effects of flavored e-cigarette exposure on pro-inflammatory cy-
tokines/chemokine release in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. Mice were exposed to air, PG/VG,
and e-liquid flavors “Apple”, “Cherry”, “Strawberry”, “Wintergreen”, and “Smooth & Mild To-
bacco” for 3 days for 1 h per day. Mice were sacrificed twenty-four hours after the final exposure.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines were measured in BALF. (A) KC levels, (B) IL-6 levels,
(C) MCP-1 levels. Data are shown as mean ± SEM with individual data points represented by the
following symbols: Air (black circles), PG/VG (black squares), Apple (black triangles), Cherry (black
diamonds), Strawberry (white circles), Wintergreen (white squares), Smooth & Mild Tobacco (white
triangles), with ** p < 0.01 vs. air controls. n = 6 for combined groups and n = 3 for male- and
female-only groups.

Figure 3. Sex-dependent effects of acute flavored e-cigarette exposure on pro-inflammatory cy-
tokines/chemokine release in lung homogenate. Mice were exposed to air, PG/VG, and e-liquid
flavors “Apple”, “Cherry”, “Strawberry”, “Wintergreen”, and “Smooth & Mild Tobacco” for 3 days
for 1 h per day. Mice were sacrificed twenty-four hours after the final exposure. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines/chemokines were measured in lung homogenate. (A) KC levels, (B) IL-6 levels, (C) MCP-1
levels. Data are shown as mean ± SEM with individual data points represented by the following
symbols: Air (black circles), PG/VG (black squares), Apple (black triangles), Cherry (black diamonds),
Strawberry (white circles), Wintergreen (white squares), Smooth & Mild Tobacco (white triangles),
with * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 vs. air controls. n = 6 for combined groups
and n = 3 for male- and female-only groups.
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3.4. Alterations in Matrix Metalloproteinase Levels in Lungs by E-cigarette Flavors

To determine the effect of flavored e-cigarettes on extracellular remodeling proteins,
MMP protein levels were measured in lung homogenate. In all female mice exposure
groups, there was no significant change in the relative fold change of MMP9 protein levels
compared to air controls (Figures 4B and S1–S3). Exposure to PG/VG, Apple, Cherry, and
Wintergreen resulted in a significant increase in the relative fold change of MMP2 protein
levels in female mice compared to air controls (Figures 4B and S1–S3). Male mice exposed
to Apple displayed a significant decrease in the relative fold change of MMP9 protein levels
compared to air controls (Figures 4B and S1–S3). In male mice exposed to PG/VG, Apple,
Cherry, and Wintergreen resulted in a significant increase in the relative fold change of
MMP2 protein levels compared to air controls (Figures 4B and S1–S3).

Figure 4. Effects of acute flavored e-cigarette exposure on matrix metalloprotease protein levels
in lung homogenate. Mice were exposed to air, PG/VG, and e-liquid flavors “Apple”, “Cherry”,
“Strawberry”, “Wintergreen”, and “Smooth & Mild Tobacco” for 3 days for 1 h per day. Mice were
sacrificed twenty-four hours after the final exposure. Protein levels for matrix metalloproteinases
were measured in lung homogenate using Western blot. (A) MMP2 and MMP9 protein abundance
in mouse lung homogenate from male and female exposed mice. (B) Band intensity was measured
using densitometry and data are shown as fold change compared to air control mice. Data are shown
as mean ± SEM with individual data points represented by the following symbols: Air (black circles),
PG/VG (black squares), Apple (black triangles), Cherry (black diamonds), Strawberry (white circles),
Wintergreen (white squares), Smooth & Mild Tobacco (white triangles), with * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
and *** p < 0.001 vs. air controls. n = 3 for male- and female-only groups.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated the immune-inflammatory effects of exposure to flavored
e-cigarettes. To determine the potential inhalation effects of flavoring chemicals added
into e-liquids, we determined the concentration of five distinct flavoring chemicals (maltol,
ethyl maltol, benzaldehyde, methyl salicylate, and hexyl acetate), but the presence of other
flavorants are still under investigation. Prior literature also indicates that these compounds
have an abundant and widespread presence in market-available e-liquids [13,20,21]. While
quantification of flavorants are important, a recently published study showed the inherent
variability in lung deposition of flavoring chemicals as a function of inhalation modality:
in “lung inhalers” nearly 100% retention of flavorants was observed, but lower retention
was observed for “mouth inhalers” [22].

The chemicals found in these e-liquids (maltol, ethyl maltol, benzaldehyde, hexyl
acetate, methyl salicylate, and hexyl acetate) are GRAS for ingestion, but the inhalation and
respiratory effects of these chemicals are relatively understudied. Diacetyl, which has been
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used commercially as flavor additives in food for butter flavoring, is a flavoring chemical
that has been found in e-liquids, but despite being GRAS for ingestion, the inhalation of
this chemical has been found to result in the respiratory disease bronchiolitis obliterans,
which showed the potential risk of inhaling these chemicals [23]. Although there are limited
studies, one study has previously been conducted on the inhalation effects of benzaldehyde
in Sprague-Dawley rats and found that exposure to 500, 750, and 1000 ppm benzaldehyde
displayed dose-dependent increases in nasal irritation [24]. Previous preliminary data from
our lab exposing C57 BL/6 J mice (n = 2–3) to PG/VG and benzaldehyde, following the
same methodology described in thisstudy, has shown a potential trend of an increase in
pro-inflammatory cytokine production in BALF, although the small sample size does not
allow for the determination of significant changes (Figure S4).

Few studies have focused solely on the effect of flavors/flavoring chemicals in e-
cigarette exposure, with most studies focusing on the effects of nicotine or the effects
of the base components of e-liquids. One study that has investigated the respiratory
effects of the flavoring chemical vanillin exposed C57 BL/6 J mice to 70:30 VG:PG with or
without vanillin for 6 weeks. This study found similar results to the results herein, with no
significant change in macrophages count and CD8 T cells from VG/PG with or without
vanillin, while also finding a significant increase in CD4 T cells in mice exposed to VG/PG
but also found an increase in VG/PG with vanillin contrary to the flavor exposure results
herein [25]. Another study conducted on flavored e-cigarettes, in which C57 BL/6 J mice
were exposed for two weeks to a menthol-flavored e-cigarette with 1.8% nicotine. Contrary
to the results herein, macrophage cells were significantly increased in e-cigarette-exposed
mice; meanwhile, no significant changes were found in neutrophil and lymphocyte cell
counts such as the results herein [26]. One study conducted on the base component of
e-liquids exposed female BALB/c to PG and VG alone. Similar to the results of our female
mice exposed to PG/VG, PG and VG alone resulted in no significant change in total cell
count and macrophage cell count compared to air controls, while contrary to the results
herein, PG and VG alone did not result in a significant increase in neutrophil count [27]. In
another study looking at the base component of e-liquids, female C57 BL/6 J mice were
exposed to 60:40 PG:VG for four months. Comparable to the results herein, there was no
significant change in macrophage cell counts in PG/VG; meanwhile, unlike the results
herein, there was no significant change in neutrophil or lymphocyte cell counts in PG/VG
exposures [28]. In another study conducted on exposure to PG for a three-day exposure,
contrary to the results herein, exposure to PG resulted in a significant decrease in total
cell counts and macrophage cell count, along with no significant change in neutrophil
and CD4 T-cells [15]. A study conducted on the effects of PG for 1 month, similar to the
results herein, found no significant change in total cell count, macrophage cell counts, or
CD8 T-cells compared to air controls, while, differing from the results herein, there was no
significant change in CD4 T-cells [29].

In line with the increase in IL-6 levels by PG/VG and Cherry exposures in lung
homogenate, exposure of C57 BL/6 J mice to e-cigarette with 18 mg/mL nicotine found a
significant increase in IL-6 RNA levels in the lung tissue [30]. However, exposure to 60:40
PG:VG in C57 BL/6 J female mice found no change in IL-6 levels in lung homogenate [28].
In line with the results from the Wintergreen flavor exposure, menthol-flavored C57 BL/6 J
mouse exposure had no change in MCP-1 levels, although this exposure resulted in a
significant decrease in IL-6 levels in BALF [26]. In contrast to results herein, another C57
BL/6 J e-cigarette exposure found that PG/VG did not alter IL-6 levels, but tobacco flavored
exposure significantly increased IL-6 levels in lung homogenate [31]. In alternative mice
strains, ENDS exposure in βENaC resulted in a significant increase in cytokines associated
with lung fibrosis [32]. While exposure to PG/VG with nicotine in A/J mice resulted
in a significant increase in RNA levels of cytokines associated with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) [33].

The results of this study are one of the first evidence to show the sex-specific effects of
nose-only exposure to e-cigarette flavors. The results herein found that male mice exposed
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to Smooth & Mild tobacco resulted in a significant increase in neutrophil count in BALF,
while all e-cigarette exposures resulted in a significant decrease in MCP-1 levels in lung
homogenate. In female mice exposed to Cherry, there was a significant increase in levels
of KC and IL-6 in lung homogenate, while in female mice exposed to Apple, there was a
significant increase in neutrophil count in BALF. In PG/VG-exposed female mice, there
was a significant increase in neutrophils in BALF and a significant increase in KC levels in
lung homogenate. There are limited current studies that have investigated the sex-specific
effects of e-cigarette exposure. One study investigating the effects of PG and PG with
nicotine on C57 BL/6 J mice in a sex-specific manner found that female mice exposed to
PG with nicotine had a significant increase in neutrophil and CD8 T-cell counts, while male
mice exposed to PG with nicotine were found to have a significant increase in lung inflam-
matory cytokines [15]. A study conducted on cigarette smoke exposure on spontaneously
hypertensive rats found that male mice had significant increases in macrophage cell counts
and tumor necrosis factor-alpha levels showing a male-specific increase in inflammation
contrary to the results herein but similar to the results of Wang et al. [34].

Alterations in MMP2 and MMP9 levels due to e-cigarette exposures are important,
since both MMP2 and MMP9 gelatinolytic activity have been found to be increased in
the sputum in both asthmatic and COPD patients [35]. Comparable to the results herein,
exposure of C57 BL/6 J mice to PG found that there was no change in MMP9 levels in
exposed mice [15]. However, e-cigarette exposures to PG/VG with nicotine resulted in
an increase in MMP9 and other lung protease levels [33]. Cell studies have found that
alveolar macrophages and neutrophils treated with e-cigarette condensate significantly
increased MMP9 [36,37]. MMP9 levels have also been found to be elevated in the plasma
and bronchoalveolar lavage in e-cigarette users [38,39]. Consistent with our MMP2 results,
increased MMP2 levels have also been found in mice exposed to PG and increased MMP2
levels in the bronchoalveolar lavage of chronic e-cigarette users [15,29,39]. Although the
effects of e-cigarette exposures on cytokine/chemokine levels, MMP levels, and BALF cell
counts have different effects in this and other studies, these differences may come down to
the methodology for e-cigarette exposures. Each study utilizes different devices and puffing
profiles for mouse exposures, along with different e-liquids with differences in nicotine
concentration, flavors, and the ratio of PG and VG. These differences between studies
demonstrate the need for a standardized methodology for mouse exposures to reduce
potential differences between studies and allow for greater comparisons between studies.

5. Conclusions

Based on the results in this study, flavored e-cigarettes showed both increases in lung
inflammation and resolution. Mice exposed to PG/VG, Cherry, and Smooth & Mild Tobacco
resulted in an increase in lung inflammation due to the increases in KC and IL-6 levels
in lung homogenate along with infiltration of neutrophils in BALF. These exposures may
also have sex-specific alterations, with Smooth & Mild Tobacco exposure only resulting
in a significant increase in neutrophil cell counts in male mice. Meanwhile, in Cherry
exposure, KC and IL-6 levels were increased in lung homogenate only in female mice. In
PG/VG exposures, only female mice had a significant increase in neutrophil cell count and a
significant increase in KC levels in lung homogenate. Despite the increases in inflammatory
cytokines in Cherry and PG/VG, the increases in MMP2 levels potentially indicate that
these exposures have begun to shift away from inflammation and towards tissue repair and
resolution. In contrast, other exposures, such as Wintergreen flavor, resulted in a decrease
in lung inflammation, with a decrease in MCP-1 levels and increases in MMP2 levels.
Further studies are in progress to determine the chronic exposures to flavored e-cigarettes
on long-term pulmonary effects and the potential sex-specific effects. This study revealed
that flavor-based e-cigarette exposure elicited sex-specific alterations in lung inflammation,
with cherry flavors/benzaldehyde eliciting female-specific and tobacco flavor resulting
in male-specific increases in lung inflammation. This highlights the toxicity of flavored
chemicals and the further need for the regulation of flavoring chemicals.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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female exposed mice; Figure S2: Full image of MMP9 for male and female exposed mice; Figure S3:
Full image of β-actin for male and female exposed mice; Figure S4: Alterations in pro-inflammatory
cytokines/chemokine release in bronchoalveolar lavage fluids due to acute exposure to PG/VG and
PG/VG with benzaldehyde.
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Abstract: Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) containing synthetic nicotine have yet to
be classified as tobacco products; consequently, there is ambiguity over whether Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulatory authority can be extended to include tobacco-free nicotine (TFN)
e-cigarettes. In recent years, a more significant number of e-cigarette companies have been manu-
facturing TFN-containing e-cigarettes and e-liquids to circumvent FDA regulations. While studies
have shown that aerosols generated from tobacco-derived nicotine-containing e-cigarettes contain
significant reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels, no comparison studies have been conducted using
TFN e-cigarettes. This study uses a single puff aerosol generator to aerosolize TFN and tobacco-
derived nicotine-containing vape products and subsequently involves semi-quantifying the ROS
generated by these vape products in H2O2 equivalents. We found that the differences between
ROS levels generated from TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape products vary by
flavor. TFN tobacco flavored and fruit flavored products are more toxic in terms of ROS generation
than menthol/ice and drink/beverage flavored products using TFN. Our study provides further
insight into understanding how flavoring agents used in vape products impact ROS generation from
e-cigarettes differently in TFN e-cigarettes than e-cigarettes using tobacco-derived nicotine.

Keywords: tobacco-free nicotine (TFN); synthetic nicotine; tobacco-derived nicotine; vape-bar;
electronic nicotine delivery systems; reactive oxygen species (ROS)

1. Introduction

Based on data from the 2021 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS), a report pub-
lished in the Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report estimated 11.3% (1.72 million) of high
school students and an estimated 2.8% (320,000) of middle school students currently use
e-cigarettes [1]. E-cigarette aerosols contain numerous toxic chemicals, including acrolein,
formaldehyde, and acetaldehyde; the latter two are known to cause lung disease and
cardiovascular disease [2,3]. Previous studies have shown that aerosols generated from
e-cigarette vapor contain exogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS) [4–6]. Additionally,
studies have shown that exogenous ROS found in cigarette smoke and air pollutants can
induce oxidative stress in the lungs and are the main factor in the development of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [7].

The 2021 NYTS found that out of all youth e-cigarette users surveyed, 85% used fla-
vored e-cigarettes [1]. Additionally, one study has shown that ROS levels within e-cigarette
aerosols vary amongst different flavored e-cigarettes and e-cigarettes of differing nicotine
concentrations [4]. Regarding analyses of e-cigarette sales trends, a study conducted by
the Office on Smoking and Health, a part of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), found that 98.7% of flavored e-cigarettes sold in the United States in 2015 contain
nicotine [8]. Ongoing efforts to reduce youth usage of e-cigarettes include the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) extending its tobacco regulatory authority to cover electronic
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nicotine delivery systems (ENDS), like e-cigarettes, in 2016 [9]. In May 2016, the FDA issued
the Deeming Tobacco Products to be Subject to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
commonly known as the “Deeming Rule” [9]. Under the “deeming rule,” the FDA can
regulate the sales of any product that contains tobacco or uses components derived from
tobacco, like tobacco-derived nicotine; this includes e-cigarettes [9]. Moreover, since May
2016, the FDA has required all e-cigarette manufacturers and retailers to file premarket
tobacco market applications (PMTAs) to gain permission from the agency to market their
products [9]. The Center for Tobacco Products (CTP) oversees all products containing
tobacco-derived nicotine; however, the FDA has not decided how to regulate synthetic
nicotine-containing vape products; these products continue to remain unregulated [2,10,11].
In recent years, a more significant number of e-cigarette manufacturers have been using
synthetic nicotine instead of tobacco-derived nicotine when producing e-cigarettes and e-
liquids, all to bypass/evade FDA regulations [10]. Synthetic nicotine is chemically identical
to nicotine from tobacco plants, with the former being made within a lab without the need
of a tobacco plant [12]. In February 2021, Puff Bar, a prominent e-cigarette manufactured in
the U.S., reintroduced their disposable vape-bar products, claiming them to contain syn-
thetic nicotine and not containing tobacco or anything derived from tobacco [13]. Since Puff
Bar’s synthetic nicotine-containing vape bars entered the market in April 2021, Puff Bar has
become the most popular company from which disposable e-cigarettes are purchased in the
U.S., the company holding 51.3% of the national disposable e-cigarette market share [13].
No studies to date have been conducted involving comparative analyses in exogenous
ROS levels between aerosols generated by synthetic-nicotine-containing e-cigarettes and
those by e-cigarettes containing tobacco-derived nicotine. With the substantial rise in
youth usage of e-cigarettes and a more significant number of e-cigarette manufacturers
producing TFN e-cigarettes, more studies examining differences in ROS levels between
aerosols generated by tobacco-based nicotine and synthetic nicotine-containing e-cigarettes
are needed [11]. Unlike previous studies which have analyzed the ROS concentration levels
within aerosols generated by tobacco-derived nicotine-containing e-cigarettes, our study
includes analyses of the acellular ROS levels generated by TFN e-cigarettes [4–6]. Adding
to the novelty of this study, we seek to understand the role the type of salt nicotine used in
e-flavored e-cigarettes (synthetic or tobacco-derived) has in altering acellular ROS levels
within generated aerosols. In this study, we quantify ROS levels generated by synthetic
nicotine-containing ENDS products and compare them to ROS levels generated from their
flavor-specific tobacco-derived nicotine-containing counterparts.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Procurement of Vape-Bars and E-Liquids

Three different TFN vape-bars and three different TFN e-liquids were analyzed in this
study (Table 1). In addition to the six TFN vape-products analyzed, six different tobacco-
derived nicotine-containing vape-bars were analyzed in this study. All vape-products
(vape-bars and e-liquids) used in this study were either purchased from online vendors or
local stores in the Rochester, NY area. All vape-bars and e-liquids used in this study have a
salt nicotine concentration of 50 mg/mL or 5.0% nicotine by volume.
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Table 1. Tobacco-derived and tobacco-free nicotine ENDS used in this study.

Company Flavor Nicotine Concentration (mg/mL) Nicotine Salt-Type

Air Factory Pink Punch ( Pink Punch Lemonade) 50.0 TFN

Bad Drip Rawberry Melon 50.0 TFN

Flair Plus Pink Lemonade 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

Glas (BASIX Series) Blue Razz 50.0 TFN

Hyppe Blue Raz 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

Hyde Spearmint 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

JUUL Virginia Tobacco 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

Lit Strawmelon 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

Pachamama Banana Ice 50.0 TFN

Puff Bar Banana Ice 50.0 Tobacco-Derived

Salty Man Creamy Tobacco 50.0 TFN

Salty Man Spearmint 50.0 TFN

2.2. Acellular ROS Quantification within Generated Aerosols

ROS levels within aerosols generated from all twelve vape-products were quantified
via spectrofluorometry and in H2O2 equivalents. Aerosols from each individual TFN vape-
product used in the study were generated using a Buxco Individual Cigarette Puff Generator
(Data Sciences International (DSI), St. Paul, MN, USA) (Cat#601-2055-001) (Figure 1). Upon
inserting the e-cigarette device into the central orifice apart of the adapter on the front
side of the Puff Generator, the aerosol is generated and puffed by the mechanical part
of the Puff Generator. Via tubing, the generated aerosols are then exposed to 10 mL of
fluorogenic dye for a single puffing regimen at 1.5 L/min (Figure 1). One puffing regimen
lasted for 10 min;2 puffs/min, with each puff having a volume of 55.0 mL to simulate
vaping topography parameters like puff volume, puff length, and puff duration This
specific puffing regimen is identical to the puffing regimen used in our previous study
analyzing acellular ROS levels with different flavored tobacco-derived nicotine-containing
vape-bars and similar to the one used in another one of our previous studies examining
acellular ROS levels generated by JUUL pods [4,14]. The fluorogenic dye used in the
study was made from 0.01 N NaOH, 2′7′ dichlorofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF-DA) (EMD
Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA) (Cat#287810), phosphate (PO4) buffer, and horseradish
peroxidase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA (Cat#31491). Each TFN e-liquid
was aerosolized using a new, empty refillable JUUL Pod (OVNStech, Shenzhen, China)
(Model: WO1 JUUL Pods) inserted into a JUUL device (JUUL Labs Inc., Washington, DC,
USA) (Model: Rechargeable JUUL Device w/USB charger). Subsequently, this JUUL device
was inserted into the Individual Cigarette Puff Generator.

Each vape-bar and JUUL Pod containing TFN e-liquid had undergone three separate
puffing regimens to prepare three individual samples of 10 mL dye solution exposed to e-
cigarette aerosols. For our negative control, filtered air was passed through fluorogenic dye
using the previously mentioned puffing regimen and inserting a filter into the Individual
Puff Generator instead of an e-cigarette. For our positive control, the smoke generated
from a conventional cigarette (Kentucky Tobacco Research & Development Center in
the University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA) (Model Reference: 3R4F) was exposed
to fluorogenic dye under the previously mentioned puffing regimen. To avoid cross-
contamination, once a specific e-cigarette had undergone a single puffing regimen, the
tubing connecting the Puff Generator to the 50 mL conical tube containing dye was rinsed
with 70% ethanol and then double-distilled water (ddH2O). The tubing was also rinsed
with 70% ethanol and ddH2O prior to generating puffs from a different e-cigarette model.
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Figure 1. E-cigarette puff generator apparatus. The schematic shows the apparatus used to aerosolize
each vape-bar and e-liquid included in this study. Once inserted into the Individual Cigarette Puff
Generator, the component e-liquid within each vape bar was aerosolized for one individual puffing
regimen; the generated aerosol was then exposed to 10 mL of fluorogenic dye during those ten
minutes. One puffing regimen consisted of a vape-bar being aerosolized for 10 min and generating 20
total puffs, each puff lasting 3.0 s and having a volume of 55.0 mL. The entirety of the aerosolization
process and the subsequent exposure of the generated aerosols to fluorogenic dye was done within a
chemical fume hood. The pictogram was made using Adobe Illustrator and BioRender.

Subsequently, 0 μM, 10 μM, 15 μM, 20 μM, 30 μM, 40 μM, and 50 μM H2O2 stan-
dards were prepared using 30% H2O2 (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
(Cat#H323-500) and ddH2O. After aerosolizing each vape product and exposing its gener-
ated aerosols to three separate 10 mL samples of fluorogenic dye, each resulting fluorogenic
dye sample and standard was placed in a 37 ◦C degree water bath (VWR International,
Radnor, PA) (Model: 1228 Digital Water Bath) for fifteen minutes. After placing each sample
and standard into the water bath, the resulting solutions were analyzed via fluorescence
spectroscopy (Ex = 475 nm and Em = 535 nm). Readings were taken on a spectrofluorom-
eter (Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) (Model: FM109535) in fluorescence
intensity units (FIU) and measured as H2O2 equivalents.

2.3. Statistical Analyses

One-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc test for multiple pairwise comparisons via
GraphPad Prism Software version 8.1.1 was used to conduct statistical analyses of sig-
nificance. Samples were run in triplicates. The results are shown as mean ± SEM with
triplicate analyses. Data were considered to be statistically significant for p values < 0.05.

3. Results

Differences in ROS Levels within Aerosols Generated by TFN Vape-Products and Tobacco-Derived
Nicotine-Containing Vape-Products Vary with Flavor

For the blueberry-raspberry-flavored vape-products analyzed, the level of ROS
generated from the Hyppe: Blue Raz (5.0% tobacco-derived nicotine) bar (4.92–6.61 μM)
did not significantly differ from that generated from the GLAS Basix Blue Razz (5.0% syn-
thetic nicotine) e-liquid (4.97–7.44 μM) (Figure 2a). Among the strawberry watermelon
flavored vape-bars analyzed, the difference in acellular ROS levels in aerosols generated
by the Bad Drip: Rawberry Melon (5.0% synthetic nicotine) vape-bar (3.82–7.48 μM)
and Lit: Strawmelon (5.0% tobacco-derived nicotine) vape-bar (4.10–4.77 μM) was not
significant (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. ROS levels within aerosols generated from blueberry-raspberry (a) and strawberry-melon
(b) flavored tobacco-derived nicotine-containing and TFN vape-products. ROS levels within the
generated aerosols from each individual TFN vape-product and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing
vape-product was measured via spectrofluorometry and quantified as H2O2 equivalents. During
analysis, the level of ROS generated from each individual vape-product was compared to the ROS
generated from the filtered air control. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was
determined by one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated
for “Non-Significant” versus air-controls (p > 0.05). Sample size (N) = 3–4.

Regarding minty/iced (cooled) flavored vape products, there appear to be significant
differences in ROS levels generated between TFN vape products and their corresponding
flavor-specific tobacco-derived nicotine counterparts (Figure 3). The level of ROS generated
from the Pachamama: Banana Ice (5.0% synthetic nicotine) vape-bar (7.19–8.40 μM) differed
significantly from that generated from the Puff Bar: Banana Ice (5.0% tobacco-derived
nicotine) bar (9.69–15.87 μM) (Figure 3a). Similarly, the level of ROS generated from
aerosolized Salty Mann: Spearmint (5.0% synthetic nicotine) e-liquid (1.33–2.11 μM) differed
significantly from that generated from the Hyde: Spearmint (5.0% tobacco-derived nicotine)
bar (3.28–4.50 μM) (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. ROS generation among aerosols generated from banana ice (a) and spearmint (b) flavored
TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-products. ROS levels within the generated
aerosols from each individual minty/iced (cooled) flavored TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-
containing vape-product was measured via spectrofluorometry and quantified as H2O2 equivalents.
During analysis, the level of ROS generated from each individual vape-bar was compared to the ROS
generated from the filtered air control. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was
determined by one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is
abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air-controls (p > 0.05). Sample size (N) = 3–4.

When comparing tobacco-flavored vape products, the level of ROS generated from the
aerosolized Salty Man: Creamy Tobacco (5.0% synthetic nicotine) e-liquid (2.32–3.96 μM)
did not significantly differ from that generated from the JUUL: Virginia Tobacco
(5.0% tobacco-derived nicotine) bar (1.26–5.14 μM) (Figure 4a). However, regarding
drink-flavored ENDS, the level of ROS generated from the Flair Plus: Pink Lemonade
(5.0% tobacco-derived nicotine) bar (1.84–2.47 μM) was significantly different from that
generated from the aerosolized Air Factory: Pink Punch (5.0% synthetic nicotine) e-liquid
(0.61–0.92 μM) (Figure 4b). Regarding comparisons of the differences in ROS production
between all flavors that had tobacco-derived nicotine and all flavors that had synthetic
nicotine, we found particular flavored e-cigarettes containing Tobacco-derived nicotine
generated significantly higher levels of ROS compared to the air control (0.21–1.59 μM)
than their TFN-containing counterpart (Figure 5). More specifically, the difference in ROS
levels generated by the Blue Razz, Strawberry Melon, and Tobacco-flavored vape-products
containing tobacco-derived nicotine and the air control was higher than that between the
corresponding flavored TFN vape-products and the air control (Figure 5).
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(a) 

 

(b) 
Figure 4. ROS generation among aerosols generated from tobacco (a) and drink flavored (b) TFN and
tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-products. ROS levels within the generated aerosols from
each individual tobacco and drink-flavored TFN e-liquid and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing
vape-bar was measured via spectrofluorometry and quantified as H2O2 equivalents. During analysis,
the level of ROS generated from each individual vape-bar was compared to the ROS generated from
the filtered air control. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by
one-way ANOVA. *** p < 0.001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus
air-controls (p > 0.05). Sample size (N) = 3–4.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. ROS generation among aerosols generated from tobacco-derived nicotine-containing (a) and
TFN (b) vape-products ROS levels within the generated aerosols from each individual flavored TFN e-
liquid and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape products were measured via spectrofluorometry
and quantified as H2O2 equivalents. During analysis, the level of ROS generated from each individual
vape-bar and e-liquid was compared to the ROS generated from the filtered air control. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01,
*** p < 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus
air-controls (p > 0.05). Sample size (N) = 3–4.
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4. Discussion

Our data suggest that the type of nicotine salt used in e-liquids and vape-bars, tobacco-
derived or synthetic, plays a role in modulating ROS generation upon component e-liquid
aerosolization. To further explain, significant differences in ROS generation were observed
between TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-products containing drink
and minty/iced flavoring. However, non-significant differences in ROS generation were
observed between TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-products with fruity
and tobacco flavoring. Our data suggest that flavoring agents used in e-cigarettes containing
synthetic nicotine play a role in modulating ROS levels within generated aerosols. Our
data also indicate that flavoring agents used in e-liquids affect acellular ROS generation
from synthetic-nicotine-containing e-cigarettes and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing
e-cigarettes of comparable flavors differently.

Similarly, the results of our study seem to concur with our previous study, the data of
which suggested that flavoring agents used in tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-
bars play a role in modulating ROS generation upon component e-liquid aerosolization [4].
Regarding the effects of nicotine content on ROS generation and oxidative stress, one
study had found that nicotine increases oxidative stress in rat mesencephalic cells in a
dose-dependent manner [15]. Another study found that aerosols from flavored e-cigarettes
and e-liquids promoted oxidative stress in H292 lung epithelial cells as well as in the lungs
of mice [16]. Additionally, one study found that ROS generated from e-cigarettes was
highly dependent on the flavor of e-liquid used (fruity and tobacco) [5]. However, studies
examining the differences in ROS generation within cellular and acellular systems due
to the usage of tobacco-derived nicotine-containing and TFN vape- products are lacking.
While previous studies have shown that voltage, flavoring, and nicotine concentration have
a role in modulating e-cigarette generated ROS levels, the results of our study show that
the type of nicotine salt used (synthetic or tobacco-derived) does as well [4–6].

Interestingly, we noticed that amongst the minty/cooled flavored vape-products
analyzed (Spearmint and Banana Ice), the level of ROS generated by the synthetic-nicotine
vape-product was significantly less than that generated by its flavor specific tobacco-derived
nicotine-containing counterpart. Additionally, amongst the drink/beverage-flavored vape-
products analyzed, the synthetic nicotine-containing vape product generated significantly
less ROS than its tobacco-derived nicotine-containing counterpart. Synthetic nicotine
lacks the impurities contained within tobacco-derived nicotine [11,17]. Vape products
using synthetic nicotine lack tobacco specific nitrosamines (TSNAs), a carcinogen found in
tobacco and tobacco-derived nicotine [11,17,18]. In our study, the differences in exogenous
ROS between aerosols generated by TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-
products with Pink Lemonade, Spearmint, and Banana-Ice flavoring may be due to the
differences in impurities within each type of nicotine salt (tobacco-derived or synthetic)
used. However, to determine whether the results observed for the Pink Punch Lemonade,
Spearmint, and Banana Ice flavored ENDS are due to differences in the level of impurities
within the salt nicotine used, e-cigarette screening via inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) is needed.

Regarding the limitations of this study, due to there being very few companies that
manufacture both TFN and tobacco-derived nicotine-containing vape-products, we could
not control for the e-cigarette brand in our pairwise comparisons between TFN products and
their flavor specific tobacco-derived nicotine-containing counterparts, as well as differences
between enantiomers or stereoisomers (R-nicotine vs. S-nicotine) of nicotine in both the
products. Many vendors which utilize synthetic nicotine in their vape products either
never sold e-cigarettes using tobacco-derived nicotine or stopped selling them entirely
due to the cost-burden associated with submitting PMTAs and lack of public interests,
and confirming the validity of synthetic vs. natural nicotine. One study has shown that
even amongst e-cigarettes of the same flavor, ROS levels within generated aerosols vary by
brand [4]. Future studies examining the differences in ROS levels generated by TFN vape
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products and their flavor-specific tobacco-derived nicotine-containing counterparts of the
same company are needed, as well as cellular studies.

5. Conclusions

Our data suggest that TFN tobacco flavors and fruit flavors are more toxic in terms
of ROS generation than menthol/ice and drink/beverage flavored products using TFN.
In other words, beverage flavor and minty/iced (cool) flavored TFN products generate
significantly less ROS than their corresponding flavor-specific tobacco-derived nicotine-
containing counterparts. Our study provides insight into how interactions between fla-
voring agents and salt-nicotine used in e-cigarettes impact ROS levels generated by TFN
e-cigarettes differently than e-cigarettes using tobacco-derived nicotine.
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Abstract: The growing popularity of electronic cigarettes has raised several public health concerns,
including the risks associated with heavy metals exposure via e-liquids and vapors. The purpose of
this study was to determine, using atomic absorption spectrometry, the concentrations of Pb, Ni, Zn,
and Co in some commercially available e-liquid samples from Romania immediately after purchase
and after storage in clearomizers. Lead and zinc were found in all investigated samples before
storage. The initial concentrations of Pb ranged from 0.13 to 0.26 mg L−1, while Zn concentrations
were between 0.04 and 0.07 mg L−1. Traces of nickel appeared in all investigated e-liquids before
storage but in very small amounts (0.01–0.02 mg L−1). Co was below the detection limits. We
investigated the influence of the storage period (1, 3, and 5 days), storage temperature (22 ◦C and
40 ◦C), and type of clearomizer. In most cases, the temperature rise and storage period increase
were associated with higher concentrations of heavy metals. This confirms that storage conditions
can affect metal transfer and suggests that the temperature of storage is another parameter that can
influence this phenomenon.

Keywords: e-liquids; heavy metals; storage

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, electronic nicotine-delivery systems, assigned as e-cigarettes,
have been viewed as a substitute with fewer health risks compared to conventional tobacco
cigarettes [1,2].

The progress of these products’ technology generated a diverse range of e-cigarettes
types available on the market worldwide. The generation of e-cigarettes design consists
of closed- and open-system devices as described by Chen et al. [3]. Open-system devices
have three fundamental items: a battery, a clearomizer, and a refillable tank where users
can mix different e-liquids [3]. Typically, e-cigarettes transform a liquid solution consisting
of propylene glycol, vegetable glycerol, as well as nicotine, and flavors into aerosols, which
are inhaled [4–7].

The composition of e-liquids and e-cigarettes aerosol is crucial in determining po-
tential health implications. The analysis can be challenging due to the great variety of
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e-liquids present on the market. Several studies identified toxicants, such as tobacco-
specific nitrosamines and other nicotine decomposition products, metals, and carbonyl
compounds [4,5,8].

Toxic metals, such as nickel (Ni), zinc (Zn), and lead (Pb), may be present in electronic
cigarettes as well as in the aerosols formed, exposing users and those in immediate prox-
imity (passive vaping). These metals can originate from e-liquids but mostly from the
metal coils included in the clearomizer of the e-cigarette device. The Scanning Electron
Microscopy Energy–Dispersive X-Ray (Sem-EDX) analysis of e-cigarette coils revealed the
presence of metals, such as chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), and copper
(Cu), and consequently, the transfer to the e-liquids and aerosols is possible [9–12].

Several metals, including cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), lead (Pb), nickel (Ni), zinc
(Zn), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), and arsenic (As), have been found in e-cigarette samples and
further detected in human biological samples collected from e-cigarette users. Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (AAS),
Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence (TRXF), and Molecular Fluorescence are common tech-
niques used to analyze heavy metals in e-cigarettes [13–15]. Therefore, with the exception
of Cd, similar metals’ concentrations were found in the biological samples collected from
e-cigarette users compared with conventional tobacco cigarette smokers [16]. Although
cobalt (Co) is not a common element found in the environment or in the composition of
alloys used in the construction of e-cigarettes or other ENDS (electronic nicotine delivery
systems), small amounts of this metal were identified in the components of clearomizers
from all generations [17].

The longer-term effects of e-cigarettes exposure are still inconclusive, but the existing
literature reports revealed their inflammatory, irritant, and cytotoxic potential [18]. The
major route of metal exposure is through direct or secondary inhalation of e-liquids, which
is associated with serious health threats, such as carcinogenic and neurotoxic risks [19]. The
risks are augmented by the size of the particles. E-cigarette aerosols contain nanoparticles
(11–25 nm median diameter) and submicron particles (96–175 nm median diameter) [20].
The size of the inhaled particles is important for the depth of airway penetration, and
the toxic potential can be enhanced by the high penetration of small-sized particles in
tissues and organs [21,22]. Re et al. found a connection between chronic e-cigarette
aerosol exposure and endogen metal dyshomeostasis, which has been linked to the onset
of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s [19]. The risk of
neurotoxicity is significantly higher for young people’s developing brains. They proved that
neurotoxic levels of metals accumulated in the striatum, the frontal cortex, and the ventral
midbrain of rodents after exposure to e-cigarette aerosols, increasing the risks of developing
neurological disorders and neurodegenerative diseases [19]. Metal accumulation in the
nervous system in the case of e-cigarette use is enhanced by the alteration of the blood–brain
barrier integrity [23].

Long-term Pb exposure could be related to a variety of neurological and peripheral
structure illnesses, cardiovascular issues, and muscle system abnormalities in humans [24].
Chronic inhalation of lead nanoparticles is associated with cardiovascular, respiratory, and
central nervous system alterations. The results of the studies concerning lead exposure
for e-cigarette users are still contradictory. Wiener and Bhandari found similar blood lead
levels in subjects who used or did not use e-cigarettes, while Goniewicz et al. showed that
the urinary level of lead was lower in never-users than in e-cigarette smokers [25,26]. In a
study performed on 100 participants, Olmedo et al. evaluated exposure to metals through
e-cigarettes by assessing the metal levels in non-invasive biological samples (urine, hair,
and exhaled breath condensate) [27]. Metals such as Cr, Cu, Pb, and Sn were found in
higher quantities in the urine of e-cigarette users, but the study could not correlate the
metal levels in the biological samples with the concentrations determined in e-vapors. It
could not confirm that vaping was the main source of metal exposure [27].

Ni is a toxic metal, and its adverse health effects are linked to changes in heart rate,
oxidative stress, and the consequent lung, nasal, and paranasal cancers [9,28,29]. The
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possible toxic effects of e-cigarette are also related to respiratory system damage. Ni is
classified as inhalation carcinogens, and the lung represents the most sensitive target of Ni
toxicity [16,30]. The results of Fowles et al. estimated the toxicity of heavy metals (especially
chromium and nickel) in e-liquids and aerosols and related to major health issues, such as
cancer [24]. The prolonged exposure of Ni in the human body can significantly increase the
risk of cancer [24].

Another metal of concern is Co. Cobalt exposure can cause hematopoietic effects,
cardiomyopathy, hypothyroidism, and thyroid hyperplasia, and it also has irritant effects
on the respiratory tract [31]. A recent study investigated the association between cobalt
exposure (cobalt lung) and e-cigarette users who developed giant cell interstitial pneumonia
and hard metal pneumoconiosis [32], but several inconsistencies were identified in this
report (cobalt was not determined in the original method cited by the authors, and Co was
not found in the lung samples collected from the patient) [33].

In accordance with its function to human growth and development, Zn is one of the
more fundamental elements and a cofactor for the activity of many enzymes, but inhaling
large amounts of Zn and Zn-derivative nanoparticles can cause airway inflammation [16,34].
Increased Zn concentrations have been associated with copper deficiencies in the liver
and heart along with metalloenzymes function interference and iron storage, resulting in
anemia [35]

Several parameters were investigated to see their influence on metal concentrations
in both e-liquids and aerosols. Zhao et al. determined the concentrations in e-cigarette
aerosols produced in open- and closed-systems devices and concluded that the device type
influenced metal release to aerosols; aerosols generated in open-system devices presented
higher concentrations of metals [1]. Furthermore, metal concentrations increased with
power setting, and a higher voltage is associated with an increased coil temperature and a
higher probability of degradation and metal emissions. Differences in coil composition can
also affect metal levels in aerosols [1].

In some cases, the e-liquids can remain in clearomizers for several days, stored at dif-
ferent environmental temperatures, and it is important to identify the factors that influence
metal emissions of the components of the clearomizers. Na et al. investigated the metal
release phenomenon during storage and use [11]. They concluded that metal transfer is
influenced by the duration of storage in the e-cigarette device and that the concentrations
of heavy metals found in e-liquids were significantly higher after e-cigarette use [11].

Starting from these findings, the present study aimed to determine the concentration
of some important heavy metals (Pb, Ni, Zn, and Co) in some e-liquids found on the
Romanian market. Samples from five (5) different e-cigarette brands were obtained from
national retail markets. The heavy metal content after purchasing (from e-liquid bottles)
and storage period (1, 3, and 5 days) at different temperatures (22 ◦C and 40 ◦C) were
analyzed, and their concentrations were linked to World Health Organization (WHO) and
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) recommended limits.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

The types of electronic cigarette samples (ECS) were purchased from the national
market outlets (from VapePoint and Etigareta shops, Iasi, Romania). A total of five commer-
cially available e-liquid samples of various nicotine concentrations and different flavoring
agents were selected for this study (Table 1). The samples were selected randomly, but
the variable nicotine concentration and the different flavor and propylene glycol:vegetable
glycerin ratio were taken into consideration for the selection. The packaging of the liquids
consisted of 10 mL plastic dropper bottles (the dropper lids were also made from plastic).
The samples coded from A to E were kept at room temperature (22 ◦C) until analysis. The
basic composition description of the EC liquids (according to the manufacturer) consists
predominantly of propylene glycol (PG) and vegetable glycerin (VG).
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Table 1. Basic composition of EC liquids selected in this study.

Sample Nicotine (mg/mL) PG:VG Ratio (w/w) Flavor

A 0 50:50 Dark tobacco
B 6 70:30 Cherry
C 12 50:50 Apple
D 18 70:30 Tobacco
E 18 50:50 Cuban cigar

Data presented were available on the labels of the products.

For each sample, their heavy metal content was analyzed under three variables/conditions:

- I: The initial phase: the EC liquids were directly taken from EC liquid bottles as
purchased from retail;

- II: EC liquid analyzed for storage period and clearomizer effect: the samples were
stored for 1, 3, and 5 days in 2 different types of EC clearomizers purchased from
specialized shops (VapePoint and Etigareta shops, Iasi, Romania). The clearomizers
were selected based on their popularity. According to the employees from the vape
shops, at the time of the purchase, these models were requested most frequently by
the customers. Both clearomizers were “tank-style” electronic cigarettes and belonged
to the second generation of electronic cigarettes [36,37]; clearomizer 1 was a CE4
type, while clearomizer 2 was a T3S type. The clearomizers (Figure 1) presented
different tank capacities (1.6 mL and, respectively, 3.0 mL) and were made from dark
plastic material (clearomizer 1) and clear, resistant plastic (clearomizer 2). Inside the
tank, an atomizing unit with metallic coil and wick material were visible. The prices
for the two clearomizers were also different (rating as ‘’low”—clearomizer 1 and
‘’high”—clearomizer 2);

- III: EC liquid analyzed for storage period and temperature effect: EC liquids were
stored in the two clearomizers mentioned above at two different temperatures: 22 ◦C
(room temperature) and 40 ◦C. In this step, the samples were maintained in room
with controlled temperature (22 ◦C), in the absence of direct sunlight, and in a pro-
grammable furnace (Model Nobertherm, Germany) at 40 ◦C for 1, 3, and 5 days in
order to investigate the concentration of heavy metals that can be released through
their storage under improper/inadequate conditions. For each clearomizer and both
the variables (storage period and temperature), three replicates of each sample were
performed. The clearomizers were filled and sealed with the e-liquid, from which an
aliquot of 1 mL was separated and analyzed.

  

Figure 1. Anatomy of the clearomizers used in the experiment ((A) clearomizer 1; (B) clearomizer 2).
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The storage period and temperature were chosen in order to mimic real-life scenarios.
Electronic cigarette users do not keep e-liquids inside the clearomizers for more than a
few days before using them, and that is why we chose a five-day limit for the storage
period. The room temperature is usually around 22 ◦C, but it can reach 40 ◦C during very
hot summer days; we have chosen these two temperature values to evaluate the storage
temperature’s influence on metal transfer.

For heavy metal analysis, 1 mL of each e liquid sample was performed by diluting
with 10 mL of 5% HNO3 solution. This mixture was sonicated for 30 min (Elma S180,
Elmasonic sonicator), and then, the solution were analyzed by AAS [11]. A blank e-liquid
sample was prepared by mixing PG and VG at the same ratio (1:1, w/w) and analyzed
according to real sample method.

2.2. Reagents and Standards

All reagents and chemicals used in this study were of analytical grade. Nitric acid
(HNO3 Suprapur 65%, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and mono-element containing stock
standard solutions of Ni, Pb, Zn, and Co (1000 mg L−1, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were
used to obtain the standard solution for the calibration curve.

Calibration standards were prepared by diluting the primary standard with 5% HNO3
at five different concentration levels (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.5 mg L−1). All dilutions were
performed using high-purity deionized water obtained from a Milli-Q water purification
system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA).

The samples were prepared in 25 mL glass flasks (class A), which were previously
immersed in 1% HNO3 warm aqueous solution for at least 6 h and then rinsed with
ultrapure water.

2.3. Instrument

An atomic absorption spectrometer-AAS (ContrAA 700, Analytikjena, Jena, Germany)
was conducted to assess the metals concentrations. The parameters that were used to
determine the concentration of heavy metal by AAS were a high-resolution continuum
source, equipped with a xenon short lamp with UV arc in hot spot mode and a high-
resolution echelle grating monochromator. The flame was generated using an air-acetylene
mixture with 99.95% purity.

Accuracy, linearity, precision, limit of detection (LOD), and limit of quantification
(LOQ) are some of the analytical criteria used to validate the optimized method.

The correlation coefficient (R2) of the calibration curves was used to calculate the
linearity. As part of the instrument’s performance and method accuracy, the recovery of
standard spiked samples was assessed using 5% HNO3 method [11]. It was performed
at each stage by spiking the e-liquid samples with two different concentrations (1.0 and
5.0 mg L−1) of a mono-element standard. A blank sequence and spiked blanks were
performed at each stage to ensure the results and cancel the matrix interferences.

The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the triplicate measurements of each e-liquid
sample was used to compute the precision value. As a result, the values of this procedure
are reported as an average RSD of triplicate measurements.

The limit of detection (LOD) was the lowest amount of metal that can be detected and
was estimated by dividing the SD of three measurements of the PG/VG mixture with the
slope of the calibration curve. The limit of quantification (LOQ) was defined as the smallest
amount that can be quantitatively identified at a specified precision and accuracy.

2.4. Data Analysis

Three replicates were taken for each sample, and the average value was calculated.
The mean values were statistically analyzed using the t-test with a 95% confidence level.
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3. Results

3.1. Calibration and Detection Limit

Table 2 presents the calibration results for the determination of heavy metals Pb,
Zn, Ni, and Co by AAS technique. The correlation coefficient was used to confirm the
linearity of each trace element (R2). The concentration ranged between 0.05–0.50 mg L−1

was established among absorbance and metal concentration; all calibration curves showed
good linearity (R2 > 0.997). The obtained LOD values ranging between 0.001–0.04 mg L−1

highlights the sensitivity of the method, as the analytical parameters are low compared
with other analytical techniques [38].

Table 2. Calibration results for the determination of heavy metals in e-cigarettes.

Metal
Wavelength

(nm)
Linear Range

(mg L−1)
Detection

Limit (mg L−1)
Correlation

Coefficient (R2)
RSD
(%)

Pb 217.00 0.1–0.5 0.04 0.998 1.9
Zn 213.85 0.05–0.5 0.001 0.999 2.1
Ni 232.00 0.05–0.5 0.01 0.999 1.7
Co 240.72 0.05–0.5 0.005 0.997 3.4

The measurements were done in triplicate; RSD, Relative Standard Deviation of the triplicate measurements.

PG/VG mixture and e-liquids’ samples spiked with concentration of 1.0 and 5.0 mg L−1

using mono-element standard registered 94.8 to 101% and 94.1 to 107.3% of the recoveries,
with RSD less than 20% at all spiked quantities (Table 3). The method’s accuracy was found
to be appropriate and was confirmed for each heavy metal through real and spiked values
measured in comparison.

Table 3. The average recovery (%) and RSD (%) of spiked samples.

Metal

E-Liquid Sample PG/VG Mixture

1.0 mg L−1 5.0 mg L−1 1.0 mg L−1 5.0 mg L−1

Recovery
(%)

RSD (%)
Recovery

(%)
RSD (%)

Recovery
(%)

RSD (%)
Recovery

(%)
RSD (%)

Pb 94.1 2.5 96.2 1.9 95.7 7.8 95.9 4.1
Zn 98.3 4.5 107.3 2.1 94.8 4.6 95.5 6.9
Ni 95.4 1.7 95.7 2.3 98.1 3.9 101.3 4.8
Co 96.4 5.5 104.2 3.4 95.7 4.2 98.1 2.4

RSD, Relative Standard Deviation of the triplicate measurements; PG, propylene glycol; V, vegetable glycerin.

The recoveries for the reliability assessment of our experimental method based on
spiked samples ranged between 94–107% with relative standard deviation ranged between
1.7–7.8%. According to these findings, the method presents good performance characteris-
tics.

3.2. Heavy Metals Concentration in E-Cigarettes

The results of the heavy metal analysis using AAS for e-cigarette items being sold in
Romania markets are presented. Consequently, the five e-cigarette brands were discovered
to contain quantifiable levels of heavy metals (Table 4).
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Table 4. Heavy metals (Pb, Ni, Zn) concentrations in EC liquids under different conditions.

Sample Initial Conc.
(mg L−1)

Clearomizer 1 Clearomizer 2

22 ◦C
(mg L−1)

40 ◦C
(mg L−1)

22 ◦C
(mg L−1)

40 ◦C
(mg L−1)

Pb

A(1)
0.17 ± 0.02

0.28 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.01
A(3) 0.58 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.09
A(5) 0.98 ± 0.04 1.84 ± 0.04 1.84 ± 0.07 1.94 ± 0.07

B(1)
0.15 ± 0.03

0.47 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.03 0.50 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.02
B(3) 0.78 ± 0.02 1.15 ± 0.11 0.78 ± 0.03 1.30 ± 0.06
B(5) 2.99 ± 0.15 3.22 ± 0.21 1.97 ± 0.7 1.98 ± 0.8

C(1)
0.26 ± 0.06

0.58 ± 0.11 1.02 ± 0.16 0.49 ± 0.08 1.12 ± 0.21
C(3) 0.78 ± 0.16 1.45 ± 0.18 0.85 ± 0.10 1.73 ± 0.36
C(5) 0.98 ± 0.20 1.86 ± 0.11 1.89 ± 0.08 2.38 ± 0.31

D(1)
0.13 ± 0.01

0.20 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.14 6.63 ± 1.32
D(3) 0.42 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.07 0.94 ± 0.19 8.56 ± 1.78
D(5) 0.74 ± 0.04 1.77 ± 0.11 1.85 ± 0.21 10.48 ± 1.91

E(1)
0.19 ± 0.01

1.20 ± 0.19 4.72 ± 0.83 1.98 ± 0.73 4.48 ± 1.03
E(3) 2.56 ± 0.53 5.36 ± 0.38 3.69 ± 1.03 7.88 ± 2.11
E(5) 2.95 ± 0.74 7.27 ± 0.95 5.16 ± 1.38 9.23 ± 2.18

Ni

A(1)
0.01 ± 0.01

0.11 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.02
A(3) 0.18 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.05 0.23 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.06
A(5) 0.33 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.11 0.58 ± 0.09 2.30 ± 0.29

B(1)
0.02 ± 0.01

0.09 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.11 1.02 ± 0.11
B(3) 0.60 ± 0.09 0.89 ± 0.07 1.73 ± 0.21 1.95 ± 0.18
B(5) 1.19 ± 0.12 1.59 ± 0.22 2.08 ± 0.26 2.83 ± 0.13

C(1)
0.02 ± 0.01

0.03 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.09 0.19 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04
C(3) 0.05 ± 0.01 1.02 ± 0.26 0.89 ± 0.11 0.83 ± 0.09
C(5) 0.16 ± 0.03 1.61 ± 0.28 0.78 ± 0.08 0.87 ± 0.17

D(1)
0.01 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.11 0.15 ± 0.06 2.56 ± 0.42
D(3) 0.33 ± 0.1 0.66 ± 0.18 0.63 ± 0.07 3.59 ± 0.38
D(5) 0.51 ± 0.11 0.87 ± 0.12 1.06 ± 0.11 4.04 ± 0.96

E(1)
0.02 ± 0.01

0.18 ± 0.06 1.62 ± 0.53 1.28 ± 0.52 3.60 ± 0.84
E(3) 0.32 ± 0.09 2.45 ± 0.78 2.63 ± 0.31 4.56 ± 0.91
E(5) 0.56 ± 0.15 3.96 ± 0.82 5.01 ± 0.79 8.19 ± 0.78

Zn

A(1)
0.04 ± 0.01

0.17 ± 0.02 0.62 ± 0.12 0.17 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.08
A(3) 0.30 ± 0.09 0.79 ± 0.19 0.19 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.11
A(5) 0.31 ± 0.07 0.85 ± 0.39 0.25 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.18

B(1)
0.07 ± 0.01

1.36 ± 0.25 1.93 ± 0.43 0.91 ± 0.09 0.51 ± 0.17
B(3) 4.02 ± 0.72 4.95 ± 0.61 3.50 ± 0.72 2.41 ± 0.77
B(5) 5.52 ± 0.73 6.98 ± 0.95 4.03 ± 0.90 3.78 ± 0.85

C(1)
0.05 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.01 5.59 ± 0.67 0.16 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.02
C(3) 1.25 ± 0.82 7.14 ± 0.85 0.88 ± 0.81 0.79 ± 0.14
C(5) 4.59 ± 0.91 7.84 ± 0.73 1.46 ± 0.93 1.84 ± 0.20

D(1)
0.07 ± 0.01

0.69 ± 0.09 0.93 ± 0.15 1.01 ± 0.12 1.54 ± 0.84
D(3) 2.60 ± 0.55 4.33 ± 0.83 1.12 ± 0.05 4.89 ± 0.66
D(5) 3.45 ± 0.86 4.56 ± 0.79 1.72 ± 0.09 5.89 ± 0.90

E(1)
0.06 ± 0.01

3.35 ± 0.94 3.65 ± 0.25 2.40 ± 0.38 2.53 ± 0.62
E(3) 7.45 ± 0.92 7.52 ± 0.89 3.12 ± 0.47 5.35 ± 0.88
E(5) 8.45 ± 0.85 8.20 ± 0.96 7.38 ± 0.73 8.75 ± 0.97

Data are presented as mean ± SD (standard deviation). Sample code: Sample number (number of storage days in
the clearomizer).

3.2.1. Lead Concentration

In the present study, lead was found in all investigated samples before storage. The
initial mean values of this metal ranged from 0.13 to 0.26 mg L−1. The highest concentration
of Pb was exhibited by sample C.

In Figure 2 are shown the Pb concentrations obtained for the five samples and their
variation under different experimental conditions.
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Figure 2. The influence of storage temperature and of the clearomizer on Pb concentration. Sample
code: Sample number (number of storage days in the clearomizer).

As the storage period increased (from 1 to 5 days), the reported values in the five
E-liquid samples for Pb also tended to increase. This pattern of Pb concentration was found
in both types of clearomizers after storage, which showed that there are significantly higher
differences after storage than the initial ones at the 0.05 level (p-value < 0.05) (Table 5).

Table 5. The influence of the duration of storage on Pb concentration; p-value for the paired t-test
(t-test: Paired Two Sample for Means).

Storage
Conditions

I vs. 1 D I vs. 3 D I vs. 5 D 1 D vs. 3 D 1 D vs. 5 D 3 D vs. 5 D

Clearomizer
1 (22 ◦C) 0.048 0.048 0.019 0.048 0.022 0.068

Clearomizer
1 (40 ◦C) 0.099 0.054 0.023 0.0006 0.003 0.008

Clearomizer
2 (22 ◦C) 0.048 0.049 0.011 0.055 0.004 0.0001

Clearomizer
2 (40 ◦C) 0.045 0.042 0.029 0.049 0.018 0.0043

I, initial; 1 D, storing for 1 day; 3 D, storing for 3 days; 5 D, storing for 5 days. Bold numbers denote the cases
in which differences are statistically significant at 95% confidence level. Clearomizer 1, CE4-type clearomizer;
Clearomizer 2, T3S-type clearomizer.

In addition, the current study investigated the influence of temperature on Pb transfer
after storage in the two types of clearomizers (Figure 1). After increasing the storage
temperature from 22 ◦C to 40 ◦C, higher Pb concentrations in the e-cigarette samples were
obtained. The Pb content found in e-liquids sample E (after storage in both clearomizers)
and sample D (after storage in clearomizer 2) showed the greatest increase, which suggests
the release and transfer of heavy elements from the metal substrates of different components
of clearomizers. The statistical analysis regarding the influence of temperature on Pb
transfer was performed using the t-test. For clearomizer 1, the results of the analysis
showed a significant difference at the 0.05 level only for samples B, C, and E, while for
clearomizer 2, the results were significantly different at the 0.05 level for samples C, D,
and E.

The research also included a comparison of the clearomizer type on Pb transfer when
stored at temperatures of 22 ◦C and 40 ◦C. The results obtained were heterogeneous; for
e-liquid samples A, C, D, and E, the average transfer of Pb was higher after storage in
clearomizer 2, while for sample B, the transfer was higher for clearomizer 1.
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The statistical analysis regarding the influence of the clearomizer on Pb transfer was
performed using the t-test. At 22 ◦C, the results showed a significant difference at the
0.05 level only for samples D and E, while after storage at 40 ◦C, there was a significant
difference only for sample D.

3.2.2. Nickel Concentration

The present study recorded small concentrations of Ni (0.01–0.02 mg L−1) in each
investigated EC liquid sample before storage. The related values for Ni content in the EC
liquids are presented in Table 4.

As a general trend, storage at a higher temperature (40 ◦C in comparison to 22 ◦C)
increased Ni transfer. The ascending trend of Ni levels in e-liquids in relation to the storage
period and temperature is visible in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The influence of storage temperature and of the clearomizer on Ni concentration. Sample
code: Sample number (number of storage days in the clearomizer).

According to our results, the concentrations of Ni were higher after the storage period,
sustaining the possible metal transfer from the metallic parts of the clearomizer to the
solutions. It is likely that Ni concentrations increased after storage in both clearomizers,
with values significantly greater than the initial ones at the 0.05 level (Table 6).

Table 6. The influence of the duration of storage on Ni concentration; p-value for the paired t-test
(t-test: Paired Two Sample for Means).

Storage
Conditions

I vs. 1 D I vs. 3 D I vs. 5 D 1 D vs. 3 D 1 D vs. 5 D 3 D vs. 5 D

Clearomizer
1 (22 ◦C) 0.013 0.018 0.018 0.054 0.033 0.021

Clearomizer
1 (40 ◦C) 0.049 0.022 0.024 0.020 0.023 0.030

Clearomizer
2 (22 ◦C) 0.045 0.023 0.041 0.017 0.047 0.096

Clearomizer
2 (40 ◦C) 0.045 0.025 0.021 0.007 0.015 0.048

I, initial; 1 D, storing for 1 day; 3 D, storing for 3 days; 5 D, storing for 5 days. Bold numbers denote the cases
in which differences are statistically significant at 95% confidence level. Clearomizer 1, CE4-type clearomizer;
Clearomizer 2, T3S-type clearomizer.

The statistical analysis regarding the influence of temperature on the metal transfer
was performed using the t-test. For clearomizer 1, the results of the analysis showed a
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significant difference at the 0.05 level for all samples, while for clearomizer 2, the results
were significantly different at the 0.05 level only for samples D and E.

When analyzing the influence of the clearomizer (Figure 2), the data suggested that
Ni transfer was more pronounced in the case of the EC liquids stored in clearomizer 2.
The statistical analysis was performed using the t-test. At 22 ◦C, the results of the analysis
showed a significant difference at the 0.05 level for samples B, C, and E, while at 40 ◦C, the
results were significantly different at the 0.05 level for samples B, D, and E (p < 0.05).

3.2.3. Zinc Concentration

The concentrations of Zn in EC-liquid samples established during the present study
are indicated in Table 4.

Concentrations of Zn were identified in EC liquid samples before storage. Zn initial
concentrations were lower than the determined concentration of lead and ranged between
0.04–0.07 mg L−1.

The concentrations of Zn increased significantly according to the storage period (from
1 to 5 days), and also, high levels of Zn were associated with storage at 40 ◦C temperature
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The influence of storage temperature and of the clearomizer on Zn concentration. Sample
code: Sample number (number of storage days in the clearomizer).

In several samples, the amount of Zn as a result of the storage period in both types
of clearomizers was more than 100 times higher, with statistically significant differences
at the 0.05 level (Table 7). Moreover, our findings were very comparable to those of other
studies all supporting the claim that heavy metals can be transported to the liquids via EC
devices [11,39].

The t-test analysis was performed for the influence of temperature on zinc transfer.
For clearomizer 1, the results of the analysis showed a significant difference at the 0.05 level
for samples A, B, and C, while for clearomizer 2, the results were significantly different at
the 0.05 level only for sample A. Moreover, we found that the two types of clearomizers
released different amounts of metals when the same temperature (40 ◦C) was used; while
the concentrations of Ni released was more powerful after storage in clearomizer 2, Zn
concentration tended to be higher after storage in clearomizer 1 (Figure 3). In addition,
the t-test analysis showed at 22 ◦C no significant difference, while at 40 ◦C, a significant
difference at the 0.05 level was found for samples A, B, C, and D.
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Table 7. The influence of the duration of storage on Zn concentration; p-value for the paired t-test
(t-test: Paired Two Sample for Means).

Storage
Conditions

I vs. 1 D I vs. 3 D I vs. 5 D 1 D vs. 3 D 1 D vs. 5 D 3 D vs. 5 D

Clearomizer
1 (22 ◦C) 0.046 0.041 0.017 0.041 0.012 0.036

Clearomizer
1 (40 ◦C) 0.027 0.009 0.008 0.015 0.013 0.049

Clearomizer
2 (22 ◦C) 0.064 0.024 0.041 0.053 0.041 0.070

Clearomizer
2 (40 ◦C) 0.035 0.023 0.023 0.025 0.021 0.051

I, initial;1 D, storing for 1 day; 3 D, storing for 3 days; 5 D, storing for 5 days. Bold numbers denote the cases
in which differences are statistically significant at 95% confidence level. Clearomizer 1, CE4-type clearomizer;
Clearomizer 2, T3S-type clearomizer.

3.2.4. Cobalt Concentrations

Cobalt levels were in most cases below the LOD even as the period of storage and
temperature increased. More data are needed to evaluate the significance of e-liquids as
exposure sources for Co.

4. Discussion

The systemic toxicity of heavy metals has become a subject of great interest in the
last few years. Several research groups investigated this phenomenon and the factors that
influence the levels of heavy metals in e-liquids and aerosols produced during vaping. The
e-liquids are able to heighten the heavy metal content depending on the manufacturing
material and design of the used devices but also in relation to their composition (the
ratio of propylene glycol to glycerol, nicotine, pH modifiers, and different flavors) [10,40].
The quality of the constituents (propylene glycol, glycerol, nicotine, and flavors) can be
important because they can be a source of heavy metals. A study conducted by Kamilari
et al. found high levels of Cd and Ni in the nicotine and two flavoring agents used for the
production of e-liquids [15].

Another key element is the electronic device itself. Palazzolo et al. also found higher
concentrations of metals (e.g., Ni and Zn) in the aerosols produced during vaping than
in the e-liquids, pointing to the electronic cigarette device as the source of the metals [14].
They indicated the source for Ni to be, most likely, the core tip, the resistance coil, and
the wiring and welding within the core assembly [14]. The analysis performed on the
elemental composition of clearomizers revealed that the materials used included metals,
such as chromium, nickel, tin, zinc, and copper, and that the components in these devices
were very similar regardless of the brand and generation [41]. As Olmedo et al. pointed
out, the spike of metal levels (like nickel) in e-liquid samples after they were exposed to
the heating element suggests that heating coils are a potential source of the metals [39,42].
When electrical power is applied, the heating coils can produce metallic nanoparticles,
which can condense and coagulate into nanoparticle clusters. Wilson et al. analyzed
the characteristics of metallic nanoparticles generated by the heating of an electronic
cigarette coil in the absence of a nicotine solution [43]. According to their results, using
a low-resistance coil can reduce metal exposure [43]. Modifying the electronic devices’
designs and using materials of suitable quality are ways for lowering the concentration of
potentially dangerous metals in e-liquids and e-vapors [42,44].

A research subject imminently related to the assessment of the levels of heavy metals
in e-liquids (and the understanding of the various factors that can influence these con-
centrations) is to evaluate to what extent heavy metals are transferred from e-liquids to
aerosols. Previous studies revealed that the transfer of heavy metals to aerosols is not
uniform; it depends on the different topographies for aerosol production (puffing protocol),
but the results obtained are especially sensitive to the efficiencies of the methods of aerosol
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collection [36]. Thus far, several methods were reported for e-cigarette aerosol collection in
the literature [36,45,46], but the absence of a standardized procedure makes it difficult to
evaluate the real quantity of metals delivered through e-cigarette aerosols and to estimate
potential health effects.

Our study investigated the concentrations of some heavy metals (Pb, Ni, Zn, and Co)
in e-liquid samples, but we focused more on evaluating the impact of the storage conditions
and type of clearomizer on the increase of heavy metals content in e-liquids.

In the case of lead, the initial concentrations (determined in e-liquids prior to the
contact with the clearomizers) varied between 0.13 and 0.26 mg L−1. In their review, Zhao
et al. pointed out that different studies reported metal levels in different ways, and for easy
comparison, they recommended the conversion to the weight/weight basis using a value of
1:16 g/mL for the density of e-liquids [16]. If this algorithm of conversion would be used for
our results, the values obtained would be in the range 0.11 to 0.22 mg kg−1. No regulations
regarding heavy metals content were established until now, but JECFA (Joint FAO/WHO
Expert Committee on Food Additives) adopted a general limit of 2 mg kg−1 for lead and
a limit of 1 mg kg−1 or lower in case of high consumption [47]. Similar studies about the
transfer characteristics of heavy metals in EC liquids reported average values of Pb between
0.12–0.25 mg kg−1 for the e-liquid samples analyzed before placement in the electronic
cigarette device [11], while a study from Canada and the United States conducted by Dunbar
et al. evaluated the heavy metals levels in e-liquids samples bottled in individual containers
and in e-liquids that were extracted from inside disposable electronic devices [48]. They
reported that the Pb concentrations in bottled e-liquids were not detectable above the limit
of quantitation of 0.0091 mg L−1 (9.1 ppb) [48]. Furthermore, Olmedo et al. determined
the concentrations of metals from both the e-liquids directly from the refilling dispenser
(without contact with the coil) and from the tanks after the device was used [39]. They
determined a value of 0.476 μg kg−1 (0.000476 mg kg−1) for the median concentration of Pb
in 56 e-liquid samples in the absence of the previous contact with the electronic device [39].

Our results showed a direct link between the storage period in clearomizers and the
Pb levels. These results are in agreement with the reported results of a study conducted by
Na et al. [11]. They also found that the average concentration of Pb significantly increases
after storage in the clearomizer [11].

In the case of nickel, the initial concentrations found in e-liquids were very low. At
present, there are no maximum contaminant levels for heavy metals in e-liquids, but the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) analyzed the risks to public health related to the
presence of nickel in food and drinking water and reported the limit values established
for Ni by different international organisms [49]. A value of 20 μg/L (0.02 mg L−1) for
nickel was set in Council Directive 98/83/EC, while the WHO established a limit value
70 μg nickel/L and a tolerable daily intake (TDI) of 11 μg nickel/kg b.w. [49–51]. All our
results did not exceed those limits.

Some of the previous studies have also reported traces of concentrations of Ni in
EC liquids. Na et al. reported values of Ni in the investigated samples (represented by
EC liquid bottles directly analyzed as purchased from retail) below the detection limit,
0.04 mg kg−1 [11]. Kamilari et al. used Total Reflection X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
for the quantification, and the Ni concentrations found in the 22 analyzed samples varied
between 0.002 and 0.017 μg g−1 (mg kg−1) [15]. For easy comparison between our results
and the finding from other studies, a conversion to mg kg−1 could be performed using the
formula of the density and considering the value of 1.16 g/mL for the density of e-liquids
as recommended by Zhao et al. [16].

E-cigarette devices have a metallic coil, which heats the e-liquid generating the aerosol;
these metallic coils are manufactured with nickel (Ni) and chromium (Cr) alloys, which
can be released to the e-liquids during the storage and heating process [9,29]. Other data
support that the nichrome from the heating elements is resistant to oxidation (even at high
temperatures) and suggest other alloys as possible sources of chromium, iron, and nickel
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oxide. However, the authors cannot exclude a limited degree of degradation of nichrome
heating elements caused by extensive use periods [21].

The Ni levels increased after storage in the clearomizers. The results of the current
study are in accordance with the findings of Na et al. [11]. This means that the clearomizer
composition and conditions influenced the concentration of heavy metals. Thus, even
without the heating procedure, the majority of the metallic components in the liquids
are enhanced just by being stored in the clearomizer. Olmedo et al. determined a value
of 2.03 μg/kg (0.0023 mg kg−1) for the median concentration of Ni in e-liquids sampled
directly from the refilling dispenser (without contact with the coil), while in the liquids
after puffing the e-cigarettes, the Ni median concentration was 100 times higher [39].

In the case of zinc, the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives
established a provisional maximum tolerable daily intake (PMTDI) of 1.0 mg/kg of
body weight [52]. The Zn levels determined in the e-liquids after purchase ranged from
0.04–0.07 mg L−1. If we applied the conversion algorithm mentioned by Zhao et al., our
results would range between 0.03–0.06 mg kg−1. We can state that the results of the current
research are in accordance with previously published results of Na et al., which deter-
mined the heavy metals concentrations in e-liquids directly taken from bottles as purchased
from retail [11]. They reported Zn concentrations between 0.05–0.63 mg kg−1 [11]. In the
samples they analyzed, Olmedo et al. obtained a median concentration of 13.1 μg/kg
(0.0131 mg kg−1) without previous contact with the device [39]. Another study conducted
by Gray et al. reported a connection between the higher Zn concentration in samples from
devices with brass electrical connectors [10].

In the case of cobalt, a limit value of 0.1 mg kg−1 (per day) was identified to be the
reliable dose of the substance for non-toxic level (NOAEL), while for chronic exposure via
inhalation, a MRL of 1 × 10−4 mg m−3 was set by ATSDR (The Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry) [53,54]. In our samples, the cobalt levels were below the detection
limit (0.005 mg L−1).

In our study, sample 5 had the highest concentration of nicotine (18 mg/mL) and a
ratio of propylene glycol:glycerol of 50:50, and it presented the highest values for Pb, Ni,
and Zn after storage in both clearomizers. A study conducted by Zervas et al. concluded
that the transfer of Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Pb increased with nicotine concentration and that
glycerol also facilitated metal transfer in comparison to propylene glycol [55]. However, in
our case, the investigation of more samples is needed to fully support this statement.

Looking at the behavior of the five e-liquids in the two clearomizers, we observed that
lead and nickel transfer were more pronounced after storage in clearomizer 2, while zinc
levels increased more after the storage of the e-liquids in clearomizer 1. The most likely
explanation is the differences in the design and the materials used for the electronic devices,
but we can only support this statement using the results of other research [29,36,44].

This study is the first to determine the concentrations of heavy metals in e-liquids
marketed in Romania, but its major limitation is the low number of samples analyzed. From
these preliminary results, there is no indication of low-quality counterfeit products sold in
Romania, but more extensive research is needed in the future to conclusively evaluate the
safety of these products for Romanian consumers. The findings in the present paper also
emphasized and confirmed that the levels of heavy metals are greatly influenced by simply
storing the e-liquids clearomizers and that storage conditions can also influence this transfer
process. The storage temperature (investigated for the first time, to our knowledge) is
another parameter that can influence metal transfer from the components of the clearomizer
to the e-liquid inside.

5. Conclusions

The concentrations of four heavy metals (Pb, Ni, Zn, and Co) with potentially serious
implications for human health were estimated in five e-liquid samples purchased from the
Romanian market. The initial concentrations were reduced in the analyzed e-liquids and
increased after their storage in clearomizers at different temperatures for various periods.
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Co was found to be non-detectable in all the stages of the study. These findings support
and consolidate the idea that heavy metals are transferred to e-liquids through the direct
contact between the e-liquids and the metallic components of the devices. Heavy metals
transfer depends on the characteristics of the electronic device and the composition of
the e-liquids (as revealed by previous studies) but also on the storage conditions. Longer
periods of storage inside the clearomizer were associated with higher levels of metals in
e-liquids. Besides the period of storage, we also pointed out that storage temperature
(22 ◦C vs. 40 ◦C) can also affect metal transfer from the parts of the clearomizers. This is
an important aspect that needs to be taken into consideration by the manufacturers and
regulatory agencies, which can introduce new recommendations that could reduce metal
release during storage. Furthermore, an interesting subject for future research would be
the investigation of the combined influence of certain chemical composition parameters of
e-liquids and different storage conditions.
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Abstract: Electronic cigarettes are available in a variety of devices with e-liquids also available in
many flavors, and nicotine concentrations, albeit less than 20 mg/mL in Europe. Given the dynamics
of these products, it is important to evaluate product content, including labeling, nicotine content
versus labeled claim, nicotine form, and other aspects that may help policy decisions and align
with the Tobacco Product Directive (TPD). Herein, we performed a study on 86 e-liquids from
seven European countries (Croatia, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy, Poland, and the United
Kingdom) with 34 different liquid brands and 57 different flavors. Nicotine content versus labeled
claim, labeling, volume, pH, and nicotine form (i.e., freebase nicotine) were evaluated. From all tested
products, eight of them from Germany, Poland, and UK (from 3 to 18 mg/mL), met the ±2% criteria.
The ±10% criteria was fulfilled by 50 (58.1%) liquids from all countries. Among 71 liquids which
contained nicotine, (one e-liquid labeled as 6 mg/mL had no nicotine level quantified), the amount of
freebase nicotine differed from 0 to 97.8%, with a mean value 56.5 ± 35.7. None of the tested liquids
had nicotine salt listed in the ingredients. Therefore, a low level of freebase nicotine in some liquids
was most likely achieved by added flavorings. All tested liquids presented in this study met the basic
requirements of the TPD. There were differences in the scope of information about harmfulness, type
of warnings on packaging, attaching leaflets, placing graphic symbols, and discrepancies between
the declared and quantified nicotine concentrations.

Keywords: nicotine; nicotine form; e-liquids; European legislation

1. Introduction

Electronic-cigarette companies have sold their products as a cheaper, tobacco-free,
or smoke-free alternative to cigarettes, cigars, and other tobacco goods [1]. Marketing
campaigns are focused on the attractiveness of these products: a variety of flavors, different
designs, and devices perfect for tobacco smokers or people trying this type of product for
the first time [2]. Companies presenting e-cigarettes focus on the absence of real tobacco in
their devices and what comes with it—the lack of a characteristic irritating smell and ash—
as a new way of a more socially acceptable form of nicotine consumption [3]. Although
nicotine is an addictive component of tobacco, negative health effects are induced by
other components of tobacco smoke [4,5]. E-cigarettes can be used with a wide range of
nicotine concentrations, including without nicotine; however unlike traditional cigarettes,
e-cigarettes do not contain tobacco and emit smoke, because their use is not based on
combustion, which leads to lower harmfulness of e-cigarette aerosol [6]. There is little
evidence that e-cigarette emissions harm the health of bystanders [6]. Using e-cigarettes can
increase the amount of particulate matter in the air; however, the composition is different
from that caused by cigarette smoke and the concentration is much lower, and sometimes
at the same level as in rooms without smoking or using e-cigarettes [7–11].
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The WHO Tobacco-Free initiative commissioned a report to help countries around the
world develop policies to regulate e-cigarettes. This report, published in 2013, contained
detailed political suggestions for countries regarding the regulation of e-cigarettes. These
include: (1) a ban on the use of e-cigarettes wherever the use of traditional cigarettes is
prohibited, (2) a ban on the sale of e-cigarettes to anyone who cannot legally buy cigarettes
or other places where the sale of traditional cigarettes is prohibited, (3) apply the same
marketing restrictions for e-cigarettes that apply to traditional cigarettes, (4) prohibition of
using branded cigarettes or e-cigarettes, which promotes dual use, (5) a ban on the use of
distinctive flavors in e-cigarettes like candy and alcohol flavors, (6) forbidding companies
to make claims regarding the cessation of tobacco use (until e-cigarette manufacturers and
companies provide sufficient evidence of this, that Electronic Nicotine Delivery System
(ENDS) products can be effectively used to quit smoking) and (7) prohibiting e-cigarette
companies from making health claims about their products, unless made by independent
regulatory agencies, and (8) calls for standards to regulate the ingredients and functioning
of the product [12,13].

The “Europe against cancer” program started in 1985, resulting in the introduction
of a number of tobacco control measures and one of these was the 2001 Tobacco Products
Directive (2001/37/EC), which regulates the production, sale and presentation of tobacco
products [14–16]. In 2009, the European Commission published a report of this directive in
the light of new market and scientific developments and the WHO Framework Convention
on Tobacco Control (FCTC) [17]. The European Union (EU) Tobacco Products Directive
was passed in 2014 and implemented in 2016. Article 20 of the Directive has brought
forward specific regulations regarding components reporting, emissions, production quality
control and potential design parameters that could reduce risk. At the same time, all
members of the European Union banned placing on the market cigarettes containing
characteristic flavors, such as menthol, chocolate, or vanilla since May 2020. However,
these regulations do not apply e-cigarettes, which can be found with many different types of
flavors. Among adolescent, flavors are especially appealing and increase youth preferences
for e-cigarettes [18]. Flavored e-cigarettes also effect receptivity to use, willingness to use
and perception on associated risk. Some studies present results that e-cigarettes can become
a gateway for future cigarette use among youths [19,20]. The agents used in e-cigarettes
to impart different flavors are widely recognized as not harmful when consumed in most
consumer products available in the market. However, the potentially harmful effects on
health during single inhalation and repeated inhalation of many of these flavoring agents
are still barely known and uncertain [21]. The results of in vitro and laboratory studies
indicate that fruit flavors, one of the most popular types of flavors added to e-cigarettes,
have been associated with exposure to higher concentrations of known irritants agents
during inhalation, lower activity of bronchial epithelial cells, and increased release of
pro-inflammatory cytokines [22–24]. Fruit flavors are also implicated with the possibility of
increasing the delivery of nicotine compared to other e-cigarette flavors, which may affect
to the addictive potential of these products [25,26].

One of the greatest challenges surrounding e-cigarettes is whether these devices are
used like recreational drugs like cigarettes or for abuse treatment. It is likely that e-cigarettes
constitute both, making it difficult for regulatory efforts. The United Kingdom has long
focused on the potential of using e-cigarettes as tools for tobacco harm reduction and
smoking cessation. In 2015, Public Health England (PHE) published a report including
information that e-cigarettes were approximately 95% safer than traditional smoking [27].
Furthermore, in 2010, the PHE created a possibility confirmed by English law for e-cigarettes
as a medicine, what would involve meeting medicinal standards and advertising conditions
for these products [27]. Taking into consideration the high costs of the application to
get the license for e-cigarettes as medicine and the difficulty of meeting the medicinal
requirements, since this report, no e-cigarette manufacturer has attempted to obtain a
license. The UK Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency set new rules in
May 2016, introducing safety and quality standards for e-cigarettes, including restrictions
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on the total content of nicotine for all e-cigarette consumers, according to the European
Union 2014 Tobacco Products Directive [28].

European countries like Denmark [29], Norway [30], Switzerland [31], and Sweden [32]
that have registered e-cigarettes only for therapeutic purposes in the past have changed
their law to dual-track regulations that permit them to be sold either as a consumer product,
or medicine for therapeutical treatment. Some countries (Singapore, Thailand and Western
Australia) completely banned the sale, and in special circumstances, the possession and
use of all vaping products, even including those devices that did not contain nicotine [33].

In most European countries, e-cigarette regulation focuses on their classification as
tobacco, and preparation for medicinal purposes or consumer products. Governments of
some of these countries (e.g., Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Croatia, Ireland, Finland,
Poland) established two or more classifications for e-cigarettes, which results in several
regulatory approaches for these products [34]. Commonly used rules for classic tobacco
products, like restriction to sale and advertisement, were included for e-cigarettes. Other
tobacco control laws were expanded to e-cigarettes also, like e-cigarette-free public places
and banning purchase laws for adolescents. About a third of countries that regulate e-
cigarettes only apply existing tobacco control regulations to these products and fail to
perform separate policies for e-cigarettes [34]. Some rules that have been adopted for
tobacco products, such as health warning labels (HWLs), are challenges for e-cigarette
manufacturers and legislation, considering that we currently have many different devices
and different types of packaging. Furthermore, governments from European countries still
have not decided on exactly what health warnings should be included on e-cigarettes and
their packages, which results in different warnings used in the European Union, despite the
Tobacco Product Directive. Few countries around the world tax e-cigarettes or liquids, and
there were no policies about regulating the concentration of liquid ingredients, excluding
nicotine levels [34].

The ambiguity in the regulatory approach in various EU countries was noted in the
report of the European Commission [35]. The report concludes that Member States have
had good experience with the implementation of some e-cigarette legislation, with the
possibility for improvement in other specific areas. Pursuant to Art. 20 paragraph 2,
more can be done to provide higher quality information, particularly toxicological data
and uniform doses of nicotine during product consumption, such as by standardizing
assessment methods.

In this survey, the team focused on which regulatory domains due to the Tobacco
Directive were being applied to liquids, mainly on the warnings and HWLs on the liquid
packaging. It was important to identify which information and HWLs are on the package
and what they depend on. To achieve this goal, the team gathered information placed by
manufacturers from the liquid package and bottle. The next step was to verify obtained
information from liquids, compare them with regulations given by the Tobacco Directive,
and collate data from samples with each other, including comparing nicotine level, HWLs
on the package and bottle label, and other warnings included on labels.

Due to the latest data, the information related to the concentration of nicotine is
especially important. The practice of producers to date was associated with the information
about its total concentration. Meanwhile, nicotine depending on the pH can be presented
as a freebase (non-protonated), mono-protonated, or diprotonated form (Figure 1). The
freebase and protonated nicotine yield of the e-cigarettes is found to have different effects
on the plasma nicotine concentration-time profile in vapers [36–39]. As the possible reasons
for such differences are being studied, it becomes necessary to determine the freebase or
protonated nicotine yield of liquids and classify them based on this yield. Such classification
would eventually help in better regulation of the liquid/e-cigarette market [37,40].
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Figure 1. Nicotine forms.

2. Materials and Methods

In total, 86 liquids from seven European countries (Croatia, Czech Republic, France,
Germany, Italy, Poland, and the United Kingdom) with 34 different liquid brands and
57 different flavors were used in this study. Randomly selected liquids were purchased at
the turn of 2018 and 2019 in stationary stores (mainly kiosks, cigarette and tobacco stores
or vape shops) in respective countries by researchers. The team obtained e-liquids with
different nicotine concentrations; however, not every type of nicotine concentration was
available in stationary stores. It is probably due to this fact that not every nicotine level is
popular among users in respective countries. The nicotine level in individual liquids varies
from 0 mg nicotine concentration to 18 mg per ml. The research group consisted of 14, 3, 23,
3, 15, 1, 14, 2 and 11 liquids with nicotine concentrations of 0 mg/mL, 1.5 mg/mL, 3 mg/mL,
4 mg/mL, 6 mg/mL, 9 mg/mL, 12 mg/mL, 16 mg/mL, and 18 mg/mL, respectively. All
samples were stored in the refrigerator prior to analysis.

The e-liquids were grouped by country of purchase and type of flavor (fruity, sweet,
menthol, tobacco groups). Flavor groups were assigned by two scientists based on labeling;
in the case of one e-liquid where the results for classification differed, it was marked
as “unassigned” (Energy Drink). Details of the e-liquid classification can be found in
Supplementary Table S1.

The total nicotine in liquids was determined by a previously published method us-
ing the HPLC-PDA detection method [41]. All chromatographic conditions used were
described previously [40]. A Waters Alliance 2695 quaternary pump HPLC equipped
with a Waters 996 PDA Detector was used, along with a Hypersil Gold Phenyl column
(150 mm × 4.6 mm, 3 μm, Thermo Scientific™, Greenville, NC, USA) and a Security Guard
Cartridge Phenyl (4 mm × 2.0 mm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Waters Empower
2 software was used for processing data.

Similarly, freebase nicotine was calculated using a 10× dilution approach followed by
the Henderson Hasselbalch method using a TruLab pH 1310P (YSI Incorporated, Xylem
Inc, Yellow Springs, OH, USA) potentiometric pH meter with a TruLine 15 glass electrode
selective to H+ ions and containing silver chloride reference electrodes [40]. Limit of
detection was 0.007 mg/mL and limit of quantification 0.02 mg/mL for e-liquid analysis.

Seventy-two refill solutions containing nicotine (in accordance to labeling) were ana-
lyzed further. The difference between labeled nicotine content and the quantified nicotine
content were calculated. Data were analyzed using Statistica 13.0 software. Differences
between the mean freebase nicotine content of refill solutions/declare nicotine content
(for e-liquids with nicotine and labeled concentrations as 1.5, 3, 6, 12 and 18 mg/mL) or
flavor (for sweet, fruity, menthol and tobacco) were examined using ANOVA, and Scheffe’s
method was used for post hoc testing (p < 0.05).

3. Results

3.1. Health Warning Labels

On every tested liquid from countries that participated in this study which contained
nicotine, manufacturers placed information about the nicotine concentration in mg/mL
or in percentages. Twenty-seven (31.4%) of them had information about the total nicotine
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level per bottle and nicotine level per puff on their package. All information about nicotine
concentration (nicotine level per ml, per bottle and per puff) had only 14 (16.3%) tested
liquids. A total of 59 (68.6%) liquids also had carton packaging. A total of 28 (32.5%)
tested liquids were bought without an additional box. All nicotine liquids had carton
boxes (if it was included) with warnings about nicotine as a compound of the product.
Forty-nine (57%) of them had warnings that it should not be used by children, adolescents,
or those aged under 18. Eight (9.3%) tested liquids had warnings on their packaging in
regard to pregnant women. General warnings like “attention” or “danger” were placed
on 31 (36%) liquids. Information about toxicity properties of tested liquids were noticed
on 15 (17.4%) samples. On 26 (30.2%), liquid producers placed more specific information
about health risks linked with using this product, like “harmful if swallowed”, “wash hands
thoroughly after handling”, “do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product”, “toxic
to the skin”, “not allowed for people with cardiovascular diseases, high blood pressure
and lung diseases”, and “not suitable for non-smokers”. Three (3.5%) liquids without
nicotine had information about the presence of propylene glycol and its harmful effects
on health. An acute toxicity symbol was on 30 (34.9%) of them. Danger or attention labels
were placed on 35 (59.3%) boxes of tested liquids. Producers placed “not allowed under
18 HWLs on 25 (42.4%) samples; however, the “not allowed for pregnant” mark were set
only on 14 (23.7%) of them. The “keep away from children” symbol was observed on
20 (33.9%) packages. In summary, from 59 liquids with an additional carton package,
47 (79.7%) of them had HWLs.

On four (4.6%) tested bottles, there were no warnings. Three (3.5%) of them contained
nicotine and one did not. From 72 liquids with nicotine, only on 58 (80.5%) liquids,
producers placed additional information about nicotine level or the presence of this alkaloid
on the bottle label. On 65 (75.6%) of all tested samples, the team identified information
about banning sale to or use by children, adolescents, or people under 18. Information like
“not allowed for pregnant women” were placed only on 18 (20.9%) liquids. Warnings about
danger or paying attention when using these products or about the general toxicity of
these products were noticed on 33 (38.4%) samples. More specific information about toxic
effects during the use of these products, like “toxic to the skin”, “harmful if swallowed”,
“do not eat, drink or smoke when using this product”, “toxic to the skin”, “not allowed
for people with cardiovascular diseases, high blood pressure and lung diseases” were set
by manufacturers on 22 (25.6%) bottle labels. Only on two labels were there warnings
about propylene glycol, and these liquids were without nicotine. In the case of other tested
samples, information about the presence of propylene glycol in the ingredients section was
observed, though without warnings directed to consumers. Nineteen (22.1%) liquids from
the 86 tested in this study had no HWLs on the bottle labels. Only four (4.6%) of them were
without nicotine. Sixteen (18.6%) liquids which contained nicotine with different levels of
this alkaloid and no HWLs about toxicity or paying attention were noticed in this survey.
On 58 (67.4) bottle labels, we identified HWLs like “attention”, “danger”, or “acute toxic”.
HWLs like “not allowed for children” or “not allowed under 18” were placed by producers
on 45 (52.3%) labels on bottles. Information conducted with health effects for pregnant
women were noticed on 19 (22.1%) liquid bottles.

Forty (46.5%) tested samples had additional information about the liquid’s compo-
nents, how it should be used, and even more descriptions of the side effects of these
liquids. From 86 liquids, the basic components of 83 (96.5%) of them were glycerin and
propylene glycol. In three (3.5%) liquids, the main components were propane-1,2,3-triol
and propane-1,2-diol. In one (1.2%) liquid, the main component of the liquid base was
propane-1,2-diol. Liquids with different flavors had additional substances, like geraniol,
vanillin, methyl cinnamate, or d-limonene, that have a characteristic smell and taste when
used. All nicotine-containing and non-nicotine containing refill containers in this study
were child- and tamper-proof, with protection against breakage and leakage.
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3.1.1. Germany

Liquids from Germany fulfilled requirements presented in the European Tobacco
Directive. The product packaging had appropriate health warnings and a list of ingre-
dients. Manufacturers indicated a nicotine concentration per ml on each label; however,
information about total nicotine content was only on four of them, and did not consider
the delivery dose. The nicotine level of all tested liquids from Germany was less than or
equal to 20 mg/mL, and the volume of their refill bottles did not exceed 10 mL. Liquids in
this study did not contain other addictive substances, except for nicotine. Health warnings
like “this product contains nicotine which is a highly addictive substance” or “the product
must be kept out of reach of children” or symbols indicating toxicity or danger appeared
on the package or on the bottle label.

3.1.2. United Kingdom

From 24 tested liquids from the UK, only eight (33.3%) of them placed information
about the total nicotine concentration on the package or bottle. We observed the nicotine
concentration per dosage only on seven (29.2%) liquids from the UK, which participated
in this survey. The nicotine level of all tested liquids from the UK, like in liquids from
Germany, were less than or equal to 20 mg/mL, and the volume of their refill bottles did
not exceed 10 mL. Liquids in this study did not contain other addictive substances, except
for nicotine. Health warnings were present on all tested liquids, even on products without
nicotine. Information placed on liquids by producers mostly concerned things like keeping
it out of the reach of children, not allowing it for pregnant women, and information about
the concentration of nicotine and the addictive properties of this substance. On liquids
which did not contain nicotine, producers placed information about propylene glycol.
All tested products from the UK have symbols about possible risks, toxicity, and danger
after usage.

3.1.3. Poland

From 28 liquids with nicotine from Poland, on 10 (35.7%) of them, information about
total nicotine amount was present; however, on 16 (57.1%) of them, information about
nicotine level per dosage was found. The nicotine level of all tested liquids from Poland was
less than or equal to 20 mg/mL, and the volume of their refill bottles did not exceed 10 mL.
Except nicotine, there were no other addictive substances in the liquid components listed.
Eight (28.6%) of all participating liquids in this study had textual information about keeping
it out of the reach of children; however, these products had marks which symbolized it
being banned for adolescents. On 8 (22.8%) of 35 tested liquids from Poland, manufacturers
did not place symbols about toxicity and banned usage for children.

3.1.4. Croatia

On every liquid from Croatia, the manufacturer placed information about the nicotine
concentration per ml and per dosage; however, they did not include the total nicotine level
per bottle. The nicotine concentration in refill bottles of all tested liquids from Croatia was
less than or equal to 20 mg/mL, and their volume did not exceed 10 mL. Nicotine was the
only addictive substance which was included in the compounds section on the label. All
tested liquids with nicotine from Croatia had information or symbols about toxicity, danger,
harmful effects after ingestion, or being banned for adolescents. The team observed a
notification about the product’s harmful effects on pregnant women only on three of them.

3.1.5. Czech Republic

On all liquids from the Czech Republic which participated in this study, producers
placed information about the nicotine concentration per mL. On three of them, manufactur-
ers placed information about the total nicotine amount per bottle, and the team observed
information about the nicotine level per dosage on none of them. All liquids from the
Czech Republic had a nicotine concentration lower than or equal to 20 mg/mL, and the
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volume of refill containers did not exceed 10 mL. Nicotine was the only addictive substance
placed by manufacturers on the label. All tested products from the Czech Republic had
symbols about the possible risks, toxicity, and danger after usage; however, three of them
had information and symbols only on the external carton package. On every package,
information about it being banned for children and pregnant women was present.

3.1.6. Italy and France

Liquids from Italy had information about the nicotine concentration per ml and total
nicotine amount per bottle, except for the nicotine level per dosage. Their refill containers
did not exceed 10 mL, and their nicotine concentration was lower than 20 mg/mL. Produc-
ers placed information and symbols about toxicity, danger, and the product being banned
for children and adolescents. The same information was observed on labels on liquids from
France; however, the manufacturers did not place notifications about the total nicotine
amount per bottle, and as in Italy, there were no symbols or information about the product
being banned for pregnant women.

All tested liquids presented in this survey fulfilled the requirements presented in the
European Tobacco Directive; however, the team observed differences between the tested
samples. The differences in most cases depended on the liquid manufacturer, not the origin
of the liquid. Some producers placed additional information, like the total nicotine amount
or nicotine level per dosage, but there were no requirements about these parameters in
the directive or local regulations. The divergences observed mainly concerned the type of
symbols and their meanings. On some labels, the producers only placed symbols about
danger, and on others, they included pictograms related to toxicity. Some manufacturers
put information or symbols about its harmful effects on pregnant women, and others
did not. In some cases, the team noticed very specific and accurate information about
health risks connected with the liquid’s usage; however, in most of the samples, there were
only general notifications about its effects on user health. Some liquids without nicotine
had information about risks and health effects if swallowed, or information about it not
being allowed for pregnant women and children, while others only had information about
keeping away from adolescents. The main purpose of the European Tobacco Directive was
to unify regulations concerning liquids in European countries; however, these guidelines
are still not precise and provide the possibility to obtain liquids with the same nicotine
concentration, but with different health warning symbols and textual warnings.

Because liquids do not have standardized guidelines, we used the USP and ICH
guidelines for the liquid analysis with the acceptance criteria of ±2% for and ±10%, as
followed by pharmaceutical manufacturers for labeling claims. From all tested products,
only two of them which were manufactured in China and available in Poland met the
±2% criteria. The ±10% criteria was fulfilled by liquids from Italy and Czech Republic.
In two nicotine-free liquids, nicotine was present—one from Poland with 0.02 mg/mL
nicotine content, and the second one from Croatia, with 0.05 mg/mL nicotine concentration.
Sixty-two of the tested products had a higher deviation than ±2%. Thirty-nine of them
were with a nicotine concentration between >0 to 6 mg/mL (Group I). A total of 11 liquids
which exceeded a ±2% deviation range were from a group with a nicotine level from
9 to 12 mg/mL (Group II). In the group with the highest nicotine range between 16 and
18 mg/mL (Group III), 12 marked liquids had not met the ±2% criteria. In the ±10%
deviation, the lowest nicotine concentration group (Group I) had the highest number
of exceeded samples. In the second group (Group II), from 15 tested liquids, three of
them failed to meet the ±10% criteria. In the last group (Group III), none of those which
participated in this study exceeded the 10% range. From all tested liquids in this survey,
six liquids had a nicotine concentration higher than the labeled claim. Three of them were
in the group with the lowest nicotine level. One of the exceeded samples was part of a
group with a nicotine concentration between 9 and 12 mg/mL (Group II). In the last group
(Group III), only two liquids had higher nicotine levels than declared by the manufacturers
on the label. The lowest nicotine concentration was investigated in 56 of all liquids which
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participated in this study. Thirty-six of them were a part of the lowest nicotine content
group (Group I). In the second and third groups (Group II and III), there were 10 samples
with a lower nicotine level compared to the label.

In samples obtained from Italy, both tested liquids had a different nicotine concentra-
tion than the content presented on the label. One with 9 mg/mL nicotine had lower nicotine
content by 13.2%. In the second one, the nicotine level was higher by 3%. Italian liquids
failed to meet the ±2% criteria, and the liquid labeled as 18 mg/mL passed the ±10%
criteria. All samples from France had a lower concentration of nicotine (by 15.4 ± 3.9%,
n = 3) compared to the content declared by the producers on the packaging (m). Samples
from this country did not meet the criteria of ±2% and the criteria of ± 10%. Three marked
liquids from Germany had a higher nicotine level by (1.6 ± 2.21%, n = 3). For five German
samples, the team found there was a lower nicotine level than that declared (8.3 ± 6.5%,
n = 5). Five liquids from Germany failed the ±2% criteria, and for one, the ±10%. All
samples from the Czech Republic had a lower nicotine concentration than that declared on
average by 4.1 ± 1.9%; n = 6. All liquids from this country failed to meet the 2% criteria;
however, all of them passed the 10% criteria. In the case of liquids from Croatia, six of them
exceeded the ±2% limit, and one of them also did not meet the ±10% limit. All marked
samples had a lower nicotine concentration than the declared value (mean 8.6 ± 5.8%,
n = 6). For Polish liquids, 23 (65.7%) of 35 samples had a lower nicotine concentration than
the content on the labels by (14.6 ± 19.9%, n = 23). Five liquids had a higher nicotine level
in comparison to the value on the package (4.5 ± 3.8%, n = 5). The 2% criteria was unac-
ceptable in 24 (68.6%) liquids, and 9 (25.7%) did not pass the 10% criteria. Samples from
the United Kingdom revealed a lower nicotine concentration than the level presented by
producers on labels (11.6 ± 11.7%, n = 17). Two of all liquids from this country had higher
nicotine content compared to the concentration placed on the package (higher by 142.09%
and 0.083%). The criteria of ±2% and ±10% did not pass 16 and 7 samples, respectively.

3.2. Nicotine Content

The comparison of labeled and calculated nicotine concentration was performed for
all 86 e-liquids. Fourteen chosen liquids from four countries had a nicotine concentration
labeled as 0 mg/mL. Twelve had no detectable nicotine level, and the remaining two
liquids had a determined nicotine level of 0.02 and 0.05 mg/mL from Poland and Croatia,
respectively. From all tested products, eight of them from Germany, Poland, and the UK
(from 3 to 18 mg/mL) met the ±2% criteria. The ±10% criteria fulfilled 50 (58.1%) liquids
from all countries excluding France, where only two liquids were tested, with a quantified
concentration lower by 14.3% and 19.9% (both labeled as 4 mg/mL). Only one liquid
had a concentration higher than that claimed by more than 10%, where the quantified
concentration for this liquid was 3.63 and labeled 1.5 mg/mL. Twenty-one liquids had a
concentration lower by more than 10%, with one liquid with a labeled nicotine concentration
of 6 mg/mL with no traces of nicotine in it (liquid from Poland). The mean difference of
quantified nicotine versus the label for 72 liquids, which had a labeled nicotine level of
1.5 or higher, was −7.5 ± 22.7%. There was no statistical difference in the relative difference
between countries or labeled nicotine (p > 0.05), probably due to the small sample amounts
of 1.5 mg/mL and 16 mg/mL. In Tables 1 and 2, the mean values for relative differences are
presented in relation to labeled nicotine and country of origin. In Supplementary Table S2,
we present the results for non-nicotine e-liquids, as those were not statistically analyzed.

3.3. Freebase Nicotine Content

Among 71 liquids which contain nicotine (one e-liquid labeled as 6 mg/mL had no
nicotine level quantified), the amount of freebase nicotine differed from 0 to 97.8%, with
a mean value of 56.5 ± 35.7. None of the tested liquids contained nicotine salt, so a low
level of freebase nicotine in some liquids was achieved probably by added flavorings. Fifty
percent of tested liquids had a freebase nicotine level higher than 74.4%, 25% lower than
17.2%, or higher than 86.7%.
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Table 1. Mean difference in nicotine content divided into countries in e-liquids with labeled nicotine
level above 0 mg/mL.

Country N
Relative

Difference (%)
Mean ± SD

Freebase
Nicotine (%)
Mean ± SD

pH
Mean ± SD

Croatia 6 −8.65 ± 5.84 40.4 ± 40.1 7.65 ± 1.67
Czech Republic 6 −4.38 ± 1.42 81.8 ± 9.4 8.63 ± 0.26

France 3 −15.42 ± 3.88 4.2 ± 3.4 6.51 ± 0.83
Germany 8 −4.53 ± 7.23 88.8 ± 5.5 9.12 ± 0.25

Italy 2 −5.11 ± 11.47 72.5 ± 20.1 8.65 ± 0.47
Poland 28 −11.23 ± 19.40 61.9 ± 30.0 * 8.26 ± 1.16

United Kingdom 19 −2.88 ± 36.89 38.9 ± 39.2 7.46 ± 1.40
Note: * n = 27 due to one e-liquid with nicotine undetected.

Table 2. Mean difference in nicotine content of different nicotine labeled refill solutions and freebase
nicotine content in e-liquids with labeled nicotine level above 0 mg/mL.

Labeled Nicotine
Concentration

(mg/mL)
N

Relative Difference
(%)

Mean ± SD

Freebase Nicotine
(%)

Mean ± SD

pH
Mean ± SD

1.5 3 30.27 ± 96.91 0.5 ± 0.4 5.38 ± 1.10
3 23 −10.40 ± 11.57 35.0 ± 34.9 7.38 ± 1.35
4 3 −15.42 ± 3.88 4.2 ± 3.4 6.51 ± 0.83
6 15 −12.96 ± 24.66 67.6 ± 28.1 * 8.50 ± 0.70
9 1 −13.22 58.3 8.32

12 14 −5.96 ± 7.41 77.9 ± 16.0 8.83 ± 0.44
16 2 −5.59 ± 0.66 81.8 ± 5.7 8.83 ± 0.17
18 11 −3.92 ± 4.38 84.9 ± 15.3 9.04 ± 0.43

Note: * n = 14 for mean and SD analysis due to one e-liquid with undetected nicotine.

Liquids from France and Italy (as only liquids with 4 and 9 mg/mL), as well as
16 mg/mL e-liquids were excluded from statistical analysis for association of nicotine
content on the freebase nicotine level due to a small sample size. Detailed freebase nicotine
ratios broken into countries or labeled nicotine are presented in Tables 1 and 2. There were
no statistical differences between countries in freebase nicotine content (p > 0.05), in contrast
to types of flavor and labeled nicotine (p < 0.001 and p = 0.0012, respectively). Details can
be found in Figures 2 and 3 and Tables 1 and 2. Sweet types of liquids differed statistically
from fruity, menthol, and tobacco flavors; fruity liquids differed from tobacco-type liquids
in freebase nicotine content (both p < 0.05). There was no statistical difference in relation to
freebase nicotine between countries and concentrations > 0.05. In Table 3, detailed results
for freebase nicotine content in different flavoring groups can be found.

Table 3. Mean freebase nicotine content of different nicotine labeled refill solutions.

Type of Flavor
Number of

E-Liquids in a
Group

Number of
E-Liquids with

Nicotine

Freebase
Nicotine (%)
Mean ± SD *

pH
Mean ± SD *

Fruit 34 26 60.7 ± 27.9% 8.22 ± 1.18
Sweet 22 20 17.9 ± 30.8% 6.83 ± 1.23

Tobacco 24 19 86.8 ± 7.5% 9.05 ± 0.31
Menthol 5 5 72.1 ± 20.9% 8.67 ± 0.47

Unassigned 1 1 66.7% 8.47
Note: * Calculated only for e-liquids containing nicotine.
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Figure 2. Differences in freebase nicotine content between different types of flavors. Liquids which
differ statistically from sweet or fruity liquids were marked as a and b, respectively (p < 0.05,
Scheffe test).

Figure 3. Differences in freebase nicotine content between different labeled nicotine concentrations.
Liquids which differed statistically from 1.5 mg/mL nicotine liquids or 3 mg/mL liquids were
marked as a and b, respectively (p < 0.05, Scheffe test).
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4. Discussion

All tested liquids presented in this study were generally compliant with the European
Tobacco Directive. However, the team observed differences between the samples tested
in some areas. In most cases, these differences depended on the producer of the liquid,
not the origin of the liquid. Some manufacturers provided additional information, such as
the total nicotine level per dose, although there are no requirements for these parameters
in the directive or local legislation. The observed discrepancies mainly regarded the type
of symbols and their marks. Some labels had only symbols of danger, while others had
pictograms related to toxicity. Some producers included information or symbols of the
product’s harmful effects on pregnant women, while others did not. In some cases, very
detailed and accurate information about the health risks of using the liquids were present;
however, only general notifications about the health effects of users appeared in most
samples. Some of the nicotine-free liquids contained information about risks and health
effects if swallowed, or prohibition of use for pregnant women and children, while others
merely contained information about keeping away from adolescents. The main goal of
the European Tobacco Directive was to harmonize the regulations on liquids in European
countries, but for the time being, these guidelines are still not precise and allow consumers
to purchase liquids with the same nicotine concentration, but with different warning
symbols and text warnings.

In our study, all tested packages of liquids contained information about the nicotine
content in mg/mL (100%) if nicotine was present. Approximately 31% of them also
contained information about the amount of nicotine delivered per dose; however, the
information about the content in mg/mL and per dose was present in only 16.3% of
tested liquids. In the outer packaging, warning information about the nicotine content
was observed on each of the tested samples, while the percentage of warning symbols
on the outer packaging constituted 79.6%. On bottle labels of 80.5% of the tested liquids,
information was present about the concentration of nicotine, and on 77.9%, there were
warning symbols. There was no warning text (4.6%) on the labels of the four bottles. The
percentage of leaflets in the case of the tested samples was 46.5%.

Our observations regarding the discrepancy in the characteristics of liquids were
consistent with the results obtained by other authors. Girvalaki et al. [42] observed that
after the introduction of the European Tobacco Directive, the compliance of the volume
of liquid refilling bottles (≤10 mL in vials) increased from 86.9% to 94.4%, p = 0.008. They
also observed compliance with the maximum levels of nicotine concentration (100.0%) in
the tested samples, while the percentage of products reporting nicotine delivery per dose
increased from 0.9% to 43.9%, p < 0.001. The percentage of products containing a package
leaflet also increased from 26.2% to 53.3%, p < 0.001. Additionally, the number of warnings
on a bottle, box, or leaflet increased significantly after the introduction of the Directive.
The presence of textual warnings on the box increased from 2.8% to 72.0%, p < 0.001, on
bottles from 19.6% to 32.7%, p = 0.022, and on the leaflet from 13.1% to 42.1%, p < 0.001.
Eighty-six percent of the tested products had some form of warnings in the period after the
introduction of the directive, compared with 32.7% of products before the implementation
of the directive (p < 0.001).

Very important information for the user is the amount of nicotine concentration placed
on the package. This is due to the fact that the actual lower concentration of nicotine by the
concentration declared by the manufacturer may, for some e-cigarette users, be associated
with a compensatory effect of deeper and more frequent puffs. It is related to inhalation of
a larger number of toxic compounds that may be degradation products of the liquid. As a
result, a higher nicotine concentration in the liquid than the declared value may increase
the potential of nicotine addiction.

Our research shows that among all tested liquids, in 7% of them, the marked nicotine
concentrations were higher than the declared content by the manufacturer. Lower content
was determined in the case of 77.8% of liquids. The difference between the quantified
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nicotine content and the manufacturer’s was declared for 72 liquids, where a nicotine level
described on the packaging of 1.5 mg/mL or higher was −7.5 ± 22.7%.

Our observations about the differentiation of nicotine concentration provided by
the manufacturer and its actual concentration confirmed the previous results obtained
by other research teams. A retrospective analysis of 23 studies from 2013–2020 showed
that out of 545 liquids, 107 contained nicotine at a level above 20 mg/mL. Importantly,
many of these liquids came from the USA, where there is no legal upper limit of nicotine
concentration in liquids. Only 15 liquids in this group came from countries with a nicotine
limit of 20 mg/mL (Great Britain, Greece, France, and Poland). The most common case of
mislabeling was 0% to 5% of the nicotine concentration stated by the manufacturer. The
second largest frequency of mislabeling was in the range of 10–20% [43].

Over the past few years, e-liquids have started to be advertised as liquids containing
nicotine salts. This approach not only masks the irritating taste of nicotine, but can also
affect the intensity of nicotine absorption into the bloodstream. This is due to the form in
which it is absorbed into the body.

According to Pankow’s theory, nicotine in aerosols occurs in the form of a freebase or
in protonated form (salt), depending on the chemical composition of the aerosol, which, in
the case of e-cigarettes, is closely related to the composition of the liquid. Freebase, due to
its volatility, occurs mainly in the gaseous state, while protonated nicotine occurs mainly
in the form of solid particles (droplets) [44]. Recently, David et al. experimentally proved
that protonated nicotine remains in the aerosol droplets by use of ion-trapping and the
Raman scattering technique [45]. Therefore, nicotine has a better chance of reaching the
lungs where it dissociates, and the freebase form is absorbed by alveolar cells [46,47]. The
volatility of free nicotine and its gaseous presence means that it is more likely to remain in
the upper respiratory tract; hence, the absorption of nicotine is slower than that from the
lungs [48]. Additionally, there is a greater chance of exhaling the gas fraction containing
nicotine as a freebase [39,49]. In summary, the amount of nicotine reaching the lungs
influences the plasma concentration of nicotine, and the amount of nicotine reaching the
lungs is influenced by the form of inhaled nicotine. Consequently, two liquids with the
same total nicotine concentration but with a different form of nicotine (free versus salt)
can potentially cause significant variations in plasma nicotine levels. We would observe a
higher concentration of nicotine in the plasma with a large amount of protonated form.

The observed differences in the pH of liquids for different nicotine concentrations
declared by the manufacturer (range 5.38 ± 1.10 ÷ 9.04 ± 0.43) were the basis for a
hypothesis about the effect on the pH of flavorings added to liquids. Consequently, in the
tested liquids, nicotine occurred in both discussed forms, but in a different quantitative
ratio. The smallest amount of free nicotine was found in sweet liquids and increased in the
following order: fruit, menthol, tobacco.

This work has some limitations. First is the method for quantifying the free nicotine
base in e-cigarettes. It was limited by factors such as the arbitrary dilution factor and the
unknown H ‘activity factor due to unknown ion concentrations. However, we believe
that the impact of these restrictions is negligible [39,40]. Secondly, the division into flavor
groups was based on the description on the packaging. In approximately 12, the description
did not allow assignment of the liquid to the appropriate group. Finally, experienced vapers
were included whom, after using it, assigned the liquid to one of four groups; however,
this could be considered subjective.

To fully confirm our hypothesis, clinical trials are needed to determine the level of
nicotine in the plasma of vapers using liquids with the same starting concentration but a
different ratio of nicotine freebase and protonated nicotine (different flavors). Additionally,
it is important to understand the absorption profile of both forms of nicotine under different
vaping conditions [50]. Recently, Gholap et al. described various factors that can affect
the freebase/protonated nicotine yields from the e-cigarettes in detail. Such research acts
an important stepping-stone towards understanding the absorption profiles of nicotine
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under various user conditions. Therefore, future research should be conducted considering
a multidimensional approach to aid in better regulation of e-cigarettes.

5. Conclusions

All tested liquids presented in this study met the basic requirements of TPD. There
were differences in the scope of information about harmfulness, the type of warning on the
packaging, attaching leaflets, the placement of graphic symbols, and discrepancies between
the declared nicotine concentrations and its actual concentration. An important aspect of
this work is the demonstration that flavoring substances were associated with different
ratios of the form of nicotine, which may have an impact on inhaled nicotine form and
plasma nicotine levels and hence, on addiction, which requires further research. We believe
this aspect of the work is important in the context policy and practice in the field of tobacco
control, especially as the use of nicotine salts and modified wicks has been found to be
associated with higher rates of addiction [51].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/toxics10020051/s1, Table S1: Detailed e-liquid data, Table S2: Results for e-liquids with
nicotine level labeled as 0 or with no quantified nicotine level.
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Abstract: Since their introduction, the use of electronic cigarettes has increased considerably in
the population and among adolescents. Determinants of smoking conventional cigarettes were
thoroughly studied in various social groups. However, we know less about the predictors of the
use of e-cigarettes in younger generations. The main aim of this study was the assessment of the
factors associated with the use of electronic cigarettes among high school students. Specifically, the
roles of health literacy (HL) and health locus of control (HLC) were addressed. The analysis was
based on the data from a ‘pen-and-pencil’ survey performed in a large sample of 2223 high school
students from southern Poland. The tools used in the survey encompassed 133 items, including a
47-item European Health Literacy Survey questionnaire, an 18-item Multidimensional Health Locus
of Control Scale, and a set of questions asking about the health behaviors, and sociodemographic
and economic characteristics of respondents. In the study sample, 47.5% of the respondents had
used e-cigarettes in the past, and 18.6% had used them in the last month. HL was not significantly
associated with dependent variables reflecting the use of e-cigarettes. Two types of external HLC were
associated with using e-cigarettes in the past, and ‘Chance’ HLC (CHLC) was also associated with
their use in the last month. Males, students of schools providing vocational training, and students
declaring more Internet use during the week showed a higher likelihood of ever using e-cigarettes
or using them in the last month. Students smoking conventional cigarettes were also more prone
to use e-cigarettes. To sum up, it was an unexpected result that HL is not associated with the use of
e-cigarettes. A greater likelihood of using e-cigarettes was positively associated with higher CHLC
scores, as in the case of smoking traditional cigarettes.

Keywords: electronic cigarettes; e-cigarettes; high school students; adolescents; health literacy;
health locus of control; European Health Literacy Survey questionnaire; pen and pencil interviewing;
logistic regression

1. Introduction

The use of e-cigarettes by youth has increased considerably in the last decade [1].
According to Fadus et al. [2], the use of e-cigarettes among youth has increased from 1.5%
in 2011 to 20.8% in 2018. The growing use of e-cigarettes among this population has been
explained by various factors, including advertising exposure, the availability of flavors
attractive to youth, the introduction of easily concealable devices with high nicotine content,
their user-friendly function, and their ability to be used discreetly in places where smoking
is prohibited [2,3].

A USA study has shown that a significant increase in e-cigarettes sales was accom-
panied by only a small decrease in conventional cigarette sales during the period of
2011–2015 [4]. Although e-cigarettes were marketed as a smoking cessation means, the
results of a large study showed that there has been only a marginal decline of regular
smoking among youth since 2010 when e-cigarettes emerged on the market [5]. Fadus
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et al. suggested that, on the contrary, the use of e-cigarettes may have a “gateway”
effect for combustible cigarettes and cannabis use [2]. The observations from Poland
tend to confirm these claims. Smith et al. have found that exclusive use of e-cigarettes
among adolescents 15–19 years old in Poland increased from 2.0% in 2010–2011 to 11% in
2015–2016 [6]. However, dual-use also increased, from 4% in 2010–2011 to 23% in
2015–2016 [6]. Interestingly, as many as 76% of dual users confirmed (in the study from
2015–2016) that they had used cigarettes before trying e-cigarettes. According to the cross-
sectional study performed in two waves between 2014 and 2018 by Kaleta and Polanska [7],
the percentage of secondary school girls using e-cigarettes increased from 20.7% to 31.7%.
Furthermore, the smoking of traditional cigarettes has been stable in the period covered
by the study and has remained on the level from 25.1% to 27.9%. There was a significant
increase of dual use among older boys from 45.7% in 2014–2015 to 56.8% in 2017–2018 [7].
Another study, performed in Poland within the Global Youth Tobacco Survey among
11–17 year old youth in 2016, revealed that 31.5% of boys and 21.8% of girls were current
e-cigarette users and 21.8% of boys and 19.9% of girls smoked traditional cigarettes [8].
Dual uses made up 14% of the respondents in this study group. All these reports indicate
that the use of e-cigarettes among adolescents has become an urgent public health issue
requiring adequate attention.

According to Wallston [9], health locus of control (HLC) reflects the degree to which
individuals believe that their health status remains under their own control or is influenced
by factors external to themselves, e.g., other people, fate, chance, or some undefined ‘higher
power’. In 1978, Wallston et al. developed the Multidimensional Health Locus of Control
(MHLC) scale measuring three dimensions of HLC, internal (IHLC) and two external called
‘Powerful Other’ (OHLC) and “Chance” HLC (CHLC) [10]. People with higher IHLC
are convinced that they can control their health through appropriate behaviors. Higher
external HLC shows that a person is more inclined to attribute their health status either to
other people or to chance factors. It has been demonstrated in various populations that the
MHLC score may be associated with health behaviors [11–14], quality of life [15], and self-
assessed health [16]. Many authors have also reported a significant relationship between
HLC and smoking, indicating that high CHLC predicted active smoking or resuming
smoking after control programs [17–23]. It remains in line with the theory of HLC that
explains that people with high CHLC believe that health is independent of their personal
health behaviors.

In 1982, Clarke et al. reported that adolescents with an external locus of control were
the group at the greatest risk that they would start smoking early, smoke at a high frequency,
and continue smoking behavior [24]. Eiser et al. observed, among a large group of school
students 11–16 years old, that smokers, compared to non-smokers, showed lower OHLC
and IHLC and higher belief in the importance of a “chance” influence on their health
outcomes [25]. Many more recent studies confirmed a significant association between
external HLC and smoking habits among youths and young adults [26–29]. Unfortunately,
the relationship between HLC and the proclivity towards the use of e-cigarettes has not
been reported on yet.

There are many definitions of health literacy (HL). According to the World Health
Organization, HL may be perceived as the cognitive and social skills resulting in indi-
viduals’ motivation and ability to access, understand, and use information to promote
health [30]. The level of HL may be assessed with general-purpose or domain-specific
instruments. Currently, the questionnaire developed within the European Health Literacy
Survey (EHLS) is one of the most popular tools used to assess general HL in population
studies [31]. Its basic form consists of 47 items (HLS-EU-Q47) evaluating the abilities
to access, understand, appraise, and apply health information in the domains of health
promotion, disease prevention, and health care [31]. It was evidenced that HL is one of the
key factors associated with health behaviors, utilization of health services, and the ability
to communicate with health care providers [32–34]. Although the association between HL
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and smoking traditional cigarettes has frequently been studied, reports on e-cigarettes are
relatively rare.

The survey performed in several European countries by the EHLS project team re-
vealed that HL is significantly associated with smoking and other health behaviors. How-
ever, the study conducted among the Polish population in 2016 did not show a significant
association between HL and smoking [35]. A recent survey carried out by Clifford et al.
revealed that respondents with higher levels of oral HL were less likely to be current dual
users of e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes [36]. Interestingly, these authors did not
find a significant association between written HL and either the smoking of traditional
cigarettes or the use of e-cigarettes. As for the adolescents, the study performed in the
Netherlands, Germany, and Finland among adolescents 14–16 years old revealed that
HL was not associated with smoking. Still, it was positively related to beliefs about the
consequences of smoking [37]. The fact that the use of e-cigarettes became an issue in public
health seems to be supported by the recent development of the e-Cigarette Use Health
Literacy scale [38].

The main aim of this study was to assess the association of socio-demographic and
economic factors, HL and HLC, with the use of e-cigarettes among high school students
from southern Poland. Furthermore, the relationship between the use of e-cigarettes and
conventional cigarettes among this population was analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Survey

The study reports the analysis of data obtained from a sample of high school students
from a district (Malopolska Voivodship) in southern Poland. The survey was performed
with the ‘pen-and-paper’ technique. The respondents were selected as the result of cluster
two-stage random sampling. In the first stage, twenty high schools located in the Mal-
opolska Voivodship were randomly selected from the repository of schools maintained
by the Board of Education. The directors of these schools were invited to the study; nine
responded positively. In each of these schools, 5–10 classes were randomly selected for
the survey, considering grades and profiles. The parents of students attending selected
classes were informed about the study aims and procedures. Parents of students younger
than 18 years old were asked for consent to include their child in the survey. All students
attending the selected classes were informed about the study and asked for their informed
consent. Data were collected in the period from September to October 2017.

The study was conducted after receiving consent from the Bioethical Committee of
Jagiellonian University issued on 25 September 2014 (KBET/193/B/2014).

The questionnaire used in the survey encompassed 130 individual items, including
questions exploring the health behaviors and socioeconomic status of respondents, the
questionnaire developed within the EHLS project consisting of 47 items (HLS-EU-Q47) [39],
and the MHLC scale composed of 18 items [40]. Only the Polish version of the questionnaire
was applied. The items used in the analysis in this paper (apart from earlier validated tools
such as HLS-EU-Q47 and MHLC scale) have been translated to English and are available in
the Supplementary Materials file.

2.2. Dependent and Independent Variables

Two dichotomous variables reflecting the use of electronic cigarettes were applied as
dependent variables in univariate and multivariate logistic regression models. They were
derived from items asking if respondents had ever used e-cigarettes (yes coded as ‘1’ vs.
no coded as ‘0’) and about their use in the last month (yes coded as ‘1’ vs. no coded as ‘0’).

In the univariate and multivariate logistic regression models, the following indepen-
dent variables were applied:

• Sociodemographic variables: gender, attended class in school (treated as a proxy of
respondent’s age), place of residence, marital status of parents, the levels of education
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of the mother and farther, the number of siblings, the category of school (including
vocational training or not);

• Variables reflecting the financial situation of the respondent’s family: receiving ex-
ternal help, self-assessment of family economic status, and monthly expenses for a
mobile phone;

• The use of information technology—variables indicating the time spent on the Internet
per week;

• Health literacy score based on the HLS-EU-Q47.

The HL score was established according to the guidelines from the EHLS project team;
responses to each item included in the HLS-EU-Q47 were transformed to individual scores
from 1 to 4 [39]. If the respondent was not decided or missed the response for a particular
item, it was treated as a missing value. A percentage of missing values surpassing 20% in
the HLS-EU-Q47 questionnaire precluded calculating the general score for the respondent.

• Three subscores of the MHLC scale measuring IHLC, OHLC, and CHLC.

As recommended by the authors of the scale [10,40], the responses obtained according
to the Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree were assigned numerical values
from 1 to 6. Subscales reflecting IHLC, OHLC, and CHLC were calculated as sums of six
relevant items. As a result, subscales’ scores could range from 6 to 36. Wallston et al. [10]
explained that each type of HLC is not mutually exclusive; therefore, all three scores were
applied in multivariate regression modeling.

The variables showing ‘ever used’ and ‘used in the last month’ of conventional
cigarettes were utilized to analyze their association with the use of electronic cigarettes.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The software package IBM SPSS Statistics v.26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was
utilized for statistical assessment. Relative and absolute frequencies were used to de-
scribe categorical variables and the mean and standard deviation (SD) for continuous
numerical variables.

The roles of potential predictors of the use of e-cigarettes were assessed with univariate
and multivariate logistic regression models. Each model was characterized with the
Hosmer–Lemeshow test. Furthermore, for all regression models, Nagelkerke R2 was also
established. In the Result section, the effect of independent variables was presented as the
odds ratio (OR), 95% confidence interval (95% CI), and p-values in the case of univariate
models and adjusted OR (aOR), 95% CI and p-value for multivariate models. Statistical
significance was established as p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of the Study Group

The number of questionnaires included in the final analysis after quality control was
2223 (response rate 95.4%). Girls made 66.3% (n = 1457) of the study group, students of
high schools providing general education—82.3% (n = 1829). The average age of the study
participant was 17.01 years (SD = 0.97). Students attending I class were 37.0% (n = 1457),
II class—28.8% (n = 630) and III or IV class—34.2% (748). The average HL score was 34.76%
(SD = 6.13), IHLC 25.04 (SD = 4.59), OHLC—20.60 (SD = 4.99) and CHLC—19.89 (SD = 5.29).
Detailed characteristics of the study group have already been published [41].

3.2. The Use of E-Cigarettes and Smoking of Conventional Cigarettes

It was shown that the use of e-cigarettes in the past and the use in the last 30 days are
significantly associated with smoking traditional cigarettes in the past and smoking in the
previous 30 days (Table 1). Among respondents who have ever used e-cigarettes, 87.6%
(n = 923) had smoked traditional cigarettes in the past. The percentage of respondents who
had ever smoked traditional cigarettes among those who had never used e-cigarettes was
only 22.0% (n = 249) (Fisher exact test, p < 0.001). The percentages of the respondents who
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had smoked traditional cigarettes in the last 30 days among those who had ever used and
never used e-cigarettes were 55.4% (586) and 8.8% (n = 102), respectively (Fisher exact test,
<0.001). Furthermore, the percentage of respondents who had ever smoked traditional
cigarettes, among those who had used and had not used e-cigarettes in the last 30 days,
was 92.7% (n = 381) and 44.6% (n = 795), respectively (Fisher exact test, p < 0.001). Finally,
respondents who had smoked traditional cigarettes in the last 30 days, among those who
had or had not used e-cigarettes in the previous 30 days, were 72.4% (n = 299) and 21.7%
(n = 392), respectively (Fisher exact test, p < 0.001).

Table 1. Association between using e-cigarettes and smoking conventional cigarettes.

Variables
Using E-Cigarettes

Ever Used E-Cigarettes Used E-Cigarettes in the Last 30 Days

Smoking Conventional Cigarettes
no

% (n)
yes

% (n)
p no

% (n)
yes

% (n)
p

ever smoked no 78.0 (885) 12.4 (131)
<0.001

55.4 (989) 73 (30)
<0.001yes 22.0 (249) 87.6 (923) 44.6 (795) 92.7 (381)

smoked in last 30 days no 91.2 (1051) 44.6 (471)
<0.001

78.3 (1418) 27.6 (114)
<0.001yes 8.8 (102) 55.4 (586) 21.7 (392) 72.4 (299)

Abbreviations: p—Fisher exact test.

3.3. Predictors of Having Ever Used E-Cigarettes in the Past

High school students who had ever used e-cigarettes in the past were 47.5% (n = 1057).
Univariate logistic regression revealed that significant predictors of having ever used e-
cigarettes in the past included gender, the type of school, attended class (year of high
school) at the moment of the survey, size of the accommodation, the number of siblings,
marital status of parents, the expenses on mobile phone, the weekly duration of Internet
use, the number of books at home, PHLC, and CHLC (Table 2). Boys were more likely to
use e-cigarettes than girls (OR, 95%CI: 1.28, 1.07–1.52). Students of vocational education
schools were as much as 2.28 times more likely to use e-cigarettes than those from general
education schools (OR, 95%CI: 2.28, 1.82–2.86). Furthermore, the oldest students were more
likely than the youngest (attending III or IV class in comparison to attending I class, OR,
95% CI: 1.47, 1.20–1.80), those whose parents were divorced or separated than those whose
parents were married (OR, 95% CI: 1.45, 1.10–1.92), and those spending the most on the
mobile phone were more likely than those spending the least (OR, 95% CI: 2.11, 1.39–3.22),
to use e-cigarettes. More frequent use of the Internet has also been associated with a higher
likelihood of using e-cigarettes (OR, 95% CI: 2.20, 1.56–3.09). Higher CHLC was also a
predictor of more frequent use of e-cigarettes (OR, 95%CI: 1.21, 1.10–1.33). Having more
than two siblings rather than no siblings (OR, 95% CI: 0.65, 0.46–0.91), living in the largest
home rather than in the smallest (OR, 95% CI: 0.74, 0.55–0.99), and having at home more
than 50 books rather than having less than 25 books (OR, 95% CI for comparison between
those having the smallest and greatest number of books: 0.50, 0.34–0.72) was associated
with less frequent use of e-cigarettes. A higher rather than a lower OHLC score was also
related to less frequent use (OR, 95% CI: 0.86, 0.78–0.95).

In the multivariate regression model, a significant association was maintained only
for gender, type of school, attended class, mobile phone expenses, Internet use duration,
OHLC, and CHLC (Table 2). The association between the use of e-cigarettes and duration
of Internet use became significant for all but one category of longer Internet use in the
multivariate model.
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Table 2. Uni- and multivariate logistic regression models for the use of e-cigarettes in the past.

Variables Categories The Use of E–Cigarettes Ever in Past

OR (95% CI) p aOR (95% CI) p

Gender Female *
male 1.28 (1.07–1.52) 0.007 1.44 (1.17–1.79) 0.001

Type of school general education
vocational training 2.28 (1.82–2.86) <0.001 2.16 (1.63–2.86) <0.001

Attended class in school
class I *
class II 1.16 (0.94–1.44) 0.155 1.17 (0.91–1.50) 0.216

class III or IV 1.47 (1.2–1.8) < 0.001 1.45 (1.15–1.83) 0.002

Mother’s level
of education

lower than secondary *
secondary 1.21 (0.97–1.5) 0.090 1.18 (0.90–1.55) 0.233
university 1.06 (0.86–1.32) 0.574 1.20 (0.88–1.62) 0.246

Father’s level of education
lower than secondary *

secondary 1.08 (0.88–1.31) 0.455 0.95 (0.74–1.22) 0.702
university 0.84 (0.68–1.03) 0.101 0.83 (0.61–1.12) 0.219

Place of residence

Rural *
urban ≤10,000 1.15 (0.8–1.65) 0.447 1.00 (0.65–1.53) 0.992

urban > 10,000 to 200,000 1.13 (0.91–1.41) 0.278 0.99 (0.75–1.30) 0.919
urban >200,000 0.98 (0.79–1.20) 0.825 0.82 (0.61–1.11) 0.199

Size of home
≤50 m2 *

>50 m2–70 m2 0.85 (0.6–1.20) 0.362 0.97 (0.65–1.46) 0.883
>70 m2–90 m2 0.72 (0.5–1.03) 0.074 0.73 (0.47–1.13) 0.162

>90 m2 0.74 (0.55–0.99) 0.041 0.79 (0.54–1.15) 0.215

Number of siblings
0 *
1 0.95 (0.77–1.16) 0.620 1.09 (0.85–1.40) 0.495
2 0.9 (0.70–1.16) 0.421 1.20 (0.87–1.64) 0.271

>2 0.65 (0.46–0.91) 0.011 0.76 (0.50–1.17) 0.210

Marital status
Married *

divorced or separated 1.45 (1.10–1.92) 0.009 1.37 (0.97–1.92) 0.072
one or both parents dead 1.04 (0.65–1.67) 0.875 1.06 (0.60–1.89) 0.842

External help No *
yes 1.16 (0.98–1.38) 0.084 1.03 (0.83–1.28) 0.792

The self–assessed financial
situation of the family

worse than good *
good 1.01 (0.79–1.30) 0.919 1.06 (0.79–1.44) 0.683

very good 1.04 (0.79–1.36) 0.786 1.19 (0.85–1.66) 0.308

Monthly expenses on
mobile phone

≤5 PLN *
>5–10 PLN 0.73 (0.43–1.22) 0.223 0.96 (0.53–1.75) 0.894
>10–30 PLN 1.13 (0.76–1.70) 0.543 1.37 (0.85–2.20) 0.202
>30–50 PLN 1.39 (0.93–2.08) 0.111 1.59 (0.99–2.56) 0.056

>50 PLN 2.11 (1.39–3.22) <0.001 2.34 (1.42–3.86) 0.001

Books at home

≤25 *
26–50 0.75 (0.55–1.02) 0.067 0.88 (0.61–1.27) 0.502

51–100 0.74 (0.55–0.99) 0.041 0.81 (0.58–1.14) 0.230
101–500 0.66 (0.50–0.87) 0.003 0.73 (0.52–1.02) 0.067

>500 0.50 (0.34–0.72) <0.001 0.68 (0.44–1.06) 0.087

Duration of Internet use
per week

not more than 2 h *
>2–7 h 1.48 (1.05–2.07) 0.025 1.67 (1.12–2.48) 0.012

>7–14 h 1.36 (0.96–1.92) 0.083 1.63 (1.09–2.45) 0.018
>14–21 h 1.21 (0.85–1.72) 0.299 1.35 (0.89–2.04) 0.158
>21–35 h 1.37 (0.96–1.95) 0.085 1.52 (1.00–2.29) 0.048

>35 h 2.2 (1.56–3.09) <0.001 2.38 (1.59–3.57) <0.001

HL 1.00 (0.99–1.02) 0.648 1.01 (0.99–1.02) 0.509
IHLC 1.00 (0.99–1.02) 0.700 1.01 (0.99–1.03) 0.329
OHLC 0.98 (0.96–0.99) 0.003 0.96 (0.94–0.98) <0.001
CHLC 1.03 (1.02–1.05) <0.001 1.05 (1.03–1.07) <0.001

Abbreviations: *—referential category, OR—odds ratio, 95%CI—95% confidential interval, p—p-value for uni-
and multivariate logistic regression model, HL—health literacy, IHLC—internal health locus of control, OHLC—
‘powerful other’ health locus of control, CHLC—‘chance’ health locus of control.
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3.4. Predictors of Regular Use of E-Cigarettes

18.6% (n = 413) of the study participants had used e-cigarettes in the last month. The
regression model developed for the use of e-cigarettes in the previous month revealed
similar relationships as for their ever having been used in the past for gender, type of
school, marital status of parents, the number of books at home, the duration of weekly
Internet use, and CHLC (Table 3). However, no significant association has been confirmed
between use of e-cigarettes in the last 30 days and the year in high school, the number of
siblings, the size of home, and OHLC. Interestingly, new relationships have been revealed.
Having a mother with higher levels of attained education rather than the lowest was
associated with more frequent use of e-cigarettes (OR, 95% CI: 1.47, 1.10–1.98 and 1.60,
1.19–2.15, respectively). Furthermore, inhabitants of more populated urban areas were
more prone to use e-cigarettes than those living in rural areas (OR, 95% CI: 1.40, 1.07–1.84).
In the multivariate regression model, the significant association of using e-cigarettes in
the previous 30 days was maintained for the same independent variables as in univariate
regression models (Table 3).

Table 3. Uni- and multivariate logistic regression models for the use of cigarettes in the last month.

Variables Categories The Use of Cigarettes in the Last Month

OR (95% CI) p aOR (95% CI) p

Gender
Female *

male 1.93 (1.55–2.40) <0.001 1.96 (1.51–2.54) <0.001

Type of school general education *
vocational training 2.42 (1.89–3.10) <0.001 2.34 (1.71–3.19) <0.001

Attended class in school
class I *
class II 0.98 (0.75–1.28) 0.87 1.16 (0.85–1.58) 0.354

class III or IV 0.95 (0.74–1.23) 0.711 1.00 (0.74–1.34) 0.981

Mother’s level of education
lower than secondary *

secondary 1.60 (1.19–2.14) 0.002 1.49 (1.04–2.13) 0.030
university 1.47 (1.09–1.98) 0.011 1.72 (1.16–2.55) 0.007

Father’s level of education
lower than secondary *

secondary 1.12 (0.87–1.44) 0.385 0.88 (0.64–1.2) 0.413
university 1.04 (0.79–1.36) 0.782 0.82 (0.56–1.19) 0.292

Place of residence

Rural *
urban ≤10,000 1.11 (0.69–1.78) 0.679 1.17 (0.67–2.04) 0.582

urban >10,000 to 200,000 1.56 (1.19–2.06) 0.002 1.53 (1.09–2.14) 0.015
urban >200,000 1.41 (1.08–1.83) 0.011 1.41 (0.98–2.03) 0.065

Size of home

≤50 m2 *
>50 m2–70 m2 1.08 (0.71–1.66) 0.706 1.33 (0.80–2.19) 0.271
>70 m2–90 m2 0.99 (0.63–1.56) 0.96 1.36 (0.79–2.35) 0.261

>90 m2 0.84 (0.58–1.21) 0.344 1.31 (0.82–2.11) 0.257

Number of siblings

0 *
1 1.12 (0.86–1.45) 0.391 1.26 (0.92–1.72) 0.143
2 0.82 (0.58–1.14) 0.240 1.09 (0.72–1.64) 0.695

>2 0.83 (0.53–1.29) 0.409 1.18 (0.68–2.04) 0.559

Marital status
Married *

divorced or separated 1.53 (1.11–2.11) 0.010 1.53 (1.04–2.26) 0.033
one or both parents dead 0.84 (0.43–1.61) 0.591 0.64 (0.27–1.48) 0.297

External help No *
yes 1.10 (0.88–1.37) 0.390 1.14 (0.87–1.51) 0.334

Self–assessed financial
situation of the family

worse than good *
good 0.96 (0.70–1.33) 0.816 1.12 (0.76–1.65) 0.556

very good 0.97 (0.69–1.37) 0.864 1.01 (0.66–1.55) 0.967
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Table 3. Cont.

Variables Categories The Use of Cigarettes in the Last Month

Monthly expenses on
mobile phone

≤5 PLN *
>5–10 PLN 0.59 (0.31–1.14) 0.115 0.66 (0.31–1.41) 0.281

>10–30 PLN 0.70 (0.43–1.15) 0.159 0.86 (0.49–1.53) 0.612
>30–50 PLN 0.83 (0.51–1.35) 0.457 0.98 (0.56–1.73) 0.952

>50 PLN 1.09 (0.66–1.80) 0.73 1.44 (0.80–2.58) 0.223

Books at home

≤25 *
26–50 0.81 (0.56–1.18) 0.277 1.00 (0.65–1.52) 0.987
51–100 0.74 (0.52–1.04) 0.087 0.64 (0.43–0.96) 0.031

101–500 0.63 (0.45–0.89) 0.008 0.58 (0.39–0.88) 0.009
>500 0.55 (0.35–0.89) 0.014 0.6 (0.35–1.04) 0.070

Duration of Internet
use in a week

not more than 2 h *
>2–7 h 1.14 (0.73–1.80) 0.560 1.05 (0.62–1.76) 0.865

>7–14 h 1.36 (0.86–2.14) 0.187 1.55 (0.93–2.59) 0.094
>14–21 h 0.99 (0.61–1.60) 0.972 0.90 (0.52–1.56) 0.714
>21–35 h 1.01 (0.63–1.64) 0.952 1.02 (0.60–1.74) 0.945

>35 h 1.88 (1.21–2.92) 0.005 1.8 (1.09–2.96) 0.021

HL 1.01 (0.99–1.02) 0.487 1.01 (0.99–1.03) 0.371
IHLC 1.00 (0.98–1.03) 0.841 1.00 (0.97–1.03) 0.981
OHLC 0.99 (0.97–1.01) 0.399 0.98 (0.95–1.00) 0.073
CHLC 1.03 (1.01–1.05) 0.003 1.04 (1.02–1.07) 0.001

Abbreviations: *—referential category, OR—odds ratio, 95%CI—95% confidential interval, p—p-value for uni-
and multivariate logistic regression model, HL—health literacy, IHLC—internal health locus of control, OHLC—
‘powerful other’ health locus of control, CHLC—‘chance’ health locus of control.

4. Discussion

In our study, we have analyzed the data from a survey on a large sample of 2223 stu-
dents of high schools located in urban and rural areas of a voivodship in southern Poland.
We have addressed the problem of the use of e-cigarettes within a broader survey focused
on the health behaviors of Polish adolescents and their relationships with selected potential
predictors. We have assumed that HLC may serve as a construct to explain, to some extent,
the mechanisms leading to the use of e-cigarettes in this group. The decision to include HL
assessment in our survey was dictated by our attempt to measure the level of HL in the
adolescent population (as this has not been done before) and understand if adequate HL
protects against potentially risky health behaviors in this group.

We have shown that the likelihood that respondents have ever used e-cigarettes was
higher among boys than girls, among students of schools providing vocational training than
only general education, among older students than younger students, among respondents
who spend the most on mobile phones than those paying the least as well as among the
respondents using the Internet for the longest time per week than among those using it for
the shortest time. The level of HL was not significantly associated with the likelihood of
using e-cigarettes. Finally, it was significantly lower among persons with higher OHLC
scores and higher among persons with greater CHLC. The multivariate logistic regression
model has shown a similar pattern of interrelationships between the use of e-cigarettes in
the last 30 days and gender, type of school, weekly duration of Internet use, and CHLC, but
not with attended class, expenses on mobile phone and OHLC. We have also observed that
recent use of e-cigarettes was significantly associated with the level of education attained by
respondents’ mothers, place of residence, marital status, and the number of books at home.

The higher prevalence of the use of electronic cigarettes among males than females
has been reported in many previous studies [42–46]. Additionally, older adolescents in
the studied groups showed higher use of e-cigarettes [42,47,48]. Vuolo et al. reported a
higher likelihood of using e-cigarettes among 17 years old adolescents from families with
only one parent or whose parents were divorced [44]. Contrary to our findings, the study
published recently by Janik-Koncewicz et al. showed that the use of e-cigarettes among
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Polish students was higher among those living in rural rather than urban areas [8]. In turn,
Vuolo et al. found that youths from larger cities were more prone to use e-cigarettes [44]. A
higher incidence of vocational students using e-cigarettes has been seen by Surís et al. [46].

We have used the expenses on mobile phones as an indicator of the economic status of
the family of the respondent. The respondents who spent the most on their mobile phones
have exhibited a higher likelihood of using e-cigarettes than those paying the least. The
relationships with other variables that could be treated as indicators of economic status of a
given respondent and the use of e-cigarettes have also been observed by other authors [48].

In our study, we have found that using e-cigarettes is significantly associated with
the smoking of conventional cigarettes. The percentage of respondents who smoked
cigarettes among the recent users of e-cigarettes was about 72%. In the study performed by
Janik-Koncewicz et al., this percentage was 55% [8]. In turn, we have found that among
current smokers of conventional cigarettes, 43% also used e-cigarettes, and in the study of
Janik-Koncewicz et al., 69% did [8]. Many other authors have studied and confirmed the
relationship between smoking conventional cigarettes and using e-cigarettes [42,44,45].

More Internet use during the week was associated with higher odds of using e-
cigarettes among Polish adolescents. Interestingly, Lee et al. observed in South Korean
youth that the respondents not using the Internet were more prone to use all types of tobacco
products and e-cigarettes [49]. Other authors have suggested a significant association
between the use of electronic cigarettes and the use of the Internet or information-seeking
behaviors online [50,51]. One possible explanation for the relationship between more
intensive Internet use and online information search behaviors and the use of e-cigarettes is
the positive sentiment toward e-cigarettes on the Internet and especially social media [52].

The importance of HLC as a predictor of the smoking of conventional cigarettes
among the general population and adolescents has been reported earlier by many au-
thors [21–27,29]. Usually, they confirmed that higher CHLC was related to the higher
likelihood of smoking. Our study is probably one of the first to confirm that CHLC is also
consistently associated with the likelihood of using e-cigarettes either ever in the past or
during the last 30 days before the survey. This finding may suggest that, to some extent,
similar mechanisms, as in the case of conventional cigarettes, are responsible for initiating
and maintaining the use of e-cigarettes in youths.

There was no significant relationship between HL and the use of e-cigarettes in Polish
high school students. Previous studies analyzing the association between the level of HL
and health behaviors have yielded unambiguous results. Sørensen et al. reported that
among the population 15–75 years old, HL, as measured with HLS–EU–Q47, has been
significantly associated with smoking conventional cigarettes, but the correlation was
rather low [31]. The study performed in 2016 among the adult Polish population with a
short, 16-item version of the HLS–EU questionnaire did not show a significant association
between HL and smoking [35]. Only a few studies indicate a relationship between HL
and the use of e-cigarettes. Recently, Clifford et al. found no significant relationship
between HL and conventional cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or dual-use among the large sample
of respondents recruited for the 2016 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System [36]. It
seems that our study is the first to report the results of the analysis of the association
between the levels of HL and the use of electronic cigarettes by adolescents. The lack of a
significant relationship between HL and the use of e-cigarettes among Polish adolescents
may be an important indication that interventions increasing health-related knowledge
and skills, especially those provided at schools, should put more emphasis on the aspects
related to smoking and the use of e-cigarettes. Currently, these aspects are not adequately
covered by health education focused on younger generation.

Due to its limitations, in our study, we have not been able to address many other de-
terminants reported by other authors, including opinions about the social acceptability of e-
cigarettes and the sensory experience [53], daily cannabis use and frequent alcohol use [44],
exposure to secondhand smoking in various places [45] or early sexual experience [44].
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Limitations

Our study was aimed at the assessment of many types of health behaviors. Therefore,
we have included only a limited set of items asking about using e-cigarettes. Due to the
broad scope of potential determinants addressed in the survey, our analysis covers variables
reflecting the socio-demographic and financial status of respondents and HLC and HL.

However, it should be noted that the study reported here has not addressed many
potential factors that can influence the acceptability and use of e-cigarettes. In their review,
Trucco et al. mention several attributes increasing the appeal of e-cigarettes to youth,
such as flavor variety, device modifiability, the ability to perform tricks, and concealment
from authority figures [54]. It is also well known that adolescents have high positive
expectations about e-cigarettes associated with personal enjoyment, social benefits, and
perceived safety [54].

The number of students who refused to participate in the survey was 107 (4.56% of
all the approached students). It seems that this fraction should not considerably influence
the results reported in the paper. The questionnaire applied in the survey consisted of
about 130 individual items and this could result in a lower quality of response. However,
we have not observed a high number of missing responses. In the case of the HL score,
we were not able to calculate it for only 6.3% of the returned questionnaires, partially
due to the fact that some of the respondents selected the response option ‘not applicable’.
The number of missing responses in the HLC scale was very low, not surpassing 1.0% of
the questionnaires.

This study was carried out in only one district of southern Poland, and it would be
risky to extend the obtained results to the whole Polish population of adolescents. On
the other hand, good representation of urban and rural communities and various types
of included schools allows the assessment of multiple factors that could influence the use
of e-cigarettes.

The analysis reported here has been performed on data collected in 2017, and the
obtained results should be treated cautiously as the trends in the use of e-cigarettes and
other emerging nicotine delivery products are changing quickly.

5. Conclusions

Adolescents have become one of the main groups of users of new nicotine delivery
products, including e-cigarettes. Contrary to marketing slogans, e-cigarettes can hardly
be treated as a tool used to limit the use of conventional cigarettes among this population.
Similar to other reports, our study clearly shows that the users of e-cigarettes are also
frequently smokers of traditional cigarettes. We have found that among the sociodemo-
graphic factors, gender is the main predictor of the use of electronic cigarettes. Some effects,
especially on the recent use of e-cigarettes, have also been found for the place of residence,
marital status of parents, and the level of education of the mothers but not the fathers of
respondents. Unexpectedly, respondents whose mothers have attained higher levels of
education showed a more increased risk of using e-cigarettes. It also seems that respondents
living in urban areas are more prone to use e-cigarettes than inhabitants of rural areas.
This study showed that intensive Internet users show a higher proclivity toward electronic
cigarettes than those using the Internet for a shorter time weekly. Finally, HL did not affect
the use of e-cigarettes, but CHLC was a consistent predictor.

The results of this study also suggest directions for future research. It should be ex-
plained why general HL is not associated with a cautious approach to smoking e-cigarettes.
Furthermore, health educators should be aware that there are strong interrelations between
smoking traditional cigarettes and the use of e-cigarettes. This implies that e-cigarettes can-
not be treated as a means of preventing the initiation of smoking cigarettes or a contingency
measure, at least among adolescents.

In practical terms, health promotion interventions focused on improving the HL of
children and adolescents should strive for better understanding of the potential adverse ef-
fects of e-cigarettes as well as the relationships between their use and smoking conventional
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cigarettes. It also seems that the use of e-cigarettes by adolescents has become an important
public health issue. Still, neither the mechanisms nor consequences of this phenomenon
are sufficiently understood or adequately addressed in public health policies.
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Abstract: The balance between reactive oxygen species production and the activity of antioxidant
systems present in saliva is an important element in maintaining oral environment homeostasis.
E-cigarettes adversely affect the oral cavity and their cytotoxic effect is related to oxidative stress. The
aim of this study was to assess the influence of using electronic cigarettes on antioxidant capacity of
saliva. The study involved 110 subjects (35 e-cigarettes users, 33 traditional cigarettes smokers and 42
non-smokers). Laboratory analysis involved quantitation of uric acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, TAOS
(total antioxidant status) and TEAC (Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity) in saliva. Lower values
for TAOS and TEAC were observed among e-cigarettes users and traditional cigarettes smokers in
comparison to non-smokers. Uric acid concentration tended to be higher among e-cigarettes users
while no differences in hypoxanthine and xanthine saliva concentrations were observed. Electronic
cigarettes usage affects antioxidant capacity of saliva to the same extent as traditional cigarettes,
when comparing smokers to non-smokers. Further longitudinal studies on a larger study group are
needed to assess the effect of changes in antioxidant status on oral health.

Keywords: e-cigarettes; antioxidant capacity; saliva; uric acid

1. Introduction

Homeostasis in oral environment is mainly provided by saliva, produced constantly
by large and small salivary glands [1]. Although 99% of saliva consists of water, it contains
also inorganic and organic substances which affect its physicochemical properties [2]. In-
organic components such as sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, chlorine, fluorine,
iodine, bicarbonates and phosphates are present in saliva in ionic form. Organic saliva
components include carbohydrates, lipids, hormones, proteins and non-protein nitroge-
nous substances. [2]. Individual elements occurring in saliva play a strictly defined role in
the proper functioning of the whole organism, nourishing and protecting the surrounding
tissues. Saliva glycoproteins moisturize the mucosa and provide protection to oral mucosa
against mechanical damage. The presence of buffering bicarbonate and phosphate ions
enables to neutralize acids derived from food or that are product of bacterial metabolism,
which maintains saliva’s adequate pH value. Saliva contains also salivary amylase, a
protein with enzymatic properties and elements presenting antimicrobial activity such
as immunoglobulins A, lysozyme, lactoferrin, histamine and leukocytes [2,3]. Moreover,
a variety of antioxidants are also present in saliva [4–7], and the saliva produced by the
parotid glands has the highest antioxidant capacity [8].
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One of the conditions for maintaining oral environment homeostasis is the balance
between ROS (reactive oxygen species) production and the activity of antioxidant systems
present in saliva [9]. ROS are mostly generated in cells as a by-product of the mitochon-
drial electron transport chain, which is dependent on the metabolic status of the cell [10].
Production and effective removal of ROS is crucial in signal transduction, immune defense,
matrix remodeling and apoptosis [11]. Low levels of ROS are essential for physiological
processes and maintenance of cellular homeostasis [12–14]. However, ROS are also an
important effector of cell viability control by inducing a cytostatic effect and modulating
cell metabolism and gene expression [11]. The excess of free radicals, especially reactive
oxygen species, can lead to oxidative stress, which might become the cause of general and
local diseases such as periodontitis, diabetes and rheumatoid arthritis [9,15]. Oxidative
stress may lead to the destruction of periodontal structures by the degradation of the
extracellular matrix of periodontal tissues, and it promotes inflammatory reactions in
periodontitis [16–18]. Human cells and tissues are protected from the toxic effect of free rad-
icals by special mechanisms including antioxidant enzymatic and non-enzymatic systems.
Antioxidant enzymatic systems include peroxidase, catalase, superoxide dismutase and
myeloperoxidase, whereas antioxidant non-enzymatic systems include uric acid, reduced
glutathione, acute phase proteins, cysteine, ascorbic acid, alpha tocopherol, beta-carotene,
retinol and methionine [5–7,12,15].

Diverse factors may impact the whole oral environment and composition of saliva
is among the most important. Factors that may affect saliva composition include genetic
diseases such as Turner syndrome [19], general diseases or tobacco smoking and electronic
cigarettes usage [20,21]. Electronic cigarettes are mechanical devices that can be divided
into two categories: closed-system and open-system. Closed-system devices tent to resem-
ble traditional cigarettes, are usually disposable and are available in a limited variety of
nicotine concentrations and flavors, whereas open-system e-cigarettes are larger in size
than traditional cigarettes, can be refilled with e-liquids which are available in a huge
variety of flavors and nicotine concentrations and are not disposable after usage [22]. Elec-
tronic cigarettes were initially presented as a less harmful substitute for tobacco smoking.
However, taking recent research into consideration, this view is controversial [23–27]. It
has been proven that electronic cigarettes have a negative effect on oral mucosa leading
to death of oral epithelial keratinocytes and periodontal fibroblasts [28–30]. The cytotoxic
effect is related to oxidative stress and increased concentration of proinflammatory cy-
tokines [30,31]. Chemical compounds found in tobacco smoke and e-cigarettes liquids can
dissolve in saliva, leading to disorders in its biochemical composition [21,32,33].

The aim of this study was to assess the influence of electronic cigarettes usage on the
antioxidant capacity of saliva.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients’ Population

This study included 110 patients: 35 patients using e-cigarettes (e-cigarettes users),
33 patients smoking traditional cigarettes and 42 non-smoking patients (non-smokers).
They were students at the Medical University of Gdansk and young patients, who vol-
unteered for a periodontal examination in the Department of Periodontology and Oral
Mucosa Diseases. All participants were generally healthy people aged 20 to 30. Patients
with periodontitis and diseases which might interfere condition of oral mucosa like dia-
betes, disorders of salivary secretion, oral mucosa diseases and people taking medications
permanently and treated with antibiotics or steroid preparations in the last 6 months and
patients consuming alcoholic beverages were excluded from the research. E-cigarettes
users had been using open-system electronic cigarettes with a small nicotine concentration
for at least 6 months. Traditional cigarettes smokers were smoking at least 10 cigarettes
per day for at least 6 months. People smoking both traditional and electronic cigarettes
were not included in this research. The study was conducted in 2018–2019. The study
protocol has been approved by the Ethics Committee of Medical University of Gdansk,
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Poland (NKBBN/161/2014). Ethical aspects of the research followed the World Medical
Association Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Saliva Collection

Mixed unstimulated saliva was collected into a sterile silicon Corning-type test-tube
from all patients who participated in this study. Saliva was collected in morning hours, two
hours after the last intake of food or drink. Unstimulated salivary samples were obtained
by expectoration in absence of chewing movements.

The samples were clarified by centrifugation (2000× g; 10 min) and immediately
stored for the subsequent determination of uric acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, TAOS (total
antioxidant status) and TEAC (Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity).

2.3. Analysis of Saliva

The whole mixed unstimulated saliva was analyzed in the biochemical laboratory of
Conservative Dentistry Medical University of Gdansk and Department of Biochemistry,
Medical University of Gdansk, Poland.

To determine nucleotide metabolite concentration, saliva samples were extracted
with 1.3 M HClO4 (1:1 volume ratio) and centrifuged (20,800× g/10 min/4 ◦C). The
supernatants were accumulated and brought to pH 6.0–6.5 using 3 M K3PO4 solution.
After 15-min incubation on ice, samples were centrifuged at (20,800× g/10 min/4 ◦C), and
the supernatants were analyzed using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
as we have described previously in detail.

Determination of sixteen nucleotides, nucleosides and bases was carried out us-
ing high-performance liquid chromatography and its application to the study of purine
metabolism in hearts for transplantation [34].

Liquid chromatographic evaluation of purine production in the donor human heart
during transplantation was performed [35].

The total antioxidant status (TAOS) in saliva was measured by the 2,2′-azino-bis(3-
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid; ABTS) assay, which was based on the capacity of
saliva to scavenge the ABTS+ radical. The relative inhibition of ABTS+ formation, after
the saliva addition, is proportional to the antioxidant capacity of the sample 1. For the
measurement of the total antioxidant status in saliva, 15 μL of saliva was diluted with
180 μL phosphate buffer (0.076 M NaH2PO4 + 0.23 M Na2HPO4 in pure water), and then,
it was incubated for 10 min at room temperature in a 96-well plate with a 5 μL reaction
mixture containing 7 mM ABTS and 2.45 mM potassium persulfate (solved in phosphate
buffer: 0.22 M NaH2PO4 + 0.37 M Na2HPO4) solved in pure water, pH 7.2. Prior to testing,
the reaction mixture was incubated overnight, placing it in the dark at room temperature.
The absorbance in the test and control samples (15 μL saline instead of saliva) was read at
630 nm, using a BioTek microplate reader. Results expressed as a percentage inhibition of
the reaction were calculated as follows: TAOS [%] = 100 × (Ac−At)/Ac, where Ac is the
absorbance of the control sample absorbance and At is the test sample absorbance.

To calculate Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC), a calibration curve for
Trolox standard solutions was prepared. Volumes of 15 μL of 30, 100, 500 and 1000 μM
Trolox standards were diluted and incubated with reaction mixture in the same manner
as in saliva. Antioxidant concentration, as mM Trolox equivalents (TEAC value), in the
saliva samples were calculated on the basis of a linear regression equation obtained from
the plotted Trolox calibration curve [36].

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analyses have been performed using the statistical suite StatSoft. Inc.
(Tulsa, OK, USA) (2014), STATISTICA (data analysis software system) version 12.0. (2014)
from www.statsoft.com and Excel. The significance of the difference between more than
two groups was assessed with the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA Kruskal–Wallis).
In the case of statistically significant differences between two groups, post hoc tests were uti-
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lized. Correlations were assessed with Pearson and Spearman tests. In all the calculations,
the statistical significance level of p < 0.001 and p < 0.0001 has been used.

3. Results

Table 1 presents the value of uric acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, uric acid + xanthine,
TAOS and TEAC levels on unstimulated saliva among e-cigarette users, cigarette smokers
and non-smokers.

Table 1. Mean values of uric acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, uric acid + xanthine, TAOS and TEAC on
unstimulated saliva among e-cigarette users, cigarette smokers and non-smokers.

Groups
UA

[μmol/L]
Hx

[μmol/L]
X

[μmol/L]
UA + X

[μmol/L]
TAOS

[%]
TEAC
[mM]

X (SEM) X (SEM) X (SEM) X (SEM) X (SEM) X (SEM)
E-cigarettes

users
193.3 (14.1)

n = 35
7.7 (0.9)
n = 35

8.3 (1.8)
n = 35

201.6 (14.5)
n = 35

68.9 (1.7) a

n = 35
1.3 (0.04) c

n = 35
Cigarettes
smokers

172.4 (16.8)
n = 33

8.3 (1)
n = 33

6.1 (1.1)
n = 33

178.5 (16.8)
n = 33

63.6 (2.4) b

n = 31
1.2 (0.05) d

n = 31

Non-smokers 158.9 (10.3)
n = 42

9.5 (1.2)
n = 42

9.3 (1.3)
n = 42

168.2 (10.6)
n = 42

78.1 (1.1) a,b

n = 38
1.5 (0.03) c,d

n = 38
Legend: UA—uric acid, Hx—hypoxanthine, X—xanthine, TAOS—total antioxidant status, TEAC—Trolox equiva-
lent antioxidant capacity, mean values, SEM—standard error of mean; a,b,c,d—testify to statistically significant
values; a-a, b-b, c-c, d-d—groups with statistical significance, p < 0.001 for a-a, b-b, p < 0.0001 for c-c, d-d.

The concentration of uric acid among e-cigarettes users was 193.3 μmol/L (14.1); the
result in the group of traditional cigarette smokers was 172.4 μmol/L (16.8) and in the
group of non-smokers was 158.9 μmol/L (10.3). The concentration of uric acid in group of
e-cigarettes users was higher than among traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers;
however, no statistically significant differences were observed. Saliva concentrations of
uric acid are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Concentration of uric acid in groups of e-cigarettes users, traditional cigarettes smokers
and non-smokers.

The concentration of hypoxanthine in the group of e-cigarettes users was 7.7 μmol/L
(0.9), among traditional cigarettes smokers was 8.3 μmol/L (1) and in non-smokers group
was 9.5 μmol/L (1.2). Although the concentrations of hypoxanthine among e-cigarettes
users were lower than values in the non-smokers group and among traditional cigarettes
smokers, no statistically significant differences were observed. Saliva concentrations of
hypoxanthine are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Concentration of hypoxanthine in groups of e-cigarettes users, traditional cigarettes smokers
and non-smokers.

The concentration of xanthine in the group of e-cigarettes users was 8.3 μmol/L (1.8),
in the group of traditional cigarettes smokers was 6.1 μmol/L (1.1) and among non-smokers
was 9.3 μmol/L (1.3). The concentrations of hypoxanthine among e-cigarettes users were
higher than the values among traditional cigarettes smokers and lower than the values in
the group of non-smokers; therefore, no statistically significant differences were observed.
Saliva concentrations of xanthine are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Concentration of xanthine in groups of e-cigarettes users, traditional cigarettes smokers
and non-smokers.

The combined concentration of uric acid and xanthine among e-cigarettes users was
201.6 μmol/L (14.5), among traditional cigarettes smokers was 178.5 μmol/L (16.8) and
among non-smokers was 168.2 μmol/L (10.6). Although the combined concentrations of
uric acid and xanthine in the group of e-cigarettes users were higher than among traditional
cigarettes smokers and non-smokers, no statistically significant differences were observed.
Combined saliva concentrations of uric acid and xanthine are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Combined concentrations of uric acid and xanthine in groups of e-cigarettes users, tradi-
tional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers.

The values of TAOS in the group of e-cigarettes users was 68.9% (1.7), among tradi-
tional cigarettes smokers was 63.6% (2.4) and among non-smokers was 78.1% (1.1). The
values of TAOS in the groups of e-cigarettes users and traditional cigarettes smokers were
lower than among non-smokers. Statistically significant differences on the level of p < 0.001
were observed among e-cigarettes users in comparison to non-smokers and on the level of
p < 0.0001 among traditional cigarettes smokers in comparison to non-smokers. Values of
TAOS are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Values of TAOS (total antioxidant status) in groups of e-cigarettes users, traditional
cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.

The value of TEAC in the group of e-cigarettes users was 1.3 mM (0.04), in the group of
traditional cigarettes users was 1.2 mM (0.05) and among non-smokers was 1.5 mM (0.03).
The values of TEAC among e-cigarettes users and traditional cigarettes smokers were lower
than in the non-smokers group. Statistically significant differences on the level of p < 0.001
were observed in the group of e-cigarettes users compared to the non-smokers and on the
level of p < 0001 between traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. Values of TEAC
are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Values of TEAC (Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity) in groups of e-cigarettes users,
traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001.

Statistically significant correlations between values of TAOS on level of p < 0.0003
in the group of e-cigarette users and on the level of p < 0.0001 in the group of traditional
cigarettes smokers were also observed and are presented in Figures 7–10.

Figure 7. Correlation between uric acid and TAOS (total antioxidant status) among e-cigarettes users,
traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers.

Figure 8. Correlation between uric acid and TAOS (total antioxidant status) among e-cigarettes users.
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Figure 9. Correlation between uric acid and TAOS (total antioxidant status) among traditional
cigarettes smokers.

Figure 10. Correlation between uric acid and TAOS (total antioxidant status) among non-smokers.

4. Discussion

The most important finding of this study was determining that the oxidant status of
saliva is reduced by use of electronic cigarettes to the same extent as it is by traditional
cigarettes smoking. This highlights the important risk of the adverse effects of electronic
cigarettes, in contrast to the common view of their limited toxicity.

Saliva is the first body fluid that has a direct contact with both tobacco smoke and
electronic cigarettes vapor and is in the first line in antioxidant defense [5]. Tobacco smoke is
a complex mixture of chemical compounds, which are a source of free radicals and oxidants
causing adverse side effects in the oral cavity [37,38]. Tobacco smoking might be the reason
for an adaptive response, consequently leading to an increase in the antioxidant levels
in saliva or to a decrease in saliva antioxidant defenses [39]. Liquids used in electronic
cigarettes mainly consist of propylene glycol, glycerin, nicotine and flavor additives [23–25].
However, e-liquids heated to high temperatures might become a source of detectible levels
of potentially harmful chemicals as formaldehyde, acrolein, heavy metals and acetaldehyde
carbonyls [40,41]. Oxidants or reactive oxygen species are also generated by vaporizing
e-liquids, which are influenced by the heating element of the electronic cigarette and
associated with e-liquid flavor. The aerosol generated by electronic cigarettes might pose
an impact on levels of oxidative stress [42]; however, it has not been proven yet which
electronic cigarettes’ factors might be related to oxidative stress generation [43].
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Uric acid (UA) is the most important non-enzymatic antioxidant present in saliva. This
is a plasma born antioxidant that facilitates removal of hydroxyl radical and superoxide
anion [6,44]. Increased concentration of uric acid in saliva might reflect a response to
oxidative stress and be related to periodontitis or cancer [44–46]. Our results indicate that
uric acid concentration in the saliva of e-cigarettes users tended to be higher than among
traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. Studies conducted by Kodakova et al. [39]
and Zappacosta et al. [4] indicated no differences in the level of uric acid in saliva be-
tween traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. On the contrary, Greabu et al. [47],
Ahmadi-Motamayel [48] and Abdolsamadi et al. [49] observed the decreased uric acid
levels in the saliva of traditional cigarettes smokers compared to non-smokers. Our results
show little effect of traditional cigarette smoking on uric acid concentration in saliva. The
trend towards an increase in uric acid concentration in e-cigarettes users may indicate facilitated
transport of uric acid from blood into saliva, and this effect is worth further investigation.

Hypoxanthine and xanthine are products of purine metabolism. Adenine nucleotides
could be converted in several steps into hypoxanthine, which is then transformed to
xanthine and then to uric acid [50]. Our results indicated that saliva concentration of
hypoxanthine and xanthine in electronic cigarettes users and traditional cigarettes smokers
tended to be lower than among non-smokers. Concentrations of hypoxanthine among
traditional cigarettes were higher and that of xanthine lower in comparison to e-cigarettes
users. Such pattern together with uric acid concentration changes highlights a shift towards
uric acid concentration either by accelerated breakdown of hypoxanthine or xanthine or
due to increased transport of uric acid. Our study is the first analysis of the impact of
e-cigarettes usage and of smoking traditional cigarettes on the levels of hypoxanthine and
xanthine in saliva.

Total antioxidant status (TAOS) is the sum of all antioxidants present in saliva, and
uric acid makes up to 85% of the TAOS [5]. Measurement of TAOS value reflects the
current efficiency of antioxidant mechanisms. Initially, during exposure to oxygen free
radicals, an adaptive increase in TAOS value was observed, while sustained exposure to
oxygen free radicals led to a decrease in the concentration of antioxidants, which resulted
in a decrease in the TAOS value [51]. In our research TAOS in the saliva of e-cigarettes
users and traditional cigarettes smokers was lower than among non-smokers. Hamo
Mahmood et al. also observed the decrease of TAOS among traditional cigarettes smokers
in comparison to non-smokers [52]. Research conducted by Bakhtiari et al., on the TAOS in
the saliva of traditional cigarettes smokers also demonstrated lower values than among non-
smokers [53]. Kodakova et al. [39] and and Zappacosta et al. [4] reported no differences in
levels of TAOS in saliva between traditional cigarettes smokers and non-smokers. However,
Greabu et al. [47], Ahmadi-Motamayel [48] and Nagler [54] observed the increase of TAOS
in the saliva of traditional cigarettes smokers compared to non-smokers. According to
Hamo Mahmood et al., the reduction of TAOS among traditional cigarettes smokers might
be related to the exhaustion of saliva antioxidants caused by the presence of high amounts
of free radicals in cigarette smoke, which may lead to an oxidative stress [52].

Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC) enables to measure total antioxidant ca-
pacity of saliva by assessing the capacity of a compound to scavenge ABTS radicals [55,56].
In our research, the values of TEAC among e-cigarettes users and traditional cigarettes
smokers were lower than in non-smokers group. Statistically significant differences were ob-
served between both e-cigarettes users compared to non-smokers and traditional cigarettes
smokers compared to non-smokers. Research on the impact of e-cigarettes and traditional
cigarettes on TEAC has not been published yet.

The salivary antioxidant system is relevant when considering saliva’s anti-cancer
capacity and protection from development of periodontal diseases [9,46,56]. Among
patients with periodontitis, a decreased efficiency of antioxidant mechanisms has been
observed [9]. Konopka et al., demonstrated lower values of TAOS in saliva among patients
with periodontitis as compared to control group [9]. The decreased values of TAOS in saliva
might be related to the depletion of antioxidants as a result of a chronic inflammation. The
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connection between periodontitis and the antioxidant potential of saliva is also confirmed
by a positive correlation between the concentration of uric acid in saliva and the parameters
of periodontal tissues inflammation [9]. Disorders of antioxidant potential are also strictly
related to the risk of oral cancer development. Free radicals and ROS can induce DNA
damage, which may lead to cancerous transformation. Those negative effects of ROS are
counteracted by antioxidants [57].

5. Conclusions

Electronic cigarettes usage adversely affects the antioxidant capacity of saliva, in
comparison to non-smokers, to the same extent as smoking traditional cigarettes. This
might present an important clinical risk of oral cavity disorders. Further longitudinal
studies on a larger group should be conducted in order to assess how the changes observed
in the antioxidant capacity of saliva translate to oral health.
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Abstract: Studies have shown that aerosols generated from flavored e-cigarettes contain Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS), promoting oxidative stress-induced damage within pulmonary cells. Our lab
investigated the ROS content of e-cigarette vapor generated from disposable flavored e-cigarettes
(vape bars) with and without nicotine. Specifically, we analyzed vape bars belonging to multiple
flavor categories (Tobacco, Minty Fruit, Fruity, Minty/Cool (Iced), Desserts, and Drinks/Beverages)
manufactured by various vendors and of different nicotine concentrations (0–6.8%). Aerosols from
these vape bars were generated via a single puff aerosol generator; these aerosols were then individu-
ally bubbled through a fluorogenic solution to semi-quantify ROS generated by these bars in H2O2

equivalents. We compared the ROS levels generated by each vape bar as an indirect determinant of
their potential to induce oxidative stress. Our results showed that ROS concentration (μM) within
aerosols produced from these vape bars varied significantly among different flavored vape bars and
identically flavored vape bars with varying nicotine concentrations. Furthermore, our results suggest
that flavoring chemicals and nicotine play a differential role in generating ROS production in vape
bar aerosols. Our study provides insight into the differential health effects of flavored vape bars, in
particular cool (iced) flavors, and the need for their regulation.

Keywords: vaping; ENDS; disposable e-cigarettes; vape bars; flavoring; flavoring chemicals; reactive
oxygen species (ROS); disposables; oxidative stress

1. Introduction

Despite the significant decline in youth e-cigarette usage since the Federal Drug
Enforcement Agency’s (FDA) flavored e-cigarette enforcement policy which was enacted in
February 2020, youth e-cigarette use within the United States remains significantly high [1].
Moreover, according to a cross-sectional study conducted by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), in 2020, 4.7% of middle school students (550,000) and 19.6% of
high school students (3.02 million) reported current e-cigarette use [1]. The prevalence of
e-cigarette usage in the United States, especially amongst its youth, is partly due to the
switch many cartridge-based e-cigarette users made to using disposable e-cigarettes; the
FDA’s 2020 e-cigarette flavoring enforcement policy prompted this action [1]. Further, the
FDA’s flavoring enforcement policy only applies to flavoring for cartridge-based Electronic
Nicotine Delivery System (ENDS) products; these products include cartridge-based e-
cigarettes and pre-filled pod devices [1]. More specifically, the FDA’s February 6th, 2020
e-cigarette enforcement policy for cartridge-based ENDS products applies to all flavors
with nicotine, excluding menthol and tobacco [1]. Moreover, the FDA’s enforcement policy
involves requiring all manufacturers and retailers in the United States to remove all flavored
cartridge-based ENDS products with nicotine from the market except tobacco-flavored
and menthol-flavored cartridge-based ENDS products [1]. All flavored products without
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nicotine (zero nicotine) are still available in the market. Furthermore, products exempt
from the previously mentioned enforcement policy include disposable e-cigarettes with
or without nicotine in certain states within the United States. A disposable e-cigarette is a
type of ENDS product which can be discarded or thrown away once it runs out of e-liquid
or charge. According to the 2020 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS) conducted by the
CDC, the use of disposable e-cigarettes (e-cigs) by high-school students who were already
e-cig users had increased significantly from 2.4% in 2019 to 26.5% in 2020. Additionally,
according to the 2020 NYTS, the number of middle-school e-cig users who specifically used
disposable e-cigs increased from 3.3% in 2019 to 15.2% in 2020 [1]. One aspect of disposable
e-cigs which is attractive to youth e-cigarette users is the convenience at which they can
be used; they do not require recharging or refilling with e-liquids like cartridge-based
products. Additionally, disposable devices are much cheaper and practical to use than their
refillable counterparts.

With the substantial rise in the availability of different e-liquid flavors in recent
years, investigating the role that e-liquid flavoring chemicals have in inducing pulmonary
pathophysiological effects has become more complicated [2]. Further, the long-term effects
of e-cigarette vapor exposure on human health require further investigation. However,
studies so far have shown that e-cigarette aerosol production involves generating reactive
oxygen species (ROS) [3]. ROS can be generated either intracellularly (via mitochondrial
oxidative phosphorylation) or may arise from exogenous sources (cigarette smoke, e-
cigarette aerosols, and environmental pollution,) [4]. Specific ROS include hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), hydroxyl radical (•OH), and superoxide radical (O2

•−) [5]. ROS plays
a crucial role in modulating the immune-inflammatory system and activating different
signal transduction pathways and cell signaling processes for inflammatory responses [6].

The normal physiological balance between ROS and antioxidants can be disturbed
through the inhalation of exogenous sources of ROS, thus leading to the damage of cellular
structures. Further, an excess in intracellular ROS levels causes oxidative damage to
the cellular membrane, intracellular lipids, intracellular enzymes, and intracellular DNA
(iDNA). Moreover, excess ROS can also induce a vicious cycle of chronic inflammation
in the lungs due to excessive ROS leading to the activation of specific immune cells,
polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs); activated PMNs can, in turn, generate more ROS
in pulmonary cells [7]. This subsequent chronic inflammation leads to airways becoming
more thickened and prone to mucus secretion, also known as airway modeling, this later
resulting in lung dysfunction [8]. Regarding exogenous ROS sources, studies in the past
have shown that tobacco smoke-generated ROS can induce DNA damage within lung
epithelial cells and premature pulmonary cell death, leading to the development of lung
cancer and COPD/emphysema, respectively [9]. Additionally, one study had shown that
through activating the heating element of an e-cigarette and then aerosolizing its e-liquid
component, ROS is produced; which can be drawn from the device into the lungs, directly
causing inflammatory response [10].

Despite the well-known adverse health effects of conventional cigarette smoking, one
of the main factors driving both youth and adult appeal for e-cigarettes is the availability
of many different flavors. These flavors add to the allure many have for e-cigarettes by
creating sensory perceptions of palatable tastes, which conceal the bitter taste of nico-
tine [11]. Further, one survey found that the availability of fruit and candy e-liquid flavors
significantly contributes to the prevalence of youth e-cigarette usage in the United States;
adults seem to prefer more traditional flavors, such as tobacco [11]. Likewise, according to a
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report by the CDC conducted in September 2020, among
current users of flavored disposable e-cigarettes, the most commonly used flavor type
was those under the fruit classification (82.7%; 650,000 [1]). Additionally, according to the
same Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report by the CDC, the following three most widely
used vape bar flavors were those falling under the mint classification (51.9%; 410,000),
those falling under the sweet categorizations (candy, desserts, etc.) (41.7%; 330,000), and
those falling under the menthol (cool/iced) classification (23.3%; 180,000), respectively [1].
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Accordingly, with the recent surge in flavored disposable e-cig use during this past year,
more research should be conducted which investigates how ROS content within aerosols
generated from disposable e-cigarettes are modulated by flavoring chemicals.

In addition to flavor, another factor contributing to the prevalence of disposable e-
cigarette usage in this country is the range of nicotine concentrations which are available for
these devices. Nicotine is a highly addictive alkaloid present within the aerosol generated
by e-cigarettes as well as within the smoke generated from conventional cigarettes [12].
For disposable e-cigarettes sold within the United States, nicotine content ranges from
0 mg/mL (0%, nicotine-free option) to 68 mg/mL (6.8%). Furthermore, nicotine is extremely
addictive and can harm the neural development of those under the age of 25, which is most
troubling given the prevalence of e-cigarette use among adolescents in this country [13].
Exposure to nicotine through inhaling e-cigarette generated aerosols has contributed
to prolonging e-cigarette usage amongst a significant portion of the country, especially
those under the age of 25 [14]. Despite youth e-cigarette usage continuing to be a rising
health concern in the U.S, studies investigating how exogenous ROS generation varies
as a function of nicotine concentration in ENDS products are lacking. Additionally, with
the recent surge in flavored disposable e-cig use and the wide range of nicotine content
available for these products, research should be conducted to determine how ROS or
free radical generation among disposable e-cigarettes varies as a function of nicotine
concentration. Consequently, in our study, we hypothesize that ROS levels within the
aerosols generated from disposable e-cigarettes will vary with different flavors as well with
different nicotine concentrations. Furthermore, disposable e-cigarettes with a wide range of
salt nicotine concentrations (0–6.8%) and within six main flavor categories (Tobacco, Minty
Fruit, Fruity, Minty/Cool (Iced), Desserts, and Drinks/Beverages) from different vendors
were analyzed. Additionally, we analyzed vape bars of identical flavors manufactured from
the same company, but with varying concentrations of nicotine. The company (vendor)
that produced these bars that we subsequently analyzed were Bolt, Flair Plus, and SMOQ.
Bolt and Flair Plus disposable bars, which contain a solution comprising Propylene Glycol
(PG) and Vegetable Glycerin (VG) mixed in a 1:1 ratio; likewise, these bars use a 1.6
and 1.8 Ohm coil, respectively, to aerosolize their component e-liquid. Accordingly, our
subsequent comparative acellular ROS analyses included semi-quantified ROS content
within aerosols produced from our PG:VG controls heated using 1.6 and 1.8 Ohm coils; the
controls were made using a 1:1 (i.e., 50:50 ratio) ratio of PG and VG in this pilot/preliminary
screening study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Vape Bar Procurement

Vape bars were purchased from various locations and manufacturers locally within
Rochester, NY and from various online websites/vendors. The disposable e-cigarettes used
in this experiment contained a wide range of salt nicotine concentrations (0–6.8%) and
were categorized into six main flavor categories (Tobacco, Minty Fruit, Fruity, Minty/Cool
(Iced), Desserts, and Drinks/Beverages). The commercial manufacturers of the disposable
vape bars used were Blu, Bolt, Cyclone, Eonsmoke, Flair Plus, Fling, Fliq, FreshBar, Hyde,
Hyppe Bar, Jolly, Lit, NJOY, Phantom, Puff Bar, SMOQ, SOL, Tsunami Twin, Vice, Zaero,
and Zero Disposable.

2.2. Generation of Vape Bar Aerosols

A fluorogenic dye was made using 0.01N NaOH, 2′7′ dichlorofluorescein diacetate
(H2DCF-DA) (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA) (Cat # 287810), phosphate (PO4) buffer,
and horseradish peroxidase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA (Cat# 31491). The
PO4 buffer was made using dibasic sodium phosphate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)
(Cat# S0876) and sodium phosphate monobasic (JT Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) (Cat # 02-
004-215). Afterward, i.e., upon bubbling, the resulting fluorogenic dye was analyzed via
fluorescence spectroscopy with a maximum excitation and emission spectra of 475 and 535
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nm, respectively. The standards used in this experiment ranged from 0 to 50 μM, each made
from 1.25 mM H2O2 solution, which was prepared from 30% H2O2 (H2O2) (Thermo Fischer
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) (Cat# H323-500) and double-distilled water (ddH2O). To
enumerate, 1.25 mM H2O2 was diluted to 0.90 mM H2O2 using ddH2O, and that resulting
0.90 mM hydrogen peroxide solution was used in preparing the previously mentioned
standards. Further, to ensure the desired concentration of H2O2 had been prepared using
the 30% H2O2 solution (1.25 mM), Ultraviolet/Visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy was used. To
further explain, after adding 113 μL of 30% H2O2 to 999.887 mL of ddH2O, 1 mL of the
resulting solution was added to a quartz cuvette (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) (Cat
# C-9542). The quartz cuvette, which has a 10 mm light path, was then inserted into a
UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Beckman Colter, Brea, CA, USA) (Cat# DU 250) and exposed
to 240 nm light. Afterward, the absorbance was read and divided by 0.0436 (the extinction
coefficient); the extinction coefficient was determined through previous H2O2 standardization
tests and calibration curves generated. The resulting calculation should produce 1.25 mM;
this signifying the correct concentration of H2O2 was produced using double distilled water
and 30% H2O2. Further, before adding 1 mL of the resulting H2O2 solution into a quartz
cuvette to then be inserted into the UV/Vis Spectrophotometer, ddH2O was pipetted into the
same quartz cuvette and used as a blank.

Regarding the puff generation protocol itself, using a standard lab vacuum and a
Buxco Individual Cigarette Puff Generator (Data Sciences International (DSI), St. Paul,
MN, USA) (Cat#601-2055-001), the aerosol generated from each vape bar was individually
bubbled through 10 mL of H2DCF-DA solution within a 50 mL conical tube, at 1.5 L/min
(Figure 1). Moreover, two lime glass Pasteur pipettes (VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) (Cat #
14672-380) were inserted into the fluorogenic dye within a 50 mL conical tube via a two-hole
stopper. Regarding the two Pasteur pipettes inserted into the respective 50 mL conical
tube, the fine tip of one of the pipettes was manually broken (or shortened) before being
inserted into the two-hole stopper; the fine tip of this pipette did not touch the fluorogenic
dye. Next, the end of the same Pasteur pipette, the end usually attached to a rubber bulb,
was connected to a vacuum using rubber tubing. Regarding the second Pasteur pipette
inserted into the two-hole stopper on the 50 mL conical tube containing the dye, its fine tip
was also shortened (via manual breaking), but not as much as the previously mentioned
pipette (“shorter” Pasteur pipette). Moreover, the “longer” Pasteur pipette had its fine tip
immersed within the fluorogenic dye inside the conical tube. Subsequently, the “shorter”
Pasteur pipette was connected to a Fume Hood vacuum, and the “longer” Pasteur pipette
was connected to the Puff Generator machine; specifically, rubber tubing was used for
connecting the pipettes to the vacuum and Puff Generator. To be more specific, the ends of
each pipette (the ends of lime glass Pasteur pipettes which are usually connected to a rubber
bulb) were connected to the rubber tubing. Furthermore, the entirety of the puffing protocol
for each vape bar and control was conducted in a fume hood; additionally, surrounding
lights were turned off to reduce exposure of the fluorogenic dye to light. Furthermore, each
50 mL conical tube containing 10 mL of fluorogenic dye was wrapped with aluminum foil
to minimize the dye’s exposure to light. A red light was used to see whether the vape bar
generated aerosols were indeed being bubbled through the fluorogenic dye; this is due to
H2DCF-DA not absorbing red light.
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Figure 1. Disposable E-cigarette exposure generation system. This schematic shows the apparatus used to bubble the
10 mL fluorogenic dye within each 50 mL conical tube using the aerosol emitted from the vape bar inserted into the DSI
Puff Generator machine. Using a standard lab vacuum, the fluorogenic dye was bubbled at 1.5 L/min, and “puffs” were
generated from each vape bar using the DSI Machine above. The DSI machine provided a total of 20 puffs, each puff lasting
three seconds and having a volume of 55.0 mL. Each conical tube was wrapped in aluminum foil to protect the fluorogenic
dye from light. The entirety of the “bubbling” process using the DSI machine and vacuum apparatus was performed inside
a chemical fume hood.

In conjunction with the aforementioned puff generation set-up, once a vape bar
was inserted into the Buxco Puff Generator, aerosol was generated and bubbled into the
fluorogenic dye under a specific puff profile regiment. Under the particular puff regiment
used in the study, a total of 20 puffs was generated through the Puff Generator apparatus;
the puffing frequency was two puffs/min, and each puff had a volume of 55 mL and lasted
3.0 s. Different components making up the interior of the Puff Generator (the artificial
lung, inhalation actuator, and exhalation actuator) worked together simultaneously to
smoke the vape bar to the puff regiment inputted by the user. Further, the Puff Generator
smoked each vape bar for ten minutes; the resulting aerosols then traveled from the tubing
attached to the Puff Generator to the Pasteur pipette inserted into the 50 mL conical tube.
Moreover, once ten minutes of a specific puff regiment had passed for one particular vape
bar, the 50 mL conical tube containing the dye which had just been bubbled through
with the aerosol of that specific vape bar was inverted several times and then put in ice.
Additionally, tubing which connected the Puff Generator to the 10 mL fluorogenic dye
within a respective 50 mL conical tube was rinsed with 70% Ethanol and then sterile ddH2O
in between replicates for a bar of a specific flavor, vendor, and nicotine concentration and
in between puffing regiments for different vape bars. After bubbling all vape bars in
duplicates, each resulting fluorogenic dye sample was given 15 min to react within a
37 ◦C degree water bath (VWR 1228 Digital Water Bath); the resulting solution was then
immediately analyzed via fluorescence spectroscopy.
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2.3. Generation of Aerosols from Propylene Glycol: Vegetable Glycerin (PG:VG) Solutions,
Negative Controls, and Positive Controls

The same puff generator device and puffing regiment used for bubbling the aerosols
generated from the vape bars analyzed were used when bubbling solutions consisting of
Propylene Glycol (PG) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) (Cat # P4347) and Vegetable
Glycerin (VG) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) (Cat # G5516). In other words, a
PG:VG control (humectant control) was used in conjunction with our vape bar analyses. To
further explain, a PG:VG solution was prepared in a 15 mL conical tube; PG and VG were
added together in a 1:1 ratio. Subsequently, the prepared PG:VG solution was vortexed for
one minute, inverted several times, and then left on a laboratory shaker (Labnet, Edison,
NJ, USA) (Mo: Gyrotwister GX-1000) at ten revolutions per minute (10 rpm) overnight
before being used in an acellular ROS assay the following day. On the day of the acellular
ROS analysis, 700μL of the PG:VG solution was pipetted into a new empty refillable JUUL
pod with a 1.8 Ohm cotton wick atomizer (OVNStech, Shenzen, GD, China) (Mo: WO1
JUUL Pods). Subsequently, the PG:VG solution was allowed to sit in the pod for three
to five minutes before being inserted into a rechargeable e-cigarette device (JUUL Labs
Inc., Washington, DC, USA) (Mo: Rechargeable JUUL Device w/USB charger). Next, the
JUUL device was inserted into the Puff Generator and was smoked under the same puff
regiment as the disposable vape bars which were analyzed. Similar to the 1.8 Ohm coil
PG:VG control described, the same process was used with a refillable cartridge using a
1.6 Ohm coil; in this case, Eleaf Elven pod cartridges (Eleaf Elven, Shenzen, GD, China) (Mo:
Eleaf Elven Pod Cartridge) were used and inserted into a different rechargeable e-cigarette
device (Eleaf Elven, Shenzen, GD, China) (Mo: Eleaf Elven Pod System).

For our negative control, air was bubbled through the fluorogenic dye; this was
achieved by using the Puff Generator under the same puffing regiment as before but
without inserting a disposable vape bar into the machine. For our positive control, cigarette
smoke generated through burning conventional research cigarettes (Kentucky Tobacco
Research & Development Center in the University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA) (Mo:
3R4F) was bubbled through the fluorogenic dye. Also, the fluorogenic dye through which
the 3R4F research cigarette smoke was bubbled through was diluted four-fold with freshly
made dye. Each control (PG:VG heated with a 1.6 Ohm coil, PG:VG heated with a 1.8 Ohm
coil, air, and the 3R4F cigarette) was run in duplicates.

2.4. Fluorescence Spectroscopy and ROS Quantification

After bubbling aerosols from every vape bar during a specific day in which an acel-
lular ROS assay was conducted, 100 μL of each prepared standard and each bubbled dye
solution was added to 3.0 mL of fluorogenic dye.Further, 3.0 mL of dye was first added to
a 16 × 100 mm Durex Borosilicate Glass culture tube (VWR) (Cat #: 47729-576), and then
100 μL of the bubbled dye solution and each standard was individually added to these culture
tubes. Next, each culture tube was vortexed gently. Subsequently, each culture tube was
placed within a 37 ◦C water bath for 15 min. Further, during the 15-min incubation period,
surrounding lights were turned off, and only red lights were used. Afterward, standards
were measured on a spectrofluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) (Mo.
FM109535) in fluorescence intensity units (FIU); the same was carried out with the fluorogenic
dye samples through which vape bar aerosols were bubbled; all of which was performed
using the previously mentioned culture tubes. Additionally, readings displayed on the flu-
orometer (concentration in μM) were based on the generated hydrogen peroxide standard
curve and measured as hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 equivalents.
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2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses of significance were calculated using one-way ANOVA as well as
Tukey’s post-hoc test for multiple pair-wise comparisons by GraphPad Prism Software ver-
sion 8.1.1. Samples were run in duplicates and experiments were repeated until consistent
data were obtained. The results are shown as mean ± SEM with duplicates analyses. Data
were considered to be statistically significant for p values < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Total ROS Concentration within Aerosols Generated from Vape Bars Vary by Flavor

Our data show that aerosols generated from disposable flavored vape bars produced
differential H2O2 equivalents. The aerosols generated from different flavored vape bars
contained significantly different total ROS concentrations (μM H2O2) (Figures 2–7). The dis-
posable vape bars with the highest ROS content within each of the six previously mentioned
flavor categories (Tobacco, Minty Fruit, Minty/Cool (Iced), Fruity, Drinks/Beverages,
and Desserts) were Hyde American Tobacco (5% nicotine), Hyppe Bar: Cool Melon (5%
nicotine), NJOY: Cool Menthol (6% nicotine), Puff Bar: Blue Razz (5% nicotine), SMOQ:
Pink Lemonade (5% nicotine), and Strawberries and Cream (5% nicotine), respectively
(Figures 2–7). The aerosol produced by the 5% nicotine Hyde American Tobacco flavored
bar contained 10.43–10.72 μM H2O2 (Figure 2), the aerosol produced by the 5% nicotine
Hyppe Bar Cool Melon bar was 9.44–9.76 μM H2O2 (Figure 3), and the aerosol gener-
ated from the 5% Puff Bar Blue Razz contained a ROS content of 8.15–9.11 μM H2O2
(Figure 5). Moreover, the ROS content within the aerosols generated by SOL: Spearmint
(5% nicotine), SMOQ: Pink Lemonade (5% nicotine), Strawberries and Cream (5% nico-
tine), was 8.78–9.25 μM H2O2, 15.32–15.63 μM H2O2, and 8.11–8.39 μM H2O2, respectively
(Figures 4, 6 and 7, respectively). Among the fruity-flavored vape bars analyzed, ROS
levels generated from the 0 and 5% nicotine-containing Blue Razz bars were the highest
among every 0% nicotine-containing fruity-flavored bar (5.68–5.82 μM H2O2) and every
nicotine-containing fruity-flavored bar (8.15–9.11 μM H2O2), respectively (Figure 5). Ad-
ditionally, the highest ROS content among all vape bars analyzed in this experiment was
found within the aerosol generated by the 5% nicotine-containing SMOQ: Pink Lemonade
vape bar (15.32–15.63 μM H2O2) under the “Drinks/Beverages” flavor category (Figure 6).

Among the 0% nicotine vape bars analyzed, bars which generated aerosols contain-
ing the highest ROS content within the Tobacco, Minty Fruit, and Minty/Cool (Iced)
flavor categories were Cyclone’s Bold Tobacco flavored-bar (0% nicotine), Bolt’s Lychee
Ice flavored-bar (0% nicotine), and Flair Plus’s Cool Mint flavored-bar (0% nicotine), re-
spectively (Figures 2–4). Additionally, the 0% nicotine bars which generated aerosols
containing the highest ROS content within the Fruity, Drink, and Dessert flavor categories
were Zaero’s Blue Razz flavored bar (0% nicotine), Bolt’s Orange Pop flavored bar (0%
nicotine), and Fling’s Vanilla flavored bar (0% nicotine) (Figures 5–7).
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Figure 2. Generation of ROS by different tobacco-based flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured using
a hydrogen peroxide standard within aerosols generated from various tobacco flavored disposable e-cigarette devices.
Acellular ROS was also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control used. Each tobacco-based vape bar’s flavor, brand, and
nicotine concentration are listed and color-coded. The resistance of the coil used to heat and aerosolize the PG:VG solution
is also listed. All flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph above were compared to the control value of air. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA. **** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is
abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air-controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3. Generation of ROS by different minty fruit flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured from aerosols
generated from various different minty fruit flavored disposable e-cigarette devices using a hydrogen peroxide standard.
Acellular ROS was also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control used. Each minty fruit-based vape bar’s flavor, brand, and
nicotine concentration are listed and color-coded. The resistance of the coil used to heat and aerosolize the PG:VG solution is
also is also listed. All flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph above were compared to the control value of air. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, and
**** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 4. Generation of ROS by different Minty/Cool (Iced) flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured
from aerosols generated from various different minty/cool (iced)-flavored disposable e-cigarette devices using a hydrogen
peroxide standard. Acellular ROS was also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control used. Each Minty/Cool (Iced)-based
vape bar’s flavor, brand, and nicotine concentration are listed and color-coded. The resistance of the coil used to heat and
aerosolize the PG:VG solution is also listed. All flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph above were compared
to the control value of air. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA.
Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, and
**** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 5. Generation of ROS by different fruity flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured from aerosols
generated from various fruit-flavored disposable e-cigarette devices using a hydrogen peroxide standard. Acellular ROS was
also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control used. Each fruity-based vape bar’s flavor, brand, and nicotine concentration
are listed and color-coded. The resistance of the coil used to heat and aerosolize the PG:VG solution is also listed. All
flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph above were compared to the control value of air. Data are represented as
mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA.** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001, and **** p < 0.0001 versus air
controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 6. Generation of ROS by different drink flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured from aerosols
generated from various drink flavored disposable e-cigarette devices using a hydrogen peroxide standard. Acellular
ROS was also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control used. Each drink-based vape bar’s flavor, brand, and nicotine
concentration are listed and color-coded. The resistance of the coil used to heat and aerosolize the PG:VG solution is
also listed. All flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph above were compared to the control value of air. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined by one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01 and **** p < 0.0001 versus air
controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).

3.2. Total ROS Concentration in Aerosols Generated by Identical Flavored Vape Bars Vary with
Nicotine Concentration

Comparatively, we observed significant variations in generated ROS levels among
identically flavored disposable vape bars of varying nicotine concentrations. The variations
in ROS levels among identically flavored vape bars with different nicotine concentrations
were observed for eight specific flavors (Blue Razz, Mango Ice, Peach Ice, Lychee Ice,
Cool Mint, Orange Pop, Melon Ice Cream, and O.M.G (Orange, Mango, and Guava))
(Figures 8–12). When analyzing ROS content produced from aerosols generated by Blue
Razz flavored vape bars, we found that the aerosol generated by the nicotine-containing
bar (5% nicotine) had significantly higher ROS than the respective non-nicotine-containing
bar (0% nicotine) (Figure 8a). Likewise, we found that the aerosol generated by the nicotine-
containing (5% nicotine) Peach Ice bar contained a significantly higher ROS content than
that produced from a non-nicotine-containing Peach Ice bar (0% nicotine) (Figure 8b). In
contrast, for both the Mango Ice and Lychee Ice flavors, we found that the aerosol generated
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from the non-nicotine-containing bar generated a significantly higher level of ROS than its
respective nicotine-containing counterpart (Figure 9).

Figure 7. Generation of ROS by different dessert flavors from various vendors. Acellular ROS was measured from aerosols
generated from various dessert flavored disposable e-cigarette devices using a hydrogen peroxide standard. Acellular ROS
was also measured from the PG:VG control used. Acellular ROS was also measured from the 1:1 ratio PG:VG control which
was used. Each dessert-based vape bar’s flavor, brand, and nicotine concentration are listed and color-coded. The resistance
of the coil used to heat and aerosolize the PG:VG solution is also listed. All flavors and PG:VG controls listed on the graph
above were compared to the control value of air. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined
by one-way ANOVA. * p < 0.05 and **** p < 0.0001 versus air controls. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air
controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 8. Direct relationship between ROS generation and nicotine concentration within aerosols generated from Blue Razz
(a), Peach Ice (b), and O.M.G (c) flavored vape bars. Acellular ROS was measured within aerosols generated from disposable
e-cigarettes of the same flavor but different nicotine concentrations using a hydrogen peroxide standard. The disposable
vape bars that are shown above within each graph (a,b) are of the same specific flavor, but each bar was manufactured
from a different vendor; these flavors are Blue Razz (a) and Peach Ice (b). The O.M.G flavored vape bars of differing
nicotine concentrations which were analyzed were manufactured from the same vendor (SMOQ) (c). Names of each vape
bar’s flavor, its brand, and its respective nicotine concentration are listed on the side of each respective graph. Pairwise
comparisons consisted of those between ROS generated from vape bars and those of other vape bars as well as with the air
control. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined using a one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01 and
**** p < 0.0001 versus air controls and for specific pairwise comparisons.
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Figure 9. Inverse relationship between ROS generation and nicotine concentration in aerosols generated
from Mango Ice (a) and Lychee Ice (b) flavored disposable e-cigarettes. Acellular ROS was measured
using a hydrogen peroxide standard within aerosols generated from disposable e-cigarettes of the same
flavor but different nicotine concentrations. Regarding disposable vape bars that were of the same
specific flavor (Mango Ice (a) and Lychee Ice (b)), each vape bar was manufactured from a different
vendor. The names of each vape bar’s flavor, its brand, and its respective nicotine concentration are
listed on the side of each respective graph. Pairwise comparisons consisted of those between aerosols
generated from vape bars and other vape bars as well as with air. All flavors were compared to the
control value of air and to other flavors. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was
determined by one-way ANOVA. * p < 0.05 and **** p < 0.0001 for specific pairwise comparisons.
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Figure 10. Differential ROS levels among aerosols produced from Cool Mint flavored vape bars of
varying nicotine concentrations manufactured by Flair Plus. Acellular ROS was measured using a
hydrogen peroxide standard within aerosols generated from vape bars of varying concentrations
of nicotine (0 and 5%) of the same flavor and vendor (Flair Plus and Cool Mint), respectively. The
corresponding 0% nicotine-containing bar was compared to a PG:VG control; this PG:VG control
contained the same PG:VG ratio and was heated using a coil of the same resistance as the vape
bar shown above (a). Another comparison in ROS concentration was made between the aerosols
generated from the 0% nicotine containing Flair Plus: Cool Mint bar and the 5% nicotine-containing
Flair Plus: Cool Mint bar (b). The name of each vape bar’s flavor, its brand, and its respective nicotine
concentration are listed on the side of each respective graph; the same labeling method was used for
the PG:VG control analyzed. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined
using a one-way ANOVA. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001 for specific pairwise comparisons
shown above. ns is abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 11. Differential ROS levels among aerosols produced from Orange Pop flavored vape bars of
varying nicotine concentrations manufactured by Bolt. Acellular ROS was measured using a hydro-
gen peroxide standard within aerosols generated from vape bars of varying nicotine concentrations
which were of the same flavor and vendor (Orange Pop and Bolt, respectively). The corresponding
0% nicotine-containing bar was compared to a PG:VG control; this PG:VG control contained the same
PG:VG ratio and was heated using a coil of the same resistance as the vape bar shown above (a).
Another comparison in ROS concentration was made between the aerosols generated from the 0%
nicotine-containing Bolt: Orange Pop bar and the 5% nicotine-containing Bolt: Orange Pop (b). The
name of each vape bar’s flavor, its brand, and its respective nicotine concentration are listed on the
side of each respective graph; the same labeling method was used for the PG:VG control analyzed.
Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was determined using a one-way ANOVA.
** p < 0.01and *** p < 0.001 for specific pairwise comparisons shown above. ns is abbreviated for
“Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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Figure 12. Differential ROS levels among aerosols generated from Melon Ice Cream flavored vape
bars of varying nicotine concentrations manufactured by Bolt. Acellular ROS was measured using a
hydrogen peroxide standard within aerosols generated from vape bars of various nicotine concen-
trations (0 and 5%) of the same flavor and vendor (Melon Ice Cream and Bolt, respectively). The
corresponding 0% nicotine-containing bar was compared to a PG:VG control; this PG: VG control
contained the same PG:VG ratio and was heated using a coil of the same resistance as the vape
bar shown above (a). Another comparison in ROS concentration was made between the aerosols
generated from the 0% nicotine-containing Bolt: Melon Ice Cream bar and the 5% nicotine-containing
Bolt: Melon Ice Cream (b). The name of each vape bar’s flavor, its brand, and its respective nicotine
concentration are listed on the side of each respective graph; the same labeling method was used
for the PG:VG control analyzed. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, and significance was deter-
mined using a one-way ANOVA. ** p < 0.01 for specific pairwise comparisons shown above. ns is
abbreviated for “Non-Significant” versus air controls (p > 0.05).
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When analyzing the ROS content within aerosols produced by vape bars of the same
flavor and vendor (Bolt, Flair Plus, and SMOQ, etc.), we observed significant variations
in ROS levels among bars of varying nicotine concentrations (Figures 10–12). Further, the
ROS concentration within aerosol generated from the 0% nicotine Cool Mint bar from Flair
Plus, 5.40–6.50 μM H2O2, was significantly lower than that within the aerosol generated
from its corresponding 5% nicotine bar, 7.73–8.11 μM H2O2 (Figure 10b). Regarding the two
Orange Pop vape bars made by Bolt, which we analyzed, aerosol within the corresponding
0% nicotine bar contained a ROS concentration of 4.39–5.00 μM H2O2, which is significantly
lower than the ROS concentration within the aerosol generated from its respective 5% nicotine
bar, 6.48–6.90 μM H2O2 (Figure 11b). Similarly, like Orange Pop, Melon Ice Cream is another
flavor manufactured by Bolt at both 0% nicotine and 5% nicotine. Regarding the semi-
quantification of ROS within the aerosols produced by the Melon Ice Cream flavored bar from
Bolt, the ROS concentration within Bolt’s 0% nicotine Melon Ice Cream bar is 3.61–3.73 μM
H2O2 (Figure 12b). Likewise, 3.61–3.73 μM H2O2 is not significantly different from the
ROS concentration within the aerosol generated from the corresponding 5% nicotine bar,
3.16–3.97 μM H2O2 (Figure 12b). Regarding other comparisons of semi-quantified ROS levels
within aerosols generated from vape bars of varying nicotine concentrations of the same flavor
and vendor, SMOQ’s O.M.G bars were also analyzed (Figure 8c). The ROS concentration
within the aerosol generated from SMOQ’s 6% nicotine O.M.G bar (6.96–7.43 μM H2O2) was
significantly higher than that within the aerosol generated from the corresponding 0% nicotine
bar (1.5–2.4 μM H2O2) (Figure 8c).

Regarding the non-nicotine-containing Flair Plus: Cool Mint bar (0% nicotine), the non-
nicotine-containing Bolt: Orange Pop bar (0% nicotine), and the non-nicotine-containing
Bolt: Melon Ice Cream bar (0% nicotine), there were significant differences between ROS
levels within each aerosol generated from each of the three bars and the ROS levels within
their respective aerosolized PG:VG controls. To further explain, the ROS content within the
aerosol generated from Flair Plus’s 0% nicotine Cool Mint bar (5.40–6.50 μM H2O2) was
significantly higher than that within the aerosol generated from PG:VG solution aerosolized
(1.03–1.06 μM H2O2). To clarify, this specific PG:VG control aerosolized contains the same
PG:VG ratio (1:1) and was heated using a coil of the same resistance as that used in the
Flair Plus: Cool Mint bar (0% nicotine), 1.8 Ohms (Figure 10a).

Likewise, the ROS concentration within aerosol generated from the 0% nicotine Bolt:
Orange Pop bar (4.39–5.00 μM H2O2) was significantly higher than that within the aerosol
generated from the PG:VG solution vaporized using a 1.6 Ohm coil (1.18–1.42 μM H2O2)
(Figure 11a). The resistance of the coil used in all Bolt disposable bars is 1.6 Ohms. Similarly,
the respective PG:VG control used in the subsequent pairwise comparison with the 0%
nicotine Bolt: Orange Pop bar (Figure 11a) had the same ratio of PG and VG as the
respective bar (1:1). Regarding the non-nicotine-containing Bolt: Melon Ice Cream bar,
the ROS concentration within the aerosolized 0% nicotine bar (3.61–3.73 μM H2O2) was
significantly higher than that generated from the PG:VG control (1.18–1.42 μM H2O2)
(Figure 12a). Again, to clarify, this specific PG:VG control, used in the aforementioned
pairwise comparison, contains the same PG:VG ratio (1:1) and was heated using a coil of
the same resistance as that used in the Bolt: Melon Ice Cream bar (0% nicotine), 1.6 Ohms.

4. Discussion

When analyzing the ROS content emitted by vape bars within each flavor category (To-
bacco, Fruity, Minty Fruit, Minty/Cool (Iced), Drinks/Beverages, and Desserts), we observed
differential ROS production among the different flavored bars. In addition, within each of the
six flavor categories analyzed, different flavored disposable vape bars with the same nicotine
content produced variable levels of ROS relative to the respective air control. The Tobacco,
Fruity, Minty Fruit, Minty/Cool (Iced), Drinks/Beverages, and Dessert flavor categories with
and without nicotine were selected for our analyses due to the popularity of these flavor cate-
gories among e-cigarette users, especially among e-cigarette users in middle and high school,
after the FDA’s 2020 e-cigarette flavoring enforcement policy [1]. Furthermore, the FDA’s 2020
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flavoring enforcement policy prohibits companies from selling cartridge-based e-cigarettes
with dessert, candy, fruit, mint flavors with nicotine, as well as any flavor excluding tobacco
or menthol [1]. Any flavors without nicotine (zero nicotine) are still sold in the United States
without any regulations, which are used in the present study.

Vape bars under the Minty Fruit flavor category were analyzed due to their recent
rise in popularity among youth e-cigarette users. Further, around the same time that
disposable e-cigarette sales surged following the FDA’s flavored e-cigarette enforcement
policy on nicotine in 2020, a significantly high number of minty fruit e-cigarette flavors had
entered marketplaces [15]. Further, the increased usage of minty (cool/iced) fruit flavors
among e-cigarette users in the country necessitated us to analyze these flavors because
of their potential to make further regulatory action more complicated due to Iced Fruit
flavors not fitting into existing flavor categorizations [15]. Research investigating how
flavoring chemicals affect ROS generation in e-cigarette generated aerosols has been ex-
plored minimally; however, a few recent studies have delved into the dependence that ROS
generation from e-cigarettes may have on flavoring chemicals. Our study found that ROS
levels generated from cigar/cigarillo smoke varied among different flavors [16]. Regarding
studies conducted with e-cigarettes, another study found that ROS generation within the
aerosols generated from cartridge-based e-cigarette devices was highly dependent on the
vendor, puffing pattern, voltage, and the flavor of the cartridge-based e-cigarette device
used [3]. Moreover, our lab’s previous study found that the flavorings used in e-liquids can
induce an inflammatory response in monocytes; the study further found that this response
is mediated through ROS production [17].

Additionally, we show that ROS content in aerosols generated in vape bars of identical
flavors (Blue Razz, Peach Ice, Lychee Ice, Mango Ice, Orange Pop, Melon Ice Cream, Cool
Mint, and O.M.G) varied among identically flavored bars of different nicotine content.
However, only five out of eight flavors mentioned showed the corresponding nicotine-
containing bar generating significantly higher ROS levels than its respective 0% nicotine-
containing bar. Here, our data showed that the nicotine-containing Mango Ice and Lychee
Ice bars contained significantly lower ROS levels than their corresponding 0% nicotine-
containing bar. These results observed among the Mango Ice and Lychee Ice bars of
differing nicotine content may have occurred because the pairwise comparisons between
these identically flavored bars did not control for the vendor. In the pairwise comparisons
between the 0% nicotine-containing Mango Ice bar and the 5% nicotine Mango Ice bar,
each bar was made by a different manufacturer. Additionally, because each Mango Ice bar
was manufactured by a different vendor, the PG:VG content within each bar may have
also been different between the identically flavored bars. Previous studies have shown
that the ratio of PG and VG used within an e-liquid led to significant alterations in ROS
levels within generated aerosols. Similarly, when analyzing and comparing ROS content
among the aerosols generated from the different Lychee Ice bars (0% nicotine and 5%
nicotine-containing bars), each bar was made by a different vendor. Further, this means
that among the Lychee Ice, Peach Ice, Mango Ice, and Blue Razz bars analyzed, pairwise
comparisons between the 0% nicotine-containing bar and the 5% nicotine-containing bar
did not control for the vendor. Similarly, this may explain the reason for a consistent
relationship between increasing nicotine content and ROS generation is not seen among
the Lychee Ice, Mango Ice, Peach Ice, and Blue Razz flavored bars. The ROS generated
from the nicotine-containing Mango Ice and Lychee Ice bars was significantly lower than
that within the aerosols generated from the corresponding 0% nicotine bar. In contrast,
our data analyzing the Blue Razz and Peach Ice bars showed a direct relationship between
increasing nicotine content and ROS production.

Consequently, to control for the vendor in determining how nicotine affects ROS
generation, one could analyze the ROS content within aerosols generated by vape bars
of the same flavor and vendor but of differing nicotine content. Correspondingly, we
did this by determining the ROS concentration within aerosols generated from the Flair
Plus: Cool Mint, Bolt: Orange Pop, Bolt: Melon Ice Cream, and SMOQ: O.M.G bars.
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Further, among three of the four vendor-specific flavors, we found that the aerosol from
the respective nicotine-containing bar contained a significantly higher level of ROS than
the corresponding 0% nicotine-containing bar. For instance, the 5% nicotine Flair Plus:
Cool Mint bar generated an aerosol that contained a significantly higher level of ROS than
that within its respective 0% nicotine bar; this suggests that nicotine contributes to this
significant difference in ROS levels. Similar results were also observed when comparing
the 0 and 5% nicotine-containing Orange Pop bars manufactured by Bolt and the O.M.G
flavored bars (0 and 6% nicotine) manufactured by SMOQ. Further, we realized that to
better elucidate the role nicotine in affecting ROS generated from flavored vape bars, more
comparative acellular ROS analyses are needed between bars of the same specific flavor
and vendor, but different nicotine concentrations. Further work is required to analyze more
vape bars with differing nicotine concentrations made from the same vendor and of the
same specific flavor.

Previous studies have shown that nicotine and the other constituents of e-liquids (fla-
voring agents, propylene glycol (PG), and vegetable glycerin (VG)) contribute to ROS pro-
duction [5,18]. Similarly, Haddad et al. have shown that the ROS emission from aerosolized
e-liquids was significantly affected by the PG:VG ratio of the e-liquid [19]. Propylene Glycol
(PG) and Vegetable Glycerol (VG) are humectants, substances used to maintain moisture.
Furthermore, PG and VG’s ability to attract and retain moisture allows e-cigarette users to
feel what is known as a “throat hit”. A “Throat hit” refer to the sensation one who uses
ENDS products feels in their throat caused by nicotine inhalation. Regarding one of the
specific findings from Haddad Et al., the study found that increasing the percentage of VG
within the base PG:VG liquid component of an e-liquid used within a rechargeable e-cigarette
significantly increased ROS flux [19]. Similarly, another study by Bitzer et al. found increases
in the PG content of an e-liquid used in rechargeable e-cigarettes led to heavy increases in
free-radical production within the resulting aerosolized e-liquid [18].

These previous studies compelled us to determine the ROS concentration with the
PG:VG base solution used within the vape bars analyzed in our study. We reasoned
that by semi-quantifying the ROS content within the aerosols produced from the PG:VG
component of vape bars we analyzed, the role flavoring chemicals and nicotine have in
contributing to ROS production during e-liquid heating and aerosolization can be further
elucidated. However, out of every vape bar analyzed in our study, the only two companies
which provided the PG:VG content online were Bolt and Flair Plus; for both companies,
the e-liquid component of the vape-bar contained a 1:1 ratio PG:VG solution. Accordingly,
we prepared a 1:1 ratio PG:VG solution to be smoked and aerosolized using the Puff
Generator in tandem with the other analyzed vape bars. Additionally, when looking into
other specifications of the Flair Plus and Bolt bars analyzed, we saw that each vendor used
a coil of a different resistance: 1.6 and 1.8 Ohms, respectively. Accordingly, we analyzed
the ROS content within a 1:1 ratio PG:VG solution aerosolized using a 1.6 Ohm coil (via
Eleaf Elven cartridges) and a 1.8 Ohm coil (via OVN: W01 JUUL cartridges).

Regarding how flavoring chemicals used in vape bars contribute to ROS emissions
from vape bar-generated aerosols, research delving into how the interactions between
different components of e-liquids contribute to ROS generation is lacking. However, a
study by Son, Yeongkwon et al. found that the flavoring chemicals within flavoring
agents (those including maltol, benzyl acetate, and anethole, etc.) may undergo redox
cycling with transition metal ions found with e-liquids and produce •OH [5]. Additionally,
a previous study from our lab (Lerner et. al.) found that the oxidative nature of non-
vaporized e-liquids is dependent on the flavoring additives used in an e-liquid [10]. For
example, e-liquids containing fruity or sweet flavors were stronger oxidizing agents than
corresponding tobacco flavored e-liquids [10]. Together, Lerner et al. findings and the
present study suggest that flavoring chemicals themselves influence ROS production
during e-liquid aerosolization. Our results comparing the ROS content within aerosols
generated from different bars within each of the six major flavor categories (Tobacco,
Minty Fruit, Minty/Cool (Iced), Fruity, Drinks/Beverages, and Desserts) suggest that ROS
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generation varies among different flavored bars. However, comparative acellular ROS
analyses between a 0% nicotine-containing flavored vape bar and the PG:VG solution
making up that same vape bar are needed to further investigate the role of flavoring agents
in ROS production within vape bars. To further explain, a PG:VG solution heated and
aerosolized using a coil of the same resistance as the flavored vape bars of interest is needed.
By comparing the ROS generated between a 0% nicotine-containing flavored vape bar and
an accurate PG:VG control, one can see whether the flavoring agents themselves play a
role in changing the ROS levels generated upon a vape bar aerosolization.

Consequently, we conducted pairwise comparisons between ROS levels produced
from three 0% nicotine-containing bars and their respective PG:VG controls. These three
aforementioned 0% nicotine bars were manufactured by Flair Plus and Bolt; two of which
were manufactured by Bolt and one of which was manufactured by Flair Plus. Next, when
comparing the ROS content within the aerosol generated from the 0% nicotine Flair Plus:
Cool Mint bar with that within the aerosol produced from its respective PG:VG control,
the ROS content generated from the 0% nicotine bar was significantly higher than that
within aerosolized PG:VG control. Moreover, the PG:VG ratio and the coil’s resistance
used in the PG:VG control were the same as that used in the 0% nicotine-containing Flair
Plus: Cool Mint bar; this specific pairwise comparison minimized PG:VG content and coil
resistance as potential confounding influences. Accordingly, the previously mentioned
results suggest that flavoring chemicals themselves (in particular the ones used to make
the Cool Mint flavor) significantly contribute to ROS generation upon e-liquid heating and
subsequent aerosolization.

Similarly, pairwise comparisons between the 0% nicotine Bolt: Orange Pop bar and
its respective PG:VG control and between the 0% nicotine Bolt: Melon Ice Cream bar and
its PG:VG control also suggest the same conclusion we reached upon our analysis of the
0% nicotine-containing Cool Mint bar from Flair Plus and its PG:VG control. To clarify
Bolt disposable bars have a PG:VG ratio of 1:1 and use a 1.6 Ohm coil to heat their e-liquid
component. Consequently, the PG:VG control used in the pairwise comparisons with the
aforementioned Bolt 0% nicotine bars contained a PG:VG ratio of 1:1 and was aerosolized
using a 1.6 Ohm coil. Subsequently, our data showed that both 0% Bolt bars (Orange Pop
and Melon Ice Cream) contain a significantly higher ROS content than their corresponding
PG:VG controls. These results further suggest that flavoring agents (in this case, the ones
used to make Orange Pop and Melon Ice Cream flavors) significantly contribute to ROS
generation by flavored vape bars.

Regarding a limitation of our study, the only PG:VG controls we used were those with
a 1:1 ratio composition of both PG and VG. These were heated using 1.6- and 1.8-Ohm
coils. PG:VG controls utilizing this specific ratio of PG and VG (1:1) and which were heated
using 1.6- and 1.8-Ohm coils. This was used because the PG:VG ratio and the resistance of
the coils used in the Flair Plus and Bolt bars we had analyzed. Flair Plus and Bolt were
the only two commercial manufacturers of the disposable vape bars used in this study
that provided information on their PG: VG content, coil resistance, and that manufactured
both non-nicotine-containing and nicotine-containing bars. Further, we could not find
the resistance of the coils used in many of the other vape bars we analyzed, nor could
we find the PG:VG ratio used within those bars. Consequently, our PG:VG controls were
modeled after the specifications of the Flair Plus and Bolt bars analyzed. Additionally,
in our data comparing the ROS generated from every single vape bar within each of the
six major flavor categories analyzed, we only included the PG:VG control heated using
a 1.6 Ohm coil. We did this because information on the resistance of the coils used in
many of the other vape bars included in this study was not provided by the respective
vendors of those bars. Secondly, we realized that out of all the vape bars we analyzed
whose vendors provided information on their coil resistance, the highest number of bars
used a 1.6 Ohm coil. Consequently, to maintain consistency among the first six graphs
provided in the paper, we only included the 1.6 Ohm PG:VG control within each of those
six graphs. However, acellular ROS assays and comparative analyses between different
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flavored vape bars in future studies should only be conducted once the resistance of coils
used in the vape bars one plans to analyze is known. This is because coil resistance is a key
part of the heating and aerosolization process within ENDS [20], and possibly in vape bars.
Accordingly, future related studies must include PG:VG controls that are aerosolized using
coils of the same resistance of each vape bars analyzed in the respective study.

Similarly, regarding another limitation of this study, the only two commercial manu-
facturers of the vape bars we analyzed in our study that provided information on PG:VG
ratios used in component e-liquids were Flair Plus and Bolt. Consequently, the PG:VG
controls we used consisted only of a 1:1 ratio of PG:VG as these were the PG and VG ratios
used in bars from Bolt and Flair Plus. The other commercial manufacturers of the vape
bars we analyzed in our study did not provide information on the ratio of PG and VG
contained in their vape bars. Consequently, we could not semi-quantify the ROS within
aerosols produced from solutions of the same PG:VG ratio as those used in many of the
vape bars we analyzed in this study. For these reasons, when producing graphs and includ-
ing pairwise comparisons between the Blue Razz, Peach Ice, Mango Ice, and Lychee Ice
bars of differing nicotine content, we did not include the ROS generated from our PG:VG
controls. Our reasoning for this was because we did not know the ratio of the PG:VG used
within the Blue Razz, Peach Ice, Mango Ice, and Lychee Ice bars; consequently, conducting
pairwise comparisons between the PG:VG controls we used and each of the Blue Razz,
Peach Ice, Mango Ice, and Lychee Ice bars of varying nicotine content would not have
been scientifically sound. Furthermore, NMR spectroscopy using the e-liquids isolated
from all the vape-bar we analyzed will determine each bar’s specific PG:VG ratio. In the
future, when conducting acellular ROS analyses of flavored vape bars, we will use NMR
spectroscopy to determine each bar’s PG:VG ratio to make an accurate PG:VG control for
subsequent acellular ROS assays (both for bars whose manufactures provide information
of PG:VG ratios and those which do not).

Moreover, assessing the ROS generation due to ‘cooling agents’ in ENDS is vital in
determining the toxicity of vape bars with dual and multi flavors. Studies have found
variations in the levels of synthetic cooling agents, such as WS-3 and WS-23, in cool (iced)
flavors among e-cigarettes manufactured by various companies [21,22]. These cooling
agents induce cytotoxicity in BEAS-2B lung epithelial cells, suggesting their adverse toxic
effects upon inhalation [21]. Furthermore, future studies assessing the acellular ROS
generation by cooling agents should consider the confounding factors, such as flavor
category and nicotine concentration, as these constituents form secondary reactive species
upon heating. Further, these future acellular ROS analyses must include a fruity-flavored
vape bar (e.g., apple), its respective cool (iced) flavor (e.g., apple ice), an appropriate
PG:VG control, and an appropriate salt nicotine control (using a PG:VG solvent) [23].
Additionally, acellular ROS assays conducted to investigate the effects cooling agents have
in ROS generation from vape bars must include fruity flavored and respective cool (iced)
flavored vape bars manufactured by various vendors. This may include flavored bars with
or without nicotine (tobacco and mint/menthol flavors) [24].

Overall, our results suggest that different flavoring chemicals used in vape bars con-
tribute to variations in the breakdown of the chemical bonds holding together the components
of the e-liquid within a vape bar during thermal degradation, leading to differential ROS
levels in generated aerosols. Additionally, our pairwise comparisons made between vape
bars with different nicotine concentrations but the same specific flavor and vendor suggest
nicotine itself has a role in influencing ROS generation within aerosolizing vape bars. In
general, cool (iced) flavors generated differential ROS than their counterpart non-cool (iced)
flavors. However, further assays are needed to elucidate how both the flavor of a vape bar
and its corresponding nicotine concentration affect ROS generation within vape bars, and
immune-inflammatory responses in mouse model as seen previously [25]. Future studies can
use Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (GC–MS) to analyze the compounds within fla-
voring agents within flavored vape bars. For example, using GC-MS to analyze the e-liquids
extracted from minty and cool (iced) vape bars can provide more insight on the cooling agents
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used within these specific flavored vape bars. In addition, Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
(EPR) Spectroscopy can analyze the relative proportions of specific ROS (H2O2, O2

•−, and
•OH) and free radicals within the aerosol generated from vape bars.

Future studies involving acellular ROS analyses using different flavored vape bars
should also include a PG:VG control which includes nicotine (either free-base or nicotine
benzoate). Further, when analyzing the ROS generated from vape bars of the same flavor
and vendor but different nicotine concentrations, in addition to making a PG:VG control
made up of the same ratio of PG and VG and heated using a coil of the same resistance as
that used in the vape bars of interest, one can also make another control consisting of PG:VG
and nicotine. Further, one can make a PG:VG control which includes the same percentage
of nicotine salt used in the e-liquid component of their bars of interest. Subsequently,
acellular ROS analyses among bars of the same flavor and vendor but different nicotine
concentrations, a PG:VG control and PG:VG control with nicotine may show whether
or not ROS generated from vape bars varies as a function of nicotine content. However,
due limitations in our inventory, we could not produce a PG:VG w/nicotine control and
aerosolize it to semi-quantify its ROS content.

5. Conclusions

Overall, our results concur with our initial hypothesis that ROS generated from
disposable e-cigarette bars varies among different flavors and flavors of different nicotine
content. The breakdown of chemical bonds holding together an e-liquid via thermal
degradation leads to ROS production in generated aerosols. Further, any alterations in ROS
production from e-liquids must arise due to changes in the breakdown of these chemical
bonds during thermal degradation (in frequency, timing, etc.). Accordingly, our results
seem to suggest that both flavoring agents and nicotine in some way alter the breakdown
of chemical bonds holding together a vape bar’s component e-liquid.

Future studies are required to analyze a much higher number of flavored vape bars
to better understand the relationship between nicotine and ROS generation and between
flavoring chemicals and ROS generation within disposable e-cigarettes. Furthermore, in
addition to analyzing a greater number of vape bars, more acellular ROS comparisons
should be performed between vape bars that control for the vendor in multiple emerging
flavors/vendors which are present in the market, thereby reducing the confounding in-
fluence a specific vendor may have on ROS generation. Additionally, for future studies
analyzing the ROS generated by bars of the same specific flavor and vendor, corresponding
PG:VG and PG:VG w/nicotine controls should be used for every vape bar analyzed.

Furthermore, the chemical constituents of a vape bar’s flavoring agents with differential
cool (iced) flavors, and the quantities of specific free radicals within its generated aerosols can
be determined through GC–MS and EPR Spectroscopy, respectively. These assays can be used
to understand how the physicochemical interactions inside an e-liquid undergoing thermal
degradation contribute to differential ROS generation among different flavors. Further, in
conjunction with the recommended future studies, the results of our preliminary study can
generate evidence used in favor of public health and regulatory policies that lead to the
regulation of products, such as vape bars and other flavored/non-flavored ENDS.
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Abstract: Following their introduction a decade ago, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have grown
in popularity. Given their novelty, knowledge of the health consequences of e-cigarette use remains
limited. Epidemiologic studies have not comprehensively explored associations between e-cigarette
use and hypertension, a highly prevalent health condition and major contributor to cardiovascular
disease burden. In this study, cross-sectional associations of cigarette smoking and e-cigarette use
(vaping) with self-reported diagnosed hypertension were evaluated among 19,147 18–55 year old
respondents in Wave 3 (2015–2016) of the Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health Study.
Multivariable analyses first modeled smoking and vaping as separate 2-category variables, then
as a 6-category composite variable accounting for former smoking. After adjusting for potential
confounders, current vaping (aOR = 1.31; 95%CI: 1.05–1.63) and current smoking (aOR = 1.27;
95%CI: 1.10–1.47) were both associated with higher odds of hypertension. In analyses modeling
smoking and vaping compositely, respondents who were concurrently smoking and vaping had
the highest odds of hypertension (aOR = 1.77; 95%CI: 1.32–2.39 [referent: never smokers]). These
results differ somewhat from prior epidemiologic studies of vaping and respiratory outcomes, which
consistently report smaller point estimates for current vaping than for current smoking. Our findings
reinforce the uncertainty surrounding long-term health consequences of vaping, as well as highlight
important distinctions between respiratory and cardiovascular outcomes when considering the harm
reduction potential of e-cigarettes.

Keywords: tobacco; e-cigarettes; smoking; hypertension; epidemiology

1. Introduction

Tobacco’s status as a leading cause of preventable disease and premature mortality
spans many decades [1]. While intense focus from researchers and policy makers has
contributed substantially to recent decreases in use [2], tobacco remains a major public
health concern: in 2017, an estimated 7.1 million deaths and the loss of 182 million disability-
adjusted life years were attributed to tobacco use across the globe [3]. Notably, the vast
majority of tobacco-related death and morbidity are caused by smoke from combusted
tobacco products [4], which contains numerous cardiovascular toxicants [5]. A seminal
2005 publication estimated that 1 in 10 deaths from cardiovascular disease (CVD) could be
attributed to tobacco smoking in the year 2000 [6], reinforcing the importance of smoking
as a modifiable risk factor in efforts to reduce global burden of CVD.

In light of the detriment caused by smoking tobacco, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes)
were developed as alternatives to combusted cigarettes in the late 2000s. E-cigarettes
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encompass a range of devices which heat and aerosolize a solution that typically contains
nicotine and a mixture of propylene glycol, glycerin and various flavoring additives.
Laboratory studies have shown that the amount and concentration of toxicants in e-cigarette
aerosol are substantially lower than in cigarette smoke [7–9]. As such, e-cigarettes are often
promoted as potentially-modified risk products compared with cigarettes, and the majority
of adult e-cigarette users (vapers) are current or former cigarette smokers, many of whom
reference ‘quitting smoking’ as a primary reason for initiating use [10].

The potential public health implications of smokers fully transitioning away from
cigarettes in favor of vaping are still not well understood. Knowledge regarding associa-
tions between vaping and a multitude of clinical health outcomes, including cardiovascular
conditions, is currently limited. A handful of published studies have examined cross-
sectional associations between CVD and vaping in large free-living samples of the US adult
population [11–14]. Conflicting results have been reported, and the topic has incurred con-
tentious debate, particularly surrounding methodological decisions regarding confounding
of the association by history of cigarette smoking among adult e-cigarette users.

Notably, epidemiological studies have yet to examine associations between vaping and
important clinical risk factors of CVD (i.e., diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hyperlipidemia),
most of which are known to be adversely associated with smoking cigarettes. Of particular
interest is hypertension, as it remains the leading risk factor for CVD worldwide, and
for which an estimated 10.4 million deaths and 218 million disability-adjusted life years
were attributed in 2017 [3]. Transient increases in systolic blood pressure have been
observed following an acute bout of vaping in humans [15], while accelerated aortic
stiffness and abnormal vascular inflammation have been reported after substantial exposure
to e-cigarette aerosols in mice and in vitro studies, respectively [16,17], both of which could
contribute to the development of hypertension if confirmed in humans [18]. Likewise,
cigarette smoking causes a short-term spike in blood pressure [19], while its adverse impact
on endothelial function, vascular injury, and arterial compliance suggest a potential role in
hypertension pathogenesis [20]. However, epidemiological studies of associations between
smoking and chronic blood pressure alterations have reported mixed findings, with some
publications observing a higher and others a lower risk of hypertension among habitual
cigarette smokers compared to never smokers [21].

Given the equivocal state of evidence for cigarette smoking and a lack of evidence for
vaping, the present study evaluated cross-sectional associations of vaping and cigarette
smoking with self-reported hypertension in a nationally representative sample of US
adults, with a focus on young and middle-aged adults. Multiple statistical modeling
approaches were employed in an attempt to scrutinize the association between vaping and
hypertension independently from cigarette smoking, as well as approximating cumulative
exposure to both products together.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Population

The present study analyzed data from the Wave 3 Population Assessment of Tobacco
and Health (PATH) Study public use files (available at: https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/
web/NAHDAP/studies/36498/datadocumentation (accessed on 8 March 2021)). The
PATH Study is a nationally representative prospective cohort study evaluating tobacco
use behaviors, perceptions, and tobacco-related health outcomes among youth and adults
in the United States [22]. The PATH Study utilized a four-stage stratified area probability
sampling method to assemble the baseline cohort, with a two-phase design for sampling
adults at the final stage. Additional information regarding study design and methodology
has been published [23].

Initial data collection for Wave 1 occurred between September 2013 and December
2014. The Wave 1 weighted recruitment rate was 54.0%, of which 74.0% completed the
survey, resulting in a baseline cohort containing 32,320 adult respondents (age 18+ years).
Subsequent waves of data were collected from October 2014 to October 2015 (Wave 2;
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n = 28,362 adults) and again from October 2015 to October 2016 (Wave 3; n = 28,148 adults).
The weighted response rates at Wave 2 and Wave 3 were 83.2% and 78.4%, respectively.

Compared to older adults, (a) hypertension is less widespread and (b) survival bias
and reverse causality are less likely to influence associations of interest in this study.
Therefore, our primary analyses focused on young and middle-aged adults (18–54 years) at
Wave 3 (n excluded for being 55+ years = 6095). In primary analyses, we further excluded
respondents who were current-established users (i.e., had ever used a specified product
fairly regularly and currently use every day or some days) of ‘other’ tobacco products:
traditional cigars, hookah, cigarillos, filtered cigars, pipes, snus, or smokeless tobacco
(additional n excluded = 2906). This left an analytic sample of n = 19,147.

2.2. Assessment of Hypertension

The outcome of interest for this analysis was self-reported diagnosed hypertension.
At Wave 1, PATH respondents were asked “Has a doctor, nurse or other health professional
ever told you that you had high blood pressure?”, and at Waves 2 and 3 they were asked
“In the past 12 months, has a doctor, nurse or other health professional told you that
you had high blood pressure?”. Wave 3 respondents who reported ever being diagnosed
with high blood pressure were subsequently asked “In the past 12 months, has your high
blood pressure been under control?”. Those who selected yes or no to this question were
classified as having hypertension, while those who selected never had high blood pressure
were re-classified as not having hypertension (See Figure S1 for additional details).

2.3. Assessment of Smoking and Vaping Status

Separate binary variables were defined for current smoking and current vaping.
Current vapers had ever used e-cigarettes, ever used them fairly regularly, and currently
used them every day or some days. Current smokers had smoked at least 100 cigarettes in
a lifetime, and currently smoked every day or some days. Furthermore, integrating the
category of former smokers (smoked 100 cigarettes in their lifetime, but did not currently
smoke on an everyday or someday basis at time of survey), we derived a composite
smoking and vaping variable with six categories: (1) exclusive vapers who were never
smokers, (2) exclusive vapers who were former smokers, (3) dual users, (4) exclusive
smokers, (5) former smokers and (6) never smokers.

2.4. Assessment of Covariates

To control for potential confounding, the following variables were adjusted for in
all primary multivariable analyses: age, sex, race-ethnicity, education, annual household
income, insurance status, marital status, leisure-time physical activity, body mass index
(BMI), heavy alcohol use, hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes mellitus. Leisure-time phys-
ical activity categories were defined according to the question “in a typical week, how
many days do you do any physical activity or exercise of at least moderate intensity, such
as brisk walking, bicycling or swimming at a regular pace?” (0 days/week, 1–3 days/week,
≥4 days/week). Heavy alcohol use was defined as having 5 or more alcoholic drinks
in one day on 5 or more days in the past month. Hypercholesterolemia and diabetes
mellitus were classified according to similar case-finding questions as the outcome variable
(hypercholesterolemia: [a] “[Have you ever been told by/ In the past 12 months, has] . . .
a doctor, nurse or other health professional told you that you had high cholesterol?”, [b]
“In the past 12 months, have you taken any medications to reduce cholesterol?”; diabetes:
[a] “[Have you ever been told by/ In the past 12 months, has] . . . a doctor, nurse or other
health professional that you have diabetes, sugar diabetes, high blood sugar, or border-
line diabetes?” [b] “What type of diabetes do you have?”). All adjusted covariates were
employed as categorical variables.
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2.5. Statistical Analysis

Analyses were conducted using survey analysis procedures (i.e., proc surveylogistic) in
SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA), with a significance level for two-sided tests
set at 0.05. The balanced repeated replication (BRR) method was used to form replicate
weights in variance estimation to account for the complex sampling design in the cross-
sectional PATH Wave 3 data. We used weighted frequency distributions and the Rao-Scott
modified likelihood ratio test to examine bivariate associations between covariates and
current vaping and smoking status. Multivariable weighted logistic regression models
estimated adjusted odds ratios (aORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for associations
of vaping and smoking with hypertension. Two sets of primary multivariable analyses
were conducted: first, modeling smoking and vaping as separate 2-category variables, then
modeling smoking and vaping as a 6-category composite variable.

In sensitivity analyses (see supplement files), current users of ‘other’ tobacco products
were re-introduced to the analytic sample. Two additional binary covariates controlling
for current combusted (traditional cigars, hookah, cigarillos, filtered cigars, or pipes) and
smokeless (snus or smokeless) tobacco use were incorporated into these multivariable
logistic regression models. Missing data were handled as listwise deletions in multivariable
models (details provided in Tables S2 and S3).

3. Results

Among the 19,147 PATH Wave 3 respondents included in the analytic sample,
there were 1100 (3.7% [3.4–4.0]) current vapers and 5654 (19.5% [18.7–20.3]) current
smokers (Table 1). Most current vapers were current or former smokers. Aside from
insurance status, history of hypercholesterolemia, and history of diabetes mellitus, all
other Table 1 characteristics were significantly associated with current vaping status
(χ2 p < 0.05). All Table 1 characteristics except BMI and history of diabetes mellitus
were significantly associated with current smoking status (χ2 p < 0.05). Table S1 shows
descriptive statistics according to the six-category composite smoking and vaping
variable. Over three-quarters of current exclusive vapers who never smoked were
18–24 years old, and almost half had a BMI <25 kg/m2. The four categories comprised
of current or former smokers were predominantly 35 years and older, while a clear
majority had BMI >25 kg/m2.

Overall, 17.3% (16.4–18.1) of respondents had self-reported hypertension in 2015–2016
(Table 1). Self-reported hypertension was higher among current vapers than those who
were not current vapers, as well as among current smokers than those who were not current
smokers. The prevalence of self-reported hypertension across composite smoking and
vaping categories are presented in Figure 1. In pairwise comparisons, prevalence among
never smokers and current exclusive vapers who had never smoked each differed from the
other four categories.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the analytic sample overall, stratified by current vaping status, and stratified by current
smoking status.

Overall Sample
(n = 19,147)

Current Vaping Status Current Smoking Status

Characteristic

No
(n = 18,013)

Yes
(n = 1100)

No
(n = 13,481)

Yes
(n = 5654)

n % (95% CI) n % (95% CI) n % (95% CI) n % (95% CI) n % (95% CI)

Hypertension *†
No 16,267 82.7 (81.9–83.6) 15,344 82.9 (82.0–83.7) 897 78.7 (75.8–81.3) 11,851 84.0 (83.0–84.9) 4404 77.4 (76.0–78.8)
Yes 2859 17.3 (16.4–18.1) 2650 17.1 (16.3–18.0) 201 21.3 (18.7–24.2) 1618 16.0 (15.1–17.0) 1241 22.6 (21.2–24.0)

Vaping status †
Never vaper 16,040 91.3 (90.8–91.8) — — — — 11,968 95.6 (95.2–95.9) 4064 73.8 (72.2–75.4)

Former vaper 1565 5.0 (4.6–5.3) — — — — 618 2.3 (2.1–2.6) 946 15.9 (14.7–17.1)
Current vaper 1100 3.7 (3.4–4.0) — — — — 517 2.1 (1.8–2.4) 581 10.3 (9.4–11.3)

Smoking status *
Never smoker 2832 16.2 (15.3–17.1) 10,227 66.3 (65.0–67.6) 184 12.9 (10.8–15.5) — — — —

Former smoker 10,426 64.3 (63.0–65.6) 2498 15.6 (14.7–16.5) 333 32.7 (29.4–36.2) — — — —
Current smoker 5654 19.5 (18.7–20.3) 5056 18.1 (17.4–18.9) 581 54.4 (50.4–58.2) — — — —

Age *†
18–24 years 7238 18.7 (18.2–19.3) 6838 18.5 (17.9–19.1) 389 25.1 (22.5–28.0) 6154 20.2 (19.5–20.9) 1082 12.6 (11.7–13.5)
25–34 years 4985 27.3 (26.4–28.3) 4695 27.3 (26.3–28.3) 282 29.4 (26.6–32.3) 3265 26.6 (25.4–27.8) 1718 30.5 (28.9–32.1)
35–44 years 3549 26.0 (25.0–27.1) 3300 26.0 (25.0–27.1) 239 24.9 (22.3–27.7) 2133 25.5 (24.2–26.7) 1412 28.3 (26.8–29.9)
45–54 years 3375 27.9 (27.0–28.9) 3180 28.2 (27.3–29.1) 190 20.6 (17.9–23.7) 1929 27.7 (26.7–28.8) 1442 28.6 (27.3–30.1)

Sex *†
Female 10,505 53.8 (53.1–54.5) 9951 54.1 (53.4–54.8) 538 44.9 (41.3–48.5) 7419 54.8 (53.9–55.6) 3081 49.7 (48.2–51.1)
Male 8626 46.2 (45.5–46.9) 8046 45.9 (45.2–46.6) 562 55.1 (51.5–58.7) 6048 45.2 (44.4–46.1) 2571 50.3 (48.9–51.8)

Race-ethnicity *†
Non-Hispanic White 10,428 59.4 (58.7–60.1) 9627 58.8 (58.1–59.6) 786 76.0 (72.7–79.0) 6792 57.3 (56.4–58.1) 3632 68.7 (67.0–70.3)
Non-Hispanic Black 2674 11.6 (11.1–12.1) 2613 11.8 (11.3–12.4) 57 5.3 (4.0–7.0) 1968 11.6 (11.0–12.2) 703 11.7 (10.7–12.9)

Hispanic 4256 19.8 (19.2–20.4) 4083 20.1 (19.5–20.7) 161 11.5 (9.4–14.0) 3432 21.2 (20.5–22.0) 820 13.6 (12.6–14.6)
Non-Hispanic Other 1580 9.2 (8.6–9.7) 1485 9.3 (8.7–9.8) 94 7.2 (5.4–9.4) 1162 9.9 (9.3–10.6) 417 6.0 (5.3–6.8)

Annual household
income *†

≥USD 50,000 6793 48.3 (47.0–49.5) 6449 48.7 (47.5–50.0) 340 37.1 (33.8–40.6) 5402 52.8 (51.5–54.2) 1388 29.7 (27.8–31.5)
<USD 50,000 11,045 51.7 (50.5–53.0) 10,331 51.3 (50.0–52.5) 689 62.9 (59.4–66.2) 7043 47.2 (45.8–48.5) 3994 70.3 (68.5–72.2)

Education status *†
Bachelors and beyond 4085 30.9 (30.2–31.5) 3949 31.5 (30.8–32.2) 133 14.4 (11.9–17.3) 3514 35.4 (34.6–36.2) 570 11.8 (10.6–13.3)

Some college 6812 33.0 (32.2–33.8) 6309 32.6 (31.8–33.4) 496 45.5 (42.1–48.9) 4792 32.5 (31.6–33.4) 2019 35.3 (33.8–36.9)
High school or less 8166 36.1 (35.4–36.8) 7681 35.9 (35.2–36.7) 463 40.1 (36.6–43.7) 5122 32.1 (31.2–33.1) 3035 52.8 (51.1–54.5)

Leisure-time physical
activity *†

≥4 days/week 7638 38.2 (37.0–39.3) 7191 38.1 (37.0–39.3) 439 39.1 (35.8–42.5) 5477 38.1 (36.7–39.5) 2156 38.3 (36.7–40.0)
1–3 days/week 8427 46.5 (45.4–47.6) 7953 46.6 (45.5–47.7) 457 42.2 (38.8–45.7) 6191 48.2 (46.9-49.4) 2233 39.5 (38.0-41.0)
0 days/week 3015 15.3 (14.6-16.1) 2808 15.2 (14.5-16.0) 199 18.6 (15.9-21.7) 1773 13.7 (12.8-14.6) 1239 22.2 (20.9-23.4)

Body mass index *

<18.5 kg/m2 528 2.2 (2.0-2.5) 494 2.2 (2.0-2.4) 32 2.6 (1.7-3.9) 381 2.2 (1.9-2.5) 146 2.4 (2.0-2.8)
18.5–24.9 kg/m2 6975 33.5 (32.4–34.6) 6559 33.4 (32.4–34.6) 409 35.1 (31.7–38.7) 5086 33.6 (32.3–34.8) 1888 33.2 (31.8–34.6)
25.0–29.9 kg/m2 5469 31.9 (30.8–33.1) 5183 32.2 (31.0–33.3) 273 26.1 (23.3–29.0) 3828 32.0 (30.7–33.4) 1638 31.5 (30.1–33.0)

≥30 kg/m2 5636 32.4 (31.2–33.5) 5259 32.2 (31.0–33.4) 367 36.2 (32.8–39.8) 3810 32.2 (30.9–33.6) 1824 32.9 (31.3–34.4)

Heavy alcohol use *†
No 17,920 95.3 (94.8–95.7) 16,901 95.5 (95.0–95.9) 990 90.9 (88.8–92.6) 12,922 96.8 (96.4–97.2) 4988 88.8 (87.7–89.9)
Yes 1111 4.7 (4.3–5.2) 1008 4.5 (4.1–5.0) 98 9.1 (7.4–11.2) 510 3.2 (2.8–3.6) 600 11.2 (10.1–12.3)

Insurance status †
Insured 15,495 85.0 (84.2–85.8) 14,587 85.1 (84.2–85.9) 889 83.0 (80.2–85.5) 11230 87.2 (86.3–88.1) 4260 75.9 (74.3–77.4)

Uninsured 3452 15.0 (14.2–15.8) 3240 14.9 (14.1–15.8) 199 17.0 (14.5–19.8) 2100 12.8 (11.9–13.7) 1345 24.1 (22.6–25.7)

Marital status *†
Married 6393 49.9 (48.8–51.1) 6034 50.5 (49.3–51.6) 346 34.6 (31.4–38.0) 4561 53.4 (52.1–54.6) 1830 35.6 (33.6–37.6)

Widowed, divorced or
separated 2378 13.4 (12.7–14.2) 2196 13.2 (12.4–14.1) 176 18.9 (16.4–21.7) 1086 10.8 (10.0-11.6) 1289 24.6 (23.1-26.1)

Never married 10,150 36.6 (35.7–37.6) 9570 36.3 (35.3-37.3) 566 46.5 (43.0-50.0) 7692 35.9 (34.8-37.0) 2451 39.8 (37.9-41.8)

Hyperlipidemia †
No 16,867 84.3 (83.4-85.1) 15,891 84.2 (83.4-85.0) 947 85.3 (82.9-87.5) 12,089 84.5 (83.6-85.5) 4768 83.1 (82.0-84.1)
Yes 2277 15.7 (14.9–16.6) 2120 15.8 (15.0–16.6) 152 14.7 (12.5–17.1) 1390 15.5 (14.5–16.4) 885 16.9 (15.9–18.0)

Diabetes mellitus
No 17,784 91.5 (90.8–92.1) 16,750 91.5 (90.8–92.2) 1005 91.1 (88.7–93.0) 12,655 91.6 (90.8–92.4) 5119 90.9 (90.0–91.7)
Yes 1336 8.5 (7.9–9.2) 1240 8.5 (7.8–9.2) 91 8.9 (7.0–11.3) 815 8.4 (7.6–9.2) 519 9.1 (8.3–10.0)

Reported statistics (other than frequencies) represent weighted values according to PATH Study specifications. Due to some missing data
points, subgroup frequencies do not all add up to the full analytic sample (n = 19,147). Details provided in supplement file. * Indicates
Rao-Scott χ2 test p < 0.05 comparing current vaper v. never/former vaper. † Indicates Rao-Scott χ2 test p < 0.05 comparing current smoker v.
never/former smoker. CI = confidence interval.
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Figure 1. Prevalence of self-reported hypertension according to smoking and vaping status. NS = never smoker;
CEV-NS = current exclusive vaper who never smoked; CEV-FS = current exclusive vaper who formerly smoked; FS = former
smoker; CES = current exclusive smoker; CDU = current dual user. Superscript letters indicate significant differences during
Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons: a = NS; b = CEV-NS; c = CEV-FS; d = FS; e = CES; f = CDU.

Table 2 displays multivariable results for weighted logistic regression modeling smok-
ing and vaping as separate risk factors. Following adjustment for relevant sociodemo-
graphic factors, health behaviors, and clinical variables, current smokers had 27% higher
odds of hypertension than those who were not, and current vapers had 31% higher odds
of hypertension than those who were not. Relationships between established risk factors
for hypertension were as expected, with particularly strong associations seen for age, BMI,
hyperlipidemia and diabetes mellitus.

Table 2. Prevalence of hypertension and multivariable odds for hypertension among the analytic sample, modeling current
smoking and vaping as separate variables.

Variable

Prevalence
of Hypertension

Multivariable Odds
of Hypertension

n Cases % (95% CI) aOR (95% CI)

Current vaper
No 18,013 2650 17.1 (16.3–18.0) REF
Yes 1100 201 21.3 (18.7–24.2) 1.31 (1.05–1.63)

Current smoker
No 13,481 1618 16.0 (15.1–17.0) REF
Yes 5654 1241 22.6 (21.2–24.0) 1.27 (1.10–1.47)

Age
18–24 years 7238 310 4.5 (3.8–5.1) REF
25–34 years 4985 573 10.9 (9.7–12.2) 2.33 (1.82–2.99)
35–44 years 3549 798 18.3 (16.8–19.9) 3.58 (2.82–4.55)
45–54 years 3375 1178 31.1 (29.2–33.0) 6.19 (4.90–7.83)

Sex
Female 10,505 1465 15.2 (14.1–16.4) REF
Male 8626 1393 19.7 (18.4–20.9) 1.60 (1.39–1.85)

Race-ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White 10,428 1538 17.6 (16.4–18.8) REF
Non-Hispanic Black 2674 581 26.1 (24.0–28.4) 1.56 (1.32–1.84)

Hispanic 4256 452 12.8 (11.4–14.3) 0.67 (0.54–0.82)
Non-Hispanic Other 1580 230 12.4 (10.1–15.0) 0.95 (0.72–1.24)
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Table 2. Cont.

Variable

Prevalence
of Hypertension

Multivariable Odds
of Hypertension

n Cases % (95% CI) aOR (95% CI)

Annual household income
≥USD 50,000 6793 927 15.7 (14.3–17.3) REF
<USD 50,000 11,045 1801 19.2 (18.1–20.5) 1.32 (1.09–1.60)

Education status
Bachelors and beyond 4085 557 13.9 (12.4–15.7) REF

Some college 6812 1069 18.1 (16.9–19.5) 1.10 (0.92–1.32)
High school or less 8166 1223 19.3 (18.1–20.5) 1.08 (0.89–1.33)

Insurance status
Insured 15,495 2437 18.0 (17.0–19.0) REF

Uninsured 3452 400 13.4 (12.0–15.0) 0.70 (0.58–0.85)

Marital status
Married 6393 1208 18.0 (16.8–19.3) REF

Widowed, divorced or separated 2378 648 26.0 (23.6–28.6) 1.26 (1.01–1.57)
Never married 10,150 960 12.9 (11.9–13.9) 1.23 (1.04–1.45)

Leisure-time physical activity
≥4 days/week 7638 953 15.3 (14.1–16.5) REF
1–3 days/week 8427 1244 16.5 (15.5–17.6) 0.92 (0.80–1.07)

0 days/week 3015 651 24.3 (22.2–26.5) 1.18 (0.98–1.42)

Body mass index
<18.5 kg/m2 528 26 5.9 (3.3–10.2) REF

18.5–24.9 kg/m2 6975 420 6.6 (5.8–7.5) 1.10 (0.52–2.34)
25.0–29.9 kg/m2 5469 790 15.4 (14.2–16.7) 1.98 (0.95–4.13)

≥30 kg/m2 5636 1527 30.5 (28.9–32.2) 4.11 (1.98–8.55)

Heavy alcohol use
No 17,920 2629 17.0 (16.2–17.9) REF
Yes 1111 211 21.4 (18.4–24.8) 1.33 (1.01–1.75)

Hypercholesterolemia
No 16,867 1797 12.5 (11.8–13.3) REF
Yes 2277 1062 42.6 (39.3–45.9) 2.85 (2.36–3.45)

Diabetes mellitus
No 17,784 2163 13.9 (13.1–14.8) REF
Yes 1336 683 52.2 (47.9–56.4) 2.95 (2.39–3.65)

Reported statistics (other than frequencies) represent weighted values according to PATH Study specifications. Due to missing data points,
subgroup frequencies do not all add up to the full analytic sample (n = 19,147). Details provided in supplement file. aOR = adjusted odds
ratio; CI = confidence interval.

Multivariable results from modeling smoking and vaping as a composite variable are
shown in Figure 2. Former smokers, current exclusive smokers, and current dual users
had 28%, 36%, and 77% higher odds of hypertension than never smokers, respectively. No
significant differences were observed in the odds of hypertension with former smokers
or current exclusive smokers as the referent group. Point estimates in Figure 2 analyses
were generally higher for current vapers who formerly smoked than for those who never
smoked, but no statistically significant findings were observed.
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Figure 2. Multivariable odds for hypertension among the analytic sample, modeling smoking and vaping as a compos-
ite variable. All results come from weighted logistic regression models controlling for age, race-ethnicity, sex, annual
household income, education, leisure-time physical activity, BMI, heavy alcohol use, insurance status, marital status,
hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes mellitus. aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.

4. Discussion

In this nationally representative cross-sectional study of US adults aged 18–54 years,
both current vaping and current smoking were significantly associated with self-reported
diagnosed hypertension when modeled as separate parameters and controlling for potential
confounding variables. The strength of association was similarly modest for both factors:
current vapers had 31% higher odds of hypertension than those who did not currently
vape, while current smokers had 27% higher odds of hypertension than those who did
not currently smoke. Additionally, when modeling a combined smoking and vaping
variable that accounted for former smoking, current dual users had 77% higher odds
of hypertension, while current exclusive smokers had 36% higher odds. Although the
small number of vapers in the analytic sample limited statistical power upon additional
stratification, the association between current exclusive vaping and hypertension appeared
slightly stronger among those who formerly smoked.

This was the first epidemiologic study to comprehensively evaluate the association
between vaping and hypertension in an adult sample. Vaping is most common among
three distinct groups of individuals: (a) youth and young adults, many of whom have
never been habitual cigarette smokers, (b) adult current smokers who are interested in
quitting, and (c) adult former smokers who have successfully quit smoking but continue
vaping in place of cigarettes [24,25]. Whereas adult current and former smokers are often
interested in using e-cigarettes to reduce harmful effects of smoking [26], this is clearly
not the case for tobacco-naïve vapers. Therefore, it is important to evaluate potential
harms of vaping on both an absolute level as well as relative to smoking cigarettes. Under
the assumption that these cross-sectional results can be extrapolated to approximate risk
estimates, our findings would suggest both vaping and smoking have a similar detrimental
influence on blood pressure regulation, while utility of e-cigarettes for harm reduction
in smokers may be limited with respect to hypertension. However, this interpretation
should be met with scrutiny; even the most adept cross-sectional studies are ill-suited
for causal inference. Specific to this study, data from earlier waves of the PATH Study
have indicated that e-cigarette use is frequently a transient phase [27], whereas cigarette
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smoking is more persistent. Combined with the recency of e-cigarettes in the marketplace,
differential levels in cumulative exposure to the two products is important to note when
interpreting prevalence odds ratios [28]. Furthermore, even when attempting to control for
former smoking in our models, some level of residual confounding is likely among current
exclusive vapers due to varying levels of lifetime exposure to cigarette smoking (e.g., some
current exclusive vapers had smoked ‘a pack a day’ for 20 years and just recently quit,
others had quit smoking 5 years ago). The possibility of reverse causality playing a role
in our results also cannot be dismissed, as smokers with prevalent hypertension might
be more interested in switching to vaping than someone who has not been diagnosed
with hypertension.

Even with these limitations in mind, our findings are concerning from a public health
perspective. Hypertension is a relatively common condition [29] and plays a causative role
in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis [30]. As such, it remains a leading cause of disease
burden worldwide [3,31], and even minor differences in disease risk would have significant
ramifications at the population level [32]. That current dual users had the highest odds
of hypertension is unsurprising, given previous research indicating higher rather than
lower exposure to toxicants among current dual users compared with current exclusive
smokers [33]. Our results comparing current vaping with current smoking are especially
interesting, as previous cross-sectional studies have also observed similar point estimates
for current smoking and current vaping when evaluating associations with major adverse
cardiovascular endpoints (e.g., stroke, myocardial infarction) [11,13,14]. This contrasts with
cross-sectional studies of respiratory outcomes (e.g., asthma, COPD, chronic wheezing),
which have reported relatively smaller point estimates for current vaping than for current
smoking [34–36]. Two recent studies have also examined inflammatory biomarkers relevant
to cardiovascular health, observing similar levels among exclusive vapers and non-tobacco
users while exclusive smokers and dual users had higher levels [37,38]. Additionally,
while our analysis evaluated hypertension solely as an outcome variable, the potential
for vaping to act synergistically with blood pressure in influencing overall cardiovascular
risk is plausible and important to consider in future studies. This has been the prevailing
hypothesis for the relationship between smoking and blood pressure for some time [39–41].

4.1. Previous Research on Vaping and Blood Pressure
4.1.1. Absolute Harms

Given the recency of e-cigarettes, the long-term health effects of vaping remain unclear.
Thus far, evidence supporting a hypothetical role for vaping in hypertension development
primarily stems from animal models. A handful of mechanisms have been established in
studies of mice regularly exposed to high levels of e-cigarette emissions. These include
overactivation of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system via vaping-induced increases
in circulating levels of inflammatory cytokines [42] and heightened aortic pulse wave
velocity via vaping-induced increases in aortic stiffness [16]. Additionally, human ex-
perimental studies have evaluated the acute blood pressure response to vaping in small
samples of adult current vapers. A recent meta-analysis of these studies reported mean
increases of 2.0 mmHg for both systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure fol-
lowing vaping sessions of 5–30 minutes in duration [15]. Only one of the studies included
in the meta-analysis reported on longevity of vaping-induced blood pressure elevations:
following a five minute vaping session, systolic blood pressure returned to baseline levels
after an average of 25 minutes at resting (diastolic blood pressure was not measured) [43].
With regard to the chronic blood pressure adaptations which characterize hypertension,
the applicability of these studies is uncertain; similar acute blood pressure responses are
observed for other exposures including physical activity, which is known to be protective
against hypertension development [44,45].
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4.1.2. Relative Harms

While knowledge of the absolute harms of e-cigarettes remains limited, there have
been some randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that provide valuable insight towards
the relative harms of vaping compared to smoking, including two that explored blood
pressure as a secondary outcome. The ECLAT study was a 1-year smoking cessation
trial where adult smokers were given one of three e-cigarettes of varying nicotine con-
centrations with the aim of quitting smoking. Among respondents who fully abstained
from smoking from week 12 to the end of follow up (n = 18), no significant changes in
systolic blood pressure were observed for baseline normotensive participants (systolic
blood pressure < 130 mmHg and diastolic blood pressure < 85 mmHg), while those with
baseline elevated blood pressure saw an average 16.3 (standard deviation: ±11.3) mmHg
reduction in systolic blood pressure [46]. In the more recent VESUVIUS trial, adult smokers
were randomized to a control group (continued smoking; n = 47) or one of two e-cigarette
intervention arms, one group transitioning to nicotine-containing e-cigarettes (n = 37) and
the other to nicotine-free e-cigarettes (n = 37). After a 4-week follow up, the mean change
in systolic blood pressure differed significantly across the 3 arms: continued smokers saw
a reduction of 1.9 mmHg, while the nicotine-containing intervention arm saw a reduction
of 4.2 mmHg and the nicotine-free intervention arm saw a reduction of 9.7 mmHg [47].
Notably, both trials enrolled participants who smoked an average of 18–20 cigarettes daily,
and the nicotine-containing e-cigarette intervention arms utilized early generation products
with nicotine concentrations of 5.4–16.0 mg/ml. Given the rising popularity of e-cigarettes
with substantially higher nicotine concentrations (e.g., 56 mg/ml) [48], future RCTs evalu-
ating these newer products as well as studies that enroll less frequent smokers will expand
understanding of potential cardiovascular harm reduction.

In addition to the aforementioned RCTs which have considered blood pressure as
a secondary outcome, Polosa et al. explored blood pressure changes in a 2016 prospec-
tive analysis of 89 baseline hypertensive smokers (43 e-cigarette adopters, 46 continued
exclusive smokers) [49]. 20 of the e-cigarette adopters abstained from cigarettes completely
during follow-up, while the other 23 decreased their daily cigarette consumption from
20 to 5 cigarettes on average. After a 12-month follow-up, the 43 participants that adopted
regular e-cigarette use saw respective decreases of 10 mmHg for systolic blood pressure
and 6 mmHg for diastolic blood pressure. Stratified analyses indicated meaningful blood
pressure reductions were possible for those e-cigarette adopters who reduced rather than
quit smoking cigarettes, albeit to a lesser degree than those who fully abstained from
cigarette smoking.

4.2. Strengths and Limitations

In addition to being the first epidemiologic study of vaping and hypertension, our
study has a handful of strengths. The PATH Study is an exceptionally comprehensive data
source with respect to tobacco use, even including biomarker data for a large subset of par-
ticipants. This affords a unique opportunity to validate self-reported tobacco use measures
that other epidemiologic datasets may not have. Indeed, prior assessments of specificity
and sensitivity for self-reported smoking and vaping status instill confidence that exposure
misclassification is not a major concern in our analysis [50]. PATH’s detailed tobacco
information also makes it ideal for studying novel products and accounting for use of
multiple products. In order to examine the “pure” associations of vaping and smoking with
hypertension, we used two strategies to mitigate the potential confounding influence of
other tobacco products: (a) primary models excluded users of tobacco products other than
cigarettes or e-cigarettes; (b) in sensitivity analyses, we re-introduced the ‘other’ tobacco
product users and adjusted for other tobacco products as potential confounders (Figure S2;
results were consistent with those from the Figure 2 analyses). We also excluded people
aged 55+ years to avoid survivorship bias, as the current research paradigm indicates
that smoking and hypertension have combined effects on risk of cardiovascular disease
mortality [39–41]. This would disproportionately influence survival among middle and
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older age smokers, introducing a bias among the 55+ age group. This phenomenon was
likely observed in supplemental analyses of Wave 3 PATH respondents that were 55+ years
old, for whom the observed association with hypertension was null for current smoking
and inverse for current vaping (Table S4).

Along with previously mentioned limitations, a constraint of PATH is the lack of
dietary information, which is particularly relevant for hypertension (e.g., sodium and
potassium intake) [51]. As health behaviors tend to cluster [52], smokers may have been
more likely to maintain nutrition habits associated with higher risk of developing hyper-
tension, as previously reported in other studies [53]. While we are unaware of publications
assessing the relationship directly, this could also be true for vapers, the majority of which
are current or former smokers. Regarding the outcome of interest, self-reported diag-
nosed hypertension has not yet been validated within the PATH Study. However, similar
hypertension case-finding questions have demonstrated reproducibility and substantial
agreement with clinical blood pressure measurements in other representative samples of
the US adult population [54,55]. Furthermore, the prevalence of self-reported hypertension
at Wave 3 of the PATH Study was consistent with those reported by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in 2015–2016 [29]. It is also important to consider a potential
detection bias due to the outcome variable’s reliance on physician diagnosis of hyperten-
sion. Blood pressure measurement is a common screening procedure across a broad set of
health professional visits (e.g., annual physicals, emergency room visits, etc.). This means
those who see a physician more frequently could have more opportunities to be diagnosed
with hypertension, even if their visits are for reasons seemingly unrelated to high blood
pressure. As it pertains to our study, it is possible that tobacco users and non-users differ
in their frequency of health professional visits. We conducted a sensitivity analysis looking
at the proportion of each tobacco user group who selected “Yes” to the question “In the
past 12 months, have you seen a medical doctor?” at Wave 3 of PATH, as well as at the
two previous waves for our study’s analytic sample (Table S5). There were statistically
significant differences across the 6 tobacco use categories overall for doctor visitations at
each wave (χ2 p <0.001), however the absolute differences in proportions between groups
were for not especially large. Finally, the e-cigarette marketplace has evolved since the time
of this survey to include devices of varying power as well as substantial ranges in nicotine
concentration [56,57]. It will be important to re-evaluate associations with health outcomes
as e-cigarette technology continues to evolve.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this cross-sectional analysis of young and middle-age adults in Wave 3 of
the PATH Study found a positive albeit weak association between vaping and self-reported
hypertension, of similar magnitude to that of cigarette smoking and hypertension. Our
findings underscore the importance of more rigorous longitudinal research into the health
effects of e-cigarettes, reinforcing the uncertainty surrounding long-term ramifications of
vaping. Moreover, the results suggest important distinctions should be made between
respiratory and cardiovascular outcomes when considering the harm reduction potential
of e-cigarettes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2305-6
304/9//52/s1, Figure S1: Flow diagram describing the analytic sample and detailing the study’s
case definition for hypertension, Figure S2: Multivariable odds for hypertension among PATH Wave
3 respondents aged 18–54 years including users of ‘other’ tobacco products, modeling smoking and
vaping as a composite variable, Table S1: Descriptive statistics of the analytic sample, according
to a composite variable accounting for current vaping status, current smoking status, and former
smoking status, Table S2: Missing data in the analytic sample, Table S3: Respondents excluded
from regression analyses due to missing data points during primary analyses of the analytic sample,
Table S4: Prevalence of hypertension and multivariable odds for hypertension among Wave 3 PATH
respondents, stratified by age.
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Abstract: We review the literature on laboratory studies quantifying the production of potentially
toxic organic byproducts (carbonyls, carbon monoxide, free radicals and some nontargeted com-
pounds) in e-cigarette (EC) aerosol emissions, focusing on the consistency between their experimental
design and a realistic usage of the devices, as determined by the power ranges of an optimal regime
fulfilling a thermodynamically efficient process of aerosol generation that avoids overheating and
“dry puffs”. The majority of the reviewed studies failed in various degrees to comply with this
consistency criterion or supplied insufficient information to verify it. Consequently, most of the
experimental outcomes and risk assessments are either partially or totally unreliable and/or of
various degrees of questionable relevance to end users. Studies testing the devices under reasonable
approximation to realistic conditions detected levels of all organic byproducts that are either negligi-
ble or orders of magnitude lower than in tobacco smoke. Our review reinforces the pressing need to
update and improve current laboratory standards by an appropriate selection of testing parameters
and the logistical incorporation of end users in the experimental design.

Keywords: e-cigarettes; vaping; aerosol emissions; puffing protocols; organic byproducts

1. Introduction

Electronic cigarettes (ECs) have become popular substitute products of conventional
cigarettes in the framework of tobacco harm reduction, as there is a broad consensus that
the aerosol they generate contains far fewer toxic and carcinogenic compounds than tobacco
smoke [1–3] (see [4] for a diverging opinion). However, users of the devices (“vapers”)
are still exposed to the inhalation of harmful or potentially harmful compounds (HPHCs),
particularly carbonyls, nitrosamines, metallic compounds and possibly carbon monoxide
(CO) and free radicals or Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). For vaping to fulfill a beneficial
harm reduction goal, it is necessary to assess and evaluate laboratory studies that have
examined the presence of these HPHC byproducts in vaping emissions.

In a previous paper [5], we reviewed 12 studies targeting metal content in EC emis-
sions. We found that all studies reporting high metal levels (e.g., nickel, lead, chromium
and manganese) surpassing toxicological markers suffered from serious methodological
shortcomings, especially (but not only) testing high-powered sub-ohm devices at high
wattages with the puffing parameters of the CORESTA Method 81 [6,7]) or slight variations
of it (i.e., “CORESTA-like”). Almost all laboratory testing is currently conducted by means
of these puffing protocols, which were conceived and developed for testing low-powered
devices using an airflow rate around 1 L/min and puff volumes below 70 mL. However,
these puffing parameters are inadequate for testing sub-ohm devices that require much
larger airflow and puff volume to evacuate and condensate efficiently the large amount of
vaporized e-liquid produced by the large supplied power. Pending on the wattage range,
the combination of high power with low airflow rate and puff volume is either prone or
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certain to lead to a device testing under overheating conditions. It is also unrepresentative
of consumer usage, as sub-ohm devices are mostly used and widely recommended (by
manufacturers, vaping magazines and forums) for the ‘direct to lung’ (DTL) vaping style
that involves much larger airflows and puff volumes [8,9] (see also [5]).

It is not expected that laboratory testing will reproduce the wide individual diversity
(devices, e-liquids, puffing habits) of real-life vaping behavior, but it is necessary and
desirable that its experimental setup must be conceived to provide the best possible approx-
imation to the representative characteristics of consumer usage. These facts are recognized
by all stakeholders: the official documents of the CORESTA protocol, regulators, academics
and consumers (see summary, discussion and references in [10]). A necessary task to
evaluate the limitations of the current CORESTA based standard (and suggest upgrades
and improvements) is a thorough technical criticism of current laboratory testing largely
based on this standard.

To assess current laboratory testing of EC emissions, we apply in the present review
a critical analysis of experimental methodology analogous to the one undertaken in [5]
but now focusing on laboratory studies detecting nonmetallic byproducts. We provide an
extensive review of a literature consisting of 38 articles published since 2018, listed and
classified by subject in Table 1 below:

Table 1. Classification by subject of studies under review

Reviewed studies Section References

2 previous review articles Section 5 [11,12]

22 studies on carbonyls and byproducts Section 6 [13–34]

3 studies on CO Section 7 [35–37]

4 studies on ROS Section 8 [38–41]

5 studies on byproduct formation Section 9 [42–46]

2 studies on carbonyls vs. nicotine Section 10 [47,48]

Together with the revision of each individual study cited in Table 1, we also provide
an extensive discussion of the physical principles underlying the optimal regime of opera-
tion of ECs, the conditions that define representative vaping habits and a summary and
evaluation of this literature.

For any given device and e-liquid composition, the appropriate power range for labo-
ratory testing can be determined in the laboratory by an optimal regime characterized by a
linear relation between the mass of e-liquid vaporized (MEV) and supplied power W [8].
Underheating occurs below this range with no vaporized e-liquid, while overheating occurs
above this range as the relation becomes nonlinear. In the optimal regime, an equilibrium
of heat exchange is maintained when a sufficient airflow provides the necessary forced con-
vection (inhalation) to form the aerosol by condensation of the vaporized e-liquid [8,9,49].
Overheating occurs when nucleate boiling gives way to film boiling [22] in which a layer of
gas surrounds the coil, propitiating radiative heating exchange, which rapidly increases the
rate of vaporization of the e-liquid, breaking the equilibrium sustained by forced convection
in the linear regime. While the wick capillarity and e-liquid viscosity decrease as the rate of
e-liquid consumption increases with increasingly higher temperatures, the liquid supply
to the coil also decreases in parallel with the development of film boiling. The process
continues until the coil is dry and thermal energy is radiated (potentially reaching up to
1000 ◦C) and the wick material (typically cotton) is pyrolyzed at about 450 ◦C . These
conditions produce in end users a burning sensation in the aerosol identified as a “dry puff”
or “dry hit”.

The specific power ranges of the optimal regime are device-dependent and can exhibit
wide variation in terms of the coil alloys, e-liquid composition and flavors. However,
manufacturers provide recommendations of power ranges and usage of the devices and
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the optimal regime (as described before) provides a laboratory testable procedure to assess
these power ranges. When puffing parameters are inappropriate (specially insufficient
airflow), these power ranges become narrower, thus facilitating the overheating process
even at power settings below the upper limits of manufacturer recommendations. This
process can be abrupt in low-powered devices (ciga-likes, pods, second-generation models)
whose optimal regime is delimited by narrow wattage ranges. Thus, a small extra supplied
power can trigger a rapid onset and development of overheating, especially in devices
lacking an inbuilt mechanism preventing this problem. For high-powered devices, the
optimal regime occupies a wider range of power settings, so overheating is likely to occur
in a more gradual way, making it harder for users to detect it.

Most laboratory testing of emissions has been conducted without carefully monitoring
that their experimental setup avoids overheating and unrealistic testing, often (but not
always) by testing high-powered devices with insufficient airflow and high power settings
above a narrowed power range of the optimal regime. While the emergence of overheating
conditions is potentially detectable by sensorial perceptions of users, either by a flavor
deterioration or by inhaling an aerosol that becomes too hot, it is well known that users
always identify the burning repellent sensation of a “dry puff” that occurs at the end
state of an overheating when e-liquid depletes and the wick is pyrolyzed. As shown in
a recent study [34], incorporation of end users provides useful guidelines to select the
appropriate parameters for realistic and user relevant testing, especially with low-powered
devices for which an extra watt can initiate overheating. Unfortunately, few emission
studies incorporate input from users in their experimental design. These methodological
problems were already identified in the important review by Farsalinos and Gillman [11]
of 32 studies on carbonyl byproducts published up to 2017. We find it concerning that five
years afterward, these issues still need to be addressed.

The literature on organic byproducts in EC emissions contains detailed and impeccable
chemical experiments in reaction pathways associated with the production in the laboratory
of these compounds but fail to verify if these chemical processes are plausible or if they are
compatible with the physical constraints of the optimal regime. Evidently, an impeccable
chemical analysis of EC aerosols might be valuable in itself, but without anchoring its
experimental design on the optimal regime, the authors might find results that have
little relevance to most end users. The possibility to replicate and reproduce experimental
outcomes is a crucially important criterion to evaluate experimental research. Unfortunately,
some studies that we revised do not comply with this criterion by failing to disclose
sufficient information on important details of their experimental design (puffing parameters,
tested devices and e-liquids). Some studies test old devices without providing information
on their storage conditions or current state. All this information is relevant to interpret
experimental results and possibly replicate them.

Besides comparison between products, evaluation of quality control and fulfillment of
regulatory requirements, one of the main tasks of laboratory testing is to assess potential
health risks to end users from the presence in EC emissions of potentially toxic byproducts.
All studies that we reviewed highlight the toxicity potential of these byproducts, with most
studies testing sub-ohm devices concluding serious harm potential to end users from their
experimental outcomes. However, our findings in this review suggests that the severity
of these risk assessments requires a careful and skeptical evaluation. In some cases, the
conclusions of severe risks are questionable, as they emerge from studies that have tested
the devices under completely unrealistic and user irrelevant conditions, though in other
studies, the risk severity would not apply to the majority of users but only (possibly) to a
minority of users with unrepresentative or unsustainable vaping habits.

The section-by-section development of the review is as follows. In Section 2, we explain
the physical considerations that define the optimal regime. In Section 3, we discuss various
ways to describe and approximate realistic vaping behavior, while in Section 4, we present
a methodological description of our review, discussing the conditions of experimental
consistency and toxicological realiability as references to evaluate laboratory studies . We
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summarize in Section 5 two previously published reviews, including a landmark review
that examined carbonyl studies published before 2018, providing various key elements
of the methodological criticism that we are following in the present review. In Section 6,
we review 22 studies focusing on the detection and quantification of carbonyls and other
byproducts; in Sections 7 and 8, studies respectively focusing on CO and ROS; in Section 9,
we revise 5 studies whose main focus is the understanding of chemical pathways of
byproduct formation from solvent degradation and in Section 10, two studies looking at
the relation between carbonyl production and the compensatory behavior associated with
low nicotine concentrations. In Sections 11–13, we discuss various relevant theoretical
issues addressing misunderstandings found in the revised literature, an assessment of risk
communication and our conclusions.

2. Foreword: The Optimal Regime of Vaping

ECs have been subject to intense scrutiny from their harm reduction role as a substitute
product that facilitates smoking cessation. Concerning issues have been raised on their
usage among adolescents, impact on health and the pharmacokinetics of nicotine, among
many other topics. Unfortunately, there has been little interest in understanding the
physical processes that govern the proper functional operation of EC devices.

Since chemical reactions are enhanced by the temperature, many articles have per-
formed temperature measurements of the coil as an attempt to observe the device func-
tionality. However, temperature is an intensive state variable that results from specific
conditions that are difficult to control. In the case of a vaping device, the power supplied
by the battery heats the wire, transfering heat to the e-liquid and allowing its vaporization
into the air induced by the user inhalation. Essentially, the fundamental physical process is
heat transfer, and it should then be understood from studying the various involved heat
fluxes, especially from the power supplied into the wire surface.

However, few studies have remarked that vaping devices have effective functioning
limits: a minimal and a maximal power setting that depends on the wire and device design,
the e-liquid composition and also on the airflow rate. These limits are quantifiable by a
rigorous relation between the mass of e-liquid vaporized (MEV) vs. supplied power (W). In
2020, Talih et al. [22] published the first article that provides a physical explanation of these
limits. Boiling occurs in different form when there is heat flux. Under nucleate boiling
(thermal equilibrium between minimal and maximal powers), bubbles are formed on the
wire, whereas in film boiling, a local layer of gas surrounds the wire, initiating an efficient
process of radiative heat transfer.

Talih et al. [22] also found that the maximal power marking the beginning of the
film-boiling regime also marks the starting point of an exponential increase in aldehyde
production. Their observations were the same for all tested devices, the two high-powered
devices (SMOK TF-N2 0.12 Ohm and V12-Q4 0.15 Ohm) and also for the low-power
device (VF platinium 2.2 Ohm). This exponential behavior in reaction rates, also found
in articles on CO, is fundamentally linked to Arrhenius relations and reveals a significant
temperature increase above the temperatures of optimal conditions. In an optimal regime,
e-liquid vaporization occurs under thermal equilibrium or close to it [50]. Therefore, above
these equilibrium conditions, e-liquids are overheated in the gas phase by radiative heat
transfers. Putting together this knowledge leads us to consider several assumptions based
on experimental observations:

• Overheating conditions in which e-liquids undergo temperatures above the boiling
temperature of glycerol (VG) leads to significant increase in e-liquid degradation
reactions, wick pyrolysis and wire oxidation, leading to a hotter aerosol than that in
optimal conditions.

• Overheating conditions are not restricted to high-powered devices, they can also affect
low-powered devices. This is illustrated in Figure 1, showing the optimal regime for
low- and high-powered devices: a linear relation between mass of e-liquid vaporized
(MEV) and supplied power W. The difference is that the optimal regime extends for
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a wider range of power settings in high-powered devices, while it is restricted to
narrow power ranges in low-powered devices. Therefore, it is relatively easy in these
devices to enter an overheating condition with little extra supplied power, while for
a high-powered device, the deviation from the optimal regime can be more gradual.
Several studies have shown that overheating and dry puffs occur in low-powered
devices [51].

Figure 1. Both panels display vaporized e-liquid mass (MEV) in mg vs. supplied power in W
(black squares), with data taken from the experimental results listed in the supplementary file of
Talih et al. [22]. Both panels show how in a laboratory setting it is possible to detect the power ranges
where the MEV vs. W relation is linear and the appearance of overheating conditions when it becomes
nonlinear, coinciding with the onset of an exponential increase of aldehyde production (red squares).
The left panel (a) shows how for a low-powered device, the optimal regime occupies a narrow power
range, while for a high-powered device (right panel (b)), the power range is wide. Notice that the
power range of the optimal regime of the low-powered device is compressed in the extreme left-hand
side of the graph of panel (b)).

• The use of a CORESTA regime on devices intended for DTL vaping leads to the
narrowing of the power range of the optimal regime range by decreasing its maximal
power. This has been confirmed by experimental results reported by Soulet et al. [8]
(see Figure 2a below) and Floyd et al. [52]. Therefore, experiments of this type can lead
to overheating conditions, even under the power range required by the manufacturer.

• The manufacturer-recommended power range is evaluated before releasing a device
into the market, with users identifying a dry puff by perceptions if used above these
ranges. Since the boiling point of pure VG (288 ◦C) and autoignition temperature
of an organic material like cotton (350–400 ◦C) are close, the onset of overheating
will initiate cotton degradation, leading to a “dry puff”. In a recent study, which
we review in Section 6, Visser et al. [34] matched the chemical characterizations of
carbonyls in emissions and the human perceptions of dry puffs in the generated
aerosol. Their findings support the claim that dry puff conditions are perceived as
a repellent sensation that degrades the pleasant taste of vaping aerosol that prevails
under normal conditions [34,53].

A common misconception in several studies (see [20,21,30,38–41]) comes from testing
a device by fixing power W at a single value and varying airflow rate (or puff volume
with a fixed puff duration or opening the airflow vents system with fixed puff volume
and puff duration). Proceeding in this way necessarily leads to an incomplete account of
the involved variables and thus an incorrect characterization of the effects of the airflow.
The inhalation induced airflow produces a forced convection on the wire and its influence
should be characterized with regards to the supplied heat flux. This fact renders the airflow
rate (and more fundamentally air velocity) as a key dynamical parameter that can modify
the entire functioning curve of a vaping device (i.e., the minimal and maximal powers and
the slope in the MEV vs. W graph of the optimal regime).
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Figure 2. Comparison of two functionality curves for the Cubis 1Ω device: MEV vs. W for fixed
airflow (left panel (a)) and MEV vs. puff volume in mL for fixed power at 15 W (right panel (b)). Panel
(a) displays the effects of increasing the fixed airflow from 1.1 L/min (CORESTA conditions), 4.4
L/min to 10 L/min (extracted from [8]). A higher airflow rate increases the slope of the linear relation
between MEV and W, allowing for a wider power range under the optimal regime, with appearance
of overheating conditions at higher power settings. For low airflow (smaller slope), the optimal
regime is limited by a narrow power range. The right panel (b) shows MEV to be insensitive to
increasing puff volume, apparently suggesting that airflow has no effect on MEV. However, varying
airflow under a single fixed power is an artificial testing combination that does not define the optimal
regime (see explanation in the text).

As an example of how the effect of airflow can be misunderstood, Figure 2b displays
the dependence of the vaporized e-liquid mass MEV on puff volume (i.e., related to the
airflow rate for a puff duration fixed at 3 s). Below 100 mL airflow increases MEV, reaching
an approximately constant value all the way to 500 mL. This funcional dependence could
prompt the conclusion that large airflows (from larger puff volumes at fixed puff duration)
bear no influences on the amount of MEV, which any user of the ‘Direct to Lung’ (DTL)
style inhaling large puff volumes knows is untrue. In reality, Figure 2a shows that airflow
bears a strong influence on the functioning curve, but this must be tested supplying a range
of fixed values of W, a single value is not sufficient to characterize the optimal regime.
Additionally, we remark that MEV would also have reached a constant value on the same
range of tested puff volumes if the experiments depicted in Figure 2 would have been done
at other power values, for example, 12 W.

Mathematically, setting the experimental variables as only ‘MEV vs. airflow’ or ‘MEV
vs. puff volume’ with a single fixed W results in curves (as in Figure 2b) in a 2-dimensional
cross section defined by the plane W constant in the 3-dimensional plot of MEV as a function
of W and airflow. Focusing only on a constant W plane obscures the understanding of the
role of airflow in balancing the heat transferred by W to condense MEV to form the aerosol
under thermodynamically efficient conditions [8]. Experiments fixing W and varying puff
volume or airflow might also under (or over) estimate the physical limits of the values that
these variables can reach, as these limits are determined by the efficiency of the balance
between W, MEV and airflow.

From the arguments presented above, it is clear that experiments with inappropriate
air flow will necessary overestimate the risk from exposure to aldehydes over normal
conditions. As explained before, the decrease of maximal optimal regime powers due to
testing a high-powered device with a low airflow regime (for example 1 L/min) leads to
an early onset of the exponential increase of aldehydes that are released and potentially
inhaled by the user, but this would not happen in the same power with the proper high
intensity air flow (around 10 L/min) used in DTL vaping. Then, a low puff volume instead
of a volume consistent for DTL vaping leads to concentration of these quantities in a smaller
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volume of evacuated e-liquid vapor. This inconsistency between puffing parameters and
device power is likely to lead to biased results in a toxicological evaluation, but it does not
reflect the representative usage of sub-ohm devices for DTL vaping (see further discussion
in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 11 and 13).

This section provides the necessary background to understand the main criticism of
the studies that we revise in this review. The inconsistency between laboratory testing
with a CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocol and majority representative usage of high-
powered sub-ohm devices was already mentioned in the review by Farsalinos and Gillman
of 2018 [11] of studies on carbonyl byproducts published before 2017. Unfortunately, many
recent studies continue testing the devices under these inappropriate conditions, which
puts forward the urgency to provide upgraded methodological standards and also to
correctly evaluate the consistency of the experiments during the peer review process.

3. Realistic Testing vs. Realistic Vaping

Puffing parameters in laboratory testing of EC emissions must mimic as best as
possible realistic usage. However, it is necessary to provide robust criteria for what can be
understood as “realistic”, since there is a wide diversity of vaping habits. We address this
issue in this section.

3.1. Vaping Styles: MTL and DTL vs. Device Characteristics

There are two main forms of puffing ECs: the ‘mouth to lung’ (MTL) style (inhalation
into the oropharyngeal cavity, momentaneous retention followed by lung inhalation) and
‘direct to lung’ (DTL) style (direct lung inhalation without oral cavity retention). The
existence of these two main styles among the diversity in vaping behavior is not an issue of
fashion, it has been observed (for example) in studies analyzing videos and films of many
vapers in social media (see references in [10]), particularly a large study [54] was able to
clearly distinguish the two styles after analyzing 300 videos containing 1200 puffing events
from 252 vapers in 14 countries.

Although there is no published demographic evidence directly linking device type
with preference of MTL or DTL styles, there are plausible arguments supporting the high
compatibility of MTL style with low-powered devices with high resistances and DTL style
with high-powered sub-ohm devices. This vaping style vs. device type connection has been
long known by retailers, manufacturers and many consumers, with the following arguments
put forward and commented in highly trusted vaping forums and magazines [55,56]:

• Low powered devices (ciga-likes, second generation clearomizers, cartridge and
refillable pods, tank stating kits) typically operate at powers well below 20–25 W, have
narrow mouthpieces and thus involve lower puffing volumes under high air resistance,
similar to smoking. Beginner vapers (many of whom are still current smokers) tend to
adopt the MTL style that is close to the puffing habits and puff volumes of cigarette
smoking [57,58]. Typically, vapers using low powered devices for MTL style use PG
dominated e-liquid solutions with higher nicotine concentrations.

• High powered sub-ohm devices operating at W > 40–50 W, use external batteries,
often allow users to set up power/temperature, are more bulky and expensive than
low powered devices, thus requiring higher level of maintenance and expertise. Their
mouthpieces are wide and thus their low air resistance facilitates drawing large puffing
volumes that need not be retained in the reduced volume of the oropharyngeal cavity.
Therefore, they are not likely preferred by beginners or vapers simply trying to quit
and remain smoke-free, but by veteran vapers who have quit smoking long ago
and thus tend to enjoy the recreational hobby-like aspect of vaping, often puffing
large clouds, using low nicotine concentrations and e-liquids with predominantly
VG content.

Evidently, the rapid development of vaping technology and the growth and diversity
of the vaping market have introduced a continuum of device types, including those of
intermediate power (20–40 W) compatible with both MTL and DTL style and sub-ohm
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and supra-ohm resistances. with many vapers gradually becoming able to practice both
styles: DTL with a sub-ohm device in situations in which emission of large aerosol clouds
is not disturbing to bystanders (at home) and MTL when they need to vape discretely.
Vapers gradually learn to follow their sensorial faculties to adapt to the diversity of devices
according to their personal needs, though naive beginners or smokers trying to vape
may experience unpleasant extreme situations when puffing a given device with the
wrong ‘technique’ (see candid descriptions in [55]). Unfortunately, there is still insufficient
published demographic data to assess vaping behavior.

In spite of the increasing diversity of vaping behavior, consumer magazines and
forums comment that the two main vaping styles and their connection with device types
still remain roughly well defined and distinguishable. These anecdotal accounts agree, in
general, with available observations in studies cited by [10]. It is also consistent with the
footage material examined in [54]: 80% of users of sub-ohm devices practice DTL and 98%
of DTL vapers use sub-ohm devices, while 95% of users of low-powered supra-ohm devices
practice MTL. However, the rapidly evolving dynamics of the vaping market might lead to
substantial changes in the prevalence of these styles, such as a gradual increase of consumer
preference for new low powered pod devices in the US [59], the UK [60] and Germany [61],
as well as increasing popularity of low powered disposable devices, specially among young
adults and teenagers [60,62,63].

The connection between vaping style and device type is relevant to assess emission
studies, most of which have been carried on with CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols,
which should be appropriate for testing low powered devices used with low airflows and
puff volumes comparable to cigarette smoking. However, as we argued in Section 2, testing
high powered sub-ohm devices with the low airflows and puff volumes used by these
protocols can be very problematic, as it increases the likelihood of overheating by narrowing
the power range of optimal regime (approaching overheating conditions might be detected
as a flavor deterioration, see Section 3.3). CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols might be
inconsistent with the majority consumer usage of sub-ohm devices for DTL vaping that
involves large airflows (see Section 3.2). As we show in Sections 6-10 and summarize in
Section 11, at least half of all revised laboratory emission studies have tested sub-ohm
devices with CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols. We discuss the shortcomings of this
testing in Section 12 and the implications for health risk assessment in Section 13.

3.2. Inhalation Behavior

Inhaling through an EC device involves overcoming a specific pressure drop that must
be added to the pressure of rest breathing a tidal volume around 500 mL, roughly 10% of
vital capacity, with deeper inhalation involving more exerted pressure and inhaled volume.
Every device has a specific air resistance coefficient linking the pressure drop generated
to the airflow rate passing through. The physiological limits of full vital capacity (10 kPa)
and this device-specific air resistance determine the physiological range of airflow rate in
real life vaping. The volume capacity of the oropharyngeal cavity (100–170 cm3 [64]) places
physical limits to the amount of air diluted aerosol that can be puffed and flushed with a
given puff duration for the mouth retention in MTL vaping, while no such limit occurs in
DTL vaping.

Devices used for MTL vaping are mainly designed with small air inlet holes (diameters
around 1–2 mm), which leads to a high air resistance that significantly reduces range the
range of possible airflows. As an example [49], the Eroll device from Joyetech allows an
airflow range of 0–2.8 L/min, with the user inhales very small volume even at the top value
2.8 L/min. Assuming a middle value of this range at 1.4 L/min and a puff with the rest
tidal inhalation volume of 500 would imply a puff duration above 20 s, a long duration
that is not only unrepresentative, but uncomfortable (normal breath lasts less than 5 s).
Therefore, a user necessarily has to inhale a lesser aerosol volume that dilutes in air.

As a contrast, devices meant for DTL vaping have larger air inlet holes or a groove,
all of which significantly reduces their air resistances, even leading to negligible values.
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Therefore, the user will be able to generate significantly higher airflow rate. As an example,
in the tests conducted in [49] most of the DTL devices only reached 20% of the maximal
pressure of the lung at at airflow of 10 L/min, thus suggesting that the airflow rate can
be, at least theoretically, significantly higher. Average adults under rest conditions breath
12–16 inhalations per minute, with breaths lasting on average 3.75–5 s and airflow rates of
7.5–10 L/min, with both frequency and volume increasing with effort.

However, vaping is mostly a recreational activity that tends to occur at an intensity
close to resting conditions, so we can assume that, given the low to negligible air resistance
of sub-ohm devices, DTL vaping involves inhalation through puffs whose volume will be
close to that of the average resting tidal volume (500 mL), as the body does not require
an extra consumption of oxygen. A “cloud chasing” competition or a presentation of
a device might trigger an extra “performing” effort involving higher puff volume, but
these are infrequent extreme situations. Additionally, given the extra effort needed to
overcome the pressure drop of the device, we can also assume that puff duration will
tend to be shorter than in a resting inhalation. While we do recognize the wide variation
in puffing habits (even within DTL and MTL styles), we believe that a puff volume of
500 mL and puff duration of 3 s, with a resulting airflow rate of 10 L/min, seems to be
appropriate to characterize on average DTL as a plausible hypothesis that needs to be
tested experimentally.

3.3. Organoleptic Perceptions

Flavouring compounds emulating fruity, mint, tobacco and sweet desert tastes [65] are
essential for e-liquids solutions to generate a pleasant aroma/taste sensation during vaping.
The deterioration of these sensorial experiences can also signal users that their device might
not be functioning normally. Under optimal conditions e-liquids are heated at temperatures
below the boiling temperature of pure glycerol VG (288 ◦C), with heating elements still
wet, at least close to the e-liquid, with the porous structure in the wick also wetted. Passing
towards overheating conditions leads to local drying that increases with increasing power.
The porous structures are built up with a sheet of cotton, mainly composed (>90%) of
cellulose, which is a biopolymer made of a linear chain of D-glucose. Since the 1980s, the
wood industry has undertaken well documented studies of cellulose pyrolysis through a
heating process from 20 ◦C to 800 ◦C. This pyrolysis is not uniform and can be separated in
four main stages [66,67]:

• Below 100 ◦C, cellulose loses water that is contained in its fibers.
• Between 150 ◦C and 290 ◦C, dehydration reactions occur resulting in a small weight lost.
• Between 290 ◦C and 380 ◦C, fast depolymerisation of cellulose happens releasing

close to 80% of volatile condensable compounds (boil-oil) as levoglucosan reaching
60%, furans as 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF), 5-methylfurfural (5-MF), furfural,
furfuryl alcohol and gaseous compounds as CO, CO2 and small chain compounds
(glycolaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetol).

• Between 380 ◦C and 800 ◦C, boil-oil also contains phenols and ketones compounds
formed by the charring process of the remaining solid structure, with an important
release of methane and CO resulting in a carbon mass at 800 ◦C.

An extensive discussion of the different processes during cellulose pyrolysis can be
found in the review of Collard and Blin [68]. Bearing in mind the pyrolysis process outlined
above, is is not outlandish to assume that the onset of overheating conditions in vaping
can easily initiate the fastest stages of cellulose pyrolysis, resulting in additional mass loss
that can be measured during the generation of emissions. Under such conditions, extra
condensable and non-condensable compounds might be added to the gas phase of the
aerosol generated by the vaporization of the e-liquid. Some of these new molecules are
furans, like furfural and 2-furanmethanol, producing bread/burnt type of odors and a bitter
taste. These organoleptic properties of condensable compounds are also well documented by
the food industry, which uses wood burning to provide some specific flavours to various food
items: smoked fish, meat, cheeses and other food items [69,70]. Additionally, some polycyclic
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aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), classified as respiratory HPHCs, are also produced mainly at
temperatures above 400 ◦C [71].

Although the physicochemical processes linking the dry puff phenomenon to the
cotton pyrolysis process have not been well researched, there is solid evidence documented
in the literature of cellulose pyrolysis and wood burning, processes that release new
chemicals that affect sensorial perception. While there is no experimental evidence that
these effects are noticeable in vaping, it is not far fetched to assume that earlier stages of an
overheating regime (temperatures around 280–300 ◦C) could trigger the early stages of this
process through a deterioration of flavorings due to the extra release of chemicals. However,
MTL devices have small heating coil surfaces and the passage from the optimal regime to
overheating might occur more abruptly in more compressed power ranges (see Figure 1),
but this passage can be gradual enough in DTL devices designed with significantly larger
coil surfaces and normally used with large airflows (which favors lowering temperatures).
Therefore, dry-puff conditions can be perceived as a local abrupt event in low power
devices, but in DTL it should be sufficiently gradual to be perceived as a kind of taste
deterioration by users.

3.4. Puffing Frequency and Duration

Given the advance in EC technology, it is not surprising to find a wide variation in
puffing habits among the millions of vapers worldwide. Evidently, the standardized and
regimented laboratory testing parameters will never provide a precise fit to real life vaping,
but to evaluate how good an approximation it can be, it is unavoidable to consider averages
and representative puffing parameters obtained in observational studies of vapers under
natural conditions, with an understanding of their scope and limitations.

Early original observational studies of vaping habits (see review by Prasad [72])
showed similar mean numbers of daily puffs (mean ± SD): 225 ± 59 in [73], 163 ± 138,
median = 132 in [74] and 78 ± 162 in [75], though reporting an enormous variability in
the full range of daily puffs, for example: 24–1091 in [73] and 1–1286 in [74]. Vapers in
these studies used first and second generation devices whose nicotine delivery rate was
inefficient. Subjects in more recent studies [47,76,77] used second and third generation
devices that allowed modifying power setups and with better nicotine deliver, thus report-
ing a compensatoty effect with more daily puffs for lower nicotine levels (see Section 10).
These studies also report higher numbers of daily puffs, for example, we have from [47]
(mean ± SD): 338 ± 161 (low nicotine level fixed power), 308 ± 135 (low nicotine level
variable power), 279 ± 127 (high nicotine level fixed power), 272 ± 128 (high nicotine level
variable power), where low and high nicotine level respecively given by 6 mg/mL and
18 mg/mL.

Besides counting daily puffs, it is important to remark that real life vaping follows
circadian patterns that are not regimented. As shown in [74,78] puffs numbers cluster at
daily hours of wakefulness (8 h to 23 h), identifying certain usage patterns: relatively regular
puffing with large interpuff separation, short periods of very frequent short duration puffs
(likely reminiscent of “cigarette breaks”) and longer periods with long duration infrequent
puffs (these patterns are also supported by videos of vapers [54]).

Considering the puffing data that emerges from these observational studies, we believe
that the upper range of daily puff numbers (over 1000) found in [73,74] are unrepresentative
outliers that can be ruled out. Assuming a wakefulness time of 16 h, 1000 puffs imply
puffing every minute 1000 times, an excessive regime, more so considering the fact that
vaping is not allowed in most work places, which significantly reduces the circadian period
when vaping is possible.

Given the daily puffs outcomes from more recent studies and considering circadian
variation comprising periods of frequent and infrequent puffing, we believe that a useful
mean value that is most representative of vaping usage is 250–300 daily puffs, obviously
understood as an estimator that roughly incorporates daily variation. This value is useful
as a criterion to evaluate qualitatively how much interpuff lapses and puff duration in
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laboratory testing can be a reasonable approximation to observed patterns in a daily time
frame. It is also useful to evaluate daily exposure doses given experimental outcomes
expressed as a “per puff” basis. Thus, it is misleading to extrapolate to realistic vaping
a study involving 50, 100 or 300 regimented puffs with a 10 s interpuff interval, as this
frequent puffing has been observed to occur in a short timeframe involving 10–20 puffs,
but it is not representative of daily behavior. Likewise, we can regard as unrealistic very
long puff duration times, even if reported in observational studies (5.6 s is reported as 95%
percentyl in [54]). Rather, we will consider as representative values 2–4 s puff duration.

4. Methodology: Towards a Consistency Standard of Laboratory Testing

This extensive review focuses on published articles on emissions form vaping products,
with experiments aimed at characterizing byproducts generated by EC aerosol. We used the
PubMed database applying the algorithm illustrated in Figure 3 with the following terms:

• electronic cigarette(s) OR e-cigarette(s) OR vaping product(s)
• AND aerosol(s) OR emission(s)
• AND (aldehyde(s) OR carbonyl(s) OR formaldehyde OR acetaldehyde OR acrolein

OR acetone OR crotonaldehyde) OR (carbon monoxide) OR (free radical(s))

Since the review by Farsalinos and Gillman [11] has already revised studies published
up to 2017, we excluded studies published before January 2018. From this searching process
we found the 38 articles cited and listed in Table 1, mostly dealing with aldehydes, but also
CO and and free radicals. We will evaluate these articles under the following criteria which
we believe can provide a useful guideline for improving the quality of laboratory testing of
EC emissions:

1. Experimental consistency. The consistency between the experimental procedure
(puffing parameters, devices, analytic methods) and the best approximation available
to user behavior. Experimental inconsistencies occur mainly between the type of
device tested and (i) the puffing protocol, (ii) a supplied of power higher than the
limits recommended by the manufacturer as inferred from the optimal regime.

2. Reproducibility of the experiments. The articles under revision must provide suffi-
cient information that allows, in principle, a possible replication of the experiments.
Vaping aerosol requires for its generation the usage of: a device (mod and atomizer),
an e-liquid and a vaping regime (puffing). The authors must also provide the commer-
cial name of the devices, as well as the technical information on the coil used (if it is a
removable part), the commercial name of the e-liquid with as full information as pos-
sible, including the e-liquid composition if it is an in-lab production, all this together
with the vaping regime: puff duration, the airflow rate, puff frequency, number of
puffs/series. Experiments conducted with rebuilt devices (“Do It Yourself” devices)
cannot be considered relevant to approximate real usage, as they are handmade coils.

3. Toxicological confidence. The authors must provide detailed account of the experi-
mental outcomes to correctly compute daily exposure (with the right time frame and
air dilution volume) and compare it with toxicological threshold limits published
by official organizations. The utility and relevance of this comparison is closely
tied to how well the study complies with the criteria of Experimental Consistency
and Reproducibility, otherwise the risk assessment is either an over (or under) esti-
mation, speculative, irrelevant to end users or only applicable/relevant to special
minority niches.

4. Old and/or used devices. Authors testing such devices must communicate their
storage conditions and current state, as well as justify the reason why such devices
are tested. This is important, as there is evidence that devices older than 2–3 years
(used or new) may degrade and undergo leaking corrosion (see full discussion of this
issue in [79]).
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We provide in Section 11 a color/symbol code system (tick marks and traffic lights)
to evaluate how well the studies we review in the following sections comply with these
quality criteria.

Figure 3. Methodological algorithm used to selecte the papers of this review.

5. Previously Published Review Articles

5.1. A Groundbreaking Review

Farsalinos and Gillman published [11] in 2018 an important review of 32 studies
obtained by a PubMed search of studies published between 2013 and 2017 focusing on
carbonyl byproducts. The authors comment on the wide (ad hoc) diversity experimental
procedures, producing an enormous range of outcomes in concentrations, all of which is
symptomatic of a lack of a consensual testing standard in this extensive literature, thus
hampering the possibility of an objective comparison and interpretation of obtained results.
While the overwhelming majority of the 32 reviewed studies tested the low-powered
devices that were of common usage before 2017 (first and second generation ciga-likes and
clearomizers), all of which are today either obsolete or of marginal use, the methodological
critique by Farsalinos and Gillman is still relevant in assessing present day lack of proper
standards in laboratory testing. As we argue in Sections 2–4 (and in our recent review of
metal studies [5]), unrealistic testing, overheating and possible dry hits can also occur in
emission studies testing devices available today (specially, but not only, third generation
sub-ohm models).

In discussing the methodological considerations, the authors remark that excessively
large concentrations of carbonyl byproducts (specially, but not only, formaldehyde) detected
in some studies might be a consequence of machine testing the devices under inappropriate
and/or unrealistic conditions, such as: puffing parameters that bear no connection with real
life habits of consumers: too short inter-puff lapses and/or excessively long duration puffs,
low puff volumes for third generation tank devices that were available commercially at
the time of the review (2017). The authors place special emphasis on the specific “dry puff”
phenomenon, a terminal overheating condition that arises as the e-liquid in the atomizer
depletes and the supplied power pyrolyzes the wick (see Sections 2 and 3.3), all this taking
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place while vaping machines continue operating. The authors emphasize that only 4 of
the 32 reviewed articles explicitly verified absence of a dry puff during testing. They
argue that the simple ad hoc assumptions made by most authors on puffing parameters or
ranges of supplied power would be insufficient to prevent or identify a dry puff during
the experiments, but actual vapers participating in the testing can easily identify it by
its “organoleptic” or sensory effects (a burning repellent taste). However, as we show in
Section 2, the authors’ claim that dry puffs dramatically increase carbonyl production is
not speculative, but a fact verified experimentally, which complements sensorial testing by
actual vapers as in [34].

Farsalinos and colleagues conducted in 2015 an observational laboratory experiment,
aided by voluntary vapers, showing that excessively high aldehyde production only occurs
under dry puff conditions [80]. However, they published replication studies (summa-
rized in [11]) to reproduce the outcomes of two laboratory studies, Jensen et al. [81] and
Sleiman et al. [82], which generated controversy and alarmist media headlines by detecting
extremely large aldehyde concentrations much higher than in cigarette smoke:

• The experiment by Jensen et al. [81], published as a letter to the editor, examined the
emissions of a top coil C4 device (now obsolete), detecting extremely high levels of
formaldehyde hemiacetals, not formaldehyde, yet using the outcomes of their tests
they estimated a lifetime cancer risk for formaldehyde inhalation in vaping that was 15
times higher than that from estimates from cigarette smoking. The replication in [83]
showed using the same device and e-liquid that such levels only occur for abnormal
usage under overheating and human identifiable dry puffs. Given the implications
and the widespread diffusion of [81], there were calls for its retraction [84]. The team
of Jensen et al. responded to this criticism in this communication [85], but as stated
in [86], they could not deny that these worrying levels of byproducts did happen
under abnormal usage conditions.

• Sleiman et al. [82] tested two devices: a top-coil and a bottom-coil, both with a
silica wick atomizer filled with a commercial tobacco-flavored liquid. High lev-
els of carbonyls were found (in ng/mg): formaldehyde 1300–48,200, acetaldehyde
260–19,080, acrolein 120–10,060, acetone 70–1410 and crotonaldehyde 10–720, with lev-
els in the upper end of the ranges far exceeding the respective emissions from tobacco
cigarettes, leading to warnings about serious risks from vaping. For the replication
in [87] Farsalinos and colleagues used the same devices and aided by volunteering
vapers showed that such high emissions happened under clear dry puff conditions,
with usage in the normal ranges producing outcomes closer to the low end of the
ng/mg ranges well below respective levels in cigarette smoke. They also tested a more
recent device mentioned in [82] finding even lower aldehyde levels.

Another study by Khlystev and Sambureva [88], also reviewed in [11], claimed that
flavorings by themselves generically dominate carbonyl production and lead to excessively
large aldehyde production in comparison with testing the same device with nonflavored
e-liquids. This study was also replicated in a comment by Farsalinos and Voudris [89],
using the same device and (what seemed to be) the same e-liquids, showing that flavorings
did not produce this large enhancement of aldehydes. This lead to an interesting exchange
with Khlystev and Samburova replying to the comment [90] and Farsalinos and Voudris
countering that reply [91]. In a more recent study in 2020 Gillman et al. [92] found that
flavorings do contribute to aldehyde abundance, but at much lower levels of enhancement
than those reported in [88].

5.2. A Recent Descriptive Review

Ward et al. (2020) [12] present a descriptive review summarizing the extensive litera-
ture on potentially harmful chemicals in ECs emissions, commenting very briefly only on
the main outcomes. Toxicants are classified in 6 major categories: carbonyls, volatile organic
chemicals, trace elements (metals), reactive oxygen species and free radicals, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons and tobacco-specific nitrosamines. The review contains 92 articles
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selected through the PRISMA search protocol. All studies we are revising in the present
review (and in our review on metals in [5]) are also cited by Ward et al.

The review is a valuable source for references, but the reviewed articles are barely
described without any critique. Given the large amount of cited studies, a merely de-
scriptive approach is understandable and justified, though readers should be aware that
substantial information is missing when presenting outcomes of studies without evaluation.
To illustrate this point, we use an example taken from the section Trace elements of Ward et
al, who cite a study by Ting et al. [93] (their reference 54) mentioning that it “identified that
5% of ECs and e-liquid combinations tested emitted Cr at levels that exceeded permissible
daily exposure limits”. However, the study of Ting et al. shows several serious flaws,
making their outcomes completely unreliable: they did not identify the tested ECs and
characteristics (brands, coil resistance, power/voltage ranges), did not specify the power
levels in which the devices were tested and assumed an unrealistic amount of 1200 daily
puffs to compute exposures. Evidently, this study has no utility or relevance to end users,
yet readers will assume that it has the same quality as other cited studies.

6. Studies Focused on Quantifying Carbonyls and Other Byproducts

We present in this section an extensive revision of 22 studies mostly focused on
laboratory experiments to quantify the presence of carbonyl byproducts in EC emissions,
though some of the studies also discuss in detail pathways of thermal degradation for
specific compounds. We exclude studies published before 2018, most of which were
reviewed by Farsalinos and Gillman [11].

6.1. Studies Published in 2018

Vreeke, Peyton and Strogin. The authors [13] used NMR spectroscopy to examine
the role of the chemical Triacetin (TA, used in “do it yourself” and in commercial e-liquids)
in the enhancement of the production PG and VG degradation aldehydes (formaldehyde
hemiacetals, acrolein and acetaldehyde), to explore the possibility that this enhancement
might be derived directly from the flavoring molecules. They tested a sub-ohm device
SMOK Alien 220 W with a SMOK Baby 0.4 Ω single vertical coil (at 55 and 65 W) and with
a Kanger Protank 2 Clearomizer with a 2.2 Ω single horizontal coil (at 9 and 11 W), using a
CORESTA protocol: 3 s puff, 30 s interpuff period and a 55 mL puffing volumes. Compared
with an e-liquid with a 50:50 P/G mix and no TA, both devices with e-liquid containing
10% TA produced a significant increase in aldehyde levels, of up to 185% (about twice as
much). Noticeably, save for the device with 2.2 Ω at 11 W, acrolein and acetaldehyde were
only detected when TA was present in the e-liquid and the enhancement was larger for
that device.

Information about aldehyde enhancement from specific flavoring chemicals is certainly
useful for e-liquid manufacturers, regulators and consumers. The enhancement of aldehyde
production was found in this study for the sub-ohm device at 55 and 65 W was. While these
power levels might be within manufacturers recommendations when the device is used
with airflows of DTL vaping, they should be in the overheating region when puffed with a
reduced CORESTA airflow that narrows the power ranges of the optimal regime. Hence,
these experimental outcomes were very likely obtained under overheating conditions that
are either unrealistic or only relevant for a minority niche of users (see Sections 2, 3.1
and 12.1). The other combination of a powerful mod battery with an outdated clearomizer
is very odd, as users would normally attach this clearomizers to low-powered mods.

Korzun et al. The authors [14] examined the effect of flow rates and levels of specific
aerosol toxicants produced in EC emissions, arguing that their wide variation among
users can be a confounding element in aerosol chemistry. Large airflows can lower coil
temperatures and thus decrease toxicant production, a relevant fact for users of sub-ohm
devices doing the DTL vaping style that involves large airflows and puff volumes (to
generate “large clouds”). The authors argue that large airflows do not favor intermediate
aldehyde formation compounds along the chemical paths of PG and VG degradation.
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However, the authors’ choice of the largest airflow in their experiments, 36 mL/s (roughly
2 L/min), is far below the typical airflows used in DTL vaping (about 170 mL/s or about
10 L/min [8]).

The tested device was a Tesla Invader III with a KangerTech SubTank Mini atomizer
with operational power of 15–30 W, single bottom coils with a 1.26 Ω and 50:50 PG/VG
e-liquids, tested at 11, 13, 17 and 24 W. Sessions of 20 puffs with two protocols: CORESTA
(3 s puff duration, 30 s puff interval, 55 mL puff volume) and two Custom Square Mode
(3 s puff duration, 30 s puff interval, 21 and 198 mL puff volume), flow rates of 18.3, 7.0 and
36 mL/s, respectively. Analytic determination by quantitative NMR (qNMR).

While testing at 11–17 W showed toxicants with concentrations below LOQ and LOD,
the authors argue that the main hazard to end users is the excessive exposure to the
solvents, particularly PG. The tested device at 24 W and 18.3 ml/s emits 18.5 mg/puff
of PG/VG, assuming a 50:50 PG/VG partition as in the e-liquid and 25 puffs/h leads
to 115.6 mg/h of inhaled PG. The authors compare this value with 75 mg/h inhaled
PG, the dose from the 1 h inhalation threshold of the Spacecraft Maximum Acceptable
Concentration of the NASA, concluding that PG inhalation poses a serious harm to users.
This risk assessment is highly questionable, as the cited SMAC document warns that its
threshold values are only applicable to a spacecraft environment (an extremely enclosed
and isolated environment that bears no relation with real life vaping scenarios). Using
a more reliable source looking at respiratory effects of PG aerosol inhalation in healthy
human subjects [94], mild exposure related symptoms only occur at 871 mg/m3 which (for
20 m3 daily air breathing by adults) implies an inhalation of 725 mg/h of PG, 7 times above
the inhaled PG from the tested device.

El Hellani et al. This study [15] assesses nicotine and carbonyl yields in popular
low-powered devices in the U.S. market as of 2017: they tested 27 devices, disposables,
pr-filled cartridges and tank models of 10 brands. E-liquids were in three flavors: tobacco
and menthol a third different one, with 7.11–20.90 mg/mL nicotine concentration and a
wide variation of VG/PG ratios and power ranges around a 5 W average. Sessions of
15 puffs were conducted, with puffing parameters selected to “represent an experienced
user”: 4 s puff duration and 10 s inter-puff duration with a puff velocity of 1.5 L/min.
However, this excessively high puffing frequency is unrepresentative of EC users (though
it may be representative of smoking breaks of cigarette smokers). It also increases the
possibility of high carbonyl yields and even dry puffs [11,16].

In total 12 carbonyls in the gas phase were targeted for HPLC analysis, including
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, acrolein. However, the way the authors report
and compare carbonyl yields and concentrations is misleading. They report a range
3.72–48.85 μg/15 puffs of carbonyl yields (also in the abstract), without mentioning that
(from their Table 2 and Figure 2), the high end value of this range corresponds to only
two unrepresentative outlier values (in 27 measurements) with 24 quantifications below
11 μg/15 puffs. As the authors recognize, such outliers are necessarily produced by dry
puffs, and thus denote abnormal usage. They report formaldehyde concentrations of
0.58–5.05 mg/m3, again without mention that the high end of this range corresponds to
the same 2 unrepresentative outliers. These concentrations are lower than those in tobacco
smoke (4.6–148.9 mg/m3), but above measured human breath (<0.5 mg/m3) and the short
term 15 min exposure limit (REL of NIOSH) 0.123 mg/m3. However, comparison with
formaldehyde in human breath is irrelevant to assess exposures from ECs and the right
occupational marker to compare EC emissions is not the 15 min SREL-NIOSH, but the
PEL-NIOSH 0.92 mg/m3 (or 0.75 ppm) for time averaged 8 h lifetime exposure, which is
above the representative quantified formaldehyde concentrations around 0.6 mg/m3.

6.2. Studies Published in 2019

Beauval et al. The authors [16] show that, together with multiple other factors (power,
temperature, device architecture, e-liquid composition, flavorings), the choice of puffing
parameters (specially puff duration and interpuff frequency) significantly influences aerosol
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yields and outcomes of aldehydes, a fact that complicates an objective comparison between
studies and interpretation of their results. They also provide a summary of reported concen-
trations (in ng/puff) of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acetone, acrolein, propionaldehyde
and methyl-glyoxal, reported in 20 studies published between 2013 and 2017 (all of which
were reviewed by Farsalinos and Gillman).

Aerosol was generated from a single e-liquid (PG:VG 65/35, mint flavour; 16 mg/mL
nicotine) by operating two devices from the French manufacturer NHOSS: a second gener-
ation “Lounge” model, 2.8 Ω nichrome top-coil, 4.6 W and a third generation “Mod box
TC” model with Air Tank claromiser, 0.5 Ω kanthal bottom-coil and power supply 7–50 W,
tested at ranges recommended by the manufacturer 18–30 W. They used DNPH cartridges
for carbonyl collection and HPLC-UV for analysis. Aerosol temperature at the mouthpiece
was measured by a NTC 3950 thermistor in separate tests under same conditions. Overheat-
ing and dry puff were controlled by monitoring also e-liquid consumption and replacing
atomizers after each 20 puff session. Environmental contamination controlled by blank
collections before each experiment.

Seven puffing regimes were defined for the tests, the standard CORESTA regime (puff
volume: 55 mL, puff duration 3 s, puff frequency: a puff every 30 s) by the following
modified parameters: puff volumes 35 and 100 mL (PV− and PV+, airflow 0.21 and
0.6 L/min), puff duration: 2 and 6 s (PD− and PD+) and puff frequency: 1 puff every
60 and 14 s (PF+ and PF−). The alteration of EC components after 480 puffs was also
considered (the initial and final CORESTA, IC AND FC).

For the Lounge and TC 18 W consumed e-liquid was 5–10 mg/puff, with largest
values produced by longer puff PD+, while the TC 30 W consumed 15–25 mg/puff with
largest values produced by larger puff volume PV+. Regarding carbonyl outcomes, if we
remove unrealistic PD+ and TC 30 W (a sub-ohm device tested with a low airflow) then
concentrations are negligible (well below 1 μg/puff). Concentrations ranges (ng/puff):
20–255 (formaldehyde), 29–364 (acetaldehyde), 4.4–28 (Acetone), ND-40 (acroleine), 1.0–32
(propionaldehyde) and 4.5–141 (methyl-glyoxal).

The measured temperatures at the mouthpiece show smooth logarithmic-like curves
that increase during the fist 5 puffs and reach a sort of plateau. These temperature mea-
surements were not validated and are not reliable, since aerosol temperature time variation
must be sensitive to the puffing sequence, producing saw teeth profiles. Nevertheless, it is
interesting to qualitatively compare the temperature curves between the different graphs,
as all were obtained with the same instrument and method. This comparison shows higher
plateau temperatures for longer and more frequent puffs (PD+ and PF+) for both tested
devices and all power settings. Also, the largest plateau temperatures occurs for the TC
30 W, which provides qualitative support to the inadequacy of testing a sub-ohm tank
model at its higher power level with a low flow rate of at most 0.6 L/min.

Ooi et al. The authors [17] first sample emissions with a device made of an Innokin
Iclear 30 S (Shenzhen, China) atomizer with a Kanthal coil and an Istick 30 W battery
with a variable voltage of 2.0–8.0 V (no information is provided on power levels and coil
resistance). E-liquids with various VG/PG ratios were used for GC-MS analysis, with
the E-cig was operated at 4.80 V and vaped at 3 s per puff for a total of 12 puffs, with
30 s interpuff lapse and airflow 2.0 L/min (they refer their puffing parameters to their
reference [14] published in 2014, which did not not use this airflow). The authors only
report increasing presence (through GC-MS spectra) of carbonyls in aerosol emissions
from e-liquids with a higher VG/PG ratio, but do not quantify the analytes, reporting only
carbonyl outcomes from old studies published between 2010 and 2014.

After describing the limitations of the GC-MS analytic technique (analyte condensation
inside sampling bags absorption into the aerosol phase prior to sample analysis), the
authors sample and analyze the vapor phase by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry
(FTIR) in the emissions of a sub-ohm device Joyetech eVic-VT E-cig device with variable
temperature control (ranges 200–600 F), at two temperatures: 500 F (260 ◦C) and 600 F
(316 ◦C). No information is supplied on the puffing protocol. Emissions were generated for
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immediate analysis by FTIR, and thus (according to the authors) the obtained concentrations
were much higher than the nondisclosed ones obtained with GC-MS and the other device:
1236± 361 mg/m3 at 260 ◦C and 3250± 449 mg/m3 at 315 ◦C, as well as 8.91 ± 0.07 mg/m3

for CO at 315. However, these concentrations are meaningless without knowing the puffing
parameters used for the Joyetech eVic-VT, a sub-ohm device that can run to high power
up to 230 W and that they tested at its maximal temperature. The authors remark that
their CO emissions were lower than those reported by El Hellani et al. [36] which surpass
National Ambient Air Quality Standard, but (as we show in our comments on that study
in Section 7) these outcomes correspond to unrealistic puffing parameters and thus are
irrelevant for end users.

Balushkin et al. This comprehensive study [18] was funded by Philip Morris Interna-
tional. Thirty-four samples were tested of commercial devices purchased in 2015, 2017, and
2018: closed disposable “cigalike”, cartridge systems and open tanks models (brands listed
in supplementary file) and analyzed with 57 e-liquids brands and flavors, together with an
internally prepared reference e-liquid (39.1% PG, 39.1% G, 1.8% nicotine, and 20% water)
used in testing open tank systems.

The authors focus on carbonyls, specially: acetaldehyde, acrolein, and formaldehyde,
though other HPHCs (nitrosamines, metals) were also targeted and generally found not
quantifiable. The devices were tested from maximal e-liquid levels until full depletion,
in horizontal position and at the highest temperature or power setting (for devices with
variable temperature or power). Carbonyl compounds were analyzed using HPLC-UV.
The study follows the CORESTA method 81 standardized aerosol generation and collection
protocol, though slight variations of this protocol were used only for 9 closed systems, but
these small puffing protocol deviations had little effect in their carbonyl emissions.

The authors define the “end of life” criterion for e-liquid depletion (12.5 mg mass loss
per blocks of 50 puffs) to allow for a direct comparison of products and avoidance of dry
puffs. Outcomes are reported on a per-puff basis computed from the lifetime average yields.
The study shows that generally low-powered closed systems produce the lowest levels of
lifetime average yields of carbonyl emissions (18.9–10,700, formaldehyde (see their Table 3),
while these emissions are in general higher in open tank systems (538–53,400 ng/puff,
formaldehyde (see their Table 4) . However, these outcomes might be overestimations
with respect to real life usage, as users might feel a foul flavor well before high lifetime
percentages arise. Also, some of the tested devices were acquired as far back as 2015, which
does not rule out corrosion and leaching effects, given the lack of information on their
storage conditions.

Some of the results of the study provide very useful information to consumers. As
shown in the examples displayed in Figures 4 and 5 of Baluskin et al., outcomes of formalde-
hyde in a closed system increase by an order of magnitud as the device reaches 50% of its
lifetime, thus suggesting the need to avoid toxicants as best as possible by using the devices
with high e-liquid levels in cartridges and tanks. Also, as shown in the supplementary
file, usage of the device at 45 degrees inclination in general produces less carbonyl yields.
The authors also stress the use of air blanks to avoid misrepresentation of the data in
laboratory testing.

The study confirms facts that follow from the considerations we have presented in
Section 2 on an optimal regime for aerosol generation and the realistic usage of devices,
namely: negligible to low carbonyl yields occur in low-powered devices tested with an
appropriate verification of absence of dry puffs, under CORESTA or CORESTA-like puffing
protocols that are appropriate for the design of these devices. The authors do recognize
that such puffing protocols are inadequate for testing sub-ohm open tank systems, which
as we have stated, drastically reduce the power ranges of the optimal regime and do not
provide (specially at high power settings) sufficient airflows and puff volumes that these
devices require for an efficient aerosol generation to be used for DTL vaping.

Reilly et al. The authors [19] examine carbonyls and nicotine yields, as well as free
radicals in aerosol emissions from four different flavors of Juul devices. The four flavors
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available at the time of the study (currently only tobacco and menthol are available) exhib-
ited no difference in nicotine yields (164± 41 μg/puff), formaldehyde (0.20± 0.10 μg/puff),
acetone (0.20 ± 0.05 μg/puff) and PG/VG ratio (PG/VG 30:70). To quantify free radicals
the e-liquid in the cartridges were refilled with nicotine-free PG/VG ratios 30:70 or 60:40
with or without citral, leading to a concentration of 5.85 ± 1.20 pmol/puff ∼1011 nmol/puff
(5–6 orders of magnitude below cigarette smoke). Juul devices produce free radicals and
carbonyls at substantially lower levels lower than those observed in other e-cig products.

6.3. Studies Published in 2020

Son et al. This study [21] evaluated the effects of device settings, vaping topogra-
phies and e-liquid compositions on the levels of carbonyl compounds. For the tested
power settings devices with bottom coils generated 10–10,000 less formaldehyde than
cigarette smoke. As the authors argue, aerosol emissions are affected by the patterns of of
EC usage: puffing parameters (puff duration, frequency, volume), power settings, coils and
e-liquids. As a guideline to determine their experimental settings from a wider variety of these
patterns, the authors resort to the same parameters they have used in previous studies [40,95],
based on observational data obtained from the same sample of 23 recruited vapers (we
review [40] in Section 8).

All experiments were conducted with values from this observational data. For power
and puff volume, the median (average, 95% percentile) were 6.4 (14.7, 31.3) W and 90 (35,
170) mL, puff duration 2.0 and 3.8 s (24 s interpuff interval). The EC was also the same
is in [40,95]: refillable tank with replaceable Nichrome heating dual-bottom coils with
0.8 Ω, with two batteries Apollo Valiant battery (Apolo E-cigarette, Concord, CA, USA) and
Sigelei-100W battery (Sigelei US, Pomona, CA, USA), range of power outputs 3–80 W, with
wattage obtained by varying voltage for the 0.8 Ω coil. Collection and analysis: DNPH
cartridges and an HPLC/UV system. To assure better control, e-liquids were prepared in
situ in three compositions 100% VG, PG/VG 50:50 mixture and 100% PG, with 8 flavors
freshly prepared by adding 10% of the corresponding flavoring agents.

As expected, aldehyde yields increased with power (6.4 W to 31.3 W), with larger
rates for PG and PG:VG than for VG e-liquids, since PG boiling temperature is lower and
byproduct formation initiates at lower temperatures as power increases. Formaldehyde
yields increased for all e-liquids at increasing power (6.4–31.3 W), but (as expected) with
a larger rate for PG and PG/VG 50:50 e-liquids than VG e-liquids. Acetaldehyde did
not increase in 6.4–31.3 W in the VG e-liquid, but increased 2.7 and 8.5 times in PG/VG
50:50 and PG e-liquids. Acrolein yields increased 2 times between 6.4 W and 31.3 W.
Fruit flavored e-liquids produced higher formaldehyde yields than mint/menthol and
creamy/sweet flavored ones.

In terms of vaping topography, formaldehyde yields increased with increasing puff
volume (35 mL to 90 mL) for fixed puff duration, but not significantly in 90–170 mL,
increasing also with puff duration for fixed volume. However, as shown in their Table 3
for a pure VG e-liquid at 6.4 W, these combinations of puff volume and duration do not
involve significant increase of aldehyde yields: for puff duration increasing 2 s to 3 s at
average 90 mL puff volume formaldehyde goes from 790.0 ± 32.3 to 903.0 ± 56.2 ng/puff,
with much smaller yields in all parameters for the remaining aldehydes.

This study is valuable because the authors have made an effort to incorporate in
their experimental design a much wider set of vaping parameters (puffing, power settings,
e-liquids, flavors) than most emission studies, which simply choose a fixed set for the whole
testing. However, the authors’ choice of parameters is still too limited, even if referred to
the data of the small sample of 23 vapers they are considering. For example, instead of
considering e-liquids with pure PG and VG (which are not realistic) a better choice would
have been PG/VG 30:70 and PG/VG 70:30 mixtures.

Also, Table S2 of their Supplementary File shows that up to a 75 percentile of the
23 vapers use power settings below 13 W, while the upper value 31.3 W corresponds to a
95 percentile (one of the 23 vapers). Also, the authors mention in [95] that “These selected
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power output levels (6.4, 14.7, 31.3 W) have been characterized as safe, hot, and extremely
hot on a popular consumer Web site that provides users with vaping tutorials”. This is
information from users based on their sensorial perception, it should not be dismissed
(at least it should be considered). This information suggests that the lowest experimental
value, 6.4 W, is representative (i.e., “safe”), not only of this sample but of consumers of this
type of devices, while the upper experimental value 31.3 W is not only an outlier in this
sample, but it is very likely a power setting that consumers would avoid (“extremely hot”).

Evidently, the possibility that 31.3 W could be an unrepresentative outlier (likely used
in the reference sample by one or two vapers) should have been verified by inquiring with
end users. Consultation with end users and considering the output from their sensorial
experiences can be extremely useful to set up realistic and relevant experimental param-
eters (see [34,53]). This is important, since at 31.3 W the levels of all carbonyls (specially
formaldehyde) that were found in this study are much higher (specially for the unrealistic
pure PG e-liquid). Considering 31.3 W as still representative, but without verifying it,
might lead to artificially high estimations of ranges of carbonyl yields and exposure levels.

Considering as the most realistic parameters the V:G 50:50 mixture at 6.4 W, the values
of carbonyl yields reported in Table 4 of their supplementary file of experimental outcomes
for the combinations of power and e-liquid composition, shows a maximal formaldehyde
yield of about 1 μg/puf, which for 250 average daily puffs leads to a daily formaldehyde
exposure of 250 μg/day which is close to the strict AFNOR and OEHAA thresholds
(assuming 20 m3 of daily breathed air), but well below the occupational PEL-NIOSH of
18.45 mg/day.

Zelinkova and Wenzl The authors [23] tested the Voopoo Drag with its 0.25 Ω and
0.5 Ω and Vaporesso SWAG device with 0.15 Ω and 0.5 Ω coils. The devices were filled
with PG/VG 50:50 e-liquids and the puffing protocol was a CORESTA regime. Formalde-
hyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, propionaldehyde, acetone, butyraldehyde, crotonaldehyde
and 2-Butanone were quantified for each power tested and matched with the mass of
e-liquid vaporized. Power levels were varied from the lower one recommended by the
manufacturers to levels above their recommendation. Each experiment was conducted in
triplicate. Although the usage of a CORESTA protocol for testing two sub-ohm devices
is either unrealistic or only relevant for a minority niche of users (see Sections 3 and 4),
the study results are valuable, as they allow for the estimation of a maximal supplied
power marking the outset of the exponential increase of aldehydes production. This study
together with [22] illustrate the link between the optimal regime and a minimal aldehyde
production (see Section 2).

Talih et al. The authors [22] examine and discuss the link between boiling processes
and carbonyls formation. They tested 3 devices: a TF-N2 (0.12 Ω), a TFV12-Q4 (0.15 Ω) and
a VF platinum (2.2 Ω), all filled with pure glycerol e-liquid, applying a 1 L/min airflow
over 15 puffs of 4 s duration and 10 s interpuff interval (an excessively intense regime).
This is an important study, which (as we discussed in Section 2) provides a significant
contribution to the understanding of the physical processes of an overheating regime
linked to film boiling. Although its experimental setup is unrealistic: two sub-ohm devices
tested under a CORESTA-like regime with intense puffing, with all 3 devices tested at
maximal power above the manufacturers recommendations, the authors’ results illustrate
that maximal supplied powers leads to an exponential increase in carbonyl production,
specially formaldehyde, whereas these byproducts remain at minimal levels under specific
power ranges that define optimal operational conditions.

Uchiyama et al. The authors [24] examine the effects of power and temperature on
the generation of byproducts resulting from the thermal degradation pathways of PG and
VG from 3 comercial devices. The 3 tested devices were not fully identified (no information
whatosoever is supplied on models and brands), but from the described characteristics
of the mods and atomizers it is evident they are powerful sub-ohm devices. For their
denomination as Brands A, B, C respectively, battery voltage (V): 3.7, 3.7, 37, power range
(W): 1–75, 7–75, 7–85, coil type and resistance (Ω): stainless steel 0.1–3.5, stainless steel 0.1,
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stainless steel and zinc alloy 0.3–3, recommended power range (W): 40–50, 15–60, 30–60.
New atomizers were used in all e-cigarettes. Only one commercially available e-liquid
consisting of PG (approx. 30%), and VG (approx. 70%) containing nicotine (approx. 0.3%),
menthol, and apple flavor was used for all e-cigarettes.

Aerosol generation and collection was conducted according to the CORESTA protocol:
55 mL puff volume, 3-s puff duration, and 60-s puff interval. The latter interval was
modified from 30 s to 60 s, since puffing had to be interrupted after approximately 10 puffs
because of overheating and so the EC switch was turned on 2 s before puffing and turned off
10 s later. Analysis was conducted with QP 2010 Plus GC/MS and LC-20(HPLC) systems
(Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan).

Generation of carbonyl byproducts was very low with total particulate matter (TPM)
13 mg/15 puffs at supplied power of 10 W, but above 40 W byproduct generation exponen-
tially increased. Testing the devices at 50 W shows (their Table 4) that device B emits much
higher mass levels (in μg) in the gas phase than those of tobacco smoke (CM6 cigarette)
of formaldehyde (2300 ± 220 vs. 15 ± 0.5), acetaldehyde (1800 ± 580 vs. 1200 ± 150) and
acrolein (830 ± 87 vs. 120 ± 3.2).

The authors recognize that such high outcomes are associated with high temperatures
(determined by temperature programs of the mods but not validated by the authors) ex-
ceeding 500 ◦C at 60–75 W reached by the atomizer of the device B, while the maximum
temperature of the atomizer Brands A and C was approximately 250 ◦C with small varia-
tions above 40 W (this differences in temperatures are displayed in their Figure 7), While
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein reached for Brands A and C much lower levels
than those with Brand B, these levels are still comparable to those of tobacco smoke (in
their Table 4).

Evidently, several flaws can be identified in this study. Failure to properly identify the
devices makes it more difficult to interpret outcomes and prevents any replication of the
experiments. An odd result is finding formaldehyde split in the gas and particle phases, when
its high volatility suggests it should be predominantly in the gas phase (an explanation of this
odd result in terms of the aerosol collection methods was suggested in [30]).

However, the main shortcoming of this study is the usage of a CORESTA puffing
protocol for testing sub-ohm devices at high power settings, as this leads to user irrelevant
experimental conditions that are prone to overheating, as the authors recognize when
setting up the puffing procedure sequence by turning off the device puffing 10 s after each
puff. While carbonyl outcomes from devices Brands A and B were much lower, they were
also extremely likely artificial overestimations due to testing under inadequate parameters.
The authors’ risk assessments are not relevant for real life vaping, as end users of these
devices vape the DTL style with airflows and puffing volumes far larger than those of
CORESTA protocol used to test them. A final remark, the authors refer to usage of EC’s as
“smoking” and vaping aerosols as “smoke”. This a profoundly mistaken and misleading
terminology.

Cunningham et al. This extensive study [25] by industry funded authors (British
American Tobacco BAT) analyzes toxicant content in EC emissions from five EC manufac-
tured by BAT, looking at the effects on the emissions from the variation of wicks, atomizer
coils and benzoic acid content. After quantifying 97 aerosol constituents and 84 smoke
compounds, 16 of the 19 HPHCs identified by FDA were absent in the emissions of all
tested ECs. A comparison with two tobacco cigarettes showed that levels of the nine World
Health Organization (WHO) TobReg priority cigarette smoke toxicants were more than
99% lower in the emissions of the ECs. No evidence was found of toxic byproducts formed
from the thermal decomposition of benzoic acid in the e-cigarettes tested or from enhanced
thermal decomposition of propylene glycol or glycerol by the nickel–iron coil.

The tested devices were BAT products: Vype ePen2 and Vype ePen3 (both Nicoven-
tures Trading Ltd., Blackburn, UK). The study tested the Vype ePen2 at high power setting
4.4 W, but a low one 2.8 W is available. The device is button activated and is formed by a
reusable section with a 650-mAh rechargeable battery and a disposable flavor cartridge,
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a silica rope wick and an NiCr coil. The Vype ePen3 operates at 5.9 W with a NiFe coil
resistance 1.95–2.36 Ω, it is a closed system with a rechargeable 650-mAh battery and a
flavored e-liquid pod of 2 mL capacity. The devices contains protect circuit board (PCB) to
prevent over current and over charging. A fully charged battery provides 200 puffs.

The devices use e-liquids with different ratios of nicotine vs. benzoic acid and slightly
different PG/VG ratio. For the comparison of the aerosol chemistry the ePen2 and ePen3
are filled with Blended Tobacco (18 mg/mL nicotine) and only the ePen3 with Master
Blend (18 mg/mL nicotine with medium benzoic acid). The two cigarette products were:
Kentucky reference 1R6F and Benson & Hedges Skyblue (Japan Tobacco International).

EC devices were tested with the puffing protocols of the CORESTA method 81 EC.
For the tobacco cigarettes Canadian Modified conditions (55-mL puff volume, 2-s puff
duration, 30-s interval, vents blocked). Aerosol collection: glass fiber filter disc (pad)
followed by an impinger. Analysis by GC-MS. The authors provide measurements of
background air/method samples and emphasize their importance to avoid confounding
the quantification of toxicants at low concentrations with contamination from laboratory
air and analytical methodology equipment and reagents.

Quantified outcomes are displayed as mass per puff for the ECs and tobacco cigarettes
(Tables 3 and 4). For the ECs, besides aerosol collected matter, water, nicotine and the
solvents PG and VG, most carbonyls appear BLD or NQ, with formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,
acetone, methylglyoxal, isobutyraldehyde appearing at ng/puff levels. The remaining
compounds (triacetin, menthol, PAHs, VOCs, TSNA, phenols, flavorants, acids and CO)
are also BLD or NQ. The authors display the outcomes of same compounds for EC emis-
sions as mass normalized by nicotine in their Tables 4 and 5. Depending on the nicotine
concentration in the e-liquids, the ePen2 had 3–7 times lower nicotine yields per-puff than
the ePen3 and 81% lower than those from both cigarettes, while the ePen3 with high levels
of benzoic acid produced larger nicotine yields than the cigarettes.

The authors discuss various forms of comparing EC emissions with tobacco smoke,
all of which showing a 2–3 orders of magnitude reduction in toxicant content. The lack
of detection of benzene, phenols and PAHs rules out degradation products from benzoic
acid, while absence of byproducts of wick materials (cotton and silica) in both EC devices
disproves the hypothesis that silica is thermally more stable than cotton and provides
evidence that wicks of both devices are stable under standard EC operating conditions.

Noël et al. The authors [26] examine the production of three aldehydes (formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde and acrolein) from an unspecified EC device, undertaking a comprehensive
cytotoxicity analysis on gene expression in human bronchial epithelial cells exposed at the
air–liquid interface to the device emissions.

The authors do not disclose the device model and brand, they only mention that it
operates with atomizers set up with 9 distinct resistance/voltage combinations: 0.15, 0.5
and 1.5 Ω and 2.8, 3.8 and 4.8 V, which leads from Ohm’s law to these power ranges for each
voltage: 52, 96, 153 W for 0.15 Ω, 16, 28, 46 W for 0.5 Ω and 5, 10, 15 W for 1.5 Ω. E-liquids
with 36 mg/mL of nicotine were used (to mimic exposure of heavy smokers), PG/VG 50:50
ratio, and with either butter or cinnamon flavors. The puffing protocol was CORESTA 81:
3-s puff duration, and a 55-mL puff volume every 30-s. Samples were collected in 10-puff
sessions. Quantification by gas chromatography with a flame ionization detector (GC- FID).
Analysis HPLC.

Nicotine, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and acrolein levels (μg/puff) were flavor
dependent. Large increase occurs when comparing 0.15 vs. 1.5 Ω at 4.8 V (15, 46, 153 W).
Lesser increase was found for cinnamon flavor (acrolein was below LOD). Carbonyl yields
were low for 1.5 Ω at all voltages (5, 10, 15 W). From the bars in their Figure 1, the three
aldehydes have negligible levels (approx. 0.5 μg/puff) for all tests with 1.5 Ω and all voltages,
with formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein, respectively, reaching 18, 10, 10 μg/puff for the
combination 0.15 Ω at 4.8 V (153 W), with values for 0.5 Ω closer to those with 1.5 Ω.

The authors claim that sub-ohm vaping induces flavor dependent detrimental effects
to human lung epithelial cells. They conclude that taking together their experimental results
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could help policymakers to “take the necessary steps to prevent the use or manufacturing
of sub-ohm (i.e., 0.15 Ω) atomizers”, as their emissions induce flavor-specific detrimental
effects on lung cells due to cytotoxicity, enhanced oxidative stress, low levels of nitric oxide,
diminished transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER), and altered expression of key genes
associated with biotransformation, oxidative stress, and inflammation, all this besides
cellular toxicity via oxidative stress mechanisms. Further, they claim that their data also
suggests that ECs may not be a “safe” alternative to conventional cigarettes.

Evidently, the authors are issuing completely unwarranted and disproportionate state-
ments. The claim that the type of laboratory cytotoxic experiments they have performed
can somehow predict actual clinically verified harm in sub-ohm vapers, which would merit
such a harsh regulation, is extremely speculative. The resulting increase of aldehyde levels,
as well as their connection with deleterious cytotoxic effects from the sub-ohm device,
simply follow from the authors’ inappropriate and unrealistic experimental design: using a
CORESTA puffing protocol to test this type of device at high power settings (153 W), which
as we explained in Section 2 are the testing conditions that lead to overheating and possibly
dry puff, producing an aerosol that end users most likely would find repellent.

Mallock et al. This German study [27] compared the US and European versions of
Juul. While the early European version did not compensate for a much lower e-liquid
nicotine concentration in this version, the modified version shows an increased vaporization
that provides a better approximation to the nicotine delivery of the US version. Notably,
carbonyl levels remain comparable to those of the US product. In general, carbonyl and other
emissions byproducts are detected in Juul devices in lower levels than in other pod devices.

6.4. Studies Published in 2021

Chen et al. This comprehensive study [28] of Juul emissions by from Juul Labs,
tested 4 Juul devices in terms of 4 product combinations available in the US market in
2021: nicotine concentrations 35/59 mg/mL in two favors: Virginia Tobacco (VT) and
Menthol (Me). Carbonyls are in the Group I of analytes based on FDA guidance for in
its Pre Market Tobacco Authorization (PMTA) process for vaping products. Aerosol was
collected for Group I only in the “nonintense” (NI) regime with 3 s puff duration and 30 s
interpuff interval. Ten replicate measurements were performed from each of each product
combination. More than 40 of the 53 targeted analytes were below detection or below
quantification. Mass per puff was analyzed over three 50-puff collection blocks: beginning,
middle and one at the end. The outcomes were displayed in Table 3, showing the largest
mass yields for formaldehyde and acetaldehyde at ∼10−2 μg for all product combinations.

Crosswhite at al. This study [29] was also funded by Juul Labs. It applied a nontar-
geted analysis to obtain a more complete list of aerosol constituents in the aerosol generated
by the 4 varieties of Juul devices: Virginia Tobacco pods with 3.0% and 5.0% nicotine
concentrations (VT3 and VT5). Aerosol was generated in sequential 50 puff blocks for a
nonintense (3 s puff duration, 30 s interpuff lapse, 55 mL puff volume) and intense (6 s puff
duration, 30 s interpuff lapse, 110 mL puff volume) regimes.

The analysis employs two complimentary nontargeted analytic methods: GC–MS
methods optimized and adequate for analysis of for volatile/polar, including flavor
and aroma compounds, together with LC–MS-based methods amenable to characterize
semi/non/volatile, semi/non/polar and higher-molecular-weight compounds that might
be contained in the liquid droplets making the particulate phase of EC aerosol. hieve a
quantity estimation across multiple compounds. While these complementary analysis
methods cover a broad chemical space, they cannot detect all chemicals in the aerosol
(metals and nonionizable compounds). Aerosol trapping methods were adapted for each
analytic technique. Blank samples were also analyzed.

Nicotine, PG, VG and benzoic acid were not detected. All detected compounds
were above 0.7 μg/g for GC–MS analysis and above 0.5 μg/g for LC–HRMS analysis
and differing from blank measurements were identified and semiquantified. Tentatively
identified analytes were grouped in five groups: flavorants, HPHCs (from the FDA tobacco
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product supplied list), extractable and leachables, byproducts of chemical reactions and
unidentifiable compounds. For VT3 the five groups formed 0.23% (intense) and 0.2% (non
intense) of the aerosol mass, itemized as flavorants: 70% (intense) and 75% (nonintense),
reaction byproducts: 16% (intense and nonintense). HPHCs were not detected in the
nonintense regime. Similar outcomes were obtained for the VT5 in both intensity regimes.
The numbers of detected compounds were 88 (VT2) and 91 (VT5), of which 67 are common
in both intensity regimes, while compounds common with the 5162 compounds of tobacco
smoke were 29 (VT3) and 32 (VT5).

Li et al. The authors [30] tested mainstream aerosols from a third generation device,
Evolv DNA 75 color modular vaping device (Evolv LLC., Hudson, Ohio) with replacement
single mesh vaping coils (SS316L, FreeMax Technology Inc., Shenzhen, China) that have a
coil resistance of 0.12 Ω.

Emissions were tested for puffing parameters close to the CORESTA protocol: fixed
flow rate 1.186 ± 0.002 and puff volume 59.3 ± 0.1 mL, but with variable puffing rate (2,
3, 4 puffs/min) and puff duration (2, 3, 4 s) at a fixed flow rate, both at 191 ◦C, 3 s puff
and e-liquid with PG/VG = 30/70 and 3 mg/mL nicotine. Temperature was set for the
tests at 157, 191, 216, 246 and 266 ◦C with the temperature control software supplied by
the manufacturers. The authors recognize that this modified CORESTA protocol cannot
be extrapolated to real vaping scenarios, but claim that increasing puff duration and
controlling temperature can somehow compensate this limitation. However, it is unrealistic
to keep fixed a CORESTA airflow and the temperature (assuming the device temperature
control is accurate) while increasing puff duration. As we elaborate in Sections 2 and 12,
this is the main drawback of this study.

The chemical characterization of carbonyl byproducts is undertaken by targeted and
nontargeted analyses using LCHR-MS (liquid chromatography high-resolution mass spec-
trometry), GC gas chromatography, besides in situ chemical ionization mass spectrometry,
and gravimetry. The authors provide a comprehensive discussion of the thermal degrada-
tion reaction pathways involved in carbonyl production in the normal temperature range
of realistic vaping (below 266 ◦C), arguing that the heat-induced dehydration mechanism is
dominant over the path of H-abstraction by radicals such as OH, the latter playing a minor
but not negligible role.

The results of the study reinforce known outcomes: most aerosol components are
volatile or semivolatile, with over 99.5% of emissions made of PG and VG in both aerosol
phases. The study finds that PG mostly tends to be found in the gas phase, with the particle
phase containing substantial part of VG and all nicotine (the nicotine phase partition
depends on the e-liquid PH). Volatile carbonyls (including formaldehyde) tend to be in the
gas phase. Other outcomes are:

• The temperature dependence of carbonyl production is very sensitive to the coil metal
alloy (the authors’ Figure 2), an expected result given the different heat conducting
coefficients of these metals.

• The mass yields (in μg/puff) displayed in their Figure 3 show formaldehyde, hy-
droxyacetone, acetaldehyde, acrolein, and propionaldehyde, characterized by an
exponential dependence on temperature that is seen to become steep at the upper tem-
perature range (266 ◦C), while the dependence is linear for acetone, dihydroxyacetone,
and glyceraldehyde.

• The PG/VG and nicotine ratios and nicotine proportion in the particle phase closely
mirrors the PG/VG e-liquid ratio, with the 30/70 mixture (at 191 ◦C) leading to
roughly 3/4 VG and 1/4 PG with 0.3% nicotine.

• As expected the mass concentration of 7 carbonyls increase with an increasing puff
duration at same temperature (191 ◦C) and with fixed airflow (which makes these
values unrealistic).

These results are consistent with the reaction modeling suggesting a higher efficiency
of the heat-induced path at the tested temperature range, while the linear dependence
(which may become exponential at temperatures higher than those tested) is consistent with
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the radical pathway dominating at temperatures above 360 ◦C. Although computerized
modeling supports the heat-induced pathway from VG to be more efficient than the radical
pathway at normal EC usage temperatures, formaldehyde, hydroxyacetone and acrolein
can be formed from either pathway and from both PG and VG.

In discussing health impacts, the authors recognize that the doses for both solvents PG
and VG are below toxicological makers and that the carbonyl concentrations they found are
way below those of tobacco cigarettes (even in their higher range of tested temperatures).
However, they develop questionable speculations on inhaling excessive doses of acrolein
from the fact that this aldehyde is mainly a byproduct of VG, which becomes the dominant
compound in the emissions as vaping proceeds.

Assuming an 8:1 ratio of VG to PG mass aerosolization for a PG/VG 30:70 mixture,
they estimate (based on the outcomes they found in the study) that only 30–40% of the
e-liquid will be consumed (well before liquid depletion) when it becomes entirely VG with
likely a high acrolein content. This is very questionable, first because this hypothetical
acroleine exposure is not applicable to actual vapers, since (as the authors admit) the puffing
setup that they used cannot be extrapolated to real vaping scenarios (we discuss this issue
in Section 12). Second, since sub-ohm tank devices are normally vaped with PG/VG
30:70 ratios and low nicotine concentrations for direct to lung style, serious deleterious
effects from such an acrolein excess would have likely been noticed by end users who
(following the authors’ hypothesis) would end up vaping almost pure VG at high power
ranges. However, so far the main reported concerning carbonyls are formaldehyde and
acetaldehyde, with acrolein playing a minor role and (as far as we are aware) there is no
evidence that sub-ohm vaping of VG dominated e-liquids intrinsically produces more
adverse respiratory effects than other vaping styles and e-liquids.

Yan et al. The authors [31] apply orbitrap MS for a nontargeted analysis of EC
emissions. They identify more than 30 “features” characterized by pairs of the mass
to-charge ratio of the compound and the retention time. Compounds are identified contain-
ing nicotine and PG (NIC-PG) with increasing abundance relative to nicotine increasing
supplied power.

Devices: OD1: an iStick 25 (Eleaf, Shenzhen, China) with power range 1–85 W and
equipped with a HW2 coil (recommended range 20–70 W), and OD2: a SMOK Alien
220 Mod device (Shenzhen IVPS Technology Co, Shenzhen, China) with P = 6–220 W and
equipped with a TFV8 Baby Tank and a SMOK V8 Baby-Q2 coil (recommended power
range: 20–50 W). E-liquid was VG/PG 80:20 mixture. Aerosol was collected by a system of
tubes and pipettes to a peristaltic pump. The devices were tested at high powers, OD1: 20,
40 and 80 W, OD2: 40, 120 and 200 W. The puffing protocol was: 4 s puffs, interpuff time
26 s at a flow rate of 1 L/min.

Except for the use of a different analytic technique (orbitrap MS) and a nontargeted
approach, the authors used exactly the same experimental setup (devices, power settings,
puffing parameters) as a study that we reviewed in [5] by Zhao et al. [96], which tested
by means of the same low airflow CORESTA-like protocol the same high-powered sub-
ohm devices at high power settings, even well above the settings recommended by the
manufacturers. As we argue in Section 2, this experimental setting is a blue print for
detecting large byproduct yields produced by laboratory testing under unrealistic and
clearly overheating conditions that are prone to produce large levels of toxic byproducts.
As with the sub-ohm devices tested in the study reviewed in [5], the experimental results
of this study have no relevance for end users.

Tehrani et al. The authors [32] apply LC-HRMS, a sensitive analysis technique, to a
nontargeted study of e-liquids and EC aerosols from 4 devices. The number of detected
compounds and the proportion of combustion associated hydrocarbons in e-liquids in-
creased when in aerosol form. Lipids and hazardous additives and contaminants, such
as tributylphosphine oxide and the stimulant caffeine were also detected in e-liquids
and aerosols.
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The authors tested the following 4 devices: a third-generation modifiable-power (Smok
ProColor 225W with TFV8 Big Baby Beast Tank, Shenzhen Ivps Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China),
two fourth-generation cartridge (“pods”): Juul, Juul Labs, San Francisco, CA and Vuse
Alto, British American Tobacco, London, UK), and a disposable pod device (Blu Disposable,
Imperial Brands, Bristol, UK). E-liquids covered a wide range of nicotine levels (whether
base or salts) but only with tobacco flavor.

Aerosol was generated at 1.1 L/min airflow with puff topography based on the
International Organization for Standardization 20768:2018 method 1541: 3 s puff duration
and a shortened interpuff interval of 10 s. The shorter interpuff interval was found to be
necessary to produce sufficient condensed aerosol sample volumes for Blu, Juul, and the
PG/VG base e-liquid. Three blocks of consecutive 100 puffs each were machine puffed
for each device, recharging after each block, with aerosols generated from a single pool of
e-liquid for each product for the 3 blocks. Slightly higher aerosol mass was generated in
the final 100-puff interval for the Juul, whose maximal set by manufacturers is 200 puffs.

It is not surprising that such a vast array of compounds were detected, given the
high resolution of LC-HRMS and the enormous amount of generated aerosol from such an
extremely intense puffing regime: 3 blocks of 100 puffs taken each 10 s. Since demographic
studies of vapers in natural conditions [72–75] show on average 200–300 daily puffs, such
a regime would involve compacting all daily puffing during 12–16 h of wakefulness into
30–50 min. This is evidently an unrealistic experimental setup geared to detect as much
compounds as possible, even if this is achieved under conditions completely unrelated and
detached from real life.

Besides being unrealistic, this regime is an artificial way to magnify detection of
byproducts in emissions, even from the trapping material or the environment. As shown
in the study by Belushkin et al. [18], production of byproducts in the aerosol significantly
increases as a device is consuming e-liquid that is progressively “aging”, even without
depletion. This aging can be critical for low-powered pod devices being puffed with the
same e-liquid 300 times every 10 s.

Regarding the Smok ProColor 225W with a TFV8 Big Baby Beast Tank, a powerful
sub-ohm device, the authors fail to disclose the power settings and coil resistance with
which it was tested, an essential information to interpret and possibly replicate their results.
Also, the use of an airflow of 1.1 L/min is completely inappropriate for such a device
designed and used for DTL vaping. Testing this device with this puffing regime most likely
leads to overheating conditions even if puffed within the recommended power settings
(see Section 2). Furfural and various fatty acids are byproducts of cellulose (wick) pyrolysis
(see Section 3), but are also among the compounds detected in this study, which would
confirm testing under dry puff conditions.

The authors present a very detailed examination and classification of the detected
compounds, validation tests and calibrations. However, this comprehensive study is
completely unrealistic and irrelevant for end users.

Cancelada et al. The authors [20] quantified HPHCs in aerosols emissions generated
using a SMOK V8 kit designed with a TFV8 Big Baby tank and five coils M2 (0.15 Ω and
0.25 Ω), X4 (0.15 Ω), T8 (0.15 Ω) and Q2 (0.6 Ω) filled with a commercial e-liquid Euro Gold
from Naked 100. The experiments were conducted using a fixed nominal voltage of 3.8V
(i.e., 98 W for 0.15 Ω coils, 58 W for 0.25 Ω coil and 24 W for 0.6 Ω coil) varying puff volume
(50 mL, 100 mL, 250 mL, 350 mL and 500 mL) and a fraction of airflow vent system opening
(0%, 25%, 75% and 100%). The first series of experiments reported the masses of e-liquid
vaporized (MEV) according to the puff volumes for the different opening fractions tested
using the M2 0.15 Ω. Because the results are close to each other (except at very low puffs
volume), the authors reported that the puff volume and opening fraction did not affect the
mass of e-liquid vaporized. As we argue in detail in Section 2, this interpretation of the
results is erroneous, as the experiments were conducted with a single power. This is even
more confusing, as the M2-0.15 Ω coil is normally recommended by the manufacturer to
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operate between 25 W and 80 W and the one tested here was running at 96 W (based on
manufacturer information).

The authors further graphed an open airflow system vs. puff volume in a grid, with
formaldehyde levels quantified and reported in terms of the mass of e-liquid vaporised
in the emissions. The resulting graph shows some higher formaldehyde levels with small
puff volume and reduced airflow than with high puff volume and fully open vent system.
Even more interesting, iso-lines can be estimated with a picture at 0% and 50 mL and tends
to a very low limit approaching 500 mL and/or 100%. The authors argue that increasing
airflow rate can reduce the degree of decomposition of e-liquid components. In reality,
changing the puff volume or the airflow opening fraction modifies the same parameter: the
speed of air, as they change the pressure drop in the device. With the characterizations of
the air resistance for each opening fraction these results would have highlighted that the
iso-values are due to experiments carried out with the same speed of air and the same heat
exchange by forced convection. The remaining graph would be a classic one with the speed
of air in the x-axis and the formalehyde ratio in the y-axis. As for MEV, the interpretation
of the results is confusing because it was obtained with a single fixed power.

Finally, the authors tested the five coils using two opening fractions 50% and 25% with
a 50 mL puff volume and reported the MEV and the quantities of some HCHPs with 50%
fraction. Based on the previous experiments, the authors would provide results obtained
with a CORESTA-like vaping regime unless they made experiments using a puff volume
(i.e., airflow rate) consistent with DTL. The MEV of the 0.6 Ω coil (24 W) is lower than
0.25 Ω (58 W), itself lower than 0.15 Ω dual and quadruple coils (96 W), still lower than
the octuple coils. As these classification is now surprising, it should be noted that they are
initially recommended for power range of respectively 40 W–80 W (Q2), 30–50 W (M2),
25–80 W (M2), 30–70 W (X4) and 50–110 W (M2) highlighting that Q2 was tested below the
requirements, T8 under the range required and M2, X4 above the requirements. Based on
this observation, it is also not surprising that so high levels of carbonyls were found for M2
0.25 Ω and that 0.15 Ω dual coil has high deviations compared to the results of the others
coils suggesting that dry puff occurs for one device.

6.5. Studies Published in 2022

Xu et al. The authors [33] quantified HPHCs in aerosols emissions of four market-
leading flavoured e-cigarettes available in the Chinese market. Levels of eight carbonyls,
five volatile organic compounds (VOCs), four tobacco-specific nitrosamines (TSNAs),
16 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and seven heavy metals where quantified
and compared with their presence in mainstream tobacco smoke. Small variations of mass
yields of carbonyls were found among the different ECs, but the vast majority of targeted
HPHCs were either undetected or found in significantly lower yields than in cigarette
smoke (commercial or reference 3R4F).

Two devices were tested, each with nonrefillable cartridges in two flavors: RELX
Classic (mung bean and tobacco) and RELX Infinity (coke and watermelon), both operating
at 6.5 W. Aerosols were generated and collected by 100 puffs with the CORESTA Recom-
mended Method No. 81: a square-wave puff profile, 55 mL puff volume, 3 s puff duration,
and 30 s interpuff interval. Aerosol condensate was passed either through a collection
vessel containing suitable solvent for the analysis of carbonyls, VOCs or heavy metals
(lead, stibium, arsenic, nickel, chromium, cadmium, and mercury). TSNAs and PAHs were
collected through a Cambridge filter pad. For comparison with tobacco smoke a cigarette
was counted as 10 EC puffs.

Quantification of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, acetone, propionaldehyde,
butanol, butyraldehyde, and butanone was based on CORESTA Recommended Method No.
7414 and the AFNOR XP D90-300-3 standard. Samples were analyzed by ultraperformance
liquid chromatography (UPLC). The study also targeted and quantified VOCs, TSNAs,
PAHs and heavy metals. The mass yields as μg/100 puffs and μg/10 cigarettes were
displayed in Table 2.
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For carbonyls, the largest mass yield (ng/puff) in the ECs was for formaldehyde:
0.017–0.15, acetaldehyde: 0.017–0.092, acetone: 0.005–0.048, acrolein: 0.015–0.042, with
the remaining carbonyls below detection. VOCs, TSNAs, PAHs were all below detection
limits, while negligible yields were quantified for heavy metals (the largest for nickel
at 1.78 ng/puff). Carbonyls yields were three orders of magnitude smaller than their
corresponding yields in tobacco smoke.

In the neutral red uptake and Ames assays, aqueous extracts of the e-cigarette aerosols
did not induce obvious cytotoxicity or mutagenicity, whereas CS aqueous extract showed
dose-related cytotoxicity and mutagenicity.

Visser et al. The authors [34] present a ‘human volunteer-validated’ approach that can
provide user relevant conditions in laboratory testing of EC emissions. The study matches
the dry puff assessment from 13 volunteering experienced vapers with carbonyl detection
laboratory testing. This approach can reduce the possibility of reporting excessively high
toxicant levels that emerge in tests conducted under unrealistic conditions, producing EC
aerosols that end users would find unpleasant and even repellent (specially the dry puff
’burned out’ sensation).

Vapers used the same EC devices (JustFog Q16C with 1.2 and 1.6 Ω coils and eLeaf Pico
batteries). Power ranges recommended by the manufacturer were 6.4–12.1 W (1.6 Ω coil)
and 8.5–16.1 W (1.2 Ω coil). The e-liquids were: menthol, vanilla and fruit, with PG/VG
ratio 50/50, 30/70, 30/70 and nicotine levels 0, 0, 3 mg/mL, respectively. The vapers were
instructed to vape in ‘mouth to lung’ style (to avoid as much as possible excessive deviation
in airflows and puff volumes), sampling six combinations of coils, e-liquids and power
levels (10 W–25 W in 3 W steps), reporting the absence/presence of a dry puff sensation
through a 100-unit visual analog scale. Every combination was classified as either “dry
puff flavor” (10% of the puffs reporting this sensation) or “no dry puff flavor” (otherwise).

As expected, dry puff sensation was not reported in any coil/liquid combination
at lower power ranges 10–13 W, but above 13 W a complicated pattern emerged that
depends on the e-liquids and coils. In parallel with this assessment, laboratory testing
was conducted for the same combinations of coils, e-liquids and power settings assessed
by the vapers, targeting carbonyl compounds through a HPLC-DAD (high-performance
liquid chromatography—diode array detection) analysis. The puffing parameters were
blocks of three 3-second puffs with 1-minute intervals and puff volume of 55 mL. The
analysis detected only at higher power ranges 11 carbonyl species: formaldehyde, two
acetaldehyde isomers, acrolein and lactaldehyde (the remaining were not identified). These
compounds were denoted “dry puff markers” and a cutoff for each one was defined
as its maximal quantified value (in μg/puff) in the power range (in each combination
of coils/liquids) where the vapers assessed “no dry puff flavor”. For every coil/liquid
combination, outcomes of these 11 markers above the cutoff were regarded as dry puffs (a
very conservative approach, since the vapers did not report a dry puffs in 90% of the puffs).

The criterion to test the matching between vapers’ sensorial assessment and the
chemical analysis was given by 11 carbonyl markers being above their cutoff values, which
identified the corresponding coil/liquid/power combinations as dry puffs. This matching
was consistent for 83% of puffs with 17% false negatives, with the largest divergence
occurring in the fruit flavored e-liquid with the 1.6 Ω coil (60% dry puffs from the carbonyl
test vs. 20% for the sensorial evaluation at about 20 W).

This study represents a fist step in the incorporation of end user input in the improve-
ment of laboratory testing of EC emissions. The authors recognize the obvious limitations
of the study (small sample of users, e-liquids, coils and a single EC device, subjectivity
of sensorial validation). However, the study has other limitations not mentioned by the
authors. The dry puff is not a sudden isolated event, it can emerge gradually, with overheat-
ing before a dry puff producing variation of sensorial experiences in users (the authors did
not verify e-liquids depletion, so it can not be ruled out that users reported these variations).
Evidently, as the authors suggest, studies with larger samples of vapers and devices should
follow since human assistance can increase the accuracy and quality of emission testing.
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7. Carbon Monoxide (CO)

The present section provides a review of three studies that detected CO in EC aerosol
emissions. Since CO is a hazardous byproduct of incomplete combustion, it is important to
understand under which experimental conditions it has been detected when testing ECs.

Casebolt et al. (2019). The authors [35] used a Cleito device with a 0.2 Ω coil filled with
two commercial e-liquids of 50:50 PG/VG ratio. Despite the fact that this device is designed
for DTL inhalation, the experimental airflow rate was 0.85 L/min, which is inconsistent
with real use of the device (it is even below that of the CORESTA protocol for the low
intensity vaping regime ISO20768: 1.1 LT/min). The recommended power specifications for
this device can be found in the internet: between 55 and 70 Watts. Ignoring this information
they conducted the experiments applying powers from 40 to 180 Watts by steps of 20 Watts.
Their results reveal an exponential increase in the maximal concentration of CO from
60 Watts onwards, though it is close to zero for power below 60 Watts. Casebolt et al. [35]
concluded by an alarmist warning on CO production in commercial devices, despite the
fact that their results show that CO was not quantifiable under the normal operational
power of the devices, only under unrealistic tested conditions.

El-Hellani et al. (2019). The authors [36] used a rebuildable atomizer to test the
presence of CO in emission from sub-ohm electronic cigarettes. For this purpose they
designed a coil from different alloys (nichrome, nickel, stainless steel and Kanthal) by
wrapping a 24 or 26 Ga wire (diameters of 0.511 mm and 0.405 mm) around an inner
diameter of 3 mm leading to 10 or 13 wraps. Japanese cotton was wetted with a 30/70
PG/VG e-liquid ratio and an air flow rate of 1 L/min was applied. All their coils had the
same surface, though their geometric shape was different. In their Figure 3 they reported
the detection of CO in the aerosol when applying powers from 25 to 175 Watts by steps
of 25 Watts. No CO was detected below 100 Watts and levels started to be detected from
125 Watts with an increasing peak according to the supplied power. Then, in their Figure 1,
they compared the use of different coil geometries (keeping their surface constant) at
125 Watts. For the same geometry (denoted by A in their paper), CO was quantified with its
reported values displaying a high dispersion, thus suggesting that this is not a reproducible
experiment. This might be due to the fact that 125 Watts is the minimal starting point of
production. Finally, they designed an additional geometry to compare CO daily exposure
at 75, 125 and 200 Watts to the CO exposure from a conventional cigarette. The geometry
they used represents half of the initial geometry (5 wraps instead of 10), leading to a surface
divide by 2. As boiling is a thermal phenomenon and the coil surface is a key parameter,
the functioning limits using 5 wraps can be estimated by dividing them at 10 wraps by the
same order of magnitude. Therefore, from the detection of CO using 10 wraps beginning at
100–125 Watts, we can assume that these limits would be between 50 and 63 Watts using
5 wraps.

The authors assumed glycerol pyrolysis as the source of CO production. Their results
from an experimented study [97] on the degradation of glycerol in the gas phase shows
production of CO and also CO2 from 675 C onwards, which are temperatures well above
those of a vaping device in which glycerol is heated and vaporized from its liquid phase.
As it reaches gas phase conditions, it mixes with fresh air and cools almost instantaneously.
Rather, CO production can be explained by another source of pyrolysis. As film boiling
is initiated, it creates a layer of gas around a small part of the wire creating an associated
volume of dried fibers under conditions that are adequate for cellulose pyrolysis for
which CO and CO2 formation is well documented and reported at temperatures above
400 C [98,99]. Therefore, there is a high probability that the authors detected CO under dry
puff conditions that are repellent to end users.

Son et al. (2019). The authors [37] investigated CO productions using a pod (JUUL),
a ciga-like (V2 VMR products), a top-coil (Ego CE4) and a mod (Cleito 0.4 Ω). Ciga-likes
are now obsolete and the Ego CE4 is no longer available due to capillary issues, but the
Juul and Cleito devices are still marketed. The Cleito is recommended for DTL vaping and
for power between 40 and 60 Watts. The airflow rate during the experiments (1.5 L/min)
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is inconsistent with the real use of the device. Together, the JUUL and Cleito produced
a quantity of CO below 10 μg per puff, leading to a daily inhalation of CO below 2.5 mg
(assuming 250 puffs per day). The WHO recommends a maximal allowed concentration of
103 mg/m3 during 15 consecutive minutes (in a volume inhaled of 0.2 m3 in 15 min). Even
if a user vapes 250 daily puffs in 15 min (an impossible feat), the exposure concentration
is 12 mg/m3, representing 12% of the WHO recommendation. It is evident that spacing
the puffs through a day leads to the dilution of local peaks of concentrations in CO and
to an exposure concentration representing 2% of the daily requirement (7 mg/m3). Using
the most worrying result obtained in the paper, CO does not exceed this toxicological limit.
In comparison with a conventional cigarette (10 cigarettes per day, 13 puffs per cigarette,
0.75–1.73 mg of CO per puff), a daily use of a vaping device leads to the inhalation of at
most 1/161 of the CO inhaled from a conventional cigarette.

8. Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS)

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), specially Hydroxyls and OH compounds, in EC
aerosol have been the subject of several studies [38–41,100,101] (we exclude [101], as its
experimental procedure is too obscure and EC devices were not identified). Free radicals
are an important group of potentially toxic byproducts, as they are a major constituent of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) responsible for oxidative
stress affecting many physiological functions. We review five studies focused on free radical
detection in EC aerosol emissions.

Bitzer et al. (2018a). The authors [38] tested a powerful sub-ohm device: Wismec
Reuleaux RX200S Mod, powered by three 18650 batteries and endowed with “constant
control temperature” and “constant control power” modes, which allow the user to operate
the device by fixing a target constant temperature or power in the ranges 100–315 ◦C and
1–200 W. The tests were conducted in both modes. As in previous studies [39,100], the
authors conducted experiments with CORESTA-like puffing parameters: 40 puffs, 5 s puff
duration, 30 s interpuff lapse and airflow rate of 500 mL/min = 8.33 mL/s.

The study spin trapped and analyzed free radicals through a nontargeted species
approach by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). The detected free radical abundance
was ∼1013–1014 molecules/puff. A previous 2016 study by the same group of authors [100]
using a low-powered device detected an abundance of ∼1013. These free radical levels are
between 1/100 and 1/1000 of the free radical abundance of ∼1016–1017 molecules/puff
detected in tobacco smoke with the same EPR technique (see [38,39,100]). Free radical
production increased as follows:

• close to 2-fold between 100 and 300 ◦C under constant-temperature regime.
• at even steeper rate from 10 to 50 W under constant wattage, with coil temperatures

higher than those of the constant-temperature regime.
• close to 3-fold in e-liquid mixtures with higher PG content in comparison with ratios

of PG/VG 0:100 and PG/VG 100:0. This was associated with an increases in aerosol-
induced oxidation of biologically relevant lipids.

These results show that reactive free radical production in e-cigarette aerosols is highly
solvent. While radical production depended on aerosol generated at higher temperatures,
disproportionately high levels were observed at close to 100 ◦C despite limited aerosol
production.

However, there are various problems with the experimental setup. Coil temperature
controls from instruments in sub-ohm devices are not very reliable: they are based on
applying Fourier law to flat homogenous medium whose conductive properties are given by
simplified empiric relations between power and resistance for different alloys (the formula
in equation 1 of the study). To address this problem the authors should have provided an
experimental validation of temperature measurements. There is also a conceptual problem
with fixing the temperature (See Section 12), which is a thermodynamical intensive state
variable whose evolution is determined (see Section 2) by the heat flux exchange balance
between e-liquid vaporization close to thermal equilibrium and its condensation (and
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aerosol formation) by forced convection. Fixing the temperature at an arbitrary value
(assuming it is experimentally validated and accurate) would force an isothermal process
that is most likely, either incompatible with the heat exchange balance, or conducing to
contrived conditions on coil resistance or power.

The constant power regime is more consistent, as power is an extensive state variable
that can be set up externally. However, the authors used a CORESTA-like puffing protocols
with an extremely small airflow rate (0.5 L/min). As we argue in Sections 3 and 4, such
diminished airflow is problematic for testing a powerful sub-ohm device, as it should
lead to a severely narrowed power range of the optimal regime (see Figure 2), with a
high likelihood that its upper power end (which determines the outset of overheating) lies
within the 10–50 W ranges in which the authors conducted the tests. Not surprisingly, the
authors detected a steep increase of free radical production as the device was tested along
10–50 W. The authors mention that this increase was due to high temperatures, but we
would add that this is a further sign of testing in clear overheating conditions.

While the experimental settings of this study might allow for certain combinations of
power, temperature and resistance that correspond to real life usage or at least conditions
relevant to a majority of users, the authors do recognize (and we argue in Sections 3 and 4)
that it might also lead to combinations that are completely unrealistic or only applicable
to a minority of vapers who might use sub-ohm devices for MTL style. This is a valuable
study, but its experimental outcomes are likely applicable only to a minority niche of vapers
(see Sections 2, 3.1 and 12.1).

Bitzer et al. (2018b). This is a study [39] by the same group of authors as [38], focusing
on the effect of flavorings compounds on the production of free radicals. The authors use
the same device as [38], a device endowed with a constant temperature mode that permits
setting up its operation at a fixed temperature. The puffing protocols was also the same as
in [38]: 5 s puff duration, 30 s interpuff lapse and 500 mL/min = 8.33 mL/s. Hence, our
critique on [38] is directly applicable to this study (see our comments further ahead).

The authors analyzed (with GC-MS) 49 commercially available nicotine-free food grade
flavor concentrates (β-damascone, δ-tetradecalactone, γ-decalactone, citral, dipentene,
ethyl maltol, ethyl vanillin, linalool, and piperonal), as well as food grade ethyl vanillin
propylene glycol acetal (found in more than 45% of flavors). Nearly 300 unique chemicals
were identified in the concentrates. To examined thermal degradation of flavored aerosols,
the concentrates were diluted to 20% into a mixture PG/VG 60:40 in similar concentrations
found in commercial e-liquids.

Close to 43% of the flavors resulted in significant increases in radical production as
compared to the base PG:GLY (60:40) mixture: from 46% (lemon) to 122% (vanilla custard),
but significant reductions in radical production below baseline were observed as a result of
adding Vanilla flavoring. The radical inhibition effects of ethyl vanillin suggest its possible
use an additive in e-liquids reduce free radical production during aerosol formation.

Relative abundance of the different flavorants in each e-liquid concentrate was cor-
related with radical production. Strong correlations between found for β-damascone, δ-
tetradecalactone, γ-decalactone, citral, dipentene, ethyl maltol, ethyl vanillin, ethyl vanillin
PG acetal, linalool, and piperonal. Dipentene, ethyl maltol, citral, linalool, and piperonal
promoted radical formation in a concentration-dependent manner. However, interestingly,
ethyl vanillin inhibited the radical formation also in a concentration dependent manner.
The capacity to oxidize biologically-relevant lipids was closely linked with free radical
production.

To assess the results of this study we remark that all experiments were conducted with
the tested EC device setup at 225 ◦C and 50 W, but aerosols were generated by a very low
airflow, a rate 50% lower than that of the CORESTA 1 L/min airflow. This is important,
since as we argued in the revision of [38] (and as shown in Figure 2 and discussed in
Section 2) such a small airflow rate should produce a significant reduction of the power
range of the optimal regime, rising the probability that the fixed 50 W used in the testing
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could be in the overheating region. Hence, it is not possible to rule out that the device was
tested under overheating conditions and even a dry puff.

Son et al. (2019). The authors [40] utilize the same experimental set up as in their
2020 study on carbonyls [21] and in a 2018 study [95] (see section), except that in the
present study they only considered two power settings: 6.4 and 31.3 W. The main difference
with other ROS studies is that they did not follow a nontargeted approach through EPR,
but one targeting OH free radicals by the reaction of captured aerosol with disodium
terephthalate (TPT) to form 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid (2OHTA), the known reaction
product of OH and TPT. Their outcomes, given as nmol/puff of 2OHTA, are about ∼1014–
1015 molecules/puff, an order of magnitude higher than those reported in [38,39,100].
However, this result is questionable, as it follows from the outcomes produced with a
tested device puffed with a pure VG e-liquid, which is completely unrealistic in end users.
Also, this large value occurs at maximal power of 31.3 W (see the high vertical box in
the authors’ Figure 1). As we argue when reviewing the authors’ carbonyl study [21], it
is very likely (on the grounds of their sample of vapers) that this maximal power level
is an unrepresentative outlier (95 percentile). If the boxes for the pure VG e-liquid and
this maximal power level are removed from their Figure 1, then 2OHTA levels become
of magnitude ∼ 1014 like those found by EPR methods. However, the technique used
by the authors is based on the 35% yield of the 2OHTA reaction that reflects the amount
of OH radicals formed available for fluorescence detection. Letting all radical species
from the degradation products remain in the reaction environment could give rise to
further radical chains and lead to the formation of excess OH (through, for example, the
Haber–Weiss reaction that produces hydroxyl radicals-OH from hydrogen peroxide-H2O2
and superoxide-O2). This technique of quantifying OH free radicals might introduce
uncertainties in OH quantification if not undertaken carefully (see details in [102]).

To estimate the exposure to OH radicals from ECs (from their outcomes) the authors
assume the number of daily puffs for vapers to be in the range 10–1000. Taking 1000 puffs
per day then they claim that OH exposure from ECs can be as high as (or higher than) that
from tobacco cigarettes. Evidently, 1000 daily puffs is an extreme outlier that does not justify
this alarming conclusion, besides the fact that their upper end outcome 1015 molecules/puff
is an overestimation by an order of magnitud. Taking their representative values at 6.4 W,
OH exposure from vaping is at most 1/100 of the exposure from smoking.

Haddad et al. (2019). The authors [41] applied an optimized acellular 2’,7’-dichlorofl-
uorescin (DCFH) probe technique to measure ROS in EC aerosols in sub-ohm and supra-
ohm devices, varying power, e-liquid composition and nicotine concentrations. ROS
emissions were quantified in the total particulate matter (TPM) of ECIG aerosols and
tobacco smoke. For all device types ROS emissions were uncorrelated with power but
were highly correlated with power per unit area. An increase in the e-liquid VG content
produced higher ROS flux, but nicotine did not affect ROS emissions.

The devices used were: supra-ohm VaporFi platinum tank (5 and 11 W) and a sub-
ohm Smok TFV8 device with a V8-T8 coil head (eight coils). Vaping sessions: 5 puffs
(VaporFi platinum tank) and 2 puffs (Smok TFV8). Puffing protocol: 4-s puff duration, 10-s
interpuff interval, 1 L/min flow rate for both EC devices and for cigarettes 10 puffs with
ISO puffing protocol.

To assess the effects of power, the Smok TFV8 was vaped at 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 W
with a PG/VG 50:50 solution and 12 mg/mL nicotine concentration. The Smok TFV8
at fixed 50 W was used to assess the effect of different coil heads: V8-Q4 (4 coils), V8-T8
(8 coils), V8-T10 (10 coils) and TF-Q4 (4 coils). To examine the effects of e-liquid composition
and nicotine concentration, the authors the following set up: PG/VG (100/0, 50/50 and
0/100 PG/VG) and (0, 6 and 12mg/mL) in a 50/50 PG/VG solution, all tested at 5 and
11 W (VaporFi platinum tank) and 50 and 150 W (Smok TFV8). Results are reported as the
mean of three measurements after blank subtraction.

It is evident that the authors conducted the tests in this study under extreme and
unrealistic conditions. A powerful sub-ohm device (Smok TFV8) is recommended for DTL
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vaping, but it is puffed with a CORESTA-like protocol with 1 L/min airflow and a short
interpuff lapse (10 s) and at high powers 50, 75, 100, 150 and 200 W. Even if 50 W might be
within the recommended power range of the manufacturers for DTL vaping, puffing this
device at 1 L/min airflow narrows the power range of the optimal regime (see Section 2 and
Figure 2) making it almost certain that the device was puffed under overheating conditions
even at this lowest power used by the authors.

Regarding the VaporFi platinum tank, the authors mentioned it was activated by the
aerosol lab vaping instrument (ALVIN) of The American University of Beirut, citing their
reference (43) of a study the same author group published in 2015 [103], which describes
such a device operating in the power range 3.0–7.5 W. However, the authors tested this
instrument with the VaporFi tank at 5 and 11 W, which is above the operation power range,
making it almost a certainty that at least some of the tests were conducted under dry puff
conditions. Therefore, the experimental outcomes of these study for the sub-ohm Smok
TFV8 device and the VaporFi platinum tank are completely irrelevant for end users.

9. Chemical Pathways of Solvents Degradation

We review in this section 5 studies whose main focus is not quantifying carbonyl
byproducts in EC emissions, but improving the understanding of their production process
from the chemical pathways of the thermal degradation of e-liquid solvents (PG and VG).

Jensen, Strogin and Peyton (2017). This study [42] was not reviewed in [11], its main
novelty and significance is its usage of spectral analysis from nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) (instead of the usual analysis with LC MS or GC MS) to conduct an extensive
probing of the chemical pathways of byproducts derived from thermal degradation of
vaporized PG and VG. Compounds not previously detected were found in the pathway
reactions with HCHO compounds, though only acetaldehyde and hydroxyacetone were
quantified. The authors used a second generation Innokin iTaste VV4 with a KangerTech
Protank-II claromizer, bottom coil 1.8–2.5 Ω and e-liquid PG/VG 50:50. Puff volume was
kept fixed 55 mL, collecting 6–22 mg of aerosol by single puffs of varying duration: 3, 5 and
10 s. The wick was wetted and intervals between puff were 5 min or more as an attempt to
avoid dry puffs and overheating.

However, varying puff duration with fixed puff volume leads for 5 and 10 s puffs to
a very diminished airflow (11 and 5.5 mL/s). Even for such a low-powered device and
without liquid depletion (verified by the authors), this puffing regime necessarily leads, as
power increases 6–14 W, to overheating from insufficient evacuation of vaporized e-liquid
and is also an artificial way to enhance carbonyl production (see large aldehyde outcomes
for extended puff duration DP+ trials in [16]), besides the fact that 10 s puffs are extreme
and unrealistic. The presence of overheating can be appreciated by the nonlinear relation
obtained by plotting PG/VG generation (about >99.9% or aerosol mass) vs. power from the
data in Table S1 of the Supplementary File. Evidently, the quantified acetaldehyde yields
per puff for 10 s puffs are overexposures under abnormal conditions.

Wang et al. (2017). The authors [43] examine the production of toxic volatile carbonyl
compounds from PG and VG at varying a controlled temperature ranging up to 318 ◦C, by
means of a “device-independent test method” utilizing a stainless steel, tubular reactor in
flowing air that simulates a generic EC device.

The authors used e-liquids with pure PG and VG, a 50:50 PG/VG mix and two
commercial ones. Acrolein was only detected in e-liquids containing VG and above 270 C.
Formaldehyde and acetaldehyde were detected at reactor temperatures of 215 ◦C for both
PG and VG, but at same temperature (318 ◦C) pure VG produced significantly higher
yields: (in μg per mg of liquid): 21.1 ± 3.80 vs. 2.03 ± 0.80 (formaldehyde), 2.40 ± 0.99
vs. 2.35 ± 0.87 (acetaldehyde) and 0.80 ± 0.50 vs. traces (acrolein). The authors claim that
at 215 ◦C the estimated daily exposure to formaldehyde from e-cigarettes surpasses the
USEPA and OEHHA toxicological thresholds.

The experimental set up is as follows: 5–10 mg of test e-liquid was loaded at the
center of a 0.3 g piece of glass wool, which was then carefully transferred to the middle
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of a stainless steel, tubular reactor (25 cm long and 1 cm in inner diameter) housed in a
horizontal, split-sided furnace. Contact between liquid and inner surface of the reactor was
avoided. One end of the tube reactor was connected to compressed air with a regulated
constant flow rate of 200 mL/min, to produce a 2.9 s transition time of e-liquid with air in
the reactor to mimic a 3 s puff duration. Aerosols were collected onto DNPH cartridges
and analyzed by HPLC.

The authors define as “reactor temperature” the temperature in the glass wool inside
the reactor, fixed by a temperature controller and measured by a thermocouple. Although
the test outcomes are shown in graphs at various fixed temperatures (215, 270, 315 ◦C),
most likely these temperatures are reached by heating the reactor for a short time (the
“transition time” mentioned before).

The displayed graphs for these fixed temperatures for 5 e-liquids show negligible
yields of the 3 aldehydes below 215 ◦C, with yields rising at >215 ◦C (with larger increase
for formaldehyde). Yields from VG are an order of magnitude larger than those of PG,
which is in contradiction to results in other studies, a contradiction that the authors suggest
can be explained by potential interaction of VG with reactor materials (stainless steel). The
graphs for the PG/VG 50:50 mixture and a commercial e-liquid show the same qualitative
behavior, but in the PG/VG mixture the rise of yields occurs below 215 ◦C and for the
commercial liquid up to 250 ◦C.

This study is valuable for showing the temperature dependence of aldehyde produc-
tion, even if it is evident that the tubular reactor used in this study is a poor simulator of an
EC device (a fact the authors recognize). A steady flow of compressed air carrying e-liquid
vapor at very low fixed airflow (3.33 mL/s) is an extremely crude inhalation model. As a
consequence, the detected aldehyde yields cannot be extrapolated to those emerging from
testing EC devices and the authors’ risk assessments are not relevant for end users.

Finally, the authors’ temperature measurements were not validated and thus do
not seem to be reliable. However, even if temperature measurements were accurate,
the temperature dependence of a process like aldehyde production is a thermodynamic
process that cannot be modeled by temperature measurements from a sequence of fixed
temperatures and a fixed airflow. We discuss this common conceptual error in Section 12.

Li et al. (2020). The authors [44] present in detail a theoretical quantification model
that can significantly contribute to a better understanding of the chemical pathways of
carbonyl production in EC emissions.

Conventionally, carbonyl quantification is done by derivatizing with 2,4-dinitrophenyl
hydrazine (2,4-DNPH) to produce hydrazone adducts, followed by LC or GC chromatogra-
phy analysis with calibration of chromatographic peak areas guided by carbonyl-DNPH
standards. Additional purification steps are required to isolate the mono and multi hydra-
zones in the DNPH synthesis. However, some carbonyls are not commercially available
and further require a separate synthesis. The authors propose two goals: (1) to use high
mass resolving power coupled to chromatography to better identify DNPH hydrazones of
functionalized and simple carbonyls and acids, and (2) to develop a quantification for cases
when analytical standards are unavailable.

To validate this technique the authors use a disposable device blu (Imperial Brands
Inc., Bristol, United Kingdom), with non-refillable “Classic Tobacco” e-liquid cartridges.
The device comprises a rechargeable 140 mA h battery and an atomizer with coil resistance
of 3.5 Ω. Puffing protocol: two devices were puffed in tandem (4 puffs for each e-cigarette),
puff duration 2 s with 8 puffs/min (7.5 s inter-puff lapse), average flow rate 2.3 L/min and
puff volume 77 mL.

All analytes were separated in the chromatographic spectrum using accurate single ion
cromatography, which once integrated into the full ion chromatography avoids coelusion
and misidentification of spectral peaks that might lead to overestimation of abundance.
A total of 19 DNPH hydrazones were identified: six hydroxycarbonyls, four dicarbonyls,
three acids, and one phenolic carbonyl, with the most abbundant being hydroxyacetone,
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, lactaldehyde, acrolein, and dihydroxyacetone. As the authors
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remark, an important finding from this quantification method is that hydroxycarbonyls are
just as important as simple carbonyls in the byproducts content of emissions.

The obtained carbonyl yields are displayed in their Table 2 (μg/puff): 0.15 formalde-
hyde, 0.11 acetaldehyde, 0.071 lactaldehyde, 0.061 acrolein, 0.037 dihydroxyacetone. By
assuming 250 daily puffs they compute a daily formaldehyde exposure of 37.5 μg/day
which is below the OEHHA daily exposure threshold of 180 μg/day. However, while the
levels of mass abundances for the blu device were low, they are likely overestimations, as
the authors’ puffing parameters are unrealistic: 2.3 L/min airflow and 77 mL puff volume
are too high for a ciga-like (which has high air resistance), while at an 8 puffs/minute pace
a full day vaping journey (250 puffs) would take only 31 min, an extremely exhaustive and
intense form of vaping that bears no connection to real life usage.

Melvin et al. (2020). This study [45] aims at the determination of the potential for the
formation of α-dicarbonyl compounds, including diacetyl (DA), during the generation of
aerosols from devices whose e-liquids contained no detectable DA or other α-dicarbonyl
compounds. A model reaction system was set up to conduct mechanistic studies using a
model microwave reaction system to identify key reaction precursors for DA. The same
reference e-liquid (50:50 PG/VG + 2.5% (w/w) nicotine + 15% water (w/w)) from the
method validation study was used for the subsequent evaluations of reactant combinations.
The increase in DA content between the native e-liquid and the aerosol in all tested devices
was indicative of its formation during aerosol generation potentially through a thermal
degradation pathway.

The 8 commercial ciga-like devices that were tested were acquired in 2017 at local
convenience stores, all contained rechargeable batteries with disposable e-liquid cartridges.
However, the authors only identify two devices obtained internally: MarkTen XL Classic
and MarkTen XL Menthol (products A and B, respectively). The puffing protocol was 55 mL
puff volume, 5 s puff duration, and 30 s puff interval. The aerosol was collected using the
standard methods, and 25 puffs were collected from each sample.

Concentrations of DA in the aerosols of the 8 tested tested devices were about
20–40 times lower than established occupational DA exposure limits of the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH): 0.04 mg/m3 (0.01 ppm) and
the recommended exposure limit (REL) National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH): 0.02 mg/m3 (0.005 ppm). These outcomes lead to a daily exposure of
1/360 with respect to daily DA exposure from tobacco cigarette smoke (250 μg/cigarette).

The main shortcoming of this study is its choice of tested devices: old design ciga-
likes of which the only two that were identified are of the Mark10 brand that is currently
obsolete or of very marginal usage. Also, the study was published in 2020, 3 years after the
acquisition of the devices in 2017, so that corrosion or leaching effects cannot be ruled out,
as no information was supplied on their storage conditions. While the authors correctly
claim that these results only apply to the ciga-likes they tested, these old design devices
release higher levels of byproducts than more modern devices [11].

Jaegers et al. (2021) The authors [46] simulate an EC device by means of a single
cavity using an in situ MAS NMR rotor containing e-liquid, gas, and metal solid samples
(ZrO2 and Cr2O3) to simulate coil materials. The rotor is transferred to a specially designed
loading chamber where N2 or O2 is added at the specified pressures together with e-liquids
to mimic the quantity of vapor evolved in an average puff (∼10–50 mg). The purpose of the
experiment is to monitor the transition of e-liquids in order to identify the decomposition
products that might be present at low-temperatures (<200 ◦C) in EC emission pathways by
controlling the oxygen availability and the temperature.

However, monitoring the detection of converted chemical species by natural abun-
dance 13C and 1H NMR in the suggested low-temperature degradation pathway requires
an extended time period (the MAS NMR spectra takes days to generate peaks at same
temperature). Under the authors’ experimental conditions, if sufficient oxygen is available,
e-liquids liquids decompose at temperatures <200 ◦C forming byproducts (formic and
acrylic acids) via an oxygen initiated radical-mediated mechanism.
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While this study can be a valuable contribution to enhance current knowledge on the
chemistry of degradation paths in EC emissions, its experimental setup bears no relation
with the physics of EC operation. A loading chamber with the required oxygen supply
necessary for the days long monitoring of e-liquid transitions at fixed target temperatures
below 200 ◦C is a closed and highly controlled system, whereas an EC device is an open
thermal system, with rapidly time and space varying temperatures and turbulent air fluxes
(oxygen supply) as it is exchanging heat between its parts and with the environment, a
large thermal bath (see Section 12). It is highly likely that these physical conditions might
prevent the reaction pathways found by the authors to take place in EC devices, but this
should be assessed by further experimental research.

10. Carbonyls and Nicotine Compensatory Behavior

We review two studies by the same group of researchers that illustrate how reduction
of nicotine levels leads to a compensatory behavior characterized by an increase of device
power and/or more intense puffing. These studies show that such compensatory behavior
significantly increases the emission of toxic byproducts, in particular formaldehyde and
acetaldehyde.

Dawkins et al. (2018). This observational study [47] was conducted during 4 weeks
between September 2016 and February 2017, as a follow up of a previous study by the
same group of researchers [76]. It is based on ad libitum vaping of 20 experienced vapers
who received for the duration of the study the same device: an eVic Supreme (Joytech)
endowed with adjustable voltage and recording the time for each puff, puff length (in
seconds), atomizer resistance (1.6 Ω fixed), voltage and wattage. The eVic was fitted to
a Nautilus Aspire tank. Participants received e-liquids with the two mentioned nicotine
levels choosing flavors they sampled beforehand (tobacco, menthol, fruit and bakery).

This sample of users was used to examine the compensatory effects of nicotine levels
and variability of power settings in a combination of 4 setups given by: high/low nicotine
level (18 vs. 6 mg/mL) each with adjustable/fixed power settings, spending one week
observation for each combination and looking at the interaction between them. The authors
measured in this sample puffing parameters (daily puffs, puff duration, interpuff interval),
e-liquid consumption, power settings (when not fixed), subjective effects (urge to vape), as
well as metabolite biomarkers of nicotine (salivary cotinine), acrolein and formaldehyde
(urinary 3-Hydroxypropyl mercapturic acid, 3-HPMA and formate). The study corroborates
and provides further observational support to a previous pilot study (by same group) that
examined compensatory effects in puffing habits when decreasing nicotine concentration
in e-liquids (with analogous compensatory behavior in cigarette smoking).

The results displayed in the authors’ Table 3 reveal an increase of about 12–18% in
mean daily puffs for lower nicotine levels respect higher ones: 338 vs. 279 (fixed power)
and 308 vs. 279 (variable power). Mean puff duration increased 20% from high to low
nicotine levels (3.61 to 4.46 s), but only for fixed power, but e-liquid consumption increased
for lower nicotine levels, 17% and 26% for variable and fixed power respectively. High
nicotine levels decreased withdrawal symptoms. However, these compensatory effects on
low nicotine concentrations are not sufficient to maintain a stable nicotine intake, as cotinine
levels were higher in high nicotine 18 mg/mL concentration irrespective of fixed/variable
power setting. While acrolein metabolite levels were insensitive to the setup combinations,
formaldehyde metabolites showed a significant increase in lower nicotine levels in both
power settings.

Kosmider et al. (2020). This study [48] is the upgrade and continuation of the previous
study by the same research group [47], following a similar methodology and using exactly
the same EC device, but now conducting laboratory tests whose puffing protocol was taken
from the average puffing parameters observed in 19 experienced vapers in the 4 combi-
nation of: e-liquids with low/high nicotine levels (6 and 18 mg/mL) and fixed/variable
power adjustments. The laboratory tests quantified daily exposure to carbonyl emissions by
HPLC. The results further confirm those of [47]: significantly higher e-liquid consumption
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and thus higher exposure to formaldehyde and acetaldehyde were found when switching
from higher to lower nicotine levels, regardless of power settings.

Table 2 of the study reveals statistically significant higher levels of daily nicotine intake
for e-liquids with higher nicotine concentrations (mean ± SD, mg/day): 22.69 ± 15.16 vs.
13.22 ± 8.93 (fixed power) and 27.87 ± 16.86 vs. 15.23 ± 10.49 (adjustable power). However,
low nicotine e-liquids produced significantly higher daily levels of aerosol yield (median,
range, g/day): 2.26 (1.46–4.22) vs. 1.38 (0.7–3.01) (fixed power) and 2.64 (1.71–4.85) vs.
1.38 (0.7–3.01) (adjustable power); formaldehyde dose (μg/day, median range): 26.83
(11.99–56.11) vs. 13.69 (6.95–27.99) (fixed power) and 25.63 (15.82–70.74) vs. 20.23 (10.1–
45.57) (adjustable power); acetaldehyde dose 19.91 (4.68–66.47) vs. 8.18 (3.42–34.03) (fixed
power) and 20.17 (5.61–83.00) vs. 8.18 (3.42–34.03) (adjustable power). Following the
methodology of Stephens, the authors also showed that the compensatory behavior of low
nicotine levels contributes to a 1.98 fold increase (2.06 and 1.26 fold with fixed and adjustable
voltage) of the Cancer Risk Index (CRO) associated with formaldehyde and acetaldehyde.
The authors’ assessments roughly agrees with the assessment of Stephens model estimating
CRI from EC usage being 3–4 orders of magnitude below cigarette smoking.

11. Summary and Evaluation

On the grounds of the quality criteria presented in Section 4, we provide our evaluation
of the revised studies listed in Table 1 in terms of the graphic codes displayed in Table 2:
experimental consistency and reproducibility are graded with tickmark symbols: �,+/-,
�, ? and toxicological confidence with a “traffic light” system �, �, �, �. Tables 3 and 4
display how each study rates according to these codes. This is a broad general evaluation,
details are discussed extensively in the individual revision of each study on Sections 6–10
(Author names in the left columns of Tables 3 and 4 are hyperlinked to their review entries
in these sections).

Table 2. Evaluation Codes. Toxicological Confidence (traphic lights) and Experimental Consistency
(tickmark symbols)

Toxicological Confidence

� � � �

Fully
Reliable

Restricted
Reliability

Completely
Unreliable

Missing
Information

Experimental Consistency

� +/− � ?

Fully
Consistent

Restricted
Consistency

Completely
Inconsistent

Missing
Information

A quick recount of the evaluation provided in Tables 3 and 4 reveals a significant
pattern in 35 revised studies that quantified organic byproducts. The most frequent draw-
backs were those marked as (1) and (2) in the “Comments” column in the extreme right of
Tables 3 and 4: testing sub-ohm devices with a CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocol. This
was found in 18 out of 35 studies, with:

• 10 testing them at too high power levels, thus almost certain overheating and most
likely irrelevant to all end users (graded as �)

• 8 under recommended power levels, thus with likelihood of overheating with very
restricted relevance limited to a small minority of users, see Sections 2, 3.1 and 12.1,
(graded as +/−).

Regarding the traffic light toxicological confidence grading, 12 rated as unreliable (�),
12 as very restricted reliabilty (�), 11 as reliable (�), with a strong correlation between
gradings �/� and causes (1), (2). Therefore, this general evaluation clearly reveals frequent
inappropriate testing of sub-ohm devices, with likely overestimation of health risks from
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these experiments, thus suggesting also the necessity to upgrade laboratory standards to
address this frequent problem.

Table 3. Studies on carbonyls 2018–2022. Author names are hyperlinked to review entries in Section 6.
The tickmark symbols and traffic light codes are given in Table 2: [�,+/−,�,?] and [�, �, �, �] are
respectively [Fully Consistent, Restricted Consistency, Completely Inconsistent, Missing information]
and [Fully Reliable, Restricted Reliability, Completely Unreliable, Missing information]. The number
codes in the column “Comments” are: (1) sub-ohm device with CORESTA high powers, (2) sub-ohm
device with CORESTA recommended powers, (3) other forms of inconsistent protocol, (4) incorrect
computation of exposure, (5) outliers not properly identified, (6) devices not fully identified, (7)
testing power not identified, (8) too frequent puffs, (9) too long puffs, (10) used old devices

Experimental
Consistency

Reproducibility

First Author
& Hyperlink

Vaping
Regime

Power
Range

Emissions
Generation

Trapping
& Analysis

Toxicological
Confidence

Comments

CARBONYLS

2018

Vreeke [13] +/− +/− � � � (1)

Korzun [14] � � � � � (4)

El Hellani [15] +/− � � � � (4)(5)(8)

2019

Beauval [16] +/− +/− � � � (2)

Ooi [17] � � ? ? � (1)(3)(4)(5)(6)

Balushkin [18] +/− +/− � � � (2)(10)

Reilly [19] � � � � �

2020

Son [21] � +/− � � � (5)

Talih [22] � +/− � � � (1)(5)

Zelinkova [23] � � � � � (2)

Uchiyama [24] � � � � � (1)(2)(6)

Cunningham [25] � � � � �

Noël [26] � � ? � � (1)(4)(6)

Mallock [27] � � � � �

2021

Chen [28] � � � � �

Crosswhite [29] � � � � �

Li [30] +/− � � � � (2)(3)(4)

Yan [31] � � � � � (1)(3)(4)

Tehrani [32] � � � � � (1)(3)(4)(7)(8)

Cancelada [20] +/− +/− � � � (2)(3)

2022

Xu [33] � � � � �

Visser [34] � � � � �
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Table 4. Studies on CO, ROS, degradation pathways and nicotine vs. carbonyls. Author names
are hyperlinked to review entries in Sections 7–10. The traffic light codes are given in Table 2:
[�,+/−,�,?] and [�, �, �, �] are respectively [Fully Consistent, Restricted Consistency, Completely
Inconsistent, Missing information] and [Fully Reliable, Restricted Reliability, Completely Unreliable,
Missing information]. The number codes in the column “Comments” are: (1) sub-ohm device with
CORESTA high powers, (2) sub-ohm device with CORESTA recommended powers, (3) other forms
of inconsistent protocol, (4) incorrect computation of exposure, (5) outliers not properly identified, (6)
devices not fully identified, (7) testing power not identified, (8) too frequent puffs, (9) too long puffs,
(10) used old devices. (NA) stands for “does not apply” (these studies only simulated an EC).

Experimental
Consistency

Reproducibility

First Author
& Hyperlink

Vaping
Regime

Power
Range

Emissions
Generation

Trapping
& Analysis

Toxicological
Confidence

Comments

CO

Casebolt [35] � � +/− � � (1)(3)

El Hellani [36] � � +/1 � � (1)(3)(4)

Son [37] +/− � � � � (2)(3)

ROS

Bitzer (a) [38] � +/− � � � (2)(3)

Bitzer (b) [39] � � � � � (2)(3)

Son [40] � +/− � � � (3)(4)

Haddad [41] � � +/− � � (1)(3)(9)

Degradation reactions & carbonyl formation

Jensen [42] � � � � � (9)

Wang [43] (NA) +/− +/− � � (3)

Li [44] � � � � � (8)(9)

Melvin [45] � � +/− � � (6)(9)(10)

Jaegers [46] (NA) (NA) � � (NA)

Nicotine compensation vs. carbonyls

Dawkins [47] � � � � �

Kosmider [48] � � � � �

12. Discussion

12.1. Testing Sub-Ohm Devices with Insufficient Airflow

Since the CORESTA protocol used in most of the revised literature was conceived
for testing early ciga-like devices, its puffing parameters (airflow 1 L/min, puff volume
50–70 mL) are appropriate for testing the low powered recent device types (cartridge based
and refillable pods, disposables) used by substantial numbers of vapers for MTL style,
specially young adults [60,62,63]. The CORESTA or CORESTA-like puffing parameters
might not be wholly appropriate for testing even those devices that are also meant for MTL
vaping, but operate at power levels 10–30 W above recent pods and disposables. As shown
in [49], it is very likely that these “intermediate” devices are fully compatible with airflows
of up to 4 L/min larger than those specified by CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols.

However, it is certain that puff volumes and airflows of CORESTA or CORESTA-
like protocols are very problematic for testing sub-ohm devices that are mostly used for
DTL vaping, as this vaping style involves much larger puff volumes and airflows (see
Sections 3.1 and 3.2). As we show in Sections 6, 7 and 8 and summarized in Section 11, at
least half (18 out of 35) of laboratory emission studies have tested sub-ohm devices with
CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols. Out of these 18 studies, 10 tested the devices also at
too high powers levels [13,17,22,24,26,31,32,35,36,41], hence under almost certain overheat-
ing, which renders their outcomes and risk assessments from sub-ohm devices completely
irrelevant for end users. The remaining 8 studies tested the devices at recommended power
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levels [16,18,20,23,24,30,37–39], hence overheating is possible but not certain. Evidently,
only these latter 8 studies provide outcomes and risk assessments from sub-ohm devices
that might be relevant for at least a minority niche of vapers. We estimate in this section
that this minority constitutes around 5% of all vapers, roughly the proportion of vapers
using high powered sub-ohm devices with MTL style.

As stated in Section 3.1, there is abundant anecdotal accounts of a very strong cor-
relation between vaping styles and devices type from vaping forums and magazines,
consumers and retailers. This correlation was also observed in the footage material exam-
ined in [54]: 80% of users of sub-ohm devices practice DTL and 98% of DTL vapers use
sub-ohm devices, while 95% of users of low-powered supra-ohm devices practice MTL.
Interestingly, the 20% minority of MTL vapers using sub-ohm devices take on average
shorter puffs than the 80% DTL majority. Given the absence of insufficiently documented
evidence, we can assume as a plausible working hypothesis the observed data in [54], with
a vast majority (likely 80%) of high powered sub-ohm devices used for DTL vaping, with a
minority of users (likely 20% or less) using them for the MTL style. thus, it is likely that
outcomes of studies testing sub-ohm devices with CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols
might be relevant and realistic for this minority niche (which might not be a stable niche).

Since there is no direct demographic evidence, the distribution of MTL and DTL styles
can be inferred indirectly (and very approximately) from demographic surveys in the US
(2018–2020) [59], the UK (2022) [60] and Germany (2018) [61] that have inquired the type
of device among vapers, showing that between 50–65% use “refillable tank models”, with
the rest using cartridge based and refillable pods. While all DTL vaping will necessarily
correspond to tank models, not all tank models are sub-ohm devices meant for DTL.
Since, as we argued in Section 3.1, usage of sub-ohm devices involves more expertise and
maintenance than low powered devices, so it should occur typically among long time
ex-smoking vapers. Since between 40–60% of vapers are now ex-smokers in the US and UK
markets [59,60], it is reasonable to assume (as a working hypothesis) that sub-ohm devices
are used by a large minority within the 40–60% of ex-smokers, which should roughly
translate into 20%-25% of all vapers, with 75–80% using low powered devices (though
demographic trends seem to show a steady evolution to low powered devices and even
disposables [60,62,63]).

If the relevance of outcomes for testing sub-ohm devices with CORESTA or CORESTA-
like protocols is restricted to those practicing MTL style with these devices. To estimate the
proportion of this minority niche among all vapers, we assume as working hypothesis that
(i) ∼25% of vapers use sub-ohm devices (likely an overestimation) and (ii) the observational
data in [54] stating that ∼80% of these vapers practice DTL and ∼20% MTL. The proportion
of vapers practicing MTL style in sub-ohm devices is then roughly ∼5% of all vapers (∼20%
of ∼25%). Hence, outcomes and health risk assessments from testing sub-ohm devices
with CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols should be directly useful and relevant to a
really small minority of vapers. Evidently, we have produced a very rough estimation of
usage sub-ohm devices for MTL style, but even if this minority habit combination is larger
than 5%, it is evident that these outcomes and risk assessments are not applicable to the
substantial numbers of vapers using low powered devices (we discuss this issue further in
Section 13).

12.2. Arbitrarily Fixing Power, Temperature and Puff Duration

Some of the revised studie considered ad hoc combination of varying/fixed parameters.
Son et al. [37] varied power with fixed puff volume at 40 mL and airflow with fixed power
at 50 Watts, Li et al. [30] varied the coil temperature under a CORESTA-like protocol
with fixed airflow 1.186 LT/min and puff volume 55 mL. Cancelada et al. [20] varied
airflow (opening the inlet venting holes in the atomizer) with fixed power, while Bitzer
et al. [38] varied temperature with fixed power and power with fixed temperature, but
at a fixed CORESTA-like airflow. While these studies present interesting results, their set
of combinations of puffing parameters are disconnected with those of the vast majority
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of consumers, as usage of sub-ohm devices typically involves increasing puff volumes
and airflows together with increasing power and temperature. Nevertheless, as shown in
Table S9 of Son et al, the reported emitted mass of CO and all aldehydes are of the order
of ng/puff for all tested puff flows, which is about 1 part in 107 of the aerosol mass of
84 ± 29.6 mg/puff (which should be close to the consumed e-liquid mass).

The fist problem with fixing the temperature is the lack of information on how it is
evaluated by the device instrumentation. The second problem is the lack of experimental
validation of temperature values, an important shortcoming because aerosol generation and
vaping involve complex patterns of heat conduction that (in general) produce a time varying
and inhomogeneous temperature. If the end user can determine a prior a fixed power or
temperature to vape, this necessarily requires the user to control (i.e., to vary in a sequence
of trials) the intensity of the inhalation (airflow, puff volume, puff duration) to levels that are
adequate according to sensorial and taste criteria. In technical terms this process involves
finding the appropriate puffing parameters (airflow, puff volume, puff duration) that allow
for an efficient condensation (by forced convection in inhalation) of vaporized e-liquid that
forms the aerosol in the optimal regime. Besides being wholly artificial and disconnected
with realistic usage, testing sub-ohm devices with fixed airflows and puff volumes of
CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols for different (but fixed) power and temperature
are not likely adequate for carrying on this condensation process efficiently and will more
likely fail to comply with users’ sensorial and good taste criteria (see Sections 2 and 3).

12.3. Physical Limitations on Chemical Processes

Chemical reactions can be studied and recreated in a wide range of temperatures
that can be controlled in a laboratory, thus allowing for a better understanding of the
different steps of degradation pathways. This approach can hardly be applied to a dynamic
environment of an EC device in which it is extremely difficult to regulate correctly the
temperature, which is not an extensive state variable that can be determined, fixed and
supplied externally.

A chemical approach in a laboratory is very difficult to implement in an EC device, thus
it is conceptually incorrect to present potential degradation reactions under the assumption
that they will occur if testing an EC device by setting the temperature at a desired value
from the device instruments. This conceptual error leads to the assumption that as power
increases it leads proportionally to a more rapid evolution of the vaporization process
through a higher heating temperature. In reality, e-liquid vaporization occurs through
physical phenomena involving several regimes and limits which results in the ignition of
different chemical degradations, it cannot be produced or induced by arbitrarily fixing
the temperature to increasing constant values. This criticism applies to Li et al. [30],
Bitzer et al. [38], Wang et al. [43] and Jaegers et al. [46].

The first main assumption is that an EC device is functional between specific powers
(minimal and maximal powers) limiting an optimal regime of vaporization characterized
by to nucleated boiling. Through this regime, e-liquid consumption linearly increases
with icreasing the supplied power. However, these limits are obviously influenced by
e-liquid composition and also by the vaping regime and to find them requires a consistent
experimental verification.

The second main assumptions is a thermodynamic conceptual issue. Vaping products
are open systems ventilated by fresh air induced by inhalation. This leads to the mixture of
a gas at ambient conditions (pressure, moisture and temperature) to another formed by
the vaporization of e-liquid (effects that cannot be reproduced in the simulated devices
in [43,46]). It results in an aerosol at a temperature intermediate between the temperatures
of each separated gas. Therefore, e-liquid constituents cannot be heated at temperatures
above, at least, the boiling temperature of pure glycerol. Considering conditions above this
assumption leads to experiments under overheating conditions.

Saliba et al. [104] in 2018 investigated the pyrolysis of PG using a quartz pyrolyric
reaction in the presence and absence of a metallic coil available in vaping devices. The
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reactor was heated at 80, 256, 360, 460, 565 and 670 ◦C. With the exception of 80 ◦C, the
remaining temperature conditions are above the boiling temperature of PG, which allows
for exploring PG degradation in the gas phase. This is a typical example of an inappropriate
in-lab experiment extrapolated to a vaping device. Indeed, PG has a boiling temperature of
188 ◦C. However, in a liquid solution, interactions with others compounds as glycerol can
maintain PG in liquid phase at higher temperature as 256 ◦C. Therefore, only the conditions
at 80 ◦C can be extrapolated to normal conditions of use of a vaping device.

These two fundamental assumptions highlight another chemically originated inconsis-
tent approach. Some studies (Wang et al. [43] and Jaegers et al. [46]) conducted experiments
with e-liquids in closed systems (an oven, a linear flow reactor) that allow for the heating
of a controlled volume of a gas and/or a liquid sample. For many physical considerations,
this type of experiments can lead to contradictory results or overestimation of risks from
excess byproduct formation, but are irrelevant to the study of EC devices because of their
incompatibility with the functionality of these devices as thermodynamically open systems.

13. Assessment of Risk Communication

Since EC emissions contain HPHCs, one of the main tasks of their testing in the
laboratory is to provide objective guidelines to assess health risks that end users (and
bystanders) would face if exposed to specific doses of these emissions. Most revised
studies present assessments of health risks based on their experimental quantification of
the abundance of potentially toxic byproducts, an abundance that must be compared with
compound-specific toxicological markers. A substantial proportion of the risk assessments
express serious concerns, some cast doubts on the safety of the devices and even recommend
harsh regulatory restrictions [17,26,31,32].

However, the extensive revision of laboratory studies we have conducted shows that
most of them have failed (in various degrees) to uphold the basic consistency criteria we
described in Section 4. Therefore, we recommend due care and skepticism in evaluating
most risk assessments, but question the objectivity of the most severe ones. We have
evaluated the toxicological reliability of the risk assessments in 35 revised studies by a
traffic light system in Tables 3 and 4 [�, �, �, �], repectively corresponding to [reliable,
limited reliability, unreliable, missing information].

From the extensive literature revision carried on in Sections 6 to 10, summarized in
Tables 2, 3 and 4 of Section 11, the most frequent form of inconsistency is testing sub-ohm
devices under CORESTA or CORESTA-like puffing protocols: 18 of 35 studies, marked
with with (1) and (2) in the Comments column of Tables 3 and 4. From the outset, on the
grounds of arguments of Sections 2 and 3, we can unequivocally state that risk assessments
from these studies are:

• questionable and unrealistic for all users if coming from the outcomes of 10 studies
that used high power settings with these protocols to test sub-ohm devices [17,22,24,26,
31,32,35,36,41]. The 10 studies are marked with red traffic light � in Tables 3 and 4. It
is practically certain that these testing conditions lead to overheating and possibly dry
puffs, likely producing aerosols that could be repellent to end users (see Section 3.3).

• of very limited validity if coming from 8 studies that used these protocols to test
sub-ohm devices, but at recommended power settings [13,16,18,20,23,24,30,37–39].
These assessments must be taken with skepticism, as they come from testing condi-
tions that might involve overheating as a likelihood, but not as a near certainty (the
corresponding traffic light is �). As we argue in Sections 3.1 and 12.1, risk assessments
from these testing conditions with recommended power settings are only relevant to a
minority of consumers using these devices with an MTL vaping style, likely ∼20% of
users of these devices and ∼5% of all users (since users of sub-ohm devices are very
likely a minority of vapers).

• completely unaplicable and irrelevant for low powered pod and disposable devices
used by a substantial proportion of vapers (at least 35–40% of vapers according to
demographic surveys [59–63]).
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Other problems in the experimental design (see Comments column of Tables 3 and 4)
affect the reliability of risk assessments. Some studies miscalculated (overestimated) expo-
sure in various ways [14,17,26,30–32,36,40]. Some risk assessment are based on ranges of
outcomes that contain unrepresentative outlier values [15,21,37,40]. A number of studies
failed to disclose important information to assess their results and open the possibility
of replication [17,24,26,32,45]. Some studies tested devices under excessive puffing fre-
quency [15,32,44]: multiple puffs one every 10 s or less, when demographic studies of
vaping behavior (see Section 3.4) reveal that such bouts of up to 20 rapid puffs only occurs
for short time periods, but is not representative of daily usage. Two studies tested old
ciga-like devices and devices acquired years before testing without describing storage con-
ditions [18,45], all of which makes it impossible to rule out corrosion or leaching effects. It is
interesting to remark that the same inconsistencies were found in our review of laboratory
studies that focused on metal contents in EC aerosol emissions [5].

The most frequent and abundant HPHCs reported in the revised literature are alde-
hydes, specially formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein, all formed from reactions of
thermal degradation of the e-liquid solvents and whose toxic potential is well known. Less
is known of the inhalation toxicity from the lesser yields of intermediate byproducts of
these reactions, which as shown in [30,44] might play as important a role in PG and VG
degradation as primary carbonyls. Free radicals, specially hydroxyl OHs, are also con-
cerning. However, all HPHCs were found in negligible dose in comparison with tobacco
smoke in all studies testing low powered devices without gross inconsistencies in their
experimental design (as for example [17,32]). Evidently, the incorporation of vapers in
the logistics of testing procedures would contribute to improve the objectivity of risks
assessments, as suggested in the important review [11], something that (among all revised
studies) only [21,40] attempted with a limited scope, but [34,53] have taken the first steps
in a more thorough implementation. .

14. Conclusions

We have undertaken in this review an extensive critical revision of 36 laboratory
studies published since 2018 on organic byproducts (carbonyls, CO and free radicals) in
EC emissions. Details of the experiments, our criticism of their design and toxicological
considerations are written in the extensive reviews in Sections 6–10 and summarized in
Tables 1, 2 and 3 in Section 11. This summary is complemented by a thorough critical
discussion on multiple aspects of the laboratory studies in Section 12. As in our previous
review on metal contents [5], we have focused primarily on the consistency between
aerosol generation by puffing protocols in the laboratory and an efficient aerosol generation
fulfilling the physical constraints of the optimal regime (Section 2) in the tested devices and
validated when they are operated by their end users, whose vaping habits and sensorial
perceptions are discussed in detail in Section 3.

One of the main purposes of laboratory testing of emissions is to provide evidence
of potential health risks from exposure to HPHCs in EC emissions. To fulfill this purpose
efficiently, the studies must comply with minimal consistency conditions that we describe
in Section 4. We evaluated in Section 11 these consistency conditions for all revised studies
by a system of tick marks (experimental consistency) and traffic lights (toxicological confi-
dence). As we stated in [5], we question the objectivity of negative health risk assessments
and harsh policy recommendations that emerge from studies undertaken under severe
experimental inconsistencies, including clear evident overheating conditions (rated with �

and � in Tables 2 and 3). Studies with less severe inconsistencies, marked by +/− and � in
Tables 2 and 3, require to be carefully examined under a skeptical approach.

The revision of the literature we have undertaken further supports the available em-
piric evidence from self-consistent laboratory studies that vaping is a much safer option of
nicotine consumption than smoking, thus motivating the support of its role in tobacco harm
reduction. Nevertheless, EC emissions still involve residual health risks from inhalation
and exposure to HPHC’s, even if self consistent experiments find them in minute quantities
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in comparison with their presence in tobacco smoke. Long term risks (even if residual) are
difficult to forecast, model and predict and the analysis and quantification of HPHCs in
EC emissions is only the front line of a complex process of subsequent risk assessments to
forecast, probe and test the biological and medical effects of the inhaled chemicals through
studies of biomarkers, cytotoxicity, animal models, preclinical and clinical studies. How-
ever, for risk assessments from emission studies to be a useful component of this process
and be of utility to stakeholders (users, bystanders, health professionals, manufacturers
and regulators), these assessments must be solidly grounded on HPHC outcomes that
have been quantified in well designed self consistent experiments testing the devices under
conditions that best approach their realistic usage, otherwise these risk assessments can be
fictitious and irrelevant.

Besides being the front line in estimating health risks from vaping, laboratory test-
ing of emissions is essential for quality control, product comparison and technological
development. While it is not expected that its standardized regimented procedures will
reproduce real life user patterns, at least a minimal consistency with realistic usage must
hold for the testing to have any relevance for end users. As in our previous review on metal
studies, we have found in the literature on organic byproducts that most studies fail (in
various degrees) to uphold this consistency, some studies often fail to do so even at the
most basic levels.

The main methodological problem that we found (in 18 of 35 studies) is testing high
powered “sub-ohm” devices whose aerosol emissions are generated with the puffing
parameters of the CORESTA protocol (and/or with minor deviations), a protocol conceived
and designed to be appropriate for testing early low-powered devices. Testing sub-ohm
devices with these protocols is very likely unrealistic, as these devices are mostly used for
the ’Direct to Lung’ (DTL) style involving much higher airflows and puff volumes. Other
serious methodological problems are: (i) failure to disclose important information on the
devices, the puffing parameters, testing power ranges, the outcomes, making interpretation
of results more difficult and future replication impossible; (ii) misleading health risk
assessments, either from taking outlier outcomes as representative or simply miscalculation
of exposures; (iii) testing old devices without disclosing their storage conditions and current
status, (iv) excessively frequent puffing and/or too long duration puffs.

These methodological problems are not new, most were identified already in 2018
in the groundbreaking review by Farsalinos and Gillman [11] of 32 emissions studies
published up to 2017 on carbonyls (see Section 5), which mostly tested fist and second
generation low-powered ECs available at the time. After 5 years, with so many newer
devices emerging constantly into the market, we found very similar inconsistencies in this
review (see Section 11) and in our recently published review of studies focused on metal
contents in EC emissions [5]. Looking back, it seems that the technological development of
ECs has evolved much more rapidly than the methods and standards used to analyze the
device emissions.

As we mentioned in [5] and after further extending the arguments in Section 2, the
main root of these methodological problems stems from the lack of understanding of the
thermal physics involved in aerosol formation in a vaping device, based on the equilibrium
of various heat exchanges (specially between e-liquid vaporization by supplied power
and forced convection to form aerosol by condensation), an equilibrium that leads (when
broken) to abnormal overheating conditions and a dry puff phenomenon with pyrolysis of
the wick. Understanding these phenomena makes it possible to determine in the laboratory
(for each device and e-liquid) the experimental settings compatible with the physical
conditions (power ranges, coils, e-liquids) that allow for vaping to proceed efficiently in an
optimal regime according to this equilibrium.

As we explain in Section 2, testing powerful sub-ohm devices under the insufficient
airflow and puff volumes of the CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols (the most frequent
problem we have found) reduces the power ranges for an optimal regime. Pending on the
testing power ranges, this leads to either a higher likelihood or a certainty of overheating
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conditions (see Sections 3.1 and 12.1). Surprisingly, 10 of 18 revised studies that used
CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols to test these devices did so at high power settings
above the optimal regime, under clear overheating conditions. Evidently, outcomes and risk
assessments from these studies are irrelevant for end users. The remaining 8 studies tested
the devices at power ranges within recommended values, leading to a high likelihood (but
not certainty) of overheating conditions. However, as we show in Sections 12.1 and 13,
even if avoiding overheating, the experimental outcomes and risk assessments from these
8 studies are only relevant for a small minority (∼20%) of users of these devices with
the lower airflows of the ’Mouth to Lung’ (MTL) vaping style, likely ∼5% of users in
general. The outcomes and risk assessments of the 18 studies testing sub-ohm devices with
CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols are likely irrelevant for ∼95% of vapers (given the
substantial proportion using low powered devices).

We also express again the urgent need to update and upgrade the current CORESTA
testing standard, a standard created in the early days of vaping as an adaptation of the
puffing protocols of tobacco cigarettes to the old ciga-likes that resembled them, but
very insufficient for testing the wide variety of currently available devices. As shown
in Section 2, probing the parameters of the optimal regime (power settings and mass of
e-liquid vaporized) for specific devices and e-liquids, should be a requirement prior to
performing laboratory testing under conditions that avoid overheating.

Most of the studies we revised have conducted experiments without or with very
insufficient input from the habits and needs of consumers and the evolution and trends in
the market of vaping products. As pointed out and emphasized by Farsalinos and Gillman
in [11], it should be a priority to complement laboratory testing by incorporating recruited
vapers to assist in the logistics of experiments, as end users can perceive sensorially the
effects (hot aerosol, foul taste) associated with a break down of an efficient vaping. It is
also necessary to study in more detail how vapers vape, for example conducting research
focused on

• Creating a data base of optimal regime laboratory testing for large samples of devices,
e-liquids and coils, as described in Section 2 and [8,9]. This data basis can contribute
to identify power ranges that avoid overheating.

• Cohort longitudinal studies for updating the scientific knowledge on the puffing
behavior of EC users for all currently available devices.

• The development of inbuilt safety features, as user alerting systems, on EC devices
that will at least notify users that the device is operating beyond its optimal regime
with thermodynamic efficiency.

• Guidelines to inform and regulate the market of old age EC devices and their mainte-
nance and storage conditions.

The present review shows that laboratory testing requires a much more flexible stan-
dard, not only providing appropriate technical guidelines, but facilitating the incorporation
of end users to complement laboratory logistics. As future research we are planing an
experimental replication of various emission studies that we revised in this review and
in [5].
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are broadly used in this manuscript (other abbreviations are fully
described where defined):

EC Electronic Cigarette
HPHC Harmful and Potentially Harmful Compounds
CO Carbon Monoxide
ROS Reactive Oxygen Species
CORESTA Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco
CORESTA-like Minor modifications of CORESTA protocols
MTL Mouth to Lung
DTL Direct to Lung
MEV Mass of E-liquid Vaporized
PG Propylene glycol
VG Vegetable glycerine (glycerol)
DNPH 2,4-dinitrophenyl hydrazine (2,4-DNPH)
LC Liquid Chromatography
GC Gas Chromatography
MS Mass Spectrometry
HP High Performance
HR High Resolution
UV Ultraviolet
EPR Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
ICP Inductively Coupled Plasma
C degrees centigrades
pg picogram
ng nanogram
μg microgram
g gram
mg milligram
mL milliliter
L Litter
cm centimeter
m meter
s secondsr
min minutes
h hour
W watts
V Volts
Ω ohms
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Abstract: The inhalation of metallic compounds in e-cigarette (EC) aerosol emissions presents le-
gitimate concerns of potential harms for users. We provide a critical review of laboratory studies
published after 2017 on metal contents in EC aerosol, focusing on the consistency between their exper-
imental design, real life device usage and appropriate evaluation of exposure risks. All experiments
reporting levels above toxicological markers for some metals (e.g., nickel, lead, copper, manganese)
exhibited the following experimental flaws: (i) high powered sub-ohm tank devices tested by means
of puffing protocols whose airflows and puff volumes are conceived and appropriate for low powered
devices; this testing necessarily involves overheating conditions that favor the production of toxicants
and generate aerosols that are likely repellent to human users; (ii) miscalculation of exposure levels
from experimental outcomes; (iii) pods and tank devices acquired months and years before the
experiments, so that corrosion effects cannot be ruled out; (iv) failure to disclose important informa-
tion on the characteristics of pods and tank devices, on the experimental methodology and on the
resulting outcomes, thus hindering the interpretation of results and the possibility of replication. In
general, low powered devices tested without these shortcomings produced metal exposure levels
well below strict reference toxicological markers. We believe this review provides useful guidelines
for a more objective risk assessment of EC aerosol emissions and signals the necessity to upgrade
current laboratory testing standards.

Keywords: e-cigarettes; vaping; aerosol emissions; puffing protocols; metals

1. Introduction

There is a broad consensus that “vapers” (users of electronic cigarettes (ECs)) inhale
substantially lower content of toxic and carcinogenic compounds in comparison with
tobacco smoke [1–3] (see [4] for a diverging opinion). This fact has motivated large numbers
of smokers to adopt “vaping” (usage of ECs) as a significantly less risky alternative to
smoking within the framework of tobacco harm reduction.

However, vapers are still exposed to the inhalation of harmful or potentially harmful
compounds (HPHCs), particularly carbonyls, nitrosamines, metallic compounds and pos-
sibly carbon monoxide (CO) and Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). Detection of metals in
the chemical analysis of e-cigarette emissions is not surprising, as metallic compounds are
already present in e-liquids at trace levels [5,6] and e-cigarette parts are made of various
metallic alloys. Given their high level of toxicity and carcinogenic effects [7,8], it is a public
health priority to provide vapers and smokers with an accurate analysis and evaluation of
the involved risks of inhaling metallic content in adopting EC usage.

There is an extensive literature of laboratory studies analyzing metallic contents of
e-liquids and EC aerosol (see descriptive review of experimental methodology in [9]). We
provide in the present paper a critical examination of the more recent body of this literature
consisting of 12 articles published after 2017 [10–21]. We will not deal with (i) studies on
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metal contents only in e-liquids and (ii) articles published before 2017, as older studies
tested devices that are now obsolete [22–26]. Our emphasis is to examine the compatibility
between puffing protocols, realistic usage and risk evaluation through comparison with
toxicological references.

Aerosol collection techniques in the revised literature are diverse and a variety of
devices have been tested, chemical analysis mostly relies in Gas Chromatography and Mass
Spectrometry. However, there is a common generic feature in this literature: EC aerosols
are artificially generated by puffing machines through regimented experimental protocols
based on the ISO 20768 standard with puffing parameters defined by the the Cooperation
Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco (CORESTA) protocol recommended
method 81 [27]. This standard, which emerged as a natural adaptation to early vaping
“ciga-like” devices of the standards used for laboratory testing of tobacco cigarettes [28], is
followed (exactly or roughly) by almost all current laboratory testing of vaping devices.
We will denote as CORESTA-like the puffing protocols that approximate the CORESTA
protocol.

The puffing parameters of the CORESTA and CORESTA-like protocols are appropriate
for vaping devices whose airflows and puff volumes are close to those of cigarettes [29],
namely, low powered devices such as second generation clearomizers, tank equipped starter
kits or pods, used with the ‘Mouth to Lung’ (MTL) vaping style with coil resistances above
1 Ω and power outputs typically below 20–25 W. However, CORESTA and CORESTA-
like protocols are completely inappropriate to test high powered tank devices with coil
resistances below 1 Ω (sub-ohm devices) designed to operate with much larger airflows,
puff volumes and power outputs, used for the ‘Direct to Lung’ (DTL) vaping style (see [30]
for comprehensive discussion on the relation between airflow and coil resistance).

It is not surprising that some of the studies testing sub-ohm devices with CORESTA-
like puffing protocols found high levels of various metal elements that can even surpass
toxicological markers (see for example [11,12,16]), but even if these markers are not sur-
passed (as in [10,18,19]) the obtained metal levels represent unrealistic exposures. The
problem with these studies is not only usage of airflows and puff volumes that fall short
of those for which sub-ohm devices were designed for their real life usage in DTL vaping,
but also because this inadequacy very likely leads (even at relatively low power) to over-
heating conditions (see Soulet et al. [31,32] and Floyd et al. [33]), which for sufficiently
high power might lead also to a ‘dry puff’ with depleted e-liquid and the coil pyrolyzing
the wick [34,35]. Overheating conditions that increase coil temperature are known to cor-
relate with sharp increases of the abundance of carbonyls in aerosol emissions [36] (see
also [34,35,37–40]).

A useful way to determine experimentally, for any given combination of device and e-
liquid, the parameters that should lead to the emergence of overheating (thus distinguishing
normal vs abnormal operation modes) is the optimal regime defined by a linear relation
between the mass of vaporized e-liquid (MEV) and supplied power that holds in a specific
power range, with an overheating regime taking place above this power range where
this relation becomes non-linear. As shown by Soulet et al. [31,32] the above mentioned
relation between MEV and power is connected with the thermodynamical efficiency of the
vaporization of the e-liquid prior to the formation of the aerosol.

Since ECs are aimed at real life consumers, it is important to bear in mind the limi-
tations of laboratory testing, as there is evidence that regimented puffing by itself might
produce (pending on the device and the puffing protocol) an increase of coil [37] and
mouthpiece [38] temperatures that could be uncomfortable to end users (see example
in [37]), thus suggesting to bear into consideration the specifications recommended by the
manufacturer design, as well as users’ sensorial experiences.

Evidently, consultation or cooperation with human vapers in the testing procedure
should be very helpful to determine testing parameters (see a welcome develpment on
this issue in [41]). However, as far as we are aware, none of the studies on metal content
that we have revised have done so. Disregarding these issues can lead to misleading
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emission outcomes from an artificial aerosol that is too hot and most likely repellent to end
users, while the vaping machines (which do not taste nor feel) continue operating. Risk
assessments under these conditions are of little utility for the end user (even under correct
trapping and analytic techniques).

The revised literature exhibits other experimental flaws besides inappropriate puffing
protocols for sub-ohm devices. In some studies tested devices were acquired months or years
before the experiments without providing information on storage conditions: [14–16,18],
thus raising the possibility of metallic components subjected to corrosion or degradation
(this was recognized in [14,15,18]). Actual exposure from experimental outcomes was
miscalculated in [10,11,13,16,18]. Important information on the device characteristics,
aerosol collection and experimental outcomes was omitted in [12,13,15,16,18], making it
very difficult to understand and evaluate the relevance and scope of their results (and to
replicate the experiments). In particular, it is impossible to rule out testing of defective
devices and cartridges in [14,15,18] that would probably be repellent to human users.

Most of the revised articles reported significant health risks and recommendations of
strict EC regulation on the grounds of their laboratory outcomes. However, our findings in
this review suggests that such conclusions are questionable, not only because they emerge
from experiments with the methodological flaws that we have commented, but because
even under the best possible experimental conditions the regimented puffing of laboratory
testing provides at best an approximate proxy of human exposure. In this context, it is
interesting to remark that studies on metal biomarkers in urine and plasma [42–44] do not
seem to indicate serious short term health risks for human vapers (who most likely inhaled
vaping aerosol under normal conditions, as opposed to a machine generated aerosol).

Laboratory testing is very useful for developing quality control standards, product
comparison and technological development, but its capacity to asses health risks is limited.
At best, laboratory outcomes might provide a reasonable inference of potential health risks
from users’ inhalation of HPHCs as long as the experimental design is appropriate and
puffing parameters (puff duration, puff volume, airflow) are roughly consistent with those
of real life usage of the tested devices (information that can be gathered from consumer
reports or manufacturer specifications).

Our section by section plan is as follows. Section 2 provides a description of real life
vaping: vaping styles in Section 2.1 MTL and DTL vaping and habits of vapers in natural
settings in Section 2.2, with reference values of various toxicological markers given in
Section 2.3 presents. In Section 3, we examine the physical processes associated with EC
aerosol generation and puffing parameters, while in Section 4, we revise the outcomes of
the reviewed studies, offering a detailed discussion on their comparison with toxicological
markers and a critique of their experimental methodology. In Section 5, we provide
a comprehensive discussion on the findings of the previous section. A critique of risk
communication in the reviewed literature is given in Section 6, while our conclusions are
stated in Section 7. We also provide a supplementary file to explain the conversion of
aerosol condensate concentrations into mass per puff values.

2. Realistic Usage Conditions and Toxicological Markers

2.1. Vaping Styles

The so called “Mouth to Lung” (MTL) vaping style is the most frequent one among
vapers and currently remains typical of initiating users, most of them ex-smokers or
current smokers. It involves mouth cavity retention followed by lung inhalation, a puffing
mechanics roughly similar to that of cigarette smoking, thus being well suited for the
design of early generation vaping devices (cigalikes, clearomizer models) and currently it
is practiced in pods and tank models used as starter kits.

The “Direct to Lung” (DTL) style that avoids the mouth retention of MTL is typically
practiced by more experimented and younger vapers. It involves a much deeper inhalation
than MTL, which translates into more intense puffing parameters: airflow rates of 200 mL/s,
puff volumes of 500 mL (or even more [45]), as well as longer puff times, resulting in
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much larger mass of inhaled aerosol. As opposed to the MTL style, DTL style bears no
resemblance to tobacco cigarette puffing (as opposed to vapers, smokers tend to avoid a
DTL style because tobacco smoke is a strong irritant [46]). Evidently, the heating element
of vaping devices appropriate for this puffing regime must be able to deliver much higher
power (combined with lower electric resistance) to generate the needed larger aerosol mass
for a usage characterized by larger airflows for its inhalation. CORESTA and CORESTA-like
puffing protocols are completely inappropriate and totally unrelated to consumer usage
of sub-ohm devices intended for DTL vaping. Unfortunately, there is still no recognized
standardized protocol to test devices intended for DTL usage.

2.2. Puffing Habits of Vapers in Natural Settings

In order to place laboratory studies in their proper context, it is important to examine
the available information on the immense individual and circadian time variability of real
life vaping. The best estimation of typical vaping behavior follows from observational
studies of vapers under natural conditions carried on for extended periods (see review up
to 2017 in [47]). Table 1 displays the main puffing parameters of 5 of such observational
studies with information on daily puff numbers.

As shown in Table 1, the studies by Robinson et al. [48,49], Dautzenberg and Bricard [50]
and Kosmider [51] report around 156–225 average daily puffs numbers for first and second
generation devices, which are today obsolete or of marginal usage and whose nicotine
delivery was much less efficient than that of more modern devices. In contrast, average
daily puff numbers are in the range 272–338 in the more recent study by Dawkins et al. [52]
involving more experienced vapers using modern devices (second and third generation) in
which they can modify power settings and nicotine levels.

Table 1. Puffing topography under natural conditions. The table displays the main puffing parameters
in 5 studies on vapers in natural conditions for extended periods. Numbers are averages with the
symbol ± denoting standard deviation, the letters CL, 2G, 3G stand for closed, second generation
(cartomizer) and third generation (tank) devices. In Dautzenberg and Bricard the symbols denote:
single isolated puff (a), 2–5 clustered puffs (b), 5–15 clustered puffs (c) and more than 15 clustered
puffs (d). In Dawkins et al.: low nicotine level fixed power (1), low nicotine level variable power (2),
high nicotine level fixed power (3), high nicotine level variable power (4), with 6 mg/mL and
18 mg/mL for low and high nicotine level. Notice that puff numbers and e-liquid consumption
increase with devices operating at fixed power and with low nicotine concentration.

Robinson
2015 [48]

Robinson
2016 [49]

Kosmider
2018 [51]

Dautzenberg
& Bricard
2015 [50]

Dawkins
2018 [52]

Device CL CL 2G CL
& 2G

60% 2G
40% 3G

Follow up 24 h 1 week 24 h 116 days 4 weeks

puffs/day 225 ± 59 162 ± 78
(14–275) 156.2 ± 95.3 163 ± 138

(1–1265)

(1) 338 ± 161
(2) 308 ± 135
(3) 279 ± 127
(4) 272 ± 128

puff
duration
(s)

3.5 ± 1.8
(0.7–6.9)

2.0 ± 0.6
(1–3) 3.0 ± 1.2

(a) 4.57 ± 2.24
(b) 4.07 ± 1.94
(c) 3.73 ± 1.77
(d) 3.20 ± 1.61

(1) 4.46 ± 1.22
(2) 3.81 ± 1.11
(3) 3.61 ± 0.97
(4) 3.91 ± 1.44

inter-puff
interval
(s)

47.7 ± 12.1
(10–150) 15.4 ± 22.0

(a) >60
(b) 19.26 ± 15.12
(c) 16.77 ± 13.23
(d) 13.68 ± 11.53

(1) 34.22 ± 20.08
(2) 39.32 ± 26.8
(3) 41.22 ± 26.23
(4) 37.32 ± 27.18
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Table 1. Cont.

Robinson
2015 [48]

Robinson
2016 [49]

Kosmider
2018 [51]

Dautzenberg
& Bricard
2015 [50]

Dawkins
2018 [52]

puff
volume
(mL)

133 ± 90
(9–388)

65.4 ± 24.8
(24–114) 73.9 ± 51.5

airflow
(mL/s)

37 ± 16
(23–102)

30.4 ± 9.2
(19–60) 24.7 ± 10.2

e-liquid
per day
(mL)

6.19 ± 3.74
4.63 ± 2.13
5.79 ± 3.63
4.79 ± 2.35

In the follow up study by Cox et al. [53] (see also [54]) larger daily puff numbers
(308–338) and puff duration occurred when experienced vapers were asked to vape with
fixed power settings and variable nicotine concentration. For the combination of low
nicotine concentration and controllable power settings in third generation devices average
daily puff numbers are around 272–279. As expected, inter-puff lapses under natural
conditions listed in Table 1 are longer than those of laboratory studies.

Putting together the information described above and the data summarized in Table 1
and bearing in mind that both closed and open systems are currently in use, we believe
that it is reasonable to assume 250 daily puffs as a rough but representative average value
for real life daily vaping. In the following sections, we will use this value of 250 daily puffs
to evaluate a daily inhaled dose of each metal element reported in laboratory studies in
terms of various concentrations that will be converted to ng per puff.

2.3. Toxicological References

As mentioned in the introduction, laboratory testing does not reproduce real life
vaping, but if puffing parameters used to generate the aerosol are appropriate for the tested
devices, outcomes from laboratory testing can serve as valuable approximate proxies of
human vaping to evaluate potential health risks in comparison with toxicological reference
values. We consider the following three toxicological references:

• PDE-ICH: The International Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH [55]) provides the Permissible Daily Exposure
(PDE) to inhalational medication, as a reference to manufacturing quality AFNOR-
XP-D90-300 part 3 standard (page 15 of [56]). The ICH-PDE is endorsed by The US
Department of Health and Human Services.

• ATSDR-MRL: The Minimal Risk Level (MRL) defined by the Agency for Toxic Sub-
stances Disease Registry (ATSDR) [57] as a safety limit for the general population of
continuous daily environmental air concentrations (in μg/m3) that can be of daily,
intermediate (14 to 365 days) or chronic (over 365 days) duration.

• REL or PEL NIOSH-REL: Recommended Exposure Limits (REL) or Permissible Ex-
posure Level (PEL) of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) [58]. These are exposure limits that should be protective of worker lifetime
safety to hazardous substances or conditions in the workplace.

Available values of these references for each metal element are listed in Table 2. We
give priority to the PDE-ICH values, as these are strict protective and applicable to the
general population, as well as already specified as a daily exposure referring explicitly
to inhalation of medicines. While ECs are not medication, it is still useful to evaluate
them under pharmaceutical standards. The ATSDR-MRL is also strict and applicable to
the general population, given as a concentration defined to encompass safe continuous
environmental exposure. The REL-NIOSH and PEL-NIOSH specifically refer to workplace
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exposure in terms of time weighed averages (TWA) working shift in 40 h weekly journeys.
For metals without PDE-ICH we consider the MRL-ATSDR evaluated for a volume of 20 m3

of inhaled air of average adults engaged in moderated activity. If there is no PDE-ICH nor
MRL-ATSDR, we will use the PEL-NIOSH for a volume of 20/3 = 6.67 m3 of inhaled air
during an 8 h work journey of average adults engaged in moderated activity.

Table 2. Toxicological References. The table displays the minimal recommended values to avoid
noticeable harm. The daily values for the MRL-ATSDR and REL-NIOSH are, respectively, computed
for 24 and 8 h. The asterisks denote short term exposures (* daily, ** 15 days) and chronic exposure
*** (more than 360 days).

Metal
PDE
ICH

μg/day

ATSDR
MRL
μg/m3

Daily
Value

μg

NIOSH
REL

mg/m3

Daily
Value

mg

Aluminum (Al) 5 33.3
Arsenic (As) 2

Cadmium (Cd) 3 0.03 * 0.6 0.005 0.03
Chromium (Cr) 3 0.5 3.3

Cobalt (Co) 3 0.1 2.0
Copper (Cu) 30 1.0 6.7

Iron (Fe) 5.0 33.3
Manganese (Mn) 0.3 *** 6.0 1.0 6.7

Nickel(Ni) 6 0.2 **
0.09 ***

4.0
1.8 0.015 0.1

Lead (Pb) 5 0.03 0.2
Antimony (Sb) 20 1.0 20

Silicon (Si) 5.0 33.3
Tin (Sn) 60 300 * 6000 2.0 13.3

Zinc (Zn) 5.0 33.3

For the comparison of toxicological references in Table 2 with detected metal content
in laboratory studies we evaluate a potential daily exposure in μg by multiplying the
ng/puff = 0.001 μg/puff values in Tables 4, 5, 8, 10 and 11 times 250 daily puffs for average
vapers that arise from studies of vaping patterns in natural settings discussed in Section 2.2
(for the REL-NIOSH we assume 83 puffs, one third of 250 daily puffs).

3. Optimal Regime, Power Ranges and Airflows

Efficient operation of ECs requires specific ranges of supplied power, temperature,
coil resistance, inhalation airflow and puff volume. In particular, an optimal performance
requires an appropriate airflow to efficiently generate an aerosol by condensation of the
vapor generated by the supplied power. As mentioned in the introduction, all revised
laboratory studies that looked at metal content in the aerosol generated by high powered
sub-ohm devices [10–13,16,18,19] failed to fulfill this basic efficiency condition by testing
the devices under inappropriate puffing protocols, specially low airflows and puff volumes
(which also lead to enhanced production of carbonyls [36]). We discuss below the physical
principles behind this issue.

ECs use as a heating element a wire or a mesh to heat and vaporise an e-liquid. They
function between two typical powers: minimal and maximal, representing physical limits
between three functioning regimes that are characterized at a first level using the Mass of
E-liquid Vaporised (MEV) or e-liquid consumption expressed in mg by puff [31]. Below
the minimal power no e-liquid is vaporized (MEV = 0) and no aerosol is generated (under-
heating Regime). Between the two powers, MEV increases linearly with respect to the
supplied power. This linearity denotes an optimal regime energetically efficient process of
vaporisation under almost thermodynamic equilibrium conditions (this linearity followed
by a non-linear behavior at higher power can be observed in Figure 4 of Floyd et al. [33]).
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It is well known [32,59] that airflow rate [40,60,61] and e-liquid composition influence
the power limits that define the optimal regime. A pure propylene glycol (PG) liquid has
closer limits than a pure glycerol (VG) one. Adding a low concentration of ethanol and/or
water in an e-liquid with a fixed PG/VG ratio slightly modifies the values. Then, testing
the devices at a high airflow rate increases the power range between minimal and maximal
values that define the optimal regime. This experimental observation is specially important
for high powered sub-ohm devices used for DTL vaping, as testing these devices at a low
airflow significantly reduces the power range of the optimal regime, with the overheating
regime appearing at lower wattage.

Besides its influence in setting up the functionality limits of the optimal regime, airflow
rate is the basic cooling process (through forced convection) during aerosol formation. The
mixture of a hot and a cold gas is a fast process during which an important energy transfer
occurs between air and vapor until they reach an equilibrium. This mixture leads to the
formation of a “particle” phase in the form of liquid droplets whose composition is very
close to that of the e-liquid. In fact, the higher is the airflow compared to the vaporized flow,
the lower is the temperature of the mixture. This is supported by empiric evidence: for
fixed power an increase of airflow tends to decrease coil temperatures and total particulate
mass [60,61] and (at least) keeps the production of toxic byproducts (carbonyls) stable [40].

The right airflow depends on the supplied power. Since powerful devices vaporize a
large amount of e-liquid, a large airflow is needed for the cooling through forced convection
of the vapor to facilitate aerosol generation by condensation. A small airflow operating a
powerful device will not carry on cooling through forced convection efficiently, leaving
the atomizer full of hot vapor. In laboratory experiments characterized by a regimented
repetition of puffs, the atomizer keeps accumulating heat even without e-liquid depletion
(dry hit), increasing the temperature of the whole device (by conduction). While the vaping
machines can continue operating, a human user would find first a very hot aerosol to inhale
and later a device too hot to handle and most likely a repellent taste. In either case, testing
a device under these conditions is completely unrealistic and misleading.

Once supplied power exceeds the maximal value of the optimal regime the relation
MEV vs power becomes non-linear, marking the outset of an overheating regime char-
acterized by different physical conditions under which the devices operate. This was
discussed in a recent publication [62], suggesting that boiling processes are dominant
in the optimal regime, with maximal power linked to critical heat flux. Following this
assumption, boiling in an optimal regime would be through bubbles formed on the wire
(nucleate boiling) whereas in overheating conditions, the wire would be surrounded by a
film of gas, with vaporization taking place on the liquid–gas interface. Their results illus-
trate that under an overheating regime above maximal power, wire temperature increases
significantly and carbonyls (specially formaldehyde) are produced in higher quantities,
whereas in the optimal regime relatively small (even negligible) quantities of aldehydes
are produced. This is consistent with the known relation between supplied power and
carbonyl production [34–36,39,40].

Production of high levels of HPHCs (including metals) in the aerosol emissions from
sub-ohm high powered devices might occur even at relatively low power when these
devices are laboratory tested with a low intensity airflow (such as CORESTA or CORESTA-
like protocols). This should be connected to the fact that the power threshold marking the
outset of the overheating regime is lower when tested under such airflows in comparison
with testing them with an intense protocol that fits the DTL parameters [32,59]. This
suggests that a wider power range of the optimal regime in real life usage for DTL vaping
should produce lesser levels of HPHCs.

Finally, it is important to mention that, regarding the puffing parameters, a regimented
puffing regime can produce by itself a gradual temperature increase in the various compo-
nents of the devices, even if the applied airflow is consistent with the device characteristics
and the vaping machines keep the testing under the optimal regime. This temperature
increase has been experimentally tested at the mouthpiece [38] and at the coil [37] (by
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thermography). While temperature increases reported by these references might not be
accurate, this increase is plausible because the inter-puff time might not be sufficiently long
to allow for the device temperature to decay to its initial value after each puff in frequent
puffing testing, and thus as frequent puffs accumulate (with same supplied power) the
devices can become too hot to handle for human vapers (or could have a repellent taste for
them), but puffing machines operate normally.

4. Laboratory Studies: Outcomes, Toxicological Evaluation and
Methodological Critique

We review, in this section, 12 articles published after 2017 [10–21] and listed in Table 3.
For further discussion and comments see Section 5. There is in this literature a signifi-
cant variation in aerosol collecting techniques, with Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectroscopy (ICP-MS)) the preferred analytic technique (see descriptive review in [9]).

Table 3. Laboratory studies on metal content in aerosol emissions published after 2017. The puffing
parameters appear in this order: puff duration, inter-puff interval, puff volume, airflow rate. All
studies have used puffing flow rates and volumes similar to the CORESTA 81 protocol. Aerosol
collection (see Section 5.6) and analytic techniques are summarized in the text. We do not consider
studies before 2017 because they involve devices that are either obsolete or of marginal usage.

Study
Device

Puffing Parameters
Analytic

and Properties Technique

Third Generation Tank Models

Zhao et al., 4 s, 26 s, 66 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2019 & 2022 Smok, 6–220 W, 0.6 Ω 15–120 puffs

[11,12] Istick, 0–85 W, 0.2 Ω 15–120 puffs

Kapiamba et al., Voopoo, 5–60 W 2 s, 60 s, 35 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2022 [16] Unspecified 30 puffs

resistance

Liu et al., Unspecified 4 s, 30 s, 66 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2020 [13] 3rd Generation Unspecified puff number Arsenic

Tank Model Species

Williams et al., Smok Alien, sub-ohm 4.3 s, 60 s, 30.1 mL, 7 mL/s ICP-OES
2019 [18] iPV6X, Tsunami 2.4 RDA 60 puffs

+ Nemesis Clone RDA

Olmedo et al., 56 assorted tank devices 4 s, 30 s, 66 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2018 [10] 30–50 puffs

Halstead et al., Joyetech eGO 3 s, 30 s, 55 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2019 [14] 2016 Model 50 puffs

Kim et al., Aspire Cleito, 0.2 Ω 4 s, 18 s, 50 mL,∼20 mL/s GC-MS
2018 [19] Kanthal coil, cotton wick 150 puffs

Pods

Kapiamba et al., Vapor4Life 2 s, 60 s, 35 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2022 [16] 30 puffs

Juul 2 s, 60 s, 35 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
30 puffs

Chen et al., Juul (not intense) 4 s, 30 s, 55/70 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2021 [17] 3 blocks of 100 puffs

Juul (intense) 6, 30 s, 110 mL, not specified ICP-MS
3 blocks of 100 puffs

Zhao et al., myblu 4 s, 11 s, 66 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2019 & 2022 50–100 puffs

[11,12] Juul 4 s, 11 s, 66 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
290–330 puffs
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Table 3. Cont.

Study
Device

Puffing Parameters
Analytic

and Properties Technique

Grey et al., Juul 3 s, 30 s, 55 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2020 [15] myblu 50 puffs

Vuse Alto

Halstead et al., Juul 3 s, 30 s, 55 mL, 16.67 mL/s ICP-MS
2019 [14] Blu 75 puffs

Vuse
Obsolete disposables

Second Generation

Beauval et al., Lounge 3 s, 30 s, 55 mL, 16.67 mL/s various
2017 [20] 96 puffs techniques

Palazzolo et al., eGO 5 s, 10 s, 6.67 mL/s Scanned
2017 [21] 45 puffs microscopy

Williams et al., EgoC Twist Protank 4.3 s, 60 s, 17–81 mL, 4–19 mL/s ICP-OES
2019 [18] EgoX Twist Nautilus 60 puffs: continuous ICP-OES

iTaste MVP Kanger & 10 min clusters ICP-OES

As mentioned in the introduction, a common feature is aerosol generated by puffing
parameters based on the CORESTA Recommended Method 81 [27] or with parameters
that approach it (CORESTA-like). Typically laboratory studies assume puff duration 3–4 s,
inter-puff lapse 30–60 s, flow rate below 20 mL/s (1 L/min) and puff volume below 70 mL.

4.1. The Olmedo-Zhao Group

A group of researchers, originally from the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health,
have published since their first article in 2016 [63] a series of articles on metal content
associated with ECs, in e-liquids [42,64], on biomarkers in urine and serum samples of
vapers [44] and on non-metallic contents in emissions from high powered devices [65]. The
study by Olmedo et al. [10] in 2018 was continued by two more studies in collaboration
with Zhao in 2019 and 2022: [11,12] and a review [9]. We examine below these studies.

The experimental method of the three papers [10–12] is specified in the 2016 article [63]
with slight modifications: aerosol is generated by puffing e-cigarettes by a peristaltic pump,
collection is done by direct condensation into a system of pipettes and tubes into a glass
flask. The analytical technique is ICP-MS and the puffing parameters are listed in Table 3.
The same experimental methodology was followed in more recent papers [13,65]. Since in
the three studies [10–12] aerosol analysis by ICP-MS is performed on a liquid sample diluted
from a condensed liquid aerosol of specified volume range in mL, it is straightforward to
transform the interquartile values of μg/kg = ng/g concentrations into a range of ng/puff
values listed in Tables 4 and 5 (tank models) and 8 (pods), obtained from estimating of
the mass of vaporized aerosol from the collected and retained aerosol and from the puff
numbers needed to obtain the condensed aerosol under their puffing protocol (see details
in our supplementary file). Comparison with toxicological reference markers is displayed
in Tables 4, 6 and 9.
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Table 4. First rows are outcomes of metal elements reported by Olmedo et al. [10] given as ng/puff
values converted from their μg/kg concentrations (see supplementary file). The second rows are
daily exposures form 250 daily puffs and third rows are toxicological reference markers from Table 2.
Minimal values in the range of O ∼ 10−3 μg are not displayed.

Metal Al Cd Cr Cu Fe Mn

ng/puff 0.07–0.52 <0.01 0.002–1.02 0.03–1.19 0.002–1.65 0.001–5.5

daily exp.
(μg)

0.0175–0.13 <0.0025 <0.255 0.0075–0.298 <0.4125 <1.375

Tox. Ref.
(μg)

33,300
NIOSH

3
PDE

3
PDE

30
PDE

33,300
NIOSH

6
ATSDR

Metal Ni Pb Sb Sn Zn

ng/puff 0.03–6.74 0.02–0.86 <0.45 0.01–0.45 1.28–18.88

daily exp.
(μg)

0.0075–1.685 <0.215 <0.1125 <0.1125 0.32–4.72

Tox. Ref
(μg)

6
PDE

5
PDE

20
PDE

60
PDE

33,300
NIOSH

Table 5. Range of mass (in ng) per puff of each metal element for the sub-ohm tank devices OD1 and
OD2 tested by Zhao et al. in their 2019 study [11] at three power levels (the numbers are rounded up
to two decimals). These values were computed from the range of concentrations in μg/kg = ng/g
reported in Table 2 of Zhao et al. and the information provided by Zhao et al. on aerosol collection
(see Supplemental file).

M OD1 20 W OD1 40 W OD1 80 W OD2 40 W OD2 120 W OD2 200 W

Al 0.02–0.04 0.04–0.14 0.09–0.61 0.04–0.14 0.10–0.42 0.2–2.50

As <10−3 0.01–0.04 0.02–0.10 0.005–0.01 0.006–0.045 0.05–0.58

Cd <10−3 0.0003–0.03 0.004–0.028 <10−2 <10−2 0.02–0.14

Cr <10−3 0.01–0.06 0.04–0.18 0.001–0.24 0.14–0.80 0.006–3.06

Cu 0.02–0.51 0.32–5.64 3.72–13.84 2.85–12.51 4.21–22.27 18.14–184.01

Fe 0.015–0.03 0.45–2.43 0.07–1.96 0.01–5.45 1.31–2.99 0.09–20.77

Mn 0.0002–0.03 0.11–0.27 0.36–2.11 0.02–0.65 0.53–2.00 0.13–6.94

Ni 0.02–1.55 4.27–13.69 3.94–34.64 2.95–18.20 0.29–56.95 12.93–147.17

Pb 0.01–0.27 0.59–1.61 7.91–39.31 1.41–28.99 4.62–14.09 11.06–198.80

Sb <10−2 0.02–0.15 0.03–0.20 0.01–0.22 0.02–0.08 0.11–1.08

Sn 0.002–0.054 1.85–7.01 0.32–2.16 0.11–1.92 0.22–0.73 0.55–11.37

Zn 1.06–4.79 15.28–48.04 87.07–344.87 6.99–145.86 8.89–26.61 53.48–1510.26
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Table 6. Comparison of daily exposure of those metals from sub-ohm devices tested by the 2019
article Zhao et al. [11] whose daily exposure (in μg) surpass toxicological reference values (displayed
in red). The meaning of PDE and REL is explained in Table 2 and in the text of this section. Daily
exposures for the remaining metals are below available toxicological reference, including zinc and
iron whose contents are large. We assumed 250 as the average number of daily puffs for typical
vapers to evaluate daily exposure to potential users.

Device Cu Mn Ni Pb

OD1 20 0.005–0.12 <10−2 0.005–0.39 0.002–0.07

OD1 40 0.08–1.41 0.027–0.067 1.07–3.44 0.15–0.40

OD2 40 0.71–3.12 0.005–0.16 0.737–4.55 0.35–7.24

OD1 80 0.93–3.46 0.09–0.52 0.985–8.66 1.98-9.83

OD2 120 1.05–5.57 0.13–0.50 0.07–14.24 1.15–3.52

OD2 200 4.53–46.0 0.03–1.73 3.23–36.79 2.76–49.7

Reference 30 (PDE) 0.3 (MRL) 6 (PDE) 5 (PDE)

4.1.1. Olmedo et al. [10]

Emissions. The authors tested 56 devices and their e-liquids collected from recruited
vapers for analysis. Besides studying metal contents in aerosol emissions, they provide
valuable results by comparing metal content in e-liquids in dispensers and in tanks, before
and after aerosol generation. Outcomes of metal elements in units μg/kg = ng/g were
obtained in terms of self reported usage classification: voltage ranges (<4.02, 4.02–4.2,
>4.2 V), coil alloy (kanthal and stainless steel and frequency of coil replacement). Since
the information contained in these classifications is too vague (given the lack of data on
individual devices), the most useful values of metal element content in aerosol emission
is given in their third interquartile values listed in their Table 2 (middle column, second
number in parenthesis). With the information provided on their experimental procedures
we transform their μg/kg = ng/g concentrations values into a range of values in ng/puff
for each metal (see details in the supplementary file). The outcomes for each metal are
listed in Table 4.

The authors also provide at the end of their discussion section (for comparison with
tobacco cigarettes assuming a smoked cigarette to be equivalent to 15 puffs) a median and
a range of values based on their average puff volumes of ng per 15 puffs for six important
metals (As, Cr, Mn, Ni. Pb, and Zn) in the emissions of the tested devices. Dividing by
15 the values they provide yields in ng/puff the following ranges and median values:
<0.067 (0.01), As; <2.0 (0.0057), Cr; <0.093 (0.0013), Mn; <7.33 (0.029), Ni; <1.8 (0.007), Pb;
<4.4 (0.299), and Zn. Save for Zn, these ranges are of roughly the same magnitude as the
values we estimated in Table 4, but we will not consider them any further as there is no
information on which specific tests these values were taken.

Toxicological evaluation. Olmedo et al. [10] claimed that 50% or more of the samples
for Cr, Mn, Ni, and Pb exceeded toxicological reference values. However, as shown by
Farsalinos and Rodu [66], they miscalculated in their Equation (1) the daily intake of these
metals, as their conversion of μg/kg concentrations from chemical analysis into air density
concentrations in mg/m3 (for comparison with the environmental ATSDR reference value)
is mistaken (see our Section 5.4). They assume for their experimental airflow Q = 1 L/min
and t = 4 s puff duration that for each puff the collected aerosol would dilute in an air
volume Vair = Q× t = 66.67 mL, which is their experimental puff volume. Their estimations
representing overexposures by at least a factor 12, since in real life usage the aerosol dilutes
in a tidal volume of about 800 mL (assuming MTL vaping), about 30% larger than the
rest tidal volume of ∼500 mL (this is because the lungs require extra volume to generate
suction [45]). However, as we explain in Section 5.4, it is necessary to bear in mind that
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vaping represents an intermittent exposure, thus special care to incorporate exposure times
must be exerted when comparing inhaled concentrations in users (from aerosol condensate
concentrations) with time weighed toxicological markers (such as ATSDR or NIOSH).
We find it more useful to compute the total dose for each metal per puff. We estimated
(see supplementary file) an absolute range for these doses displayed in Table 4 given the
uncertainty in the puff numbers needed (30–50) to collect a volume of aerosol (0.2–0.5 mL).

As shown in Table 4, none of metal elements examined by the authors of [10] produce
a daily exposure that surpass the toxicological reference values. The metal that most ap-
proaches these values in Table 2 is nickel (a fraction about 1.685/6 ≈ 1/3.5 ≈ 28% of the
reference value). For nickel to reach the PDE of daily intake of 6μg a vaper would have to
do 875 daily puffs. While some vapers might do this amount of daily puffs, demographic
evidence displayed in Table 1 shows that such puffing frequency is an extreme outlier. It
might be argued that the MRL-ATSDR values in Table 2 for nickel should be used because
they are more strict than the PDE. In this case, assuming 20 m3 of daily inhaled air by
average adults we have: 4 μg for the intermediate MRL (14–365 days of exposure) and
1.8 μg for the chronic MRL (over 365 days of exposure). However, the daily exposure of
1.685 μg, computed for 250 daily puffs, is still below these strict thresholds, though the
intermediate one is more realistic, as the the chronic one is a valid comparative reference
only if one assumes a daily exposure to vaping that lasts at least a full year, which would
indicate an abnormally and extremely intensive form of vaping.

Methodological critique. The authors did not provide complete information and charac-
teristics of the individual 56 devices that were analyzed: coil resistance, power settings and
PG/VG mixtures in e-liquids constitute important information to assess their results. The
authors examined metal outcomes in terms of three self declared voltage categories: <4.02,
4.02–4.2, >4.2 V. However, the lack of information on coil resistance and power makes it
impossible to determine if the tested devices were sub-ohm or operated for resistances
>1 Ω. This is important information (see discussion in [30]) because the puffing protocol
used in this laboratory study is inappropriate for sub-ohm devices used for DTL vaping
that requires much larger airflows and puff volumes. Some of the missing information was
supplied by Zhao et al. [11] who explicitly mention that 18% of the devices tested by the
authors were the same sub-ohm devices they tested. This information is useful to interpret
their statistical data: looking at aerosol emissions in the middle column of their Table 2 and
the low wattage values (<4.2 Volts) in their Table 5 reveals a skewed distribution with a
large interquartile dispersion and medians much closer to the lowest bound (first interquar-
tile) than to the upper bound (third interquartile). This skewed distribution suggests that
the possible 18% minority of tested sub-ohm devices produced unrepresentative ranges
in the third quartiles, hiding the likely fact that for most of the devices the concentrations
were closer to the lower bound given by the first interquartile.

4.1.2. Zhao et al., 2019 and 2022 (Sub-Ohm Devices)

Emissions. Zhao et al. [11] published a study in 2019 following the same aerosol collection
technique as Olmedo et al. [10] (with slight modifications), testing two sub-ohm devices
of recent manufacture: OD1: Istick 25 (Eleaf Electronics) with power range 0–85 W and
OD2: Smok (Smoktech) with power range 6–220 W, both with sub-ohm coil resistances.
These devices were tested at three power settings: 20, 40, 80 W for OD1 and 40, 120, 200 W
for OD2.

The authors published a paper in 2022 [12] to examine the effects on metal element
content in aerosol emissions from varying flavorings (fruity, tobacco and menthol), nicotine
concentrations (0, 6 and 24 mg/mL) and puff duration (2 s, 4 s and 6 s), utilizing exactly the
same devices and aerosol collection technique as the 2019 paper, with fixed power for each
tank device: 40 W for OD1 and 120 W for OD2. However, their reported outcomes lump
together OD1 and OD2 in a single category “OD”.
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Since the 2019 paper of Zhao et al. [11] followed the same experimental methodology
and used same units as Olmedo et al. [10], we proceed as we did with the data supplied
by the latter authors (see a detailed account of this conversion of units in the supplemen-
tary file). The range of ng/puff values we obtained for the sub-ohm devices tested by
Zhao et al. in the 2019 study [11] appear in Table 5. We did not convert the metal elements
in μg/kg = ng/g concentrations from their 2022 article [12] into ranges of ng/puff, since
they did not provide in that study concentrations for individual devices, presenting only
statistical data on concentrations corresponding to the various flavorings, nicotine concen-
trations and puff duration values lumping together the outcomes the devices OD1 and
OD2 in the same category “OD”. However, their reported μg/kg = ng/g concentrations are
qualitatively similar to those of their 2019 paper.

Toxicological evaluation. From the ng/puff values in Table 5 and considering an average
of 250 daily puffs, we obtain daily exposure values for the open tank devices OD1 and OD2
for all metals and power ranges examined by Zhao et al. in their 2019 paper [11]. These
daily exposure values only become comparable (or surpass) toxicological reference values
listed in Table 2 for Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni and Pb and only in the highest power ranges of the
devices. Daily exposure values for these metals and a comparative toxicological reference
are listed in Table 6. For the pod devices CD1 (myblu) and CD2 (Juul), daily exposures are
orders of magnitude below these references (see Table 8).

Zhao et al. [11] obtained from their Equation (1) and their μg/kg aerosol concentrations
the following values for daily average exposure: 0.62μg (Mn) and 0.14μg (Ni), placed in
their Table 4, but it is not clear how these values were obtained from their Equation (1),
though they mention having followed the same exposure computation as Olmedo et al. [10],
which (as we argued in Section 4.1.1) was shown to be incorrect by Farsalinos and Rodu [66]
and might be conceptually problematic (see Section 5.4).

The values displayed in red in Table 6 correspond to daily exposure values of four
metals (Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb) that surpass toxicological references by both devices in the high
end of the power range of tests (80 to 200 W). Notice that for the device OD2 (SMOK)
at its highest tested power (200 W), toxicological references are surpassed by 2 orders of
magnitude in these metals. For the remaining metals daily exposure is at least an order of
magnitude below toxicological references, even for iron and zinc which produced abundant
content (but their available reference, the REL of NIOSH, is 1–2 orders of magnitude above).
We do not offer a toxicological comparison of the outcomes of their 2022 paper because
they lumped together data from both devices (OD1 and OD2).

Methodological critique. The 2019 study by Zhao et al. [11] is valuable for showing that
all metal contents sharply increase with increasing supplied power (beyond manufacturers
recommendations) while keeping the puffing parameters fixed but varying puff numbers.
However, the authors’ assessment of health risks to end users by comparison with toxico-
logical references is questionable. As we argue in Section 3, the excessively high outcomes
reported by Zhao et al. [11] of Cu, Mn, Ni and Pb in their higher power settings (Table 5),
with daily exposures surpassing toxicological references (Table 6), are linked to their testing
of powerful sub-ohm devices (operating up to 200 W) by means of CORESTA-like puffing
parameters (see Table 3) that fail short of the much larger values of the real life usage of
these devices for DTL vaping (which is also the usage recommended by the manufacturers,
in particular the manufacturer recommended power ranges of the OD2 device are between
20–50 W with best performance in the range 30–40 W [67]) (see Methodological critique
in Section 4.7). Although lower power settings at 20–40 W of the sub-ohm devices are
within the manufacturers recommended values and metal levels were below toxicological
markers, the testing with inappropriate airflow and puff volumes render these outcomes
unrealistic and likely overestimations with respect to real life usage.

The experimental design of Zhao et al. [11] required a large number of consecutive
regimented puffs (120) to collect sufficient aerosol for the condensed 0.3–0.6 mL sample to
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be analyzed. Since the temperature of the heating element does not decay between puff to
puff to the initial value, this long sequence of regimented puffs can easily produce a gradual
heating of the atomizer to temperatures that gradually become too uncomfortable for the
user to handle the device (besides the fact that users do not puff 120 regimented puffs every
30 s). This gradual temperature rise is a likely explanation of the large difference between
the first and third quartiles in the concentrations Ci for both sub-ohm devices in their lowest
power settings (extreme left column in Table 2 of Zhao et al.): for example for nickel at 20 W
in the Istik device there is a large interquartile range (C(1)

Ni , C(3)
Ni ) = (5.89 − 222) ng/g, with

median value C̄Ni = 8.0 ng/g, thus indicating a likely distribution of tests results clustered
around the median value with large outlier values possibly at later puffs already with the
device possibly too hot for a user to handle. The same phenomenon occurs for the Smok
device at 40 W.

4.2. Zhao et al. (Pod Devices)

Zhao et al. also tested in their 2019 and 2022 papers [11,12] two pod “closed” devices:
myblu (Imperial Brands) and Juul (Juul Labs), respectively, denoted CD1 and CD2, at
their fixed power settings (the authors only identified CD1 as “BLU” but reading between
lines it is evident that the device is a myblu). Separate outcomes for each one of the two
devices were given only in [11], with both devices lumped together as “CD” in [12]. As we
did with sub-ohm devices, we converted the μg/kg = ng/g interquartile concentrations
they reported in Table 3 of their 2019 paper [11] for Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Sn, Zn into the ranges
of ng/puff displayed in Table S8 (see the supplementary file). Considering the average
of 250 daily puffs, the daily exposure for these two devices is 1–2 orders of magnitude
below their corresponding reference toxicological marker, even for the relatively high
concentrations values of Al and Cu.

It is interesting to consider nickel as an example. From the interquartile val-
ues in Table 3 of Zhao et al. we have the following ranges, for the myblu device
CNi = 1.32 (0.39, 3.35) ng/g and for the Juul CNi = 11.9 (10.7, 22.7) . From these val-
ues, we obtain from Equations (3a) and (3b) of the supplementary file a nickel mass
range of MNi = 0.0016 − 0.056 ng/puff for the myblu, while for the Juul we have
MNi = 0.014 − 0.066 ng/puff. The range of daily nickel exposure (250 daily puffs) is then
0.0005–0.016μg for the myblu and 0.0042–0.02μg for the Juul, both ranges 2–4 orders of
magnitude below the PDE of 6μg for nickel. Notice that for the Juul device collecting the
0.3–0.6 mL of condensed aerosol sample required many puffs (290–330) taken at short
inter-puff periods of 11 s. It is evident that even this small daily metal mass is likely an
overestimation considering that such intense puffing regime is completely divorced from
normal usage of this device.

In their 2022 study [12], Zhao et al. examined the effect of nicotine concentration
and flavors on metal contents in emissions, but they report a joint outcome for CD1 and
CD2 in a single category “CD”. This is problematic because each individual closed pod
(besides operating at different powers) utilizes different type of nicotine in different con-
centrations: salts formed with benzoic acid (Juul, 59 mg/mL) and base (myblu, 24 mg/mL).
Nicotine chemistry plays a role in the phase partition of the aerosol [68], with the less
volatile protonated acidic nicotine (salts) tending to concentrate in the particulate phase
and unprotonated (base) evaporating into the gas phase. While the implication of nicotine
differences on metal content is not known, conflating both types of nicotine into a single
statistic does not seem to be a correct approach.

4.3. Chen et al.

Chen et al. [17] conducted a comprehensive targeted study of chemicals in the emis-
sions of the four Juul devices available in the US market in 2021: nicotine concentrations of
35 and 59 mg/mL in two favors: Virginia Tobacco (VT) and Menthol (Me), thus making
four product combinations: VT5, VT3, Me5, Me3. The targeted analytes were divided in
two groups (I and II) based on FDA USA guidance for vaping devices in its Pre Market
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Tobacco Authorization (PMTA) process. Each group was tested with different analytic
methods, all validated according to ICH guidelines and standard ISO protocols. Depend-
ing on the analytic method aerosol collection method was by an impinger containing a
trapping solvent or (for heavy metals) a glass fiber pad. Aerosol was collected for two
puffing intensity regimes: “non-intense” (NI) with puff duration and inter-puff interval of
3 and 30 s, respectively, puff volumes 55 and 70 mL for group I and II, and “intense” (Int)
with 6 s puff duration (the maximum allowed by Juul) and 110 mL puff volumes (other
parameters unchanged).

Most of the analytes were below the limit of detection (BLOD) or below limit of
quantification (BLOQ), though a thorough background subtraction was carried air blank
measurements, with measurements for some analytes deemed not different from blank
(NDFB) values. Six metals were targeted: Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb (group I) and Au (group
II), with the numerical mass outcomes normalized with nicotine given for VT5 and Me5
in their Table 2 (quantifiable analytes) and averaging for the beginning, middle and end
sequential puffing blocks we obtain the mass of these metals in ng per puff. These values
are listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Mass in ng per puff for Juul devices tested by Chen et al. [17], for 50 mg/mL nicotine
concentration and Menthol and Virginia Tobacco flavors (Me5, VT5) and non-intense and intense
regime (NI, Int). NDFB stands for Not Different From Blank.

Me5

Metal Au Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb

NI 0.0123 0.009 NDFB 0.015 0.798 0.004

Int 0.022 0.08 NDFB 0.019 0.827 0.005

VT5

Metal Au Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb

NI 0.0126 0.008 NDFB 0.245 0.698 0.036

Int 0.0156 0.005 NDFB 0.067 0.108 0.045

As the authors comment, mass outcomes of these six metals are negligible and below
BLOQ: Cd and Au were BLOD, chromium was NDFB and copper, nickel, and lead were
alternately BLOD or BLOQ for all flavors, nicotine concentrations and puff blocks.

4.4. Liu et al.

The study by Liu et al. [13] specifically targeted arsenic species in e-liquids and in EC
aerosol. The tested devices are not properly identified, only referred to as “rechargeable USB-
like devices ... chosen based on their high market shares” and “tank type devices from two popular
stores in Toronto, Canada”. Aerosol collection resulted in 0.2–1 mL of aerosol condensate and
89–100% recovery, following the methods of the first 2016 paper by Olmedo et al. [63], with
a button mechanism to activate the tank devices. The puffing topography was allegedly
taken from [69] but the parameters do not correspond to that reference, but to the puffing
parameters of the 2018 paper of Olmedo et al. [10]: 4 s and 30 s for puff duration and
inter-puf interval, with airflow 1 L/min = 16.66 mL/s, using 40 puffs. The resulting arsenic
species aerosol condensate concentrations in μg/kg are summarized in their Table 2.

Besides the lack of information on the devices and their characteristics and the prob-
lematic usage of a CORESTA-like puffing protocol for a sub-ohm tank device, Liu et al [13]
also incurred in the same miscalculation of Olmedo et al. [10] on the “air concentrations” in
mg/m3 to compare in their Section 2.3 with the occupational toxicological NIOSH marker
(equivalent to the PEL OSHA) for arsenic and inorganic arsenic species in an 8 h work
journey. As we comment in Section 4.1.1, Olmedo et al. [10] overestimated exposures
by a factor of at least 12 (inhaled aerosol dilutes in a tidal volume of 800 mL for MTL
vaping [45]), but also comparisons with time weighted toxicological references need to be
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carefully examined (see Section 5.4). However, even with this overestimation the detected
concentrations found by Liu et al. [13] are below the PEL OSHA (same as NIOSH) of
10μg/m3. Assuming a user vaping with MTL style with tidal volume of 800 mL and
correcting the overestimation by a factor of 12, the maximal reported value of arsenic
concentration mentioned in [13] (4μg/m3) becomes ∼0.33 μg/m3, which is much smaller
than the PEL NIOSH. This low value for arsenic species in EC aerosol is consistent with
the fact that no other study looking at arsenic has found significant presence of this metal
in aerosol emissions (for example, see for comparison ng/puff values in Table 5). As a
consequence, the estimated cancer risk form arsenic inhalation evaluated in Section 2.4 of
Liu et al. [13] is questionable.

4.5. Kapiamba et al.

The study by Kapiamba et al. published in 2022 [16] tested three devices, two low
powered pod systems: a Juul (Juul Labs) and a Vapor4Life (XL pen EC, AUTO VAPOR
ZEUS KIT, Vapor4Life Inc. Northbrook, IL, USA, ended sales in July 2021) and tank
system VOOPOO (Drag X, Shenzhen Woody Vapes Technology Co., Shenzhen, China), all
purchased in 2019. They do not use the standard CORESTA protocol, but the standard
puff profile for tobacco cigarette aerosol measurements (ISO 3308:2000): 30 puffs with
2 s duration, 60 s inter-puff interval, 35 mL puff volumes and 1.05 lT/min = 16.67 mL/s.
Aerosol collection through teflon filters and unspecified tubing. They conduct separate
tests on aerosol metal contents to examine seven “tasks” (see Table 1 of [16]): (1) differences
between devices, (2) flavors, (3) nicotine concentrations, (4) device power, (5) puff duration,
(6) aging, as well as (7) environmental emissions through a respiratory model.

The article reveals a problematic lack of key information to understand its outcomes
and several inconsistencies, for example:

• All devices were acquired in 2019, at least 2 years before the experiments and were
possibly subjected to corrosion or leaching of metal alloys. The authors provide no
information on their storage conditions.

• Their Table 1 states that zero nicotine and no flavor were assumed in tasks (1), (5) and
(6), but these tasks involve a Juul and a Vapor4Life, devices that lack a zero nicotine
option and are not flavorless (by “flavorless” we understand an e-liquid containing
only solvents and possibly nicotine). It seems that the voopoo was tested with such an
e-liquid, but the authors provide no information on the e-liquids used in its testing
this tank device and the Vapor4Life.

• The authors provide in the abstract the following outcomes on ng per 10 puffs for
chromium and nickel

Juul Voopoo Vapor4Life
Cr 117 ± 54 124 ± 77 33 ± 10
Ni 50 ± 24 219 ± 203 27 ± 2

which do not appear in the remaining of the article and there is no description in the
abstract or in the body of the article on how they were obtained.

• In their Section 3, dealing with task (1), the only one involving the three devices, the
authors report the following average ng per 10 puffs outcomes for nickel: 2.9 ± 3.2
(Vapor4Life), 240.1 ± 234.9 (voopoo), 50.3 ± 24.9 (Juul), which are different from those
given in the abstract. No explanation is given (were there different tests?).

• For the Juul device, the ng per 10 puffs range of values for chromium in the three
favors of task (5): 73.24 ± 44.2 (Menthol), 76.36 ± 47 (Virginia Tobacco) and 107 ± 83.5
(Classical Tobacco), significantly differ from the values for chromium in task (1) and
with those mentioned in the abstract. This is strange because the unspecified Juul
flavor in the test of task (1) should coincide with at least one of the flavor tests in
task (5) and thus the outcomes should not differ much, as it should be the same
testing protocol applied to the same device with same flavor. The authors provide no
explanation on this difference.
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The authors found high chromium levels for the Juul, comparable to those of the
voopoo (a tank device). This is strange, not only because it is at odds with other laboratory
studies [11,14,15,17], but because the Juul has an inbuilt control of the coil temperature
that prevents operation under overheating conditions [17]. In addition, it is very odd that
increasing supplied power (from 5 to 60 Watts) to the voopoo does not produce a significant
increase in metal levels (as it clearly happens for example in [11]). It is possible that this
odd outlier result emerges from corrosion effects in devices acquired 2 years before the
experiments.

Kapiamba et al. also miscalculate their risk evaluation along the reasoning of Olmedo
et al. [10] (see Section 4.1.1), but even in a more problematic manner. They assume a rest
tidal volume of inhalation (450 mL) and compute the amount of breathed air in 10 puffs
(4.5 LT = 4.5 × 10−3m3), multiplying this quantity times the mg/m3 concentrations of PEL
of NIOSH for every metal, comparing this product with their ng per 10 puffs outcomes.
However, as we argue in Section 5.4, this risk evaluation is conceptually mistaken, the
PEL NIOSH is an occupational reference value obtained by time weight averaging of 8 h
work shifts in 40 h week journeys, so it does not make any sense to compute it for the
short time lapse of 10 puffs (besides the fact that PELs in general are higher for short term
exposures). Kapiamba et al. also invoke (without providing a reference) the European
Medicines Agency (EMA) to quote inhalation toxicological thresholds of 10 and 100 ng per
day, respectively, for chromium and nickel. However, the EMA does not mention these
values [55], it provides the PDE ICH of daily exposure for these metals that we have listed
in Table 2 (3 and 6 μg for chromium and nickel, not 10 and 100 ng).

Contrary to the claims of Kapiamba et al., they did not examine environmental emis-
sions (task (7)), but a sort of lung deposition model. Environmental emissions cannot
be simulated by vaping machines because users retain a large percentage (∼90%) of the
components of inhaled aerosol [70]. This is a confusing article, full of missing information
and inconsistencies.

4.6. The CDC Group

Researchers from the CDC published two articles, the first one by Halstead et al. [14]
and the follow up by Gray et al. [15], on metal contents in aerosol emissions following
strictly the CORESTA 81 puffing protocol: 3 s puff duration, inter-puff lapse of 30 s, 55 mL
puff volume and flow rate of 16.67 mL/s, using 75 puffs in [14] and 50 puffs in [15]. The
experimental methodology (specially aerosol collection) and validation techniques are
described in full detail in the fist paper: collection by fluoropolymer condensation trap
built with high purity fluoropolymer to prevent metal leaching contaminating the samples,
analytic analysis by ICP-MS. Using “spiked” e-liquids (i.e., inseminated with known metal
content) they showed a very low rate of direct transfer of metal particles into the aerosol
(between less than 1% to 4.7%).

The third paper by Pappas et al. [71] analyzed metallic particulate matter through
single particle inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (SP-ICP-MS) and dynamic
light scattering (DLS), performing both single and dual element analyses to determine
if particles are composed by individual or multiple metal oxides, with calibration and
validation techniques that they describe in detail. Pappas et al. [71] tested the same type of
devices as Gray et al. [15] and found similar anomalous outcomes as these authors did for
elementary metal content. We discuss these results below.

Emissions. Halstead et al. [14] tested twelve devices, all acquired years before the experi-
ments (2016–2018). The devices and acquisition date are: Vuse Menthol (2014 and 2017),
Vuse Original (2014 and 2017), Njoy King Menthol (2016 and 2017), Blu Classic Tobacco
single use (2014 and 2017), Logic Platinium (2014 and 2017), 21st Century Menthol, Regular,
and Zero Nicotine (2014 and 2016), Joyeteck eGO tank device (2017), Juul (2018). They
provide the outcomes of metal contents in their Table V as ng per 10 puffs, which we list as
ng/puff for the Joyetech model in Table 11 and for the cartridge pods: Juul, blu and Vuse
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in Table 8 (together with pod devices examined by Zhao et al. [11]). We omit the values for
the various cigalikes models that are no longer in use today (in fact, Vuse and blu devices
acquired in 2017 are likely also discontinued).

Table 8. Mass per puff for pods devices tested by the CDC group ([14,15]) and Zhao et al. [11]. The
values displayed in red correspond to the testing of the Vuse Alto (V. Alto) and myblu devices with
Menthol flavor. Notice that nickel, lead, manganese and zinc outputs per puff from these particular
cartridges are comparable to those found in the highest power settings of sub-ohm devices tested by
Zhao et al. [11] listed in Table 5, thus suggesting an anomalous situation.

Study Device Cr Cu Ni Pb Sn Zn

Hals-
tead, 2019
[14]

Juul < LOD < LOD < LOD < LOD < LOD < LOD

V. Alto M 0.05–0.17 < LOD 0.44–0.48 < LOD < LOD < LOD

V. Alto T 0.03 0.05–0.21 0.11–0.27 < LOD < LOD < LOD

Gray et
al., 2020
[15]

V. Alto M 0.89–2.99 1.71–20.9 15.8–37.3 9.65–46.3 0.98–4.41 86.7–458.0

V. Alto T 0.01–0.18 0.1–1.46 0.05–9.79 0.09–1.63 0.01–0.03 1.0–4.05

myblu M 0.06–0.07 14.6–17.4 3.1–10.8 0.05–0.17 8.12–12.7 <1.0

myblu T <0.05 4.61–5.32 0.015–0.13 0.05–0.29 0.94–5.1 <1.0

Juul M <0.05 0.1–1.6 0.05–0.2 0.06–0.08 0.01–0.06 0.5–1.78

Juul T <0.05 0.02–0.36 0.05–0.28 <0.05 0.01–0.05 <1.0

Zhao et al.,
2019 [11]

myblu < 0.012 0.076–1.13 <0.06 0.015–0.26 <0.013 3.23–41.29

Juul <10−2 <0.022 0.01–0.06 <10−2 <10−2 0.76–2.50

The second paper by Gray et al. [15] tested three current usage pods acquired in
2019: Juul (Juul Labs), myblu (Imperial Brands) and Vuse Alto (R.J. Reynolds Vapor
Company), with the following cartridge flavors: Mint and Classical Tobacco (Juul), (Intense
Mint-sation and Tobacco Chill (myblu) and Menthol and Rich Tobacco (Vuse Alto). As
with Halstead at al. [14], we report in Table 8 their outcomes (their Table II but in ng/puff)
for seven metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Sn, and Zn) for each device and flavor.

Toxicological evaluation. The devices tested by Halstead et al. [14] were all acquired well
before the experiment: pods in 2017, the Juul in 2018 and the Joyeteck eGO in 2016 (though
updated forms of the latter devices are still used). Even if there is a risk of corrosion
(a possibility the authors acknowledge), it is evident from the ng/puff values listed in
Table 8 that daily exposure is below toxicological references given in Table 2 for all metals
they tested.

The second paper by Gray et al. [15] tested contents of same metals in aerosols of more
recent cartridge pod devices: Juul, myblu and Vuse Alto, under the same experimental
methodology as [14], each with tobacco-like and menthol-like flavors and high nicotine
concentrations. The metal analysis found consistently low mass contents of all targeted
metals in aerosol from the Juul devices, but surprisingly enormous variation of values
were reported for the Vuse Alto device with Mint-sation cartridge (less in the tobacco
flavor cartridge of the Vuse Alto and in both flavors of the myblu). It is not expected that
cartridge based devices powered by 8 W can produce aerosol emissions with contents of
Cu, Ni, Pb, Sn and Zn comparable to those of high powered sub-ohm devices tested by
Zhao et al. in [11], but as shown in Table 9 this is what happens: copper content emitted by
the Vuse Alto is higher than that of devices tested at 80–120 W (though it is still below the
toxicological reference PDE of 30 μg in Table 2), while for nickel, lead and zinc the daily
emission from the Vuse Alto are comparable to those emitted by the same sub-ohm devices
tested at the same range 80–120 W, which surpass toxicological references.
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Table 9. Daily exposure (in μg) of the Vuse Alto and myblu Menthol favors examined by
Gray et al. [15]. A comparison (higher levels in red) is offered with daily exposure from same
metals tested by Zhao et al. [11] on high power sub-ohm devices. The daily exposure was computed
assuming 250 daily puffs.

Vuse Alto
Menthol

myblu
Menthol

OD1
80 W

OD2
120 W

OD2
200 W

Toxicological
Reference

Cr 0.22–2.24 0.015–0.017 0.01–0.04 0.02–0.2 0.001–0.77 3 PDE

Cu 0.43–15.67 3.65–4.35 0.93–4.35 1.05–5.57 4.53–46.0 30 PDE

Ni 3.45–9.32 0.78–2.7 0.98–8.66 0.07–14.24 3.23–36.79 6 PDE

Pb 2.41–11.57 0.01–0.04 1.98–9.83 1.15–3.52 2.76–49.7 5 PDE

Sn 0.24–1.1 2.03–3.17 0.08–0.54 0.05–0.18 0.14–2.84 60 PDE

Zn 21.67–114.5 <0.25 21.76–82.2 2.22–6.65 13.37–377.5 33,000 REL

Methodological critique. Halstead et al. [14] provide a valuable comprehensive discussion
on trapping methods and validating techniques that were used in the follow up paper by
Gray et al. [15]. They acknowledge the likelihood that their experimental outcomes have
been affected by metal corrosion and degradation, as the devices were necessarily stored
between 1 and 3 years before testing (most of them are no longer in use).

Gray et al. [15] also tested e-liquids from the pod cartridges, reporting specially high
levels (in μg/g) of Cu, Sn and Ni in the myblu cartridges with flavor Intense Tobacco
Chill (elevated but much lesser values were reported for Ni in the Vuse Alto cartridges
of both flavors). As commented before, surprisingly high values also occurred in aerosol
emissions only for one the Vuse Alto device with the flavor Mint-sation cartridge. These
are outcomes restricted to a single combination of device and cartridge and thus require
a proper explanation, as it is a clear signal of some special anomalous outlier situation
affecting the tested cartridges, but not the pods, since significant lower outcomes occur with
the same pod device and the other flavor cartridges. It is extremely unlikely that aerosol
emissions from thousands of commercially sold Vuse Alto devices would exhibit, only for
the Mint-sation flavor cartridges, such high metal levels (comparable to those of sub-ohm
devices running at 80–120 W), without consumers having noticed this phenomenon likely
in a foul testing aerosol (and consumer reports do note the existence of defective cartridges
and pods).

Unfortunately, Gray et al. [15] provide very insufficient information on the tested de-
vices and cartridges. It is impossible to know from the information they supply how many
of the Mint-sation cartridges they tested produced such high metal outcomes (probably by
being defective) or how large or representative is the sample they tested. This information
should be accessible by placing it in a supplementary file, but the authors only provide
minimal and maximal range of values in their test outcomes, not a median or average or
any minimal descriptive statistics.

It would be very useful for consumers and regulators to know if the finding of high
metal content in the Mint-sation cartridges was generic, as it would point out to a deficient
quality control by manufacturers, but since the authors do not provide sufficient informa-
tion on the samples, it is impossible to rule out that they acquired and tested a batch of
unrepresentative defective cartridges. Another important information vacuum is on the
precise test timing and conditions of storage in the 4 months time lapse they report between
purchase and analysis of the devices and cartridges. They mention that the devices and
cartridges had no manufacture or expiration dates, but this information can be supplied
by the manufacturers. The authors do not report requesting such information and/or
that it was denied. This lack of information hinders the understanding (and possibility of
replication) of the authors’ results.

Although 4 months is a shorter period than the years between purchase and analysis
in [14], it is a still a sufficiently large time to suspect a high likelihood of leaching and
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corrosion effects. While the authors do recognize this likelihood, they remark that it is an
uncertain possibility and offer alternatively explanations deemed to be just as plausible:
“pod-to-pod variability” or heating of internal components. However, we believe that such
alternative explanations are very unlikely, given the large storage time and the fact that
excessively high metal contents only appeared in one combination of pod and cartridges.
The authors could have avoided this uncertainty (made more problematic by the lack of
information) by involving end users in tasting the aerosol from pods with specific cartridges,
as this would have signaled them whether the tested cartridges were defective or not.

The laboratory studies by Gray et al. [15] and Kapiamba et al. [16]were the only two
among the 12 reviewed studies that found in low powered devices high levels of metal
content in aerosol emissions (surpassing toxicological markers), though as we have argued
above and in Section 4.5, neither one of these two studies supplied sufficient information
to determine if these findings are representative of the products. Therefore, the authors’s
conclusion in [15] that recent pod devices pose increasing health risks to users can hardly
be sustained by their experimental outcomes.

The third study of the same group [71] by Pappas et al. estimated the number of
nano-particles containing metallic oxides in the aerosol generated on (apparently) the same
devices of Grey et al. [15] and resulting in analogous anomalies: consistently few particle
numbers (less than 10,000) of all metallic oxides for the Juul device, higher but uneven
numbers for both flavors of the mylu and tobacco flavor of the Vuse Alto, but extremely
high number of particles of lead oxide (222,000) and huge variation for the Vuse Alto with
tobacco flavor (nickel nano-particles per 10 puffs range between 630–190,000). As in [15],
the authors do not provide a coherent explanation for these odd results, vaguely alluding to
a high variability among devices and e-liquids, without any descriptive statistical analysis
of samples (just ranges of values).

4.7. The Williams-Talbot Group

A number of studies has been undertaken by researchers of the University of Califor-
nia [18,22–24,72,73], providing useful assessments on the design of metallic parts and alloys
in the coils, wires, solders and batteries of a large number of devices [22,72], the effects of
aerosol collection techniques and puffing protocols the detected metal concentrations [18],
as well as the evolution of these features with the introduction of newer devices [23,72].

Experimental methods and exposures. Three of the studies cited above [18,22,24] also
obtained experimental results on metal contents in aerosol emissions, using either the
CORESTA protocol or similar protocols and the analysis through induced coupled plasma
optical emissions spectroscopy (ICP-OES) (the three papers refer their experimental method-
ology to [24]). We will not consider outcomes from earlier studies by this group [22,24]
because the devices tested are no longer in use.

In a more recent study [18], the group tested several second generation cartomizer
models: EgoC Twist mod with KangerTech Protank and Nautilus atomizers and iTaste
MVP 2.0 with Kanger T3S atomizer (all acquired in 2014), a sub-ohm high power third
generation kit model with commercial resistance (SMOK Alien) and two tank models
Nemesis and iPV6X with reconstructed resistances (acquired in 2017). Their aims were
to probe experimentally how two collection methods (impingers and cold trap) affect
detected metal contents in aerosols emissions (the first laboratory study undertaking such
comparison), to identify and quantify the transfer of metals into the aerosols produced by
tank-style devices (they include cartomizers in this category), and to evaluate the effect of
varying puffing topography. All devices were tested for “continuous” puffing (60 puffs of
4.3 s duration every 60 s) and “interval” puffing (clusters of 10 continuous puffs separated
by 5 min brake).

Gathering all the information supplied by Williams et al. in [18] together with
plausible assumptions based on the specifications of the devices manufacturers, we
converted the μg/L concentrations into ng/puff values considering the maximal values
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for every metal reported in their supplementary files (see our supplementary file). These
ng/puff values are listed in Table 10. Notice that silicon is abundant in all models dated
2014 (the three clearomizer models and the Nemesis Clone), something also reported in
their previous paper [74] and likely related to wicks made of silica. It is worth remarking
that the ng/puff values for their SMOK device are close to those reported by Zhao et
al. in [11] for the tested open devices OD1 and OD2 in the 40 Watt power range (see Table 5).

Toxicological evaluation. In an early 2013 study [24] Williams et al. found silica and metal
nano-particles and metal concentrations in the aerosol of cigalike devices. Farsalinos and
colleagues [74] showed this metal content to be below occupational toxicological markers.
In a 2015 study metal content in the aerosol of cigalikes and cartomizer devices was heavily
dominated by silicon [22], likely generated from the silicon content of the wick/sheath of
the tested devices or by leaching from the vessels of aerosol collection (see [18]), all other
metals were detected in practically negligible concentrations. Since these studies looked at
old devices that are now obsolete, we will not consider them any further.

Although Williams et al. did consider in their 2019 paper [18] combinations of various
puffing parameters (“high/low” voltage HV/LV and flow rate HF/LF), these parameters
do not deviate much from those of the CORESTA protocol and thus remain inappropriate
for high powered devices used for DTL vaping. Still, for all metals and devices they
tested the daily exposures are below PDE-ICH toxicological references. This can be easily
appreciated by comparing the relevant toxicological reference in Table 2 with the product
of each the ng/puff values in Table 10 times 250 daily puffs and converting to μg. In fact,
the highest outcome in the study of Williams et al. is 14.44 ng/puff for nickel produced
by their SMOK Alien device, leading to a daily exposure of 3.61μg, which is below the
PDE-ICH of 6μg for nickel (it is even below the nickel intermediate MRL-ATSDR of 4μg).

Table 10. Mass (ng) per puff for devices tested by Williams et al. in their 2019 study [18]. These values
were obtained from the concentrations reported in their supplementary file (See unit conversion in
our supplementary file). All metal levels are below toxicological markers given in Table 2.

Device EgoC T
Protank

EgoC T
Nautilus

iTaste MVP
Kanger

Nemesis
Clone

iPV6X
Tsunami

Smok
Alien

Al 0.08–0.11 0.03–0.05 0.09–0.14 0.16–0.2 0.27–0.36

Bo 0.52–0.75 0.18–0.26 0.32–0.40

Ca 3.84–5.49 5.82–8.32 5.66–8.08 18.5–23.12 22.5–28.12

Cd 0.002–0.003 0.002–0.003 0.006–0.007

Cr 0.01–0.02 0.007–0.01 0.66–0.82 0.48–0.64

Cu 1.05–1.50 1.13–1.62 1.4–2.0 0.10–0.12 1.02–1.36

Fe 2.9–3.62 7.40–9.25 4.65–6.20

Ka 1.49–2.13 1.22–1.75 0.80–1.14 2.36–2.95

Mg 0.09–0.13 0.3–0.4 0.08–0.12 1.76–2.20 1.70–2.12

Na 0.60–0.87 2.17–3.11 9.4-11.75

Ni 0.14–0.20 0.03–0.04 0.2–0.3 0.04–0.05 0.64–0.80 10.83–14.44

Pb 5.79–8.27 2.67-3.81 7.43–11.33 0.12–0.15 0.64–0.8 1.65–2.20

Si 23.0–32.8 24.5–35.0 15.39–21.98 23.28–29.10 2.12–2.65 1.74–2.32

Sn 1.78–2.54 1.03–1.47 2,42–3.45 0.60–0.75 3.64–4.55 1.8–2.4

Zn 0.64–0.99 3.16–4.52 0.88–1.26 0.5–0.62 8.7–10.87 23.67–31.56

Methodological critique. The most innovative feature of the 2019 study by Williams
et al. [18] is the experimental comparison of the effect of two aerosol collection methods,
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cold trap and impinger, on aerosol emissions, recommending the latter method for better
performance (see further discussion in Section 5.6).

While the authors advice to minimize the amount of storage time before analysis, it
is not evident that they followed this advice, since a major drawback of the study [18] is
the fact that most devices were acquired in 2014, at least 4 years before the experiments,
while the SMOK and iPVeX are dated at 2017. Unfortunately, the authors do not provide
information on the storage of these devices and their parts. Another major drawback is
testing devices with reconstructible resistances (RDA), as these are typically operated in
very varied “do it yourself” manner, requiring constant wetting of the wick. In fact, it is not
clear how did they machine puffed devices of this type and, evidently, such experiments
cannot be reproduced.

Williams et al. [18] claim that concentrations of chromium, copper, lead, nickel,
zinc in their own 2019 study exceed the OSHA PEL. As an example, they stress that
the concentration of chromium from the tank-style device (Tsunami 2.4, a RDA model)
reported in their supplementary file 5 × 107 ng/m3 far exceeds (by 4 orders of magnitude)
3.3 × 103 ng/m3, the OSHA PEL value for chromium. However, these comparisons are
completely mistaken, as they are based on a mere comparison of concentrations from
aerosol collection analyzed by an ICP-OES instrument and air concentrations disregarding
the actual inhalation volumes. It is easy to prove this wrong. The chromium outcome that
results from their Tsunami 2.4 device is 0.66–0.82 ng/puff (see Table 10), which multiplied
times 250 daily puffs yields a daily exposure to chromium of 0.165–0.205 μg, which is
between one and two orders of magnitude below the PDE ICH of 3μg for chromium.

Both, Wiliams et al. [18] and Zhao et al. [11] al used the Istick 25 and a SMOK power
units recommended for, respectively, 1–85 W and 6–220 W. For both devices they conducted
the laboratory experiments outside these power ranges of best performance recommended
by the manufacturers (besides using puffing protocols that do not correspond to real life
usage of the devices for DTL vaping). There is also a vacuum of information: the mere
commercial brand names do not identify a unique atomizer among the range offered by the
manufacturers. Since the resistance value and coil metal alloy are reported to be Kanthal
with 0.2 Ω for Istick and Stainless Steel with 0.6 Ω for SMOK, an internet search reveals
that the Istick brand could be the Istick Pico 25 atomizers from Eleaf that have a power unit
with a maximal electrical power of 85 W. The HW-N/M2/N2 coils equipped with the Ello
atomizer could have been used, with recommended power range between 40 and 90 W
with the optimal power in the range 65–75 W according to tests by Eleaf factory. Regarding
the SMOK device, the Alien Kit with TFV8 baby atomizer has a power unit that could
reach 220 Watts, while the TFV8-Q2 coil is built with stainless steel and resistance 0.6 Ω.
Its recommended operation range is 20–50 W with best performance in the range 30–40 W.
Both atomizers are recommended for DTL vaping.

In [18] Wiliams et al. tested 5 atomizers reporting their commercial name: Kangertech
Protank, Aspire Nautilus, Kangertech T3S, SMOK alien kit (TVF8 Baby atomiser), Clone
RDA and Tsunami 2.4 RDA without any additional specification. Two of the devices are
rebuildable dripping atomizers that (as mentioned before) require a personalized “do it
yourself” handmade coil building and are not designed for the usage of typical vapers,
but rather for experimented aficionado type of vaper in a framework based on many trial
and error repetitions to find the right power set-up for a desired sensorial feeling during
vaping. Additionally, these devices require manual wetting of the cotton wick following
changing patterns of the user subjective perception.

Evidently, testing this type of specialized devices requires a detailed dedicated study
that takes into account their peculiarities, in particular the extreme difficulty to introduce
any standardized procedure. Testing this type of RDA devices is clearly out of place in
a publication based on regimented puffing patterns (all this besides the fact that applied
airflow rates do not correspond to realistic usage by being the same or below the ISO:20768
requirements or CORESTA method 81). These devices have low air resistance leading to an
inhalation close to natural breathing. Reaching the required airflow to be applied needs a
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physical restriction to increase lung pressure (i.e., mouth closing). It is quite uncomfortable
and is consequently not representative of real use.

4.8. Other Laboratory Studies Detecting Metal Content
4.8.1. Kim et al.

The authors examined changes in cariogenic potential in tooth surfaces exposed to
e-cigarette aerosols generated by a sub-ohm tank device (0.2 Ω) running at 40 W, with
atomizers filled with e-liquids (80/20 PG/VG percent mixture) with sweet flavors and
nicotine concentration of 10 mg/mL [19].

E-cigarettes were puffed by a Universal Electronic-Cigarette Testing Machine (UECTM)
developed by the American Dental Association (ADA), using a commercial sub-ohm
tank (Aspire Cleito: 0.2 O Kanthal coil with cotton wick). Aerosols were generated at
a power setting of 3.14 V (total of 49.2 W based on W = V2/Ω) determined by the
manufacturer’s manual (capable up to 55–70 W). Each atomizer was used for 750 puffs
(approximately 5 days usage) and replaced thereafter, taking care to replace atomizers
performing abnormally. As puffing topography the authors considered what they describe
as “published physiological human e-cigarette puffing topography”: 50 mL puff volume in
4 s puff duration every 18 s, justifying these parameters by their reference [46] (Behar et al.).
They defined 10 puffs as one vaping session and 150 puffs as one-day use.

However, the puffing protocol used by the authors was that used by Behar et al. to
test cigalike devices, collecting aerosols by a syringe and unspecified tubes, a completely
inappropriate experimental methodology for testing a sub-ohm device at 49 W. As a
consequence, their outcomes on cariogenic potential in tooth surfaces does not apply to
real life vapers using such device. Nevertheless, the metal concentrations detected by their
ICP-OES instruments were listed in their Table 3 for Ca, Cu, Fe, Mn and Si, remaining
metals were either non-targeted of below LOD, all of them are well below the Threshold
Limit Value of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (TLV-NIOSH). We
transformed their mg/LT into ng/puff in Table 11.

Table 11. Metal elements in other studies (outputs converted in ng/puff). Kim et al. [19] tested
a third generation sub-ohm tank device, the rest tested second generation devices. The values for
Beauval et al. [20] are in picograms.

Halstead 2019 Kim 2018 Beauval 2017 Palazzolo 2017
[14] [19] [20] [21]

Al 35.55

As 1.11

Ca 81.8

Cd 0.14 ± 0.3 (pg) 0.97

Cr 3.4 ± 0.6 (pg)

Cu 0.747 ± 0.67 2.2 0.42

Fe 1.02

Mn 3.4 0.02

Ni 0.495 ± 0.19 0.53

Pb 1.14 ± 0.4 0.13

Sb 0.47 ± 0.3 (pg)

Si 33.3

Sn 0.04 ± 0.01

Zn 3.34 3.77
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4.8.2. Beauval et al.

The authors [20] used various analytic techniques (gas chromatography, high and
ultra performance liquid chromatography and inductively coupled plasma with mass
spectrometry or ultraviolet flame ionization detection) in order to identify the main e-
liquid and its vapor constituents (PG, VG, nicotine), as well as potentially harmful com-
pounds, all of which were found at negligible low levels: trace elements, including metals
(≤3.4 pg/mL puff), pesticides (below quantifiable levels LOQ), polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbons (≤4.1 pg/mL puff), carbonyls (≤2.11 ng/mL puff). As a comparison these
compounds in cigarette smoke, respectively, appeared as 45.0, 8.7, 560.8 and 1540 (in the
same units). The device tested was a second generation Lounge with resistance 2.8 Ω at
3.6 V (∼8 W). The e-liquids had 65% PG, 35% VG, with the rest made of several and no
flavorings, with zero and 16 mg/ml nicotine levels. Aerosol was produced through the
CORESTA protocol: 55 mL puff volume, 96 puffs of 3 s duration every 30 s. Blank collection
was conducted for all experiments. Most metals in aerosol emissions were found below
LOQ, quantified concentrations were found of Al, Co, Mn No, Pb, likely from contamina-
tions as they were comparable to those of the blank samples. Only Cd, Cr and Sb were
present in some aerosol collections up to 0.14, 2.3 and 0.47 pg/mL per puff (as a comparison,
As, Cd, Pb and Ti were quantified in the 3R4F cigarette smoke from 1.02 pg/mL for Ti to
44.98 pg/mL per puff for Cd).

4.8.3. Palazzolo et al.

These authors [21] used as aerosol collecting method mixed ester celullose membranes
and scanned electron microscopy as analytic technique. They examined metal contents of
a second generation eGO Twist device in comparison with cigarette smoke (their control
state). All metal element contents were reported below toxicological references.

5. Discussion

The previous section presented an extensive—article by article—review of 12 studies
on metal content in EC aerosol published after 2017. We provide in this section further
discussion and a summary that is itemized by shortcomings shared by various articles and
other features.

5.1. High Powered Sub-Ohm Devices

All studies testing high powered sub-ohm devices [10–13,16,18,19] (mostly used and
recommended for DTL vaping) did so by means of CORESTA or CORESTA-like puffing
protocols that are appropriate for low powered devices used for MTL vaping, but not for
DTL vaping that requires much larger airflows and puff volumes. While Olmedo et al. [10]
claimed that 5 metals (Cr, Mn, Ni, and Pb) produced exposures above toxicological markers,
their computation of these exposures was mistaken (see Section 5.4), their outcomes lead to
exposures to all metals below toxicological markers (see Table 4). Outcomes of Liu et al. [13]
(arsenic species), Williams et al., 2019 [18] and Kim et al., 2018 [19] also produced exposures
below toxicological markers for all metals (see Tables 10 and 11). Exposures surpassed
toxicological markers in three studies: Zhao et al., 2019 and 2022 [11,12] (nickel, copper,
lead and manganese, see Table 6) and Kapiamba et al., 2022 [16] (nickel and chromium).
As we have argued in Section 3, these high levels of metals occur under testing conditions
most likely affected by overheating outside the optimal regime. However, this testing of
sub-ohm devices is unrealistic by failing to achieve even a minimal approximation to the
real life usage of the devices. It is thus of little relevance to end users.

5.2. Pod Devices

All metal contents in pod devices were detected in negligible quantities well below
toxicological markers in three out of five studies: Zhao et al. [11,12], Halstead et al. [14]
and Chen et al. [17], with metal outcomes in the latter study being below quantification
limit. However, outcomes for copper, nickel and lead where surprisingly higher than
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these markers (comparable to those found by Zhao et al. in [11], see Table 9), but only in
Mint-sation flavor cartridges of the Vuse Alto device examined by Grey et al., 2019 [15].
As we argued in Section 4.6, a device operating below 10 W producing comparable metal
output as sub-ohm devices tested at 80 and 120 W is a strange outlier result that raises
suspicion of a defective cartridge subjected to leaching or corrosion that could have been
repellent to users, Unfortunately, the authors do not provide sufficient information on their
tested samples to verify or rule out these possibilities. Kapiamba et al. [16] also found high
metal levels in the two pods they tested (Juul and Vapor4Life), but these are not reliable
outcomes given the numerous inconsistencies of their study (see Section 4.5).

5.3. Testing Old Devices: Corrosion

Some of the studies (Williams et al. [18], Halstead et al. [14] and Kapiamba et al. [16])
tested devices that were acquired years before their laboratory testing (4 months lapse in
Gray et al. [15]). None of the authors describes storage conditions, but [14,15] do recognize
the risk of corrosion in testing such devices. The aim of these studies was not looking at
the effects of corrosion or metal degradation from the aging of the devices and all authors
are employed in public institutions in the US, where new devices can be easily bought in
vape shops, thus it is hard to understand why they tested aged devices stored so much
time before their testing.

Halstead et al. [14] examined the concentrations of metals in cartridges and pods of old
devices. In all cases the older cartridges showed higher metal levels, thus indicating that
longer storage time makes corrosion and leaching extremely likely. The 4 months between
purchase and analysis in the devices and cartridges tested by Gray et al. [15], together
with finding very high metal levels only in a single combination of pod/cartridge (Vuse
Alto flavor Mint-sation), clearly favors corrosion effects over the alternative explanations
suggested by the authors (product variability, heating effects, PH of e-liquids).

It is possible that leaching and corrosion might be more prevalent in closed systems
because their cartridges are more likely to undergo longer storage time between their
manufacturing and usage. Open devices are not stored with e-liquid and the delay between
purchase, e-liquid filling and its vaporization for usage is typically shorter (below one or
two days), thus reducing the likelihood of leaching and corrosion. While long time stored
cartridges can be valuable in laboratory experiments to understand leaching, corrosion and
degradation phenomena, it is irrelevant for most users typically consuming these products
within the next few days after their purchase (though lack of proper maintenance by users
might also cause these problems).

5.4. Comparison with Toxicological References

Olmedo et al. [10] claimed that exposure from their experimental outcomes was
above the MRL-ATSDR toxicological markers for Cr, Mn, Ni and Pb. Liu et al. [13]
and Kapiamba et al. [16] made similar claims in comparison with the PEL-OSHA, while
Williams et al. [18] claimed that chromium levels in a sub-ohm device were orders of
magnitude above the PEL OSHA by erroneously comparing concentrations in aerosol
condensate and those of this occupational marker.

We can easily identify two basic mistakes in these exposure estimations: First,
Olmedo et al. [10] (and Liu et al. [13] following suite) assumed that the inhaled aerosol
dilutes in a puff volume (66.67 mL) generated by vaping machines or pumps, when it
actually dilutes in a much larger tidal volume of 800 mL [45] (a fact that was noticed by
Farsalinos and Rodu [66], though these authors assumed a resting tidal volume of 500 mL).
Second, vapers are only exposed to EC aerosol while vaping (not continuously), but puffs
are intermittent events lasting few seconds each and adding up to a reduced time lapse in a
day of inhalation. Assuming 250 puffs of 3 s duration leads to a total of 12.5 min during the
480 min of an 8 h working shift inhalation (if using the PEL-NIOSH) or 1440 min (if using a
daily value), which amounts to (respectively) 2.6% and 0.9% of the total times of exposure.
It is important to bear this in mind, since toxicological references markers (PDE-ICH, MRL
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ATSDR and PEL-NIOSH) have been conceived and obtained for very specific exposure
timeframes (see Section 2.3).

Comparison of concentrations while disregarding exposure times can be misleading.
To look at an extreme case, consider the most worrying metal level we have estimated
in our revision of metal studies: 0.147 μg of nickel per puff for the OD2 device tested
by Zhao et al. [11] at 200 Watts (see Table 5). Assuming a puff diluted in 800 mL of
tidal volume (not the puff volume of 66.67 mL from the vaping machine considered
by Olmedo et al. in [10]) this leads to a concentration of 184 μg/m3 for a single puff.
This concentration seems enormous compared with the occupational concentration of
the PEL-NIOSH: CNIOSH = 15 μg/m3. However, once we take into consideration vaping
exposure times within the 8 h timeframe of the PEL-NIOSH and the highest seasonal
nickel concentration in Mexico City (to choose an extreme value in a polluted urban area:
Cair = 0.01953 μg/m3, see Table 4 of [75]), we obtain a concentration that is about one third
of the PEL-NIOSH concentration (CNIOSH):

C =
Δtpuff

ttot

× Np × Cvap +

(
1 − Δtpuff

ttot

× Np

)
× Cair = 4.803

μg
m3 < 15

μg
m3 , (1)

where we assumed equal time (Δtpuff = 3 s) and equal aerosol concentration (Cvap =
184 μg/m3) for each puff and even put the daily Np = 250 puffs in these 8 h (= ttot). This
concentration is still way above the daily MRL-ATSDR value for nickel (0.2 μg/m3 for
the intermediate timeframe, see Table 2). Moreover, the MRL-ATSDR marker is expected
to be much lower than the PEL-NIOSH, as it is a toxicological threshold for the general
population subjected to continuous longer time environmental exposure [57]. It is obtained
from (typically) extrapolating from animal models to humans a NOAEL (No Observed
Adverse Effect Level), a more strict toxicological criterion than the PEL. The longer the
exposure timeframe the lower the MRL-ATSDR threshold becomes and the exposure
assumptions are also more strict. The PDE-ICH is also a much stricter threshold than the
PEL-NIOSH, it is also based on a NOAEL and can be also computed for continuous long
term dosing [55].

The exposure comparison can also be accomplished in terms of mass doses. Intake
of air diluted aerosol for the PEL-NIOSH concentration (6.67 m3 for 8 h) leads to an upper
limit of nickel intake of 100.05μg, which is 2.7 times larger than than the daily intake of
36.79μg from the OD2 device (see Table 6) for 250 puffs taken in 8 h. However, as expected,
daily exposure dose with the MRL-ATSDR leads (for 20 m3 daily inhaled air) to 4μg of
nickel intake which is much less than the daily intake of 36.70μg from the OD2 device at
200 W.

To avoid problematic comparisons between concentrations of environmental toxico-
logical markers and air diluted aerosol (which are problematic to evaluate and exhibit
huge individual and time/space variation), we have preferred to incorporate the discrete
intermittent nature of the puffing time exposure of vaping by going directly to comparison
of intake doses, that is, by estimating the inhaled mass of a given metal per puff (from the
experimental outcomes) and multiplying it by our estimate of 250 daily puffs to get a daily
dose to compare it with the daily values of the PDE-ICH or the MRL-ATSDR, using the
PEL-NIOSH with 83 puffs in 8 h only when the other two references are unavailable.

It is important to emphasize that we are comparing experimental outcomes with very
strict toxicological markers that are applicable to the general population. As we showed
above, even for the most worryingly high measured nickel levels (the OD2 device at 200 W)
these levels are below the PEL-NIOSH occupational marker, while as shown in the tables of
Section 4 those outcomes that surpass the more strict toxicological markers (MRL-ATSDR
and PDE-ICH) do not correspond to real life usage and/or exhibit methodological flaws
and (extremely likely) overheating conditions. Nevertheless, as we argue in Section 6, the
occupational PEL-NIOSH can also be an appropriate toxicological marker for vaping, as a
voluntary activity that is not aimed at the general population, but at adult smokers.
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5.5. Information Vacuum

Failure to provide sufficient information on the devices, puffing protocols and out-
comes hinders the evaluation of the quality and utility of laboratory studies. Several of the
revised studies omitted valuable information. Olmedo et al. [10] tested 56 tank devices,
without providing a list of individual devices (something they could easily have done
in their supplementary material). They classified the devices in terms of voltage ranges,
coil alloy and frequency of coil replacement, but not in terms of their resistance, which
makes it impossible to determine their power range, thus analyzing together (what could
be) very different tank devices: powerful sub-ohm and low powered tank ones. Since this
distinction is technically very important [30], failure to provide this information hinders
the evaluation of their results, as coil resistance and power are the main factors behind the
increase of metal content (specially nickel, copper and lead) in EC aerosol emissions, as it
was shown in the continuing paper by Zhao et al. [11] (though the CORESTA-like protocol
used by both papers is inappropriate for sub-ohm devices).

In their 2022 study [12], Zhao et al. used the same devices as in their 2019 paper [11],
but lumped together into a single statistic the outcomes of the two sub-ohm devices
operating at two distinct powers (40 and 80 W) and the two pod devices (Juul and myblue).
At least for the pods, these conflalatted outcomes do not seem to be reliable because the
Juul uses nicotine salts (59 mg/mL) and the myblu basic nicotine (24 mg/mL), a fact that
must bear influence on the aerosol phase partition and on its emissions (see comments in
Section 4.2).

Liu et al. [13] just identified the tested devices as “USB-like” pods and a tank model,
without specifying their characteristic parameters. Kapiamba et al. [16] (among many other
irregularities) did not specify the coil resistance of the tested tank model. Williams et al. [18]
also failed to provide an accurate description of the devices they tested (including one with
a reconstructible coil), some of whom were purchased as far back as 2014. Grey et al. [15]
did identify the pod models they tested, but did not provide sufficient information to
analyze their outcomes, as the latter were given only in terms of mass ranges (in ng per
10 puffs) without a minimal descriptive statistics to understand their distribution (with
high likelihood to mix frequent and outlier values).

5.6. Aerosol Collection

A critical examination of aerosol collection methods is essential in the evaluation of
emission studies, as element leaching from various materials and vessels: glassware and
plasticware (in tubings), ceramic containers and glass and quartz fiber filters, is a potential
source of contaminants that can affect the outcomes of metal elements detected in EC
aerosol. This leaching can be quantified by suitable acid presoaking of vessels and it must
be taken into consideration to avoid detecting metal outcomes that can be overestimations.

There is no standard method for EC aerosol collection, so the studies on metals we have
reviewed have utilized different methods: pipette tips and narrow tubing ([10,11,13]), sy-
ringe and unspecified tubing ([19]), high purity fluoropolymer tubing ([14,15]), tubing with
teflon filters ([16]), Millipore Mixed Cellulose Ester membrane ([21]), cold trap ([18]), quartz
pad extracted with 10% high purity nitric acid ([17]) and impingers ([18,20]). However, only
two of the studies discussed in detail the possible contamination of metal outcomes by the
materials of the collection method they used: Williams et al. [18] and Halstead et al. [14].

The detailed experimental comparison in [18] between the cold trap and impinger
methods shows that, on average, the cold trap method yields higher metal contents than
the impinger, but metal outcomes in each method depend on specific metals: some metals
are only detected by the impinger method, which the authors showed to be more effective
in collecting heavy metals, while the cold trap method was better with alkali, earth metals
and metalloids. Though, the efficiency between collection methods also depended on the
devices and on puffing topography through mechanisms that are still uncertain. For better
accuracy, the authors of [18] recommend the impinger method that best avoids leaching
from contact with large surfaces of tubing, acid soaking glass surfaces for increasing times
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(in day lapses) and avoiding large time storage after collection to prevent leaching from
storage vessels (though it is not clear that they followed this advice in their study, see
Section 4.7).

The authors of [14] also discussed the possible contamination by leaching from trap-
ping systems, recommending the avoidance of EC aerosol collection by low purity quartz
material and glass fiber filters, as well as aerosol trapping by electrostatic precipitation in
high purity, fused silica quartz tubes, the preferred aerosol trapping technique of main-
stream cigarette smoke. This is consistent with the large variability of metal outcomes when
trapping EC aerosol through quartz filters [76]. They suggest aerosol collection by means
of high purity fluoropolymer tubing, with the tubes characteristics found by appropriate
validating techniques.

It is possible that some of the reviewed studies might have reported overestimations of
metal outcomes from contamination from aerosol collection methods and materials, though
it is beyond the scope of the present review to verify this possibility.

5.7. Metal Biomarkers

As opposed to metal content from machine generated aerosol in a laboratory, metal
biomarkers are measured on body fluids of human vapers, whom we can safely assume
carried on with normal usage of their devices, meaning without overheating and repellent
flavor (most likely within the optimal regime). Metal biomarkers are then a more direct
indicator of health effects based systemic absorption of vaping emissions by actual human
subjects (as opposed to artificially generated aerosols). Three studies on metal biomark-
ers [42–44] found no statistically significant difference between vapers and non-users, thus
suggesting that inhaled metal content under normal vaping conditions does not seem be of
concern at least for acute exposure.

5.8. Comparison with Tobacco Smoke

All reviewed studies provide some comparison of their experimental outcomes with
content of same metals in tobacco smoke, as ECs are conceived as harm reduction products
providing a safer alternative to tobacco cigarettes. Several of the studies emphasize that
nickel appears in comparable or larger mass content as in tobacco smoke (see for example
Palazzolo et al. [21]). However, this comparison must be carefully examined, since metals
in tobacco smoke and EC aerosol originate from different processes and involve larger
content for different metals: the usually most abundant ones in EC aerosol (nickel and
zinc) are often found in practically negligible amounts in tobacco smoke, while the most
abundant metals in tobacco smoke [77] are either found in minute amounts (cadmium) or
not detected (mercury) in EC aerosol.

6. Assessment of the Risk Communication

Most of the reviewed metal studies ([10–13,15–19]) have reported alarmingly high
risks of health hazards from their experimental outcomes, even if (as we have shown in
Sections 4 and 5) in most of these studies such outcomes are below the reference toxicologi-
cal markers listed in Table 2 and all studies detecting such high metal levels exhibit serious
methodological flaws. Further, most of the revised metal papers take their risk assessments
to suggest policy recommendations for stricter EC regulation.

On the grounds of our findings in the present review, we believe we need to question
this risk communication, as it is based on laboratory outcomes often obtained when vaping
machines operate with inappropriate puffing protocols that disregard real life usage, as
well as other methodological flaws that we have described in Section 4 and further dis-
cussed in Section 5. For the same reasons stated before, we believe we need to question
the conclusions on health hazards from metal content in vaping emissions found in the
reviews by Zhao et al. [9] and Gaur et al. [78], as well as in the cancer risk assessment by
Fowles et al. [79], as they are based on considering large metal levels that were obtained in
laboratory studies whose shortcomings we have reported.
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We also criticize a form of risk communication that emphasizes the comparable or
higher levels of metal content with respect to tobacco smoke as a signal of EC toxicity,
disregarding the fact that metals form merely a tiny fraction of the set of toxic and car-
cinogenic compounds found in tobacco smoke, while they are among the few trace toxic
byproducts found in EC aerosol. As an example of this risk miscommunication, a 2013
study by Williams et al. [24] remarked that nickel was detected in amounts 200 times those
of tobacco smoke, though these concentrations in EC aerosol were already negligible and
well below toxicological markers (see Farsalinos et al. [74]).

Some of the reviewed studies recognize that laboratory testing does not reproduce
human vaping, attempting to provide real life connection to their outcomes to justify their
health risks assessments. In their 2019 study, Zhao et al. [11] allude to a “sensitivity analysis”
stating that their outcomes are not affected by increasing the puff numbers from those of
a session to real life daily puff numbers (which they assume to be 120, arguing that they
might be reporting an underestimation of actual risks). This reasoning is incorrect, since
the disconnection from real life usage in sub-ohm device testing in [11] is not a matter
of counting puff numbers and comparing them with the surveys listed in Table 1, but
of inappropriate puff volumes and puffing airflow required by the optimal operation of
powerful sub-ohm devices used for DTL vaping. Other revised studies [10,12,13,15,16]
have incurred in similar mistakes.

We have compared experimental outcomes of metal content of the 12 revised studies
with various reference toxicological markers for 14 metal elements, giving preference to
the PDE-ICH, a strict safety threshold applicable to the general population as a maximal
daily intake of impurities in inhaled medication [55]. We have also placed for reference
another strict safety threshold applicable to the general population: the environmental
MRL-ATSDR [57]. It is worth mentioning that in all cases the experimental outcomes
that produced exposures surpassing these strict toxicological markers were plagued by
methodological flaws: testing sub-ohm devices in extreme power ranges disconnected with
real life vaping [12], failure to provide sufficient information on tested samples to rule out
testing unrepresentative defective cartridges [15], as well as a number of shortcomings
discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5. For devices tested under appropriate conditions (and
even those under inappropriate conditions but not at maximal power) the experimental
outcomes lead to exposures below these strict markers.

We also refereed to the occupational toxicological references: PEL-NIOSH or REL-
OSHA (see Section 2.3), whose application as safety thresholds to vaping has been crit-
icized for “not being sufficiently protective” to the general population, or as stated by
Williams et al. [18] (when discussing Potential health effects of EC elements/metals) be-
cause they are not “ recreational” safety thresholds. In this context, it is interesting to see
the critique by Hubbs et al. [80] to occupational safety thresholds and the response by
Farsalinos et al. [81]. While we prioritize a stricter reference such as the PDE-ICH to be
on the side of more stringent precaution and do recognize the limitations of occupational
thresholds, we believe that Farsalinos et al. are right in responding to this criticism and
arguing the case for using occupational markers: vaping is not recommended for the
general population or vulnerable individuals (infants, pregnant women or individuals with
ill health), but for voluntary usage by adult smokers aiming at significantly reducing their
exposure to the toxicity of tobacco smoke, a usage condition that is not much different from
voluntary occupational exposure. Since “recreational” safety thresholds for vaping do not
exist, other existing toxicological markers (occupational, environmental and medicinal) are
perfectly applicable under their own limitations, together with the inherent limitation of
laboratory testing that is (at best) a proxy to assess human exposure.

Finally, perhaps the over precautionary approach often expressed on the safety of
vaping, demanding that it must be determined only by the strictest possible protective
standards, comes from its mistaken association with smoking, which does require such
strict level of protection. However, EC aerosol emissions are chemically and physically
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distinct from tobacco smoke and thus require completely different (and risk proportionate)
safety and regulatory evaluation standards.

7. Conclusions

We have provided in this review an extensive critical revision of 12 laboratory studies
looking at metal element content in EC aerosols published after 2017 (see Sections 4 and 5).
Nine of these studies are authored by researchers from academic and government institu-
tions in the US, one from China (Liu et al. [13]) and one from France (Beuval et al. [20]).
Only one study (Chen et al. [17]) is industry funded.

Our review mostly focused on the outcomes of metal elements, their comparison with
reference toxicological markers and a methodological critique based on self-consistency and
compatibility between puffing protocols and the characteristics and real life of the tested
devices and compatibility with absence of overheating conditions that do not (necessarily)
involve a “dry hit” condition associated with e-liquid depletion. We argue that this com-
patibility can also be associated to an optimal regime that can be tested in the laboratory
(see Soulet et al. [31,32] and Floyd et al. [33]). As with other technologies, different ECs
are suitable for different consumers and modes of usage that determine specific parameter
ranges. Testing EC emissions must be compatible with these requirements.

Since all the 12 revised studies on metal contents (and likely most laboratory studies
on non-metallic content) have relied on CORESTA or CORESTA-like puffing protocols,
incompatible with the large airflows and high power input of sub-ohm devices, it is not
surprising that high levels of certain metals (nickel, lead, copper, manganese) were found,
specially at highest device power, surpassing strict toxicological references applicable to
the general population (PDE-ICH and MRL-ATSDR). However, even if metal levels did
not surpass these toxicological references, these outcomes are not realistic for coming out
of experiments whose protocols are incompatible with real life usage of the devices. As
a contrast, metal levels in the emissions of low powered devices (mostly pods, starting
kits and second generation devices) were well below the strict toxicological markers in all
self consistent laboratory testing, an expected and consistent finding given the fact that
CORESTA or CORESTA-like protocols are still appropriate for testing such devices. High
metal levels above toxicological markers were found in low powered devices in [15,16], but
these are not reliable outcomes because these two studies are plagued by methodological
irregularities (see Sections 4.5 and 4.6).

We emphasize once more that laboratory testing is valuable for product comparison,
quality control and technological advancement, but it does not reproduce human vaping
experience (even under the best experimental conditions, regimented puffing might involve
uncomfortable or repellent sensations for human users). While laboratory testing under
extreme conditions divorced from real life usage might be of theoretical and practical
interest in itself, it is irrelevant to assess health risks in users. However, well conducted
experiments (appropriate puffing protocols and operating within manufacturer recommen-
dations) may be useful to assess approximately the potential of health risks. Evidently, the
full information that defines the device characteristics and puffing parameters must be
fully and explicitly supplied in the materials and methods sections or in the supplementary
files of the studies to render them valuable for consumers, public health officials and reg-
ulators. Studies conducted outside of these consistency parameter limits must explicitly
notify the readership that the testing involves abnormal usage conditions (likely involving
overheating or corrosion).

Unfortunately, most of the revised studies did not provide full information on key
physical parameters (coil resistance, full specification of the device, manufacturer rec-
ommendation on power/voltage ranges and their experimental outcomes). None of the
12 revised studies relied on human subjects to confirm that testing conditions would (at
least) minimally relate to users’ sensorial experience. However, it would be very useful for
researchers on vaping emissions to involve human vapers (as done in [41]) and consult the
information provided by manufacturers of the devices, as well as information contained in
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vaping magazines containing consumer opinions and experiences on recommendation of
power, voltage and resistance, as well as the appropriate vaping behavior. This information
is very useful, not only for comprehending the parameters associated with a safe and
pleasant usage, but also for concrete technical advice on the experimental design to under-
take realistic testing of the devices, contributing to improve the standards of EC testing
in a laboratory. By ignoring this data researchers run the risk of conducting unrealistic
experiments whose outcome would be an aerosol that real life users could find too hot
and repellent. Such laboratory studies do not contribute to a public health benefit to the
end user.

Our findings in this review point out to the pressing necessity to upgrade current
laboratory standards, created for early devices and clearly inappropriate for efficiently
testing the wide diversity of presently available devices. An upgraded standard needs to
comply with real life usage of the devices and manufacturer specifications, as demanded
by the Tobacco Product Directive (TPD) [82] of the European Union. Besides considering
the appropriate puffing protocols that accommodate the diversity consumer usage as best
as possible (considering useful technical guidelines discussed in [30,31,83,84]), it must
evaluate tasting and sensorial quality of the generated aerosol by incorporating end users
into the experimental protocol. An upgraded standard would not only be helpful to avoid
some of the shortcomings in the studies we reviewed, but would be highly beneficial to all
stakeholders: consumers, regulators, health professionals, governments and the vaping
and tobacco industries.

Emerging “fourth generation” disposable pod devices provide another interesting
avenue for future research. Their ease of usage and maintenance, together with their
inexpensive pricing, explain the increasing prevalence of these devices in the vapor mar-
ket [85], with justified concern for their increasing popularity among teenagers [86,87].
While there is already research on their flavorings [88] and organic byproducts in their
aerosol emissions [89], a proper analysis of metal content in these emissions requires a
thorough examination of their coils, plastic and metallic parts (solders, wires). Further
laboratory testing of these devices is essential to provide informed safety guidelines to
consumers, health professionals and regulators.

As future work we also aim at replicating some of the reviewed studies to verify the ex-
istence of overheating, testing also the same devices under more realistic conditions, as well
as the compliance with the parameters of the optimal regime defined by Soulet et al. [31,32].
We also aim at reviewing laboratory studies on non-metallic trace compounds: organic
byproducts [65,90], carbon monoxide [40,91,92] and free radicals [93–98], whose presence
in EC aerosol emissions is also dependent on increasing device power and coil temperature
in analogous manner as with metals. We believe the present review contributes to improve
testing standards that are consistent with normal device usage and essential to assess
objectively the public health impact of vaping products.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations and units are used in this manuscript:

EC Electronic Cigarette
HPHC Harmful and Potentially Harmful Compounds
CO Carbon Monoxide
ROS Reactive Oxygen Species
CORESTA Cooperation Centre for Scientific Research Relative to Tobacco
MTL Mouth to Lung
DTL Direct to Lung
TPD Tobacco Product Directive
MEV Mass of E-liquid Vaporized
PDE-ICH Permissible Daily Exposure (International Council for Harmonization of

Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use)
MRL-ATSDR Minimal Risk Level (Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry)
PEL-NIOSH Permissible Exposure Level (National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health)
PEL-OSHA Permissible Exposure Level (Occupational Safety and Health Agency)
NOAEL No Observed Adverse Effect Level
PG Propylene glycol
VG Vegetable glycerine (glycerol)
ICP-MS Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy
ICP-OES Induced Coupled Plasma Optical Emissions Spectroscopy
FDA Food and Drug Agency,
PMTA Pre-Market Tobacco Autorization
BLOD Below Detection Limit
BLOQ Below Quantification Limit
NDFB Not Different From Blanks
EMA European Medicine Agency
ADA American Dentist Association
pg picogram
ng nanogram
μg microgram
mg milligram
g gram
mL milliliter
L Litter
cm centimeter
m meter
h hour
min minute
s second
Ω Ohm
W Watt
V Volt
kPa kilopascal
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Abstract: A wealth of research has comprehensively documented the harmful effects of traditional
cigarette smoking and nicotine on human health. The lower rate of exposure to harmful chemicals
and toxic substances offered by alternative electronic smoking devices (e-cigarettes, vaping, etc.)
has made these methods of smoking popular, especially among adolescents and young adults, and
they are regarded frequently as safer than regular cigarettes. During vaporization of these so-called
e-liquids, toxins, carcinogens and various other chemical substances may be released and inhaled
by the user. Data on the potential human health effect attendant on exposure to e-vapor are based
mainly on animal and in vitro studies. The oral tissues are the first locus of direct interaction with
the components of the inhaled vapor. However, the short-term as well as long-term effects of the
exposure are not known. The aim of the review is to briefly present data on the effects of the chemical
components and toxins of e-cigarette vapor on oral cavity cells and tissues of oral health.

Keywords: e-cigarettes; e-aerosol; chemical components; toxins; microbiome; saliva; oral cavity tissues

1. Introduction

Despite there being extensive information available on the harmfulness of conventional
cigarette smoking, electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are regarded as a safer alternative,
which are particularly popular among both adults, young adults and teens, and their use
has increased rapidly [1]. Furthermore, waterpipe and cigar smoking are also alternatives
to traditional smoking. A very high prevalence of smoking indicates that there is a need
for smoking cessation programs, access to effective quitting treatments and mass media
campaigns to diminish smoking among the youth [2]. The results from the systematic
review and meta analysis performed by O’Brien group (2021) indicated that e-cigarette use
in Europe and North America by teenagers correlates with the initiation of conventional
smoking [1]. It was observed that vaping can be a reason for relapse into traditional
smoking [3]. Moreover, it was found that third-generation electronic cigarettes may cause
adverse effects in the oral cavity, and normal e-cigarette use, which involves repeated
use of the same atomizer to generate aerosol, may enhance the potential toxic effects of
third-generation e-cigarettes [4].

Similar results were observed among eastern European populations; additionally, a
higher prevalence of e-cigarettes was recognized among males, adolescents and young
adults within populations of countries in this part of the Europe [5]. In Poland, there
have been studies aimed at assessing patterns of e-cigarette use and comparing nicotine
dependence among cigarette and e-cigarette users in a group of highly educated young
adults. The findings from two representative groups suggested that e-cigarettes may
have a higher addictive potential than traditional cigarettes among young adults [6]. The
next studies performed in five Polish Universities with 7324 participants showed that
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e-cigarette use among young adults was significantly higher in correlation to the general
population [7].

Most traditional cigarette smokers who quit smoking believe e-cigarettes to be less
harmful than regular cigarettes. However, the statement that e-cigarette use helps users to
quit smoking is highly controversial [8].

The use of e-cigarettes (also known as “vaping”) has thus seen an unprecedented
increase worldwide [9]. There are four generations of e-cigarettes, all of them are battery-
operated devices and cartridge-based products containing fluid with varying levels of
nicotine and flavouring and several toxicants as heavy metals [10–12].

While the harmful effects of traditional cigarette smoking on human health is well
researched, knowledge of the effects of exposition to e-aerosol is limited, and above all
there is a lack of long-term studies. The first contact of the various chemicals inhaled
with the e-aerosol takes place in the oral cavity, and conclusions on the effects of this
interaction come mainly from animal or in vitro studies. Additionally, conflicting results
have been reported, corresponding to the various device and e-liquid combinations and
different methods of study [13]. Moreover, together with the increase in EDNS popularity,
many accidents were reported connected with burns of patients with various degrees as a
result of e-cigarette explosions, including injury of the oral cavity [14,15]. The aim of this
review is thus to present the current knowledge of the influence of the toxic and chemical
components of e-cigarette aerosols on periodontal tissues and oral health. We aimed to
examine articles and reports that we have evaluated, compared and described. MEDLINE,
EMBASE, PUBMED, internet websites of research articles and reference lists were searched
to identify articles for inclusion. Descriptive analysis was conducted.

2. Chemical Components and Toxins of E-Cigarette Aerosol

Vapes, vaping, vaporizers, vape pens, electronic cigarettes, e-cigarettes and e-cigs
are synonyms used to describe electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS), which are
non-combustible tobacco products. In these products, a solution of “e-liquid” held in
a cartridge is heated to a temperature of 100–300 and over to 350 ◦C depending on the
ENDS category, e-liquid composition and power output [16,17] to create an aerosol that
is inhaled by the users [18,19]. Standard electronic cigarette liquid is typically composed
without/with nicotine (at different doses, from 0 to 24 mg/mL), water, propylene glycol
(PG), vegetable glycerin (VG) or glycerol and flavouring constituents [20]. In general, it
contains at least three major ingredients: psychoactive agents as nicotine, solvents and
flavouring compounds. Nicotine in aqueous solution can be found in three forms as
diprotonated, monoprotonated and unprotonated. The content of diprotenated nicotine
is low and its presence does not matter much in the e-fluid [21]. Therefore, two of the
three forms are taken under consideration. The unprotonated—nicotine freebase is easily
vaporized form, and the protonated form—nicotine salt is present in e-liquid as a product
of combination of nicotine and different acids, including glycolic, pyruvic, lactic, levulinic,
fumaric, succinic, benzoic, salicylic, malic, tartaric and citric acids [22,23]. The unpro-
tonated, freebase nicotine in e-liquid is used in traditional e-cigarettes, while the newer
e-cigarette generation called “pod-mods”, such as JUUL and others, use the protonated
formulation derived from nicotine salts. In the e-fluid of the “pod-mods”, nicotine can be
found in concentrations 2 to 10 times higher than in traditional e-cigarettes, and in high
concentration of 65.2 mg/L [21,22,24].

The main two constituents are present in commercial refill liquid and e-liquid, propy-
lene glycol odorless and tasteless, and vegetable glycerin with a warm, sweet taste that are
used as a solvent in e-liquid. The ratio of PG and VG content is perceived by the producers
and users of e-cigarettes as an important determinant of their sensory characteristics [25].
Together with the propylene glycol, glycerol and nicotine, the e-liquid also contains various
flavors [18]. The flavoring compounds have different names and aromas, such as straw-
berry, root beer, chai tea, chocolate, fresh watermelon, black currant, forest berries, cherry,
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and grape; this variety of flavors is one of the main factors that increases attraction for new
users, especially for adolescents [26].

During e-liquid heating, aerosol is formed and the main components PG and VG can
be disintegrated into hazardous toxic substances. The content and amount of which depend
on the type of the device, brands and the smoking parameters. There are toxicants, such as
carbonyls, formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, crotonaldehyde, epoxides and glycidol in
aerosol after the thermal decomposition of PG and VG. The products that are produced
during the heating of fluid were divided into three groups: (i) thermal decomposition
products derived from PG and VG; (ii) products that originated from other compounds;
and (iii) products formed directly [18].

The study of Khlystov and Samburova (2016) with various e-cigarette brands indicated
that during the heating of the flavouring compounds, the formation of aldehydes domi-
nated, and these included formaldehyde, acetaldehyde and acrolein [26]. Other research
has supported these results, with an emphasis on their potentially harmful effects for
human health [27,28]. Nevertheless, multiple potentially harmful components, toxic metals
and trace elements, e.g., aluminium, lead, mercury, zinc, carbonyls, epoxides, policyclic aro-
matic hydroxycarbons (PAHs) and pesticides were found in e-liquids and aerosols [29–33].
New methods used to estimate toxic metal-containing particles in e-aerosols of various
pod-type systems are permitted to detect metal-containing particles such as chromium,
zinc, iron, cooper, tin, and lead in various concentrations [34]. Recently, Tehrani et al.
(2021) performed nontarget and quantitative analyses of e-liquids containing nicotine and
generated e-aerosols from four of e-cigarettes: one disposable, two pod and one tank/mod
to identify earlier unknown compounds. The liquid chromatography-high-resolution mass
spectrometry (LC–HRMS) and chemical fingerprinting techniques used in the study permit-
ted to observe that the number of detected compounds increased significantly in e-aerosol
compared to e-liquid in three tested types of e-cigarettes [35].

It has also been showed that aerosols produced during the heating of e-liquids contain
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and can produce oxidative stress through the presence of
free radicals, NO [36,37] and carbonyls [38]. It can be suggested that falvoring chemicals
and nicotine play an important role in the production of ROS [39–41], and the amount and
proportions vary from product to product [42]. Nevertheless, the studies also showed that
the levels of free radicals are lower in e-fluid and the gas phase of aerosol and heat-not-burn
products compared to traditional cigarettes, and contain fewer toxic substances at lower
concentrations [43]. An exposure of tissues to free radicals can result in damage to the
proliferation, survival and inflammation pathways in cells [36].

It is well-documented that cigarette smoking is considered as a risk factor for in-
flammatory airway diseases and chronic obstructive disease [44,45]. The components of
cigarette smoke can affect transcriptome alteration through chromatin remodelling and
DNA methylation in the cells of the respiratory system. These changes are essential on the
level of DNA and of specific genes [46]. The use of e-cigarettes can also be expected to have
similar harmful effects. These inhaled substances are also classified as toxic and hazardous,
particularly for the respiratory system, where they can disturb the oxidative–antioxidative
balance (free radicals, irritants) [11,20,47]. e-cigarette aerosols may be expected to cause
genotoxicity and immunotoxicity, but to lesser degrees than cigarette smoke. Some of the
chemical substances detected in the fluid/aerosol of e-cigarettes or in heat-non-burn prod-
ucts are listed in Agents Classified by the IARC Monographs (Table 1) as cancerogenic to
humans (group 1), probably carcinogenic to humans (group 2A) and possibly carcinogenic
to humans (group 2B) [48].
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Table 1. Agents that can be found in e-aerosol, e-fluid and released from metallic coils [48].

CAS Number Component Group

75–07-0 Acetaldehyd 2B

107–02-8 Acreolin 2A

50–00-0 Formaldehyde 1

7439–92-1 Lead 2B
CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service).

Therefore, the need to use modern analytical, reliable and validated methods to
quantify both toxic metals and other chemicals inhaled by users of various generations of
e-cigarettes, especially the long-term effects of exposition to the compounds, are not fully
known. A variety of components seem to indicate that vaping should not be treated as a
safe alternative method compared to traditional smoking.

3. Effect of E-Cigarettes Aerosol on Oral Cavity

It is known that both environmental and civilizational factors can affect human health
and can impact the functions of tissues and organs. One factor is cigarette smoking and its
harmful effects on human health are well documented. Although the content of various
chemical compounds and trace elements in e-aerosol are described to be lower than in
cigarette smoke, long-term exposure to aerosol can have a negative effect on oral cavity
health [16]. However, there is an increasing amount of data on the risks of e-cigarette use
compared to the benefits. Vaping, an alternative that simulates tobacco smoking, involves
the inhalation of aerosols created by heating of e-cigarette fluid, often considered less
harmful [49,50]. The National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine published
in 2018 a report reviewing the evidence for the adverse effects of e-cigarettes in the course
of oral cavity and respiratory system diseases [49].

The tissues of the oral cavity are those first exposed to the inhaled e-aerosol and they
interact directly with its toxins and chemical components. Research on potential oral health
changes following e-cigarette exposure is limited and there is some controversy about the
safety of e-cigarette use [51], and daily vaping is associated with poor oral health [25].

Experimental studies are not able to fully reflect real conditions because regular
electronic cigarette users may draw more puffs a day than in experiment laboratory stud-
ies [52,53]. To evaluate the effects of e-aerosol exposure on the human oral cavity, the
development and severity of periodontal disease should be taken into consideration, such
as bleeding from gingival tissue after probing, the assessment of the amount of plaque
(plaque index), the quantification of the gingival crevice as a marker of periodontitis and
the potential effects on the lining of epithelial cells and the oral microbiome [49,50].

3.1. Oral Microenvironment

The maintenance of homeostasis and functionality of the oral cavity are created by
saliva, the fluid secretory product of major and minor salivary glands. There are three major
paired salivary glands located outside the mouth and their secretion is transported via
ducts opening in the oral cavity. The minor salivary glands are located in the mucosa and
submucosa of the oral wall. Saliva with a unique composition plays protective and digestive
functions, containing water, electrolytes and various protein and signaling molecules [54].

One pilot cross-sectional study was performed with volunteers to assess the effect of
e-cigarette use on biomarkers of inflammation, oxidative stress, anti-inflammatory lipid
mediators, tissue injury and repair and growth factors in saliva and gingival crevicular
fluid. The obtained results were compared between four groups of participants as e-
cigarette users (EC), non-smokers, cigarette smokers and both e-cigarette and cigarette
(dual) smokers. There was significant increase between levels of myeloperoxidase and
matrix metaloproteinase-9 in EC vs. non-smokers, and between dual smokers and EC in
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inflammatory mediators as receptor for advanced glycation end products, myeloperoxidase
and recombinant human uteroglobin/CC10 [55].

The changes in antioxidant capacity of saliva in e-cigarette users and cigarette smokers
comparing to non-smokers were observed in a study by Cichońska et al. (2021) [56].
The uric acid, hypoxanthine, xanthine, TAOS (total antioxidant status) and TEAC (Trolox
equivalent antioxidant capacity) were determined in the samples of saliva patients. The
antioxidant capacity of saliva was affected in the e-cig users in a similar degree as in cigarette
smokers when compared to the saliva of non-smokers [56]. The impaired antioxidant
function of saliva can stimulate the formation of free radicals and reactive oxygen species
(ROS), which play a role in the progression of periodontitis and destruction of tissue [57].

3.2. Oral Microbiome

The microorganisms, harboring over 700 species, that reside in the human oral cavity
are described as the oral microbiome, oral microflora or oral microbiota [58]. The microor-
ganisms play an important role in the maintenance of the proper environment in the oral
cavity and encompasses oral niches, such as teeth surface, tongue, cheeks, subgingival and
supragingival plaque, palates, tonsils and salivary [59,60]. A dysbiosis, an imbalance in the
microbial ecosystem, can produce changes in their functional composition and can result
in pathological conditions [59,61–63]. The flavoring compounds of e-liquids have various
aromas and tastes, and some chemical components, such as saccharides and sucralose are
added to provide a sweet taste [64], they may selectively disrupt the homeostasis of the
oral microbiome and can be associated with a variety of oral diseases, such as periodontitis
and caries. There is evidence that e-cigarette use is associated with a compositional and
functional shift in the oral microbiome, with an increase in opportunistic pathogens and
virulence traits [65].

The study of salivary microbial communes performed by Pushalkar et al. (2020)
revealed the alterations in the content and differences in oral microbiota of e-cigarette
users compared to those who have never smoked. They included significantly altered
beta-diversity in species and the most abundant species of bacteria Porphyromonas and
Veillonella in e-cigarette users. Additionally, levels of cytokines (IL-6 i IL-1β) were increased.
The dysbiosis in microbiome was related to elevated proinflammatory cytokines release
and increased inflammation, which clearly indicated that e-cigarette users are more prone
to infection processes in the oral cavity [66]. Alterations in bacterial taxonomic composition
were also found in buccal samples and the samples of saliva in e-cigarette users. The saliva
of the users presented a significantly higher alpha diversity, which declined together with
decreased use of e-cigarettes. The most abundant bacteria genera in buccal samples was
Streptococcus in both e-cigarette users and non-smoking/non-vaping, whereas Prevotella
was the most abundant in the saliva samples also for both tested groups. When cohorts in
aggregate were tested, the buccal samples of e-cigarette users were rich in Veillonella and
Haemophilus species [67].

The salivary malondialdehyde (MDA), total salivary mucins (SM) and buccal smear
cells of the micronuclei (MN) were analyzed in patients of three groups: e-cigarette
with/without nicotine content users and a non-smoking group as in Menicagli et al. (2020)
studies. A significantly higher concentration of malondialdehyse, the final product of
polyunsaturated fatty acids peroxidation [68], frequently recognized as a marker of ox-
idative stress [69], was observed in e-cigarette users compared to the control group. The
highest, statistically significant amount of salivary mucin was noted in those smoking
e-cigarettes with nicotine. Analysis of the presence of micronuclei in buccal smear cells is
used as a biomarker of genotoxicity in smokers to predicting the effects of carcinogens [70].
In the studies, the micronuclei were detected in exfoliated buccal cells of e-cigarette users.
However, within the e-cigarette users, there were volunteers with a higher MN score, but
who have a higher age (≥39 years). All of the phenomenon could be associated with the
free radicals formation and to damage the normal cellular metabolism [71].
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There are reports that e-cigarettes can induce changes in epithelial cells on the molecu-
lar level that result in the deregulation of gene expression. Tommasi et al. (2019) performed
whole transcriptome profile analysis of oral epithelial cells obtained from central and distal
regions of the inside of each cheek of volunteers who were e-cigarette users, cigarette
smokers and control non-smokers or non-vapers. Analysis of the global transcriptome
profile showed the deregulation of number a key genes and molecular pathways in the oral
epithelial cells. Functional pathway analysis of differentially expressed genes indicated that
in both e-cigarette users and smokers the genes were mainly associated with cancer within
disease and disorders. In both experimental groups, differentially expressed genes were
predominantly associated with “cancer”. The canonical Wnt/Ca+ pathway in e-cigarette
users and the non-canonical integrin signaling pathway in smokers were the most dis-
rupted pathways [72]. The result showed that e-cigarette use leads to the deregulation
expression of key genes and molecular pathways in oral epithelial cells that are directly
exposed to carcinogens.

To explain the effects of e-cigarettes on oral cavity, a prospective cross-sectional study
was conducted to evaluate the prevalence and characteristics of oral mucosal lesions in
former smokers and e-cigarette users. There were no significant differences in prevalence
of oral mucosal lesions between the two groups. However, more frequent symptoms and
the prevalence of mucosal lesions, such as nicotine stomatitis, hairy tongue and angular
cheilitis were identified among e-cigarettes users [73].

The lamina propria of the lips, cheeks, floor of mouth and the ventral surface of the
tongue is lined by stratified squamous nonkeratinized epithelium. The mucosa of the
regions in oral cavity is very thin and well vascularized, and it is an attractive route for
the administration of drugs and other therapeutic agents. A pilot study was performed
by Reuther et al. (2016) to assess the possible effect of e-cigarette use on blood flow in
the buccal mucosa as a consequence of postoperative patients’ questions about whether
to continuing smoking or to switch to vaping. The laser Doppler technique was used
to measure the flow of buccal mucosal blood in 10 volunteers showed that e-cigarettes
produced a temporary rise in capillary perfusion, which can suggest the better absorption
of medicines. However, the results are needed to confirm that e-vapor can improve healing
time after oral and maxillofacial operations [74].

The presented data suggest that vaping disrupts both oral microenvironment and
ora microbiome.

4. Injury of Oral Cavity as Effect of E-Cigarettes Explosion

One of the complications of e-cigarette use is their malfunctions; spontaneous failure
and intra-oral explosion can result in several serious oral injuries, such as oral hard and
soft tissue injuries [14,75,76]. Examples of cases of two male patients’ injuries after the
explosion of the e-cigarette in the mouth included intraoral burns, luxation injuries and
alveolar fracture [77], and the other, a fracture, tearing out and dislocation of the front
teeth, premaxillary fractures and permanent cuts to the upper lip, the mucosa of the lips,
gums, tongue and hard palate [15]. The majority of reported electronic cigarette-related
oral injuries have been serious and have frequently required the intervention of a plastic
surgeon. The injuries included tooth fracture and tooth avulsion, jaw fracture, dento-
alveolar fracture, haematoma formation, traumatic ulceration and tattooing, intra-oral
burns and subsequent necrosis, palate perforation with extension into the nasal cavity
and extensive soft tissue deficits [78–80]. Recently, a case report of 19-year-old boy was
presented with maxillofacial injury after an e-cigarette battery-related explosion in his
mouth, as a warning to the public. Significant hard and soft tissue injuries of the oral cavity,
in particular the anterior left maxilla were observed. Additionally, there were epidermal
burns to the facial area, including the lips and upper chest; the upper lip sustained minimal
soft tissue damage [81].

Therefore, to promote the awareness of this phenomenon, wide discussion, especially
among adolescent and young adult of e-cigarette users, should be carried out regarding
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the risk of spontaneous failure and explosion of e-cigarettes. Dental professionals have
an important role to play in educating patients about not only the potential harm and the
health consequences of e-cigarette use, but also risk of intra-oral explosion of e-cigarettes.

5. Conclusions

The study indicates that exposure to e-cigarette aerosol that contains various ingre-
dients, toxicants and carcinogens can exert harmful effects and induce changes in human
oral health, inducing disbiosis, inflammation, cytotoxicity and genotoxicity, contributing to
in periodontal diseases. The mechanisms of action of the chemical substances in e-aerosols
(vapors) include changes on the biochemical, cellular and molecular levels. However, there
is a need for extensive research to assess the actual effects of e-aerosol on oral cavity tissues
as well as to evaluate the short-term and long-term use of e-cigarettes and related products.
These data illustrate the need for the monitoring of the conditions of different tissues and
organs of the e-cigarette users. The obtained results may be important for both adolescents
and young adults.
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